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Introduction

As one of the most prolific theologians of the late ancient and early medieval periods in Christian history, and as a towering figure in Orthodox tradition, competing with John Damascene for the title of “Thomas Aquinas of the East,” Maximus the Confessor’s thought has been analyzed through and through in its properly theological, philosophical, and ascetical dimensions. There is an enormous bibliography of secondary studies of Maximus in numerous languages, and a new international burst of energy in Maximian studies has unfolded within the past two decades alone.¹ Other than the famous positions that he articulated in the last great phase of the ancient controversies concerning the natures, person, operations, and wills of Jesus Christ, however, Maximus’ larger theological achievement has not always been so closely scrutinized with respect to the immediate background and foreground of his writings or the concrete contexts in which he was formed and spent his career. Historical and dogmatic theologians, meanwhile, perpetually run the risk of extrapolating systems of ideas from historic Christian thinkers like Maximus and disembodying them from the messy world of vital theology where those thinkers staked their claims and where their speculations and insights first began to take on trajectories of their own.

One striking example of this interpretive risk can be found in the longstanding profile of Maximus as an essentially or systematically anti-Origenist theologian. The profile is not completely unwarranted, to be sure, given his sustained criticism of radical Origenists, explored many years ago by Polycarp Sherwood and investigated by many

others since. Maximus clearly considered systematized Origenism to be flawed as a reimagining of the economy of creation and redemption. But in fact there were multiple “Origenisms” afloat in the wake of both Origen himself and his influential fourth-century devotee Evagrius Ponticus, some more controversial than others. One was the radicalized version of Origenist cosmology and eschatology circulating in certain Palestinian monasteries in the sixth century. This is the version presumably most problematic for Maximus and other critics, and it provided a foil for important features of his own mature thinking on the origins and destiny of creation. Another stream, however, was the legacy of Origen’s own ascetical gospel, his compelling vision of the spiritual life, wherein Christ the Logos is the romancer and educator of souls who entices the deep-seated erôs of human nature toward the transcending beauty and goodness of God. In his devotion to this particular legacy, Maximus was himself a certain kind of Origenist, and so were many others before and after him, including the likes of Gregory of Nyssa and Dionysius the Areopagite, two of the Confessor’s most crucial sources. And yet some of the scholarship on Maximus, in its zeal to profile him as a philosophical anti-Origenist in the wake of the anathematization of Origenism at the Council of Constantinople of 553, has downplayed the recontextualization of Origen that still lay at the core of his spiritual teaching. In doing so it risks belittling a crucial thread linking Maximus to the earliest traditions of Greek Christian asceticism, as well as Maximus’ own unique improvisations on Origenist–Evagrian ascetical theology.

What is demanded, especially in assessing the work of a thinker whose theology is as intricate and nuanced as Maximus’, is the kind of thick description that elicits not only the internal intelligibility or consistency in his literary corpus but also the often subtle signals that his work has once been addressed to live audiences, that it has stood on the cusp of inherited traditions and new interpretive contexts, and that it is the product of personal commitments to networks of mentors, friends, and sympathizers as well as of carefully refined intellectual judgments developed over long periods of time. In most of his spiritual and theological works, unlike some of his letters and christological Opuscula, Maximus normally does not furnish an accompanying commentary on the live circumstances in which he was writing. Like other theologians of his age, and unlike many postmodern Christian thinkers sensitized to remain aware of their own cultural and historical location,
he was not a self-consciously contextualizing theologian. This complicates the task of penetrating more than simply the general background and foreground of his works.

In the case of the *Ambigua to John*, for instance, we know that Maximus is rebutting Origenism, but we long to know more from him about the exact provenance and character of the Origenism that he is refuting. In the *Questions and Responses for Thalassius*, we see him developing elaborate exegetical and theological responses to scriptural queries posed to him by a friend who was the abbot of a Libyan monastery, but we wish he would reveal more about what has prompted this particular set of questions on this particular set of ambiguous or perplexing biblical texts. At one level, the *Questions and Responses for Thalassius* is rather predictable and transparent. Thalassius’s monks want to know how certain obscure biblical texts are still relevant to their ascetical disciplines, and Maximus uses classic Alexandrian forms of “spiritual” interpretation, well-tested within monastic tradition, imaginatively to answer the queries in ways that are edifying, in the manner of what later became known as *lectio divina*. And yet we are left wanting for a word from Maximus on the antecedent debates in patristic exegesis over the possible abuses of non-literary exegesis, or on why he is so secure, now that Origen’s legacy has become controversial, in carrying forward the tradition of Alexandrian–Origenian allegory and anagogy, especially when these kinds of interpretation had been employed in support of speculative and controversial features of Origenist doctrine. More to the point, we would love for Maximus to articulate more explicitly the kind of “Origenist” he still allows himself to be in an age of multiple Origenisms. A “corrected” form of Origenist–Evagrian spiritual doctrine and asceticism is, after all, still an appropriation, still indebted to a chemistry uniquely and organically related to these controversial thinkers of an earlier period. The issue is all the more acute when we consider just how much Maximus gleans from Evagrius, the most touted Origenist thinker after Origen himself. I will take up the issue again in Chapter 2.

Still another example from the earlier part of Maximus’ literary corpus is his *Dialogue on the Ascetical Life (Liber asceticus)*, a work clearly resembling the “conferences” recorded in the *Sayings of the Desert Fathers (Apophthegmata patrum)* from an earlier generation. There is much in the work consistent with the “classic” Maximus, such as the emphasis on divine kenosis and incarnation as the ultimate
rationale of the ascetical life (and of all created existence), and on the double love commandment as formative for all Christian virtue and praxis. But why does Maximus see fit to deploy this literary throwback to the older desert monastic tradition, and boldly to retrieve the stringent model of penitential discipline and self-mortification typical of that tradition? Has he experienced this model for himself in Palestine or Egypt, or is this perhaps just one among other alternative literary artifices for expounding on the exigencies of the ascetical life?

These kinds of questions especially arise in conjunction with works from Maximus’ early monastic career, prior to his deep public involvement in the christological crisis of the mid-seventh century. They are all the more imposing because, as we shall see in Chapter 1, there is extensive new biographical debate on his precise background and monastic provenance. At least with his more christologically-focused works from the latter decades of his career, we have abundant evidence of the immediate foreground of imperial and ecclesiastical politics in North Africa, Rome, and Constantinople.

Meanwhile, there are great challenges for bringing together the pieces of Maximus’ life to form a complete portrait, one in which his early work as a monastic theologian and spiritual pedagogue is fully integrated with his more controversial public persona in the monothelete controversy that preoccupied him from the 640s to the end of his life. Juan Miguel Garrigues has attempted one such portrait, claiming to find an evolution in Maximus’ thought commensurate with distinctive phases of his career. Garrigues maps five stages in Maximus’ development. First is “the monk” deeply engaged with Origenist spiritual doctrine and its strongly existentialist doctrine of human freedom enhanced by Gregory of Nyssa, the troubling elements of which Maximus supposedly corrected by appeal to the stabilizing ontology of Dionysius the Areopagite. Second is “the nomad” cast into monastic exile (xeniteia) in Africa by the Arab invasions, taking on a more eschatological outlook and preparing, under the guidance of his spiritual father Sophronius, for the emerging battle with imperially-supported monothelete Christology. Third is “the theologian” matured through the refiner’s fire of the monothelete controversy. Fourth is “the confessor” whose commitment to dyothelete Christology leads him ultimately to Rome and a dangerous alliance with the Roman Church against Constantinople. Fifth and finally is “the martyr,” Maximus’ destiny after having been taken into custody, tried, tortured, and exiled by the imperial authorities in Constantinople,
giving his life for his Orthodox confession. Commensurate with all this, Garrigues argues, was Maximus’ doctrine of deification, the very skeleton of his theology. Maximus had to overcome the “intellectualism” and Platonic dualism of Evagrius, and to transcend the “dramatic existentialism” of Gregory of Nyssa, whose eschatological spirituality focused on the fulfillment of “nature” through free will. At last he discerned the superiority of “person” to “nature,” and re-envisioned deification as “personal adoption in the Son” through the kenosis of divine love.

Garrigues’ reconstruction is imaginative but far too tidy, and presupposes an artificial gap between the allegedly immature monk and the mature theologian; it also oversimplifies or misrepresents authentic elements of development in Maximus’ thinking. Garrigues is one among other scholars, moreover, who have tended to view Maximus as a precursor of Aquinas, anticipating the definition of deification more as a fruition of infused grace than of nature’s own aspiration in keeping with its true telos.

Meanwhile, I do not disparage Garrigues’s attempt to construct a coherent portrait of Maximus in his context, but my own goal in this book is to take fuller account of the complexities in his formation as a theologian. Like Garrigues, I write as a historical theologian, not as a social or cultural historian of Byzantium, and yet I am obliged to begin this study in Chapter 1 with an extended examination of the difficulties faced in reconstructing Maximus’ life. Here I rely heavily on the best recent scholarship on seventh-century Byzantium, and on the newer studies analyzing the rival Greek and Syriac Vitae of Maximus, though recognizing that Byzantinists and historical theologians have their differences of interest and perspective. I also try in the first two chapters to set the historical stage for my exploration, in subsequent chapters, of some of the principal themes and guiding leitmotifs of his theology. We will investigate, in Chapters 3 through 5, the “cosmic landscapes” of his thought, including his conceptualization of the

---

3 Ibid., 79–199.
basic architecture of the created cosmos, the christocentric focus of his cosmology, and the eschatological interfaces between his vision of the world and his vision for the Church. In these chapters I intend to enhance what Hans Urs von Balthasar first began to develop as a “theo-dramatic” reading of Maximus, with Christ the New Adam as the principal actor in the drama of the salvation and transfiguration of the world. I shall describe as well what I call Maximus’ “cosmo-politeian” perspective, which sees all (especially rational) creatures, in their particularity both in the structure of the cosmos and in concrete history, undertaking their subsidiary performances in the new politeia of creaturely existence inaugurated by Jesus Christ.

In the next section, Chapters 6 through 8, I examine elements of Maximus’ theological anthropology, his teaching on the precise character of Christ’s redemptive work, and the yield of these things for his instruction in the moral and spiritual life of the Christian. My aim in these chapters is not to revisit all the subordinate doctrinal themes already treated in detail in other studies, but to demonstrate how Maximus’ overarching teleological and eschatological (and preeminently christocentric) perspective is determinative of his understanding of creation, human nature, and the fall. Humanity, I will argue, is for Maximus a theo-dramatic work-in-progress. His protology, or doctrine of “beginnings,” is thoroughly conditioned by anticipation of the revelation of the new eschatological humanity of Jesus Christ. The human creature’s own politeia, the parameters and protocols of performing her or his role in the denouement of the drama of Christ, is marked by forms of love and virtue—new life in the Spirit—that divulge the indwelling Christ, the Christ who (in a famous image that Maximus expands from Origen) “incarnates” himself in the virtues.

In the final section, having considered Maximus at length in his own context, I turn to some of the historic attempts to recontextualize his work in new theological settings both East and West. These diverse receptions go far in disclosing the breadth of his thought and the ongoing prospects of critical but constructive retrieval of his legacy. In my closing Epilogue, I attempt to integrate the different aspects and phases of his career into a refreshed portrait of his achievement as a contextual theologian—a portrait that commends itself to continuing engagement of Maximus as a “Confessor” for East, West, and Global South.
Part I Backgrounds

Maximus in His Historical Setting: Betwixt and Between

They were neither the best of times nor the worst of times for the Byzantine Empire. They were, however, unsettled and unsettling. Maximus the Confessor’s life as a monk, churchman, and theologian fell betwixt and between certain definitive historical developments in Byzantium in the late sixth and seventh centuries. Born in 580, he lived just past the grand age of Justinian (r. 527–65), the peak period of Byzantine power and imperial expansion. The Byzantium that Maximus knew was an empire aspiring to reclaim an already elusive greatness after the severe instabilities that dogged it during the troubled regimes of Justinian’s successors. And yet Maximus died in 662, well before the alternating expansions and shrinkages of the Byzantine Empire devolved into a final, fateful trajectory of decline.

From Justinian to Heraclius: Byzantine Aspirations to a Christian World Order

Justinian’s own imprint on Maximus’ world was enormous, since he had much to do with the overall configuration of Christianity in the Mediterranean basin in the sixth and seventh centuries. During his reign, a subtle transformation of the Roman Empire emerged, a “Byzantine alloy,” a world in which Christian, Roman, Greek, and many local elements fused to create a new medieval civilization within imperial borders.

Justinian, to be sure, inherited his fair share of monumental challenges to advancing such a civilization. But he also created new ones of his own. Endorsing a mode of interpreting Chalcedonian Christology in terms that invoked the revered (if controversial) legacy of Cyril of Alexandria, Justinian, with the counsel of his influential wife Theodora, set a precedent for later emperors maneuvering to draw the miaphysite churches of the East back into the fold of Chalcedonian orthodoxy even as that same “orthodoxy” was still being defined. But his mixed signals in dealing with the miaphysites, strong-arming them but also trying to appease them in the imperially orchestrated Council of Constantinople of 553, backfired badly, alienating those churches all the more while also deepening frictions with the Roman Church. The destabilizing fall-out of all of this lasted well into Maximus’ own time.

The westward military campaigns undertaken by Justinian’s illustrious commander Belisarius took back Roman Africa from Arian Vandal occupation, so that the region was securely under Byzantine control during the years Maximus later spent with the Eukratas monastic circle near Carthage. But this military reconquest and cultural disruption only commenced a long process of “Roman” reclamation, a yet-to-be negotiated Byzantino-African identity that significantly muddied the African churches’ relation to Constantinople. Not all Catholics in North Africa were enthused about the arrival of a “Byzantine” orthodoxy, and even pushed back against some of Justinian’s theological initiatives and endorsements. Justinian was equipped with an extensive dossier of imperial law, the Corpus juris civilis, and even with a semi-official handbook of scriptural interpretation composed by his senior legal minister or Quaestor, Junillus Africanus, who sought to demonstrate the Bible’s support for the divine right of the emperor and the official (1) imperial orthodoxy. With these sources at his disposal, Justinian projected a reconsecrated symbiosis of Church and state. Expressed in virtually mythic terms in his sixth Novella, this symbiosis would have Constantinople, capital and home to the rebuit patriarchal basilica of Hagia Sophia, as the sacral center of gravity for Byzantium’s Christian world order. But at the level of the provinces, where the emperor remained dependent on governors, exarchs, other political or military officials, and even bishops to carry out his universally binding will, this elusively constant was often tested. One reason was the sheer weight of its own hubris. The historian Procopius famously lampooned this in his Secret History, vilifying Justinian as a capricious rogue and “prince of demons,” a hard label to make completely stick given, among other things, Justinian’s personal studiousness with regard to matters theological and ecclesiastical. In the long run, however, local resistance in all its forms (religious, political, cultural, etc.) was an enduring and destabilizing reality on the ground.

This situation prompted Justinian’s nephew and successor, Justin II (r. 565–78), to implement a policy whereby provincial governors would no longer be sent out from Constantinople but elected by local aristocrats and bishops. These kinds of appeasements, however, did little to quell the restlessness of local unrest. Meanwhile, Byzantium was headed toward unrelenting pressures on its imperial borders by Lombards, Slavs, Avars, Persians, and Arabs, and the specter of new upsets to an already fragile imperial equilibrium. These external challenges would have much to do, then, with the strongly defensive posture that the empire assumed, but not before Justinian’s immediate successors attempted some awkwardly aggressive measures. Warren Treadgold appropriately titles the period between Justinian and Heraclius, 565–610, the era of “the danger of overextension.” Justin II not only further strained relations with the provinces, he also learned little from Justinian’s stormy relation with the miaphysite churches, repeating the calamitous mixture of negotiation and force in dealing with them. Justin prematurely attacked the Persians on the eastern front and thrust the empire into a very precarious position. His successor Tiberius II (r. 578–82) dipped lavishly into the imperial treasury to try to resolve problems of government and military security.

Maurice (r. 582–602), an able military commander, nonetheless had “one major army and three major wars to fight,” and despite a glorious victory against the Persians, he presided over a dramatic depletion of resources and manpower. In the melees of trying to stage an army to ward off the impending threat on Constantinople from Slavs and Avars amassed in the Balkans, Maurice and five of his sons were captured and cruelly executed by co-conspirators of his successor Phocas (r. 602–10), whose subsequent reign saw a sustained famine and an even more disastrous weakening of the empire’s borders. The seventh century, Maximus the Confessor’s century, truly set the stage for the “reduced medieval state” that Byzantium was destined to become. In this respect, Heraclius (b. 575, r. 610–41), the emperor of Maximus’ early and middle career, was a crucial transitional figure who desired to reestablish the grandiosity of the reigns of his predecessors Constantine and Justinian while negotiating the fault line between imperial idealism and the stark realities of political, economic, military, and religious upheaval. Shortly after Heraclius’ ascendance, the Persians handed the Byzantine army a devastating defeat near Antioch, and eventually marched on Jerusalem in 614. There they allegedly attacked (but, it seems, did not destroy) the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, Eastern Christianity’s holiest shrine. They captured the Patriarch Zacharias, massacred hundreds of Christians, and stole the cherished relic of the True Cross. The event was symbolically enormous, signaling the heightened stakes of controlling the empire’s borders. It is rightly compared to the sack of Rome by the Visigoths in 410, which sent shockwaves across the Christian population in the West and signaled the end of an era of security.

In the meantime, another Persian army advanced through Asia Minor as far as Chalcedon, just across the Sea of Marmara from Constantinople. By 615 dispatches were sent to the Persian ruler Chosroes II to try to negotiate a settlement. The anonymous Anonymous Paschal Chronicle quotes one of the dispatches as an appeal to Chosroes to recognize the divinely bestowed “providence” protecting the earthly “kingdom” (generically speaking) and deeming it worthy of freedom from disturbance. In highly deferential terms it blames Heraclius’ predecessor Phocas for having failed to pay due diplomatic respect to the Persian monarch, and begs “forgiveness” in order to appease Chosroes and obviate further Persian aggression. This appeal fell on deaf ears, and was probably laughable to the Persians who were doing well in battle and confident of further decisive victories against the Byzantines. Compounding difficulties, the Slavs and Avars were strengthening in the Balkans and poised to strike. In June of 623, feigning a diplomatic mission to Heraclius at Selymbria just west of the capital, the Avars ambushed the imperial party, forcing Heraclius to don plain clothes, grab his crown, and escape back to Constantinople. Only a hastily negotiated peace treaty, with the enemy receiving a massive sum of tribute money, temporarily staved off the Avar threat.
Heraklios’ rocky first decade was not to have the last word on his reign. He had not been able for long to capitalize on the opprobrium cast on his predecessor Phocas, and had been thrust from the outset into a military and diplomatic nightmare. Technically, moreover, he was a usurper and had to prove his legitimacy. His political and military prowess, however, was to be vindicated in a new and decisive campaign against the Persian Sassanid dynasty beginning in 624. Intermittently, the Persian support of, and involvement in, a coalition of Slavs and Avars that laid siege to Constantinople in 626 sent a clear signal that the very viability of Byzantium was in question.

Though the capture of Jerusalem was disastrous for Heraklios, Byzantine historians and the esteemed panegyrist George of Pseudoia predictably amplified the drama of Heraklios’ Persian campaign, hailing the conquering hero and quoting alleged speeches of the emperor in which he exhorted his troops to a spiritual as well as material showdown. They played it up as a crusade against infidels who had committed sacrilege by desecrating the Holy City and stealing the priceless relic of the True Cross; though the harsh reality, as Walter Kaegi notes, was a testing of military wits in “expeditionary warfare of maneuver over vast distances” across Asia Minor, the Caucasus, western Iran, and ultimately Mesopotamia. All the while Heraklios employed biblical prophecy, especially David, to prove how his campaign was divinely sanctioned, which helped justify, in turn, his intolerance and cruelty toward enemies who showed contempt for his aura as Christian emperor. Help came as well from the Syriac Christian Alexander Legend (c.629), a work that retold the story of Alexander the Great as a prophet of the Messiah who vowed to place his throne in Jerusalem, and whose own conquest of the Persians adumbrated Heraklios’ exploits and redemption of the Holy City. In 627–8, having forged an alliance with Kik Turks, Heraklios at last invaded the Persian heartland in Mesopotamia, defeated Chosroes II, and negotiated the Persians’ withdrawal from the Levant and Egypt. As important as the military victory was the recovery of the True Cross and its associated relics, which thoroughly sealed the religious interpretation of the Persian campaign.

Heraklios, the Rise of Islam, and the Cosmos of Byzantine Christian Culture in the Seventh Century

Heraklios’ ceremonial restoration of the True Cross to Jerusalem in 630 was no simple ceremonial accent mark on his defeat of the Persians. It was part of a concerted ideological campaign to retrieve the legacy of Constantine, for whose regime the cross also famously had unique meaning as a sign of sanctified dominion. With this powerful public gesture, Heraklios “aspired to the renewal of his reign, a new beginning, and the start of a new age after a successfully concluded war.” The poet laureate George of Pseudoia, a deacon of Hagia Sophia, in turn contributed to crafting an imperial myth according to which Heraklios’ reign was not only a new beginning, but a “new creation.” In his poem On the Restoration of the True Cross, George set out the event’s eschatological significance as a signal of the emperor’s cosmic sovereignty on Christ’s behalf. Indeed, among his various panegyrics on Heraklios was an elegant epic entitled the Hexameron, which used the six-day creation story in Genesis 1 as the thematic backdrop to eulogize the cosmic dimensions of the emperor’s military and political achievement. In the Creator’s struggle to bring new order and “rhythm” out of the chaos of nascent creation, George envisions a compelling analogy with the new cosmic order inaugurated by Heraklios’ victory over the Persians. In one segment of the Hexameron, George styles a address on the lips of Sergius, Patriarch of Constantinople, extolling the Creator as Architect of the wonders of the world, and bidding the Creator to open wide the “lower gates” of the earthly city, the imperial capital, for Heraklios now to pass through as the “deliverer of the cosmos.”

As Averil Cameron has demonstrated in her learned and prolific studies of early Byzantine literary culture, there was already a transformation underway in Christian discourse and rhetoric well before Heraklios’ time. The developing Christian “rhetoric of empire” registered itself in manifold ways, from the writing of history to the writing of hagiography, seeking to surmount classical rhetorical forms both by exploiting them and creatively integrating figural language and religious symbols drawn from Scripture. Imperial historians and poets who had previously strived to keep up “classical” styles of writing now presented their subjects unblinkingly within the terms of Old Testament typology. George of Pseudoia also capitalized on this pattern and took it to all new heights in eulogizing Heraklios’ bid to inaugurate a world order even greater than that of his predecessors. Already in the opening lines of his early poem On Heraklios’ Return from Africa, which praises Heraklios’ extermination of Phocas, George had admitted a poetic inadequacy to use human words (logoi) to describe one who was so clearly ordained by the very Logos of God himself. The thrust here and elsewhere in George’s works was rhetorically to galvanize the interconnections between the divine Word, the world of Scripture, the world of the emperor, the world of the patriarch, and his own words of poetic eulogy in order to spin a sophisticated web of meaning that sealed the legitimacy, sanctity, and prophetic aura of the Heraclean regime.

Historical critics may well want to drive a wedge here between the rhetoric and the reality. This was a ruler, after all, with much unfinished business. But the cultural power of this religious and political myth of Heraklios’ reign should not be underestimated. Divine sanction and public confidence were things the Byzantine emperor both wanted and desperately needed. As Kaegi argues, Heraklios, before and after restoring the True Cross to Jerusalem in 630, traveled about in the Middle East and Mesopotamia, and thereby gained “a richer perspective on his contemporary world than any emperor since Theodosius I, which likely enhanced his own deeply religious as well as political and military vision.” With these travels abroad, including a survey of the ecclesiastical as well as strategic landscapes of his domains, Heraklios imagined moving the empire at last toward the elusive resolution on Christology and the reconciliation of Chalcedonian and non-Chalcedonian churches that his predecessors had so grievously failed to attain. The historian Theophanes indicates that, while in Hierapolis (of Syria), Heraklios was met by Athanasius, the Patriarch of the Jacobite (Syrian miaphysite) churches. The Emperor allegedly promised him that if the Jacobites would embrace the Council of Chalcedon, he would make him (Chalcedon/Melkite) Patriarch of Antioch. Athanasius at first feigned agreement with the dyophysite definition of Christ, but further inquired of the emperor whether there might yet be a single “energy” and “will” in Christ. Finding that this “monenergetism” position was the emerging view of Patriarch Sergius of Constantinople, himself of Syrian origin, Heraklios authroized Athanasius’ orthodoxy. With this, the Jacobites and their miaphysite counterparts in Alexandria claimed to have won a victory, boasting that the Chalcedonian establishment had effectively conceded “one nature” of Christ by virtue of affirming a single energy (ἐνέργεια) in Christ. The situation was an embarrassment to Heraklios, who hoped to create a viable doctrinal consensus, and though there were other intervening developments not mentioned in Theophanes’ account, the result was the Ekthesis (c.68), the emperor’s declaration, endorsed by Patriarch Sergius shortly before he died, that all language of one or two energies in Christ should be entirely avoided, and that the two natures of Christ were rather joined in a single will. Other evidence from Michael the Syrian’s Chronicle (in Syrian) suggests instead that Athanasius remained dead-set against conciliation with Chalcedon and that Heraklios tried to force conformity by persecuting miaphysite communities in Syria.

We will return later to the monotheleite controversy that subsequently erupted, in which Maximus the Confessor would also be thoroughly embroiled. For now I want simply to emphasize Heraklios’ recognition of Christology as an indispensable factor in the direction of establishing a viable doctrinal—and cultural—consensus throughout the empire. As Heraklios and Maximus realized from their very different perspectival locations, the “cosmic Christologies” of Heraklios and Maximus, emperor and monk, also remain for investigation further on.
Heraclius’s window of opportunity after the Persian wars to work toward christological consensus in the empire closed rather quickly, for beginning in the 630s he faced a whole new external threat to the security of the Byzantine cultural cosmos: the Arab invasions of imperial territories and the rise of Islam.

The presence of Islam would put the Byzantine Empire into a defensive posture that persisted, with greater or lesser intensity, until the collapse of Constantinople to the Ottoman Turks in 1453. Early Arab incursions into the Negev and the victories in the region where Palestine, Syria, and Jordan converge, climaxing in the Arabs’ devastating defeat of the Byzantines at Yarmuk in August of 636, presaged the loss of most Byzantine territories in the Middle East and North Africa. Damascus had already fallen in 634–5, and Tiberias (Galilee) in 635. Muslim control of most of Syria, Transjordan, and Palestine (including Jerusalem) was secured by 638. Egypt by 641; Armenia by 643; Mesopotamia by 644; and Mesopotamia by 647; the Muslim conquest of North Africa took much longer, but by the end of the seventh century a large portion of the region had been secured.

John Haldon appropriately emphasizes that, in comparison with the Persian wars, the Arab conquests and rise of Islam “dislocated Byzantine society much more fundamentally and dramatically, and at all levels—political, economic, and in terms of beliefs and ideas about the world.” Well-argued arguments about God’s providential punishment of his people’s infidelity were easily recalled, such as when Sophronius, Patriarch of Jerusalem, urged Patriarch Sergius to pray fervently for Heraclius to prevail “over all barbarians but especially the Saracens [Arabs], destroying their pride [since] through our sins they have now unexpectedly risen up against us, and are carrying everything off as booty with cruel and savage intent and impious and godless daring.”

For not a few Byzantine Christians, including the monks, the Arab invasions represented a veritable apocalypse. Maximus, who met up in Africa with numerous monks fleeing the Arab onslaught, reflected with severe foreboding on the spectacle of the Arab advances in a letter to Peter the Illustrious, possibly the same person as Peter the Byzantine strategos (general) in Numidia, dating to around 634, after Maximus’ relocation near Carthage:

What is more upsetting than the evil now taking hold of the world? What is more dreadful than what has happened? What is more tearful or fearful to those suffering it than to see a desert-inhabiting and barbarian people overrun another land as though it were its own? And see these rough and wild beasts who have only the thinnest surface with a human form outside overrun this sophisticated and luxuriant state?

...it announces the coming of the Anti-Christ, because they truly do not know the Saviour. It signifies the bad and the lawless, hating men and hating God, because they are haters of mankind and haters of God, and because they inveigh against the saints...

What is more monstrous to the eyes and ears of Christians? Because you see this rough and uncouth people born to license raising up its hand against God’s inheritance. But this mass of things has happened to us because of our sins. Maximus’ opprobrium for the Arabs was reminiscent of the Spanish Christian poet Prudentius’ earlier depiction of Europe’s barbarian peoples as “wild beasts” and “four-footed creatures” in comparison with Romans. Such labels may well offend modern sensitivities, but they were a function less of hardcore ethnocentrism than of the pervasive conviction that the Romano-Byzantine cultural cosmos was the protective bosom of true civilization and, of course, of Christianity as well. The same holds true of Maximus’ fierce denunciations, also in his epistle to Peter the Illustrious, of the Jews’ glee over Arabs spilling Christian blood. The targeting of alleged Jewish collaboration in, or sympathy with, the persecution of Christians by Byzantium’s enemies was rather typical from earlier chroniclers and served to amplify the apocalyptic aura of these grave periods in which Byzantine cultural security was sorely tested. When, in 632, Heraclius instigated the forced baptism of Jews in territories that were militarily or politically vulnerable, Maximus balked. Compromising a sacrament of the Church on unbelieving Jews could very well initiate the horrid apostasy predicted by Paul (2 Thess. 2:3):

I am fearful lest [the apostasy] begin through contact between these [Jews] and the believing peoples, which will enable them to spread the evil seed of the stumbling-blocks among the most ignorant of the multitude, and there appear that manifest and undisputed sign of the end, discussed by all; according to this, they expect great temptations and struggles for the sake of the truth, for which they prepare themselves by prayers, by entreaties, by many tears, and by the changes necessary for righteousness.

Compelling Jews to be baptized would thus augment rather than alleviate the sins for which God was punishing the empire.

Maximus’ responses to crisis in these instances display a tension between his nervous loyalty to Byzantium’s Christian imperial ideal, which assumed the emperor to be the invulnerable protector of the empire’s religious and cultural security, and his readiness to appeal to a higher divine providence and judgment comprehending worlds history and thoroughly relativizing that security. The same tension is more graphic in the later seventh-century Apocryphon of Pseudo-Methodius (originally in Syriac), which, on the one hand, interprets the Arab invasions as God’s weapon against Byzantium’s licentiousness while, on the other hand, predicting the ultimate ruination of the Arabs at the hands of the last Byzantine emperor, when all the fury of the wrath of the king of the Greeks shall be completed upon those who have denied Christ...[and] the king of the Greeks shall go up and stand on Golgotha and the holy Cross shall be placed on that spot where it had been fixed when it bore Christ. The king of the Greeks shall place his crown on the top of the holy Cross, stretch out his hands toward heaven, and hand over the kingdom to God the Father. And the holy Cross upon which Christ was crucified will be raised up to heaven, together with the royal crown.

Not surprisingly, this same kind of apocalyptic reading of Byzantium’s woes was destined to be applied to the empire’s doctrinal sins as well, specifically christological heresy. Maximus himself, in his later trial in Constantinople, was to be accused (though denying the charge) of having a vision of an angelic host proclaiming that Gregory, the Byzantine exarch in Africa, could prevail as Augustus—presumably a reference to Gregory’s insurrection in the 640s against the monothelete emperor. Maximus’ younger contemporary, the monastic theologian Anastasius of Sinai, declares in a sermon that God had granted the Arabs devastating victories against the Byzantines precisely because “Heraclius’ grandson”—the monothelete emperor Constans II—exiled and brutalized Pope Martin I, the very pope with whom Maximus was allied in the Lateran Council in Rome (649) to defy the imperially-sponsored monotheletism. The imperial authorities, says Anastasius, “sent for and arrested the men in the Roman synod [i.e. Lateran Council], and excised their tongues and cut off their hands.”

While other evidence indicates that Martin died shortly after he was taken to Constantinople, tried, and exiled, descriptions of his punishment in other sources do not mention this specific fate. Sources positively confirm this fate, however, for Maximus and his close disciples. For Anastasius, meanwhile, God’s final punishment for this grievous injustice was Constans II having been “slain by the sword in Sicily,” which was followed by the restoration of tranquillity and order under Constantine IV.

In the end we must resist inferring utterly polarized trajectories of imperial ideology and apocalypticism, since in early Byzantine Christian culture they more or less grew up together. Apocalyptic traditions and texts could prophetically vilify the emperor and his associates, cast doubt on their competence and fidelity, and hold them up for special divine judgment; but they could also serve the “imperial eschatology,” portraying the (virtuous, orthodox) emperor, or the “last” emperor in Pseudo-Methodius’ case, as an agent of God committed to the much-rocotted security and vitality of the Byzantine cultural cosmos. And yet, as Haldon rightly cautions, we dare not underestimate the social and rhetorical power of any new narrative seriously challenging imperial authority in this volatile period of the breathtaking spread of Islam. Direct appeal to the prerogatives of the all-provident Creator fit with broader religious trends in the age of Heraclius, as popular trust and devotion were being invested in ostensibly more “effective” sources of supernatural power and access to God. Already before the time of Heraclius and Maximus, the charismatic ascetical sage or holy man had surfaced in Byzantine society as a unique mediator before God, a religious rallying-point. The cult of the intercessory Virgin Mother, the Theotokos, though closely aligned with the imperial prestige, had grown rapidly and exercised profound influence in and beyond Constantinople. By the late sixth and seventh centuries, moreover, the holy...
icons were also intervening as yet another crucial form of mediation between God and humanity, and with immense social and cultural consequences leading into the age of imperial iconoclasm.

The question that will occupy us further on in this study is whether Maximus’ developed “cosmic theology”—his “theory of everything” as Doru Costache calls it,—which aspires to articulate, in highly nuanced form, the interrelations between “universal” and “particular” realities under the guidance of Christ the Logos—worked to undergird the Byzantine imperial and cultural order, to challenge or even upset the security of that order, or to project a healthy dialectic of trust and distrust. Averil Cameron, for one, contends that Maximus’ theological oeuvre fits into the campaign to conserve and standardize theological knowledge so as to fortify Byzantine Christian culture against the twin threats of Islam from without and heresy from within. But does this do justice to the ascetical and eschatological dimensions of his work? There is the rub; and the difficulties of interpretation are considerable, since, apart from his letters, rarely in his ascetical and theological writings does Maximus explicitly refer to, or reflect on, the political and cultural foreground of his literary enterprise.

Between East and West: Maximus' Provenance and Migrations

Having viewed Maximus broadly within the cosmos of Byzantine Christian culture in the seventh century, my purpose now is to go back and pinpoint the crucial contexts and turning points in his unfolding career. Not only did he live in the “betwixt and between” of some major transitions in the history of the Byzantine Empire, geographically too he moved betwixt and between, destined to become one of the few truly ecumenical figures of his age—a fact all the more significant because he was not a bishop. Maximus was an Eastern monk who nonetheless migrated to Byzantine-occupied North Africa, from which location he was drawn into the fray of christological controversy and eventually aligned himself with the Roman Church, contributing (perhaps in person) to the Lateran Council hosted by the papacy in 649, before being taken into imperial custody and transported to Constantinople for the final legal proceedings against him. All this, however, comes with substantial historical questions about Maximus’ precise provenance, about the setting and character of his monastic formation, about the personal networks in which he operated, and about fundamental issues of chronology.

As for Maximus’ origins and early biography, we are presently limited to two quite disparate traditions. One is the highly tendentious and polemical Syriac Life of Maximus composed by George (or Gregory) of Reshaina, a monothelite cleric from Jerusalem in the company of Patriarch Sophronius, which has been dated in the mid-ninth century. Despite its cause of the second half of the century, it contains especially significant elements, as noted very early by the esteemed Maximus specialist Sergius Epifanovich. We shall consider these elements later. The other tradition consists in three recensions of the Greek Life of Maximus which provide a very different and unabashedly hagiographical account, but which also date from a later time, the earliest not sooner than the tenth century. The Greek Life too has come under increasing scrutiny and criticism for a variety of reasons, and these too I will take up in due course.

The Syriac Life describes Maximus as of inglorious Palestinian birth, the illegitimate child of a Samaritan father, a linen-maker, and a Persian Jewish slave-girl. The parents were baptized by a priest, Martyrios, who befriended the couple and granted them space on church property to live and raise their children. Martyrios renamed Maximus “Moschion” at his baptism, and later enrolled him and his younger brother for the novitiate of the Old Lavra (St. Chariton) monastery. There the abbot Panteleon, a ‘wicked Origenist,’ poured out and filled this disciple of his, Maximus, with the entire bitterness of evil teaching, finding in him a vessel capable of receiving all the foul dregs of his blasphemy. George’s pro-monothelite account next jumps to his association with Sophronius, blaming Maximus (Moschion), an impudent sophist, for implicating Sophronius in the “error” of dyothelete Christology, a striking claim given our knowledge that Sophronius was Maximus’ spiritual father, not vice versa. Overall, the tendentiousness of the Syriac Life has brought severe criticism of its credibility, well-summarized by Jean-Claude Larchet.

The account of Maximus’ early years in the recensions of his Greek Life could not be more different from the Syriac narrative. Here he is described as born in Constantinople to parents of celebrated nobility and Christian piety, who raised him with ascetical austerity and set him on a path to virtue. Maximus accordingly received an excellent private education in grammar, rhetoric, and especially philosophy, in which he thrived and (unlike the Syriac account) proved himself an enemy of sophistry. On his good repute he was drafted into imperial service under Heraclius as the “chief secretary of imperial records,” a post at which he excelled until overcome with desire for the true “philosophical” and “hesychastic” life of the monk. To render credibility to this claim, scholars have sometimes cited Maximus’ statement in Epistle 12, where, extolling the superiority of the ascetical life, he states (self-referentially?) that “it is better and more honorable to occupy the lowest rank before God than to hold the highest ranks in the service of the emperor (basileia) here below among the things of earth;” and he then identifies that lowest but worthiest rank precisely with the life of ascetical serenity or hesychasm (xristianos). I would note as well that in Amb. Jo. 32, Maximus reveals a seemingly internal familiarity with the insignias (martyria) proper to various ranks within Byzantine imperial government:

Every government—for it is good to draw on examples from our own life to point to the truth of the realities that are above us—has distinctive insignia, which make their bearers known to all as persons who have received authority from the emperor. Here one thinks of the so-called codicilli, which are borne by the provincial governor, or the sword that is the sign of the duke, or the distinctive signs and standards belonging to others in different offices. Maximus Constas observes that the term codicillus is extremely rare in patristic literature, but is attested fifteen times in Justinian’s legal Novellae. And yet it is plausible that Maximus knew the insignias through his interactions with government officials, not necessarily from intimacy with the imperial court.

The Greek Life next reports that Maximus entered a monastery at Chrysopolis (c.633/14), across the Bosphorus Strait from Constantinople, where he was quickly urged to become abbot, which he humbly accepted, assiduously attending to the spiritual care of his disciples. The model of faithful service in the imperial court seamlessly transitions into a model of ascetical piety, betraying the strong hagiographical tone of the Greek Life.

The contradictory accounts of the Syriac and Greek Lives continue in their treatment of Maximus’ mid-career and transition to North Africa, though again we have helpful information from his personal correspondence. The Greek Life moves expeditiously from Maximus’ ministry as an abbot at Chrysopolis to his involvement in the iconoclasm crisis. Its obvious goal is to exalt him as the foremost champion of iconoclasm, especially when, as it suggests, the powerful figures of the Emperor Heraclius and the Patriarch Sergius of Constantinople, in league with the Jacobite Patriarch Athanasius of Antioch and the overly conciliatory Melkite (Chalcedonian) Patriarch Cyrus of Alexandria, had succumbed to his pressure. According to the Greek Life, Maximus resolved to go to Rome because the papacy had already come out publicly against monotheletism, and en route he stopped to aid orthodox-minded (dyothelete) bishops in North Africa. Traditionally it has been inferred from certain aspects of Maximus’ letters, however, that before going to Africa, he intermittently spent a brief but meaningful time in another monastery, St. George’s in Cyzicus (modern Erdek, Turkey), located south across the Sea of Marmara from Constantinople, along the northwest coast of Asia Minor. In Epistle 3 Maximus thanks John the Chamberlain for his benefaction to “the illustrious monastery of the glorious saint and martyre George,” which Polycarp Sherwood connected via Epistles 28–31 (addressed to one assumed to be the bishop of Cyzicus) as evidence of Maximus’ forced exile (with others) from St. George’s in Cyzicus. Sherwood presumed this to be the bishop John of Cyzicus, to whom Maximus addressed the earlier set of Ambigua (= Ambigua 6–71), begun while Maximus and John were still in conversation in Cyzicus. Another conclusion has been that Maximus was forced with other monks to abandon St. George’s in view of the Slav–Avar war (629) siege of Constantinople in 626, and that he longed to return to its warm community. Momentarily we shall turn to the justified skepticism lately expressed toward this reconstruction, but I hold it up now as that which, until recently, was the prevailing view in deference to the Greek Life.
Maximus’ relocation to North Africa also poses problems for precise reconstruction and interpretation. The Syriac Life knows nothing of Maximus spending time in monasteries in Asia Minor, and instead portrays him as grounded squarely in Palestine and fully assimilated into the inner circle of Sophronius, whom he advised, as a prestigious monk, to rally episcopal support against monotheletism. With Sophronius’ impetus, in turn, a synod was convened in Cyprus (mid-630s) by its bishop Arcadius. George, author of the Syriac Life, claims to have been present at the synod, and asserts that, though Maximus himself was not there in person, he was represented by his disciple Anastasius the Monk, and still had a significant—if failed—voice along with Sophronius for the dyenergist/dyonothele position in the negotiations.24 The Syriac Life further suggests that Maximus spread his heresy into Syria, but that, because of the Arab conquest there was an outpouring of violence against the monophone emperor aforesaid in North Africa, he departed for Africa with Anastasius and some other monks. There, it is claimed, Maximus and his company took up residence in a Nestorian monastery where monks fully embraced them as kindred spirits in their christological beliefs.25

Primarily under the influence of Polycephon Sherwood’s seminal Date-List (1952) of the works of Maximus, scholars have understood the Greek Life, together with certain allusions in Maximus’ own writings, to present a different picture of his transition to Africa as well as his friendship with Sophronius. Accordingly, after leaving St. George’s in Cyprus, Maximus was ostensibly in Crete, where he clashed with bishops associated with the great miaphysite bishops, foremost and ever whether of the Church of Alexandria, in the Tome of Leo, the test at the core of the Chalcedonian controversy, there were one or two energies and wills in Christ.26 Relocated in Africa presumably in the years 628–30, Maximus says that he came into contact with “the divine Sophronius,”27 who, with me and all the other exiled monks (peregrinus monachis), spent time in the land of the Africans. In Ephesite 12 (c.641) he reminisces on “the many exceedingly pious monks who were in exile (ξενιτεία) there, and especially the blessed servants of God, our fathers called the Eukratades.”28 This refers to the intimate circle of monastic disciples of John Moschus (d. 634), the revered Cilian-born monk in Palestine who had become the spiritual father of Sophronius, and who shared with him the surname “Eukratas.” 29 Maximus (perhaps already connected with Sophronius) attached himself to Sophronius’ circle near Carthage and developed a deep bond with Sophronius during the latter’s short stay in Africa. This relationship, which has now become the subject of a rich body of new scholarship that aspires rather dramatically to revise the picture of Maximus’ provenance, would decisively shape Maximus’ subsequent career, especially his public role in the monophone controversy. I shall return to this relationship in more detail later in this chapter.

The Greek Life of Maximus for its part dwells at length on Maximus coaching the African bishops in christological orthodoxy rather than on his monastic connections. It goes out of its way to extol his theological and rhetorical prowess above that of the local episcopal authorities:

For the very wise man that we had need of great skill and powers of debate if we were to throw down our adversaries and destroy their every height, which they had raised against true knowledge (2 Cor. 10:5). This is why he encouraged them in every way, applauded them, stimulated them verbally to fortitude, filled them with a noble spirit (cf. 2 Mac. 7:21). For although the bishops were superior because of their throne, they were inferior and lacking in wisdom and intellect—not to speak of his other virtue, and the renown of the man in every respect. Hence they both submitted to his words and were persuaded without dispute by the other exhortations and counsels which contained such great value...Because of all these factors, not only all those who were priests and bishops, but also all the laity and all the first ranks of the multitude completely relied on him in everything.30

While this might sound like hagiographical hyperbole, it is not altogether implausible if we consider the background of the African churches’ disposition toward Constantinople in the period of the Byzantine occupation in the sixth and seventh centuries. These churches, which in their history had already known a sustained resistance to Roman political and ecclesiastical intervention, and which had experienced the Donatist movement’s fierce expression of African independence, did not instantly embrace the theological initiatives of their Byzantine overlords. When, for example, Justinian, in another bid to appease miaphysite churches in the East, campaigned to condemn the so-called “Three Chapters” (a trio of allegedly quasi-Nestorian authors) before and after and the Council of Constantinople of 553, the initiative alienated numerous Western and African bishops who saw it as a threat to the legacy of Chalcedon.31 By the time Sophronius and Maximus were in Africa, Latin culture there was declining while the emerging, Greek-speaking Byzantine-African Christian culture was in its infancy.32 For this reason, as Cameron remarks of the immigration of these highly literate Byzantine refugee monks, “their arrival was a tonic,” with the Africans welcoming them rather than resenting their presence.33 Quickly they provided a rallying point for many African church leaders zealous to find a voice in resisting imperial overextension and articulating christological orthodoxy. Once Sophronius left Africa, Maximus became the center of gravity, enjoying increasing prestige through his network of friendships not only with the monks, for whom he became a kind of liaison with the civil administration, but also with numerous bishops and clerics, and with leading government officials like Peter the Illustrious, George the eparch (prefect) of Carthage, and later on the imperial eparch Gregory.34

**Sophronius, Maximus, and Monastic Dissent**

In examining Maximus’ friendship with Sophronius, we should pay close attention to the language of a shared experience of monastic “exile” or peregrination (ξενιτεία) that appears in Maximus’ own writing. This is a rich theme in late ancient and early medieval Christian monastic tradition both East and West, variously manifesting itself in ideals of religious migration,35 spiritual pilgrimage,36 and ascetic mission in remote places.37 Evagrius Ponticus calls xeniteia the “first of the illustrious contests” of the ascetical life.38 Intrinsic to the myths of exile was the idea that it was simultaneously “imposed” and voluntary. The exiled ascetic was passive to God’s discipline of upheaval, alienation, and marginal identity in the world, but also challenged actively to embrace this vocation and the exigencies it entailed. Spiritual formation and active duty were therefore of a piece, and under the shadow of eschatological judgment. For Sophronius and Maximus, however, this exile was not just a matter of geographic removal to a foreign land (Africa) but was intrinsic to their spiritual pilgrimage, enjoying increasing prestige through his network of friendships not only with the monks, for whom he became a kind of liaison with the civil administration, but also with numerous bishops and clerics, and with leading government officials like Peter the Illustrious, George the eparch (prefect) of Carthage, and later on the imperial eparch Gregory.39

**Sophronius, Maximus, and Monastic Dissent**

In examining Maximus’ friendship with Sophronius, we should pay close attention to the language of a shared experience of monastic “exile” or peregrination (ξενιτεία) that appears in Maximus’ own writing. This is a rich theme in late ancient and early medieval Christian monastic tradition both East and West, variously manifesting itself in ideals of religious migration, spiritual pilgrimage, and ascetic mission in remote places. Evagrius Ponticus calls xeniteia the “first of the illustrious contests” of the ascetical life. Intrinsic to the myths of exile was the idea that it was simultaneously “imposed” and voluntary. The exiled ascetic was passive to God’s discipline of upheaval, alienation, and marginal identity in the world, but also challenged actively to embrace this vocation and the exigencies it entailed. Spiritual formation and active duty were therefore of a piece, and under the shadow of eschatological judgment. For Sophronius and Maximus, however, this exile was not just a matter of geographic removal to a foreign land (Africa) but was intrinsic to their spiritual pilgrimage, enjoying increasing prestige through his network of friendships not only with the monks, for whom he became a kind of liaison with the civil administration, but also with numerous bishops and clerics, and with leading government officials like Peter the Illustrious, George the eparch (prefect) of Carthage, and later on the imperial eparch Gregory.

Sophronius, Maximus, and Monastic Dissent

In examining Maximus’ friendship with Sophronius, we should pay close attention to the language of a shared experience of monastic “exile” or peregrination (ξενιτεία) that appears in Maximus’ own writing. This is a rich theme in late ancient and early medieval Christian monastic tradition both East and West, variously manifesting itself in ideals of religious migration, spiritual pilgrimage, and ascetic mission in remote places. Evagrius Ponticus calls xeniteia the “first of the illustrious contests” of the ascetical life. Intrinsic to the myths of exile was the idea that it was simultaneously “imposed” and voluntary. The exiled ascetic was passive to God’s discipline of upheaval, alienation, and marginal identity in the world, but also challenged actively to embrace this vocation and the exigencies it entailed. Spiritual formation and active duty were therefore of a piece, and under the shadow of eschatological judgment. For Sophronius and Maximus, however, this exile was not just a matter of geographic removal to a foreign land (Africa) but was intrinsic to their spiritual pilgrimage, enjoying increasing prestige through his network of friendships not only with the monks, for whom he became a kind of liaison with the civil administration, but also with numerous bishops and clerics, and with leading government officials like Peter the Illustrious, George the eparch (prefect) of Carthage, and later on the imperial eparch Gregory.
bond with the Roman Church would later prove important when he was the politically, geographically, and christologically isolated anti-monothelite patriarch of Jerusalem. John perhaps died in Rome as late as 634, and Sophronios went there to convey his remains to Palestine. So where does the time of exile in Africa fit into this scheme? By one reconstruction, Maximus, having a history with Sophronios and Moschus going back to Palestine, was already in monastic retreat in Africa with these two in the late 620s before either went on to Rome. Theoretically, then, Maximus could have been with Sophronios and Moschus when they left via “various islands” for Rome, but the three retreated for a time in Africa; Maximus stayed in Africa, then, when Moschus and later Sophronios went on to Rome. By another account, however, these monks were not together in Africa until Sophronios had fled there from the East much later, in the wake of the Arab advance in the 630s. The historical circumstances and chronology will continue to be debated. For our purposes, meanwhile, the focus will be on the crucial role of this exile with the “Eukratas” circle not only for Maximus’ spiritual and doctrinal development but also for his perception of Rome as a headquarters of Chalcedonian orthodoxy. We now turn to Maximus’ intimacy with this circle, the subject of considerable recent scholarship and the focus now of a compelling alternative reinterpretation of his early and middle career, one in which the Syriac Life and Maximus’ Palestinian provenance have been rehabilitated. This account assumes that, even though the Syriac Life is recognizably polemical and misleading in places (e.g. Maximus’ dishonorable birth; his touting of Origenism; his relocation to a Nestorian monastery in Africa), it still credibly reports Maximus’ emergence in a Palestinian monastery and his early prominence as a (relatively) monastic theologian, while also plausibly establishing a relationship between Maximus and Sophronios much earlier than their time together in Africa.

This reconstruction has naturally entailed contesting much of the Greek Life and the longstanding assumptions about Maximus’ connections both with Constantinople and with monasteries in Asia Minor. One especially powerful argument is that the Greek Life, late as it is, also shows evidence, in its narration of Maximus’ earliest years, of hagiographical conformation with one of the traditions of the Life of Theodore the Studite, the revered Constantinopolitan monk of the ninth century. Another argument, less compelling, is that Maximus’ philosophical literacy, particularly in Neoplatonism, links him much more to Alexandria than to Constantinople; as does the fact that the addressees of certain of his letters were in Alexandria and among the city’s Christian “scholastics.” But it is plausible that Maximus, if in fact he was early on a member of Sophronios’ learned Palestinian circle, had spent time in Alexandria with him, indicating at one point his knowledge of Sophronios’ abundance of books. Moreover, was quite possibly the true addressees of Epistle 8, in which Maximus expresses his desire to be (either in Alexandria or in Palestine) with the one who had been to him a true pastor and instructor in the ascetical life, and who similarly faced the dangerous bites of the “wolves of Arabia.” An additional argument for Maximus’ Palestinian provenance is that, even though the Syriac Life distorts his allegiance to Origenism, his positive and negative responses to the legacy of Origen make much more sense in the afterglow of controversy over Origenist theology that had fomented in certain Palestinian monasteries in the sixth century. Obviously the closer Maximus appears connected, via Sophronios and the Eukratas, to Palestine and Alexandria, the more remote appear his links to monastic communities in Asia Minor. Especially problematic is the link (noted earlier) with St. George’s monastery thought to be in Cyzicus, and with the assumed bishop of Cyzicus, John. In only one letter, to John the Chamberlain, does Maximus explicitly refer to this monastic community and there is no indication here that this community is in Cyzicus. In two of his letters, one to a mysterious bishop Cypriacus, another to bishop John (of Cyzicus?), considered by Sherwood to be the same, and the same person, Maximus encourages his addressees to provide compassionate care for those monks who have been displaced, and to do so once the threat of danger from unidentified “enemies” has subsided. In a related letter he praises this John for having followed through in drawing these involuntarily expropriated monks under his care. While the traditional reading has been that Maximus was speaking on behalf of his fellow monks longing to be back under John’s pastoral care in Cyzicus, Christian Boudignon has instead argued that Maximus, writing in third- rather than first-person-plural of his fellow monks, was simply referring to a monastic community of St. George that he had known in Africa, without having shared their flight into exile. Strictly speaking, moreover, he does not refer to their “return” to their home but of their being gathered under John’s care—quite possibly still in Africa. As for John himself, Maximus dedicated him to his earlier set of Ambiguae, in which he claims to have originally studied Gregory Nazianzen’s orations in person with John. Boudignon asserts, however, that the two, having been peers as students, later saw John elevated to an archiepiscopate in Cyzicus. And even though the city may have been not his original home. Maximus’ connections with John, then, would not necessarily have been based on mutual time together in that city. With these and other arguments, defenders of the Syriac Life of Maximus and of his Palestinian provenance have cast tremendous doubt on the Greek Life, but have not been free of guesswork and hypothetical claims of their own. A clear problem, if the Constantinopolitan and Anatolian trajectory of Maximus’ formative monastic career is in dispute, is explaining how he would have known and corresponded with significant court officials at the imperial capital like John the Chamberlain and Constantine Sacellarius. Maximus wrote his famous encomium on Christian love as Epistle 2 to John the Chamberlain, and one could easily infer from this a sustained period in which the two were together as friends in Constantinople. Maximus’ plea to this John on behalf of George, eparch of Africa, when the latter was in serious trouble with the Empress Martina and imperial authorities in the early 640s, would likewise hint of a history and depth of friendship. Boudignon instead surmises that Maximus could have taken John on behalf of George, eparch of Africa, when the latter was in serious trouble with the Empress Martina and imperial authorities in the early 640s, would likewise hint of a history and depth of friendship. Maximus’ formative monastic career is in dispute, is explaining how he would have known and corresponded with significant court officials at the imperial capital like John the Chamberlain and Constantine Sacellarius.

Indeed, the character of the monastic dissent taking shape from among Moschus, Sophronios, and Maximus has been the subject of a compelling reconstruction by Phil Booth, a strong advocate for the Confessor’s Palestinian origins. Booth frames their dissent, first, within the context of emerging models of a more ecclesiastically-engaged and sacramentally-focused asceticism in the sixth and seventh centuries. The sixth-century controversy over Origenism in Palestinian monasteries brought to light, in Booth’s judgment, a tension between the older pioneering asceticism, with its emphasis on individual striving and vigorous contemplation, and more institutionally accountable models—that is, models answerable not only to the larger monastic system itself but to the hierarchy of the Church and even to the empire. Such models found favor with hagiographers like Cyril of Scythopolis and, even more significant for our purposes, with the prolific Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, one of Maximus’ principal sources of mystical theology and spiritual doctrine. Dionysius ranked the monks within a strictly defined ecclesiastical hierarchy, where, to be sure, they were honored for their role in spiritual contemplation and common life, but also viewed as thoroughly dependent on and accountable to the bishops as the trustees of the holy
soteriological ramifications of his natural and hypostatic constitution. Have persisted had it not found fuel in serious and longstanding doctrinal issues, including the precise “physiology” of Christ and the concomitant Chalcedonian parties in the East, it had also strained relations between Eastern Chalcedonians, who largely considered the Confessor on a whole new public—

Maximus’ Public Role in the Monenergist–Monothelete Controversy

Booth furthermore frames the monastic dissent of Moschus, Sophronius, and Maximus in terms of proactive support for an ecclesiastically and sacramentially grounded christological orthodoxy that could stand up to emperors who, in their anxiety over stabilizing the empire amid political and military calamities, maneuvered to force doctrinal consensus on a Church wracked by post-Chalcedonian divisions. Moschus and Sophronius had endeared themselves to Patriarch John (“the Almsgiver”) of Alexandria, served him as advisors, and eventually even penned a Life of John. They viewed him as a staunch Chalcedonian ally and patron, and their friendship demonstrated the power of a coalition of monastics and ecclesiastics. Moschus’s Spiritual Meadow, with its vignettes of the Christian virtues and fidelity of monastics, clerics, and seculars alike, expanded the boundaries of true holiness beyond the desert so as to include those of various vocation who upheld Chalcedonian orthodoxy and Chalcedonian sacraments.

No matter when and where his association with them precisely began—and I am greatly swayed by arguments for a Palestinian provenance—Maximus was definitely nurtured in this circle of the Eukratades in North Africa, most likely in the late 620s, and Sophronius played a decisive role in mentoring and encouraging his high-profile debut as a monastic protagonist in the monothelete crisis. In the company of Moschus and Sophronius, Maximus learned all the more the importance of monks cultivating patrons in high ecclesiastical or even political positions in order to exercise a strong public voice in this rapidly intensifying conflict over Christology. Maximus’ relationship with George, the African eparch, is the most striking example of this kind of networking, not only because the two men developed an abiding friendship, with Maximus serving as George’s spiritual director, but because George ultimately became a sponsor of the anti-monothelete monks, and put his own reputation on the line for Chalcedonian orthodoxy.

George had apparently already experienced tensions with Constantinople when, in late 641, soon after Heraclius’s death, he was formally caught up in a serious dispute with the controversial Empress Martina over the treatment of some refugee miaphysite nuns who had agitated in strong support of the Syrian bishop Severus of Antioch from the convents in which they had been relocated in Alexandria. At a loss over what to do about them, George, who had at first shown hospitality to the nuns, looked for advice from the Emperor Heraclius, and even contacted the local archbishop, the pope, and the Patriarch of Constantinople. The eventual response was an encouragement to purge heresy, and George proceeded to relocate the recalcitrant nuns in orthodox monasteries, though some were successfully reconciled to Chalcedonian orthodoxy. When, however, the Empress Martina (the “Patricia”), had demanded the nuns’ release from custody, George dismissed her letter as a forgery.

At some point in this melee, George was actually summoned to appear in Constantinople. Maximus in turn sought to advocate on the eparch’s behalf to authorities in the capital, most notably his friend John the Chamberlain, to whom he addressed three urgent letters about the affair. Maximus had wanted to support George’s claim that the Emperor’s letter was a forgery. How could a woman so firmly grounded in the orthodox faith possibly eschew heresy? And yet he acknowledged the seeming integrity of the individual who had delivered the letter with an oath about its authenticity. Maximus confessed his nervous uncertainty (ἀνατριχία) to John, and his fear that perhaps, like King Rehoboam of Judah (2 Chron. 10:1–12:16), the Empress had forsaken the counsel of her wise elders and been duped by the advice of younger persons, in this case some doctrinally defiled nuns. Rehoboam’s punishment, as Maximus reminded John, was the forfeiture of most of his kingdom. Leading in George’s defense, Maximus even went so far as to assume the eparch’s persona in a letter to the miaphysite nuns. He argued to them how George had corresponded with patriarchs, bishops, ruling officials, and emperors over this situation, clearly demonstrating Maximus’ intimate knowledge of George’s affairs and the deep bond of friendship which enabled this insinuation of identities. Maximus went much further, however, than justifying George’s dissent and dropping hints of a growing African resistance to Constantinople. He lauded the eparch as a fellow ascetic in an all-out spiritual battle for the Chalcedonian faith. In Epistle 1, addressed to George after he had been called to Constantinople, Maximus shows himself as the eparch’s spiritual director, discouraging at length on the challenges of cultivating virtue and knowledge in the refiner’s fire of earthly existence and in the face of divine judgment. The gist of it is that George is already advanced in virtue but will need to hold strong amid his current trials, with the promise that his loyal monks in Africa will be praying unceasingly for his well-being. In an additional letter to John the Chamberlain from the time of George’s summons to the capital, Maximus asks God to forgive the emperors the injustice of detaining a man of such virtuous reputation, so genuine a servant of the empire, whose people crowded around him at his departure as if trying to block his boat from leaving Africa. Why?

In yet another letter to John the Chamberlain, Maximus extols these and other virtues of George, including now his utter zeal for the Church and its genuine orthodox faith.

The upshot of all these letters is the sense that, together with the monks and other faithful, and with Maximus’ crucial assistance and support, George galvanized African opposition to the imperial establishment’s inability to protect and defend the Chalcedonian faith. As Phil Booth observes, we cannot know the precise grounds of George’s summons to Constantinople, whether it was political—the fruit of imperial perceptions of growing unrest in Africa—or properly doctrinal. So far as the African Church’s strained relationship with the capital is concerned, it really does not matter. This whole episode, against the background of the chaotic state of the imperial court immediately after Heraclius’s death, manifested an alienation that would only deepen as the empire fractured and came to rely on a local, provincial identity. Moschus’s and Sophronius’ monastic networking, not only because the two men developed an abiding friendship, with Maximus serving as George’s spiritual director, but because George ultimately became a sponsor of the anti-monothelete monks, and put his own reputation on the line for Chalcedonian orthodoxy.

In an additional letter to John the Chamberlain from the time of George’s summons to the capital, Maximus asks God to forgive the emperors the injustice of detaining a man of such virtuous reputation, so genuine a servant of the empire, whose people crowded around him at his departure as if trying to block his boat from leaving Africa. Why?

For those in need, he is a provider, for others a steward of their abundance; for the widows he is a guardian; for orphans, their father; for the poor, a lover of the poor; for strangers, a giver of hospitality; for the brother of the brothers; for the diseased, their healer; for those in sore straightens, their consolation. In yet another letter to John the Chamberlain, Maximus extols these and other virtues of George, including now his utter zeal for the Church and its genuine orthodox faith.

The upshot of all these letters is the sense that, together with the monks and other faithful, and with Maximus’ crucial assistance and support, George galvanized African opposition to the imperial establishment’s inability to protect and defend the Chalcedonian faith. As Phil Booth observes, we cannot know the precise grounds of George’s summons to Constantinople, whether it was political—the fruit of imperial perceptions of growing unrest in Africa—or properly doctrinal. So far as the African Church’s strained relationship with the capital is concerned, it really does not matter. This whole episode, against the background of the chaotic state of the imperial court immediately after Heraclius’s death, manifested an alienation that would only deepen as the monothelite crisis broke wide open later in the 640s.

Maximus’ Public Role in the Monenergist–Monothelete Controversy

The intensifying drama of the monenergist–monothelete controversy, the last phase of the ancient christological debates, repositioned Maximus the Confessor on a whole new public—and ecumenical—stage. It thoroughly dominated his later years, leaving an exclamation mark on a career spent “betwixt and between” in the political and ecclesiastical geography of the seventh century.

The Chalcedonian definition (45)—Christ as “one person in two natures”—had not only given rise to sustained conflicts between and within pro- and anti-Chalcedonian parties in the East, it had also strained relations between Eastern Chalcedonians, who largely considered the definition a workable interpretation of the Nicene faith, and Western Chalcedonians (beginning with Pope Leo I himself), who judged it an immutable dogmatic formula. In the East, monenergism and monothelitism held forth the real possibility—or folly, to its critics—of retaining the Chalcedonian language of Christ’s two unconfused natures while reconfiguring the focus of his unity into his personal agency and volition such as might prove acceptable to miaphysites. The resulting public controversy, lasting roughly from 610 to 681, was an extraordinary display of the profound interplay of imperial and ecclesiastical interests in Byzantium. It should not be reduced, however, solely to the desperate political maneuvers of Byzantine emperors and patriarchs to reconcile the alienated miaphysite churches for the sake of solidarity in an empire wracked with military and political crises. This extension of christological debate could never have persisted had it not found fuel in serious and longstanding doctrinal issues, including the precise “physiology” of Christ and the concomitant soteriological ramifications of his natural and hypostatic constitution.
Monenergist terminology already had roots as far back as the fourth century, and we must keep in mind that it was not from the outset perceived as necessarily iconoclastic in contrast with Chalcedon. But it acquired all new sophistication in the anti-Chalcedonian context.  

Rather unsurprisingly condemned miaphysitism and Nestorianism again in the name of protecting the Nicene and Chalcedonian faith; but it also reinforced the Pact of Union, of Sergius's response in the Pact of Union, or of Sophronius's initial diplomacy toward the Psephos. He too was at first positive about the document's urgency to suspend debate over energies in Christ. In a letter to the monastic abbots Pyrrhus (future Patriarch of Constantinople), Maximus called the Psephos a safeguard on the teaching handed to the churches by the "God-bearing Fathers," and even praised his author Sergius as a new "Moses"—all of which approval Maximus tried years later to retract. But at the time Maximus saw Sergius as protecting the reciprocity of divine and human operations in Christ whereby, in his incarnaional kenosis, "he performed divine things manfully (σάρκιζον)... and human things divinely (θεαντισθείσαν).

Maximus became fully aware of Sophronius's protest of the Alexandrian Pact of Union, of Sergius's response in the Psephos, and of Sophronius's initial diplomacy toward the Psephos. He too was at first positive about the document's urgency to suspend debate over energies in Christ. In a letter to the monastic abbots Pyrrhus (future Patriarch of Constantinople), Maximus called the Psephos a safeguard on the teaching handed to the churches by the "God-bearing Fathers," and even praised his author Sergius as a new "Moses"—all of which approval Maximus tried years later to retract. But at the time Maximus saw Sergius as protecting the reciprocity of divine and human operations in Christ whereby, in his incarnaional kenosis, "he performed divine things manfully (σάρκιζον)... and human things divinely (θεαντισθείσαν). Further in this letter to Pyrrhus, Maximus asked him, out of his expertise in christological matters, to clarify the precise semantics of ἐνέργεια, the distinction between this term and ἐνεργημα, or between "performance" (πράσεως) and "achievement" (ἐρωτος), since the "God-inspired Fathers" may have differed on wording but never on meaning. This question actually cut to the heart of the controversy. The term ἐνέργεια long carried an ambiguity about whether it applied solely to instrumental activity itself (ἐνεργημα) or also included its accomplished effect (ἐνεργημα). If the latter, monenergists seemed to have the obvious advantage in establishing the pure congruence between Christ's activity and ultimate achievement. Sergius's Psephos held out hope that, however many energies operative in Christ, there might still be consensus on the effect of his work in the economy of salvation.

Despite the initial irenics, however, Maximus went on the offensive against monenergism. Either before the Psephos was issued or more likely after its promulgation, and having decided to ignore its mandate about avoiding "energies" language altogether, he composed a brief response to three perceived rationales of monenergism. To those who argued that the divine ἐνεργεία effectively overruled the human one in Christ, Maximus countered, on the basis of the Aristotelian category of relation (Πρός τι), that such would clearly lead to the diminution of both, since whatever rules is invariably subject to the thing ruled in order to rule it. Second, to monenergists proposing that there was one activity by which the divinity used the humanity like an instrument (ἐνεργημα), he replied that such would require, by "natural" instrumentality, that the Logos and his flesh (instrument) were contemporaneous, or that his flesh was coeternal with him—which would clearly lead to the diminution of both. Finally, to those monenergists claiming that in Christ there was a "composite activity" (ἐνεργημα), Maximus answered that such could only arise from a "composite nature" (ἐνεργημα). A nature whose constituent parts, by necessity, were "locally" circumscribed and synchronous, so that the "effect" of his work in the economy of salvation.

Whatever hopes remained for monenergism as a basis for reconciliation among disparate parties evaporated by 640. Pope Honorius, responding to the letter in which Sergius had outlined the substance of the Psephos, furtively suggested that "we confess one will (συνεργημα) of the ἄνωθεν present of the Lord Jesus Christ, since manifestly our nature was assumed by the Godhead." Perhaps as early as 636, the monothelite phase of the controversy was formally inaugurated when Heraclius issued the Ekthesis, a text actually authored by Sergius, and reflecting imperial frustration with efforts at rapproachment. The decree rather unsurprisingly condemned miaphysitism and Nestorianism again in the name of protecting the Nicene and Chalcedonian faith; but it also reinforced the Psephos's declaration about the inappropriateness of numbering energies in Christ. In so doing, it shifted attention to Christ's volition, and formally ratified Pope Honorius's monothelitism as true to patristic teaching. How is it possible that those who confess the correct faith and glorify one Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, true God, also accept...
the command of God the Word, hypothetically united to it, but God the Word himself decided at the time and according to the nature and the extent [of the movement].

Sophronius, however, died as Patriarch of Jerusalem in March of 638, months before the Ekthesis was promulgated as law in November of that year. Maximus would now assume Sophronius's mantle as the premier Eastern challenger to imperially-sponsored monotheletism, further galvanizing the monastic dissent in Africa and strengthening its alliance with the Roman Church against Constantinople. At the death of Sergius in December 638, Maximus' former correspondent Pyrrhus, with the aging Heraclius's strong endorsement, became Patriarch in the imperial capital, wasting no time in assembling a dossier of documents to validate monotheletism as true to patristic and episcopal tradition. Around the same time, Maximus put one among other short treatises to Marinus, a priest he knew in Cyprus, seeking to show him how some superficially monergist–monothelete passages in three significant authorities (Anastasius of Antioch, Gregory Nazianzen, and Pope Honorius) should be given a dyothelete reading. Maximus was fully sympathetic with the urgency (already expressed in the Ekthesis) to avoid any hint of “opposition” in the operations or wills in Christ, but as he would insist more than once in writings in a will of Christ's composite hypostasis need only indicate difference, not opposition—a truth he claimed was already present in Gregory Nazianzen, a patriarchic authority second to none. In another of his short treatises to Marinus, Maximus refers to the emerging imperial monotheletism as "betrayal" of the teaching of the Fathers and of the very reality of divine incarnation. Especially striking at this juncture, however, was Maximus's zeal to exonerate the deceased Pope Honorius, whose First Letter to Sergius had explicitly affirmed a singular will of Christ. He explained that Honorius was referring simply to the divine will in its freedom from a sinful or carnal human will, not its displacement of Jesus's natural human will. Maximus' defense of Honorius paralleled that of Pope John IV, who also set out to vindicate Honorius's dyothelete orthodoxy, and in fact Maximus indicates how his disciple Anastasius the Monk had gone to Rome and reported back to him both the embarrassment of the Roman clergy and the claim of a certain Abba John, Latin transcriber of Honorius's letter, that the Greek translators of Honorius's letter to Sergius had interposed the mention of one will of Christ. Be that as it may, this episode provides further evidence, as Marek Jankowiak and Phil Booth have emphasized, of the increasing presence of dissident Eastern monks in Rome and its strategic and diplomatic importance for the consolidation of the anti-monothelete cause.

In the tempestuous events of the imperial succession after Heraclius's death in February 641, Pyrrhus's alignment with the ill-fated Empress Martina and her son Heraclius Constantine spelled the end of his patriarchate. Claiming he would no longer serve a "disobedient people," Pyrrhus left Constantinople for Africa, most likely hoping that Gregory, the Byzantine exarch in Carthage, who was primed for a coup d'état amid the political chaos in the imperial capital, would help restore him to his episcopate. Among the Africans, however, Pyrrhus was a shamed figure. Peter the Illustrious consulted Maximus about retaining honorific titles for the expatriated bishop. Maximus' response is an astounding sign of the loyalty of the African monks to Rome. No bishop who had forsaken the Catholic faith, and been condemned by the Roman Church, deserved the title "most holy (sancitisimus); and so [Pyrrhus] should above all hasten to give satisfaction to Rome...[for he simply thinks in vain if he thinks that men like me need to be persuaded, and he does not satisfy and implore the most blessed pope of the most sacred Church of the Romans, that is, the apostolic see, which from the incarnate Word itself, but also in all the sacred synods, according to the sacred canons and definitions, has received and holds the rule, the authority and the power of binding and loosing (imperium, auctoritatem et potestatem ligandi et solvendi) of the universal, holy Churches of God throughout the entire world, through and in all things."

In an event of monumental importance for Maximus's ecumenical visibility in the monothelete controversy, he engaged in a public debate with Pyrrhus in Carthage (July 645), with the exarch Gregory presiding. The author of the Disputation with Pyrrhus dramatizes a clash of titans, beginning with Pyrrhus thoroughly on the defensive, entreat Maximus to explain why he had everywhere accused him of heresy, especially when they had never even met face to face. For 51 days Maximus for his part explicitly denounced Heraclius's Ekthesis, insisting that the monotelete doctrine was a dangerous innovation on the traditional (apostolic and patriarchal) faith. The debate turned primarily on the issue of the seat of Christ's volition, Pyrrhus arguing that his one will was a function of his single hypostasis, and Maximus that his two wills were grounded squarely in his twonatures. Maximus propounded what became a major theme of his mature Christology, distinguishing the wills themselves from the "mode of willing" (τρόπος θέλειν) or "mode of use" (τρόπος χρήσεως) of the wills as intrinsic respectively to Christ's divine and human natures. His hypostasis had to do only with the modality of the wills, not the volitional faculties themselves. At the end of the debate Pyrrhus conceded to Maximus the victory of a single operation or will in Christ, and reversed himself, pledging to go to Rome to worship at the tombs of the preeminent apostles, even personally delivering to the pope a libellus (certification) of his recantation. Over and beyond the high drama of this reversal, the whole scene carried enormous symbolic significance politically and ecclesiastically. As Phil Booth astutely observes:

The author of the Disputation with Pyrrhus thus enacted an implicit conception of the proper relationship between representatives of monophysitism, Church, and state. Despite holding no clerical position, Maximus debates the faith in open, reasoned dialogue with a (deposed) patriarch; his eventual triumph, however, is not definitive but requires the ratification of Rome, and the exarch, for his part, facilitates and presides over the debate but does not attempt to interfere in the discussions. The Disputation constitutes, therefore, both a cogent defense of the "two operations" and "two wills," and an implicit condemnation of the comparative doctrinal authoritarianism and secularism of Constantinople.

As it so happens, when the penitent Pyrrhus did go to Rome, perhaps with aspirations that the papacy would now help him recover his patriarchate, he and his libellus were received by Pope Theodore I, one of the so-called "Greek" popes, of Palestinian origin, whose father had been a bishop under Sophronius during the latter's campaign against monergism. Andrew Konomous speculates that through his father, Theodore, like Maximus, was a former disciple of Sophronius, and had been exiled with his father from Palestine because of monergist–monothelete strong-arming. This early connection of Theodore with Sophronius cannot be confirmed since it is not mentioned in the Liber Pontificalis. As pope (642–9), nevertheless, he was an ardent protagonist for dyotheletism, and in letters to the Constantinopolitan Patriarch Paul II vociferously rebuked Pyrrhus, demanding that, since he had not been canonically deposed during the political chaos of 641, this should still be done, if not by the bishops in Constantinople (with the participation of emissaries from the pope), then in Rome itself. Paul II courteously resisted Theodore's strong overtures. But now presented with a contrite Pyrrhus in his own see, Paul II continued to bark at papal pressure to renounce the Ekthesis and the whole monothelete crusade, Theodore gathered a synod in Rome in 648 and excommunicated the patriarch, prompting an open ecclesiastical schism. Meanwhile in Constantinople, Paul II drafted a new statement in 647 or 648, the Typos, sanctioned by the Emperor Constans II, which aimed to silence all talk of one or two wills in Christ, though clearly intending to undermine the anti-monothelete movement.

With a Greek with Palestinian connections being pope, the geographic arc of the Chalcedonian-dyothelete opposition, crossing East and West, and enfolding activist monks and clerics from Palestine, Africa, and Rome, appeared complete. Maximus ostensibly traveled to Rome immediately after Pyrrhus (c.646) and worked with Pope Theodore I to assemble a dossier of patristic authorities for bolstering the dyothelete cause. Around this time, Maximus dispatched to the dyothelete bishop Stephen of Dor in Palestine an extensive florilegium of patristic citations to this same effect, and such was easily integrated into the sources collected at the later Lateran Council of 649. Meanwhile, Maximus' victory over Pyrrhus in debate and his increasingly public
alignment with the Roman see helped bring to a head the growing unrest in Africa. We know from letters placed in evidence at the Lateran Council that African bishops as well as monks, in full knowledge that Constantinople suspected their rebellious ways, had vigorously demanded the deposition of Paul II in a virtual ecclesiastical coup. In the same period, the emboldened exarch Gregory instigated a failed political coup against the empire—a revolt in which Maximus was later accused of sedition and participation. Jankowiak does not exaggerate when he posits that Maximus’ audacious plan was precisely “to recreate in the West an orthodox Empire whose fidelity to the Fathers would be a gauge of the divine protection so obviously withdrawn from the court in Constantinople, reduced as it was to desperation over the Arab invasions.” And yet, ironically, that same Arab onslaught would also rapidly undermine the resistance of the African churches.

Final Years Between and Between: Rome, Constantinople, Lazica

Pope Theodore I did much to set the stage for a long-awaited pontifical synod specifically to condemn the Ekthesis and the Typos and to register a formal protest against the pro-monothelete policies of the emperor. Such was the Lateran Council of 649, presided over by Theodore’s successor, Pope Martin I, an Italian who had served as a papal apocrisiarius (emissary) to Constantinople in the midst of the mounting tensions that led to his own expulsion from the capital. Martin came to the papacy without imperial approval, but with the strong support and trust of the assembled council. Rudolf Riedinger has suggested that the Lateran Council was certainly not a council as we normally know them by their dogmatic transactions. It was more like a rubber stamp on the cumulative antecedent work of Sophronius, Maximus, and Theodore I, which needed no debate since the members of the council—including not only the clerics but at least thirty-eight Greek monks—were already thoroughly agreed on its substance.

Indeed, this Western council’s Greek aura is, in retrospect, its most arresting feature, since the documentation it endorsed was already in Greek, with Latin translation expeditiously completed for the bishops, and since the contingent of Greek monks was so large. JJ55 bespeaking the tremendous number of refugee Eastern and African monks settled into monastic communities in Rome in the wake of the Arab invasions. JJ56 By episcopal delegation it was definitely not an “ecumenical” council. Only one of its 105 bishops was an Easterner, Stephen of Dor, from a diocese north of Caesarea Maritima. Stephen was a Palestinian disciple of Sophronius and his former envoy to Rome, and gave witness to the assembly of his vow to Sophronius on the holy mount of Golgotha to return to the Apostolic See and help rid the empire once and for all of the monothelete heresy. With Stephen and all the Eastern monks, therefore, the council could still claim to be ecumenical at least in geographical, if not episcopal, representation. Questions linger over whether Maximus himself was actually present in the sessions of the Lateran Council. He is registered among its members, and he implied his presence at the council when he was later tried in Constantinople. JJ2 The mark of Maximus’ Christology is especially conspicuous in canon 10: If anyone does not properly and truthfully confess according to the holy Fathers that one and the same Christ of our God had two wills, divine and human, cohering in union, and that, on this basis, through each of his natures, the same Christ of his own free will effectuated our salvation, let him be condemned.

The canons as a whole are a mirror on Maximus’ Christology, and a thorough testament of the effectiveness with which this unordained Byzantine monk had amalgamated monastic and ecclesiastical forces to counteract the power of an empire.

Pope Martin I moved quickly to broadcast the Lateran Council’s actions to the emperor and to all churches East and West, and immediately encouraged the Frankish bishops to follow suit with their own synodical condemnation of monothelete. In an additional series of epistles, he congratulated the African churches for holding firm, and appointed the Eastern bishop John of Philadelphia to represent the papacy in deposing monothelete clergy and ordaining dyothelete clergy in the Middle East. He posted another encyclical specifically to the churches under the patriarchates of Antioch and Jerusalem to foster their reception of the council’s decisions. Perhaps most striking, however, is Martin’s letter directly to the teenage Emperor Constans II, in which he not only forces the issue of the emperor’s responsibility to genuine orthodoxy but also ties victory over the invading barbarians (Arabs) to the upholding of the orthodox faith.

Needless to say, the imperial court interpreted the actions of Maximus and Pope Martin I as a brazen interference in matters of state. While papal interventions in affairs of the Eastern churches were certainly not unprecedented, the empire had never seen the likes of a monastic—ecclesiastical alliance of this geographic extent and ideological robustness. Indeed, ecclesiologically this coalition was absolutely unprecedented, even if short-lived. Maximus the monk had encouraged and sanctioned the idea of a pope, not an emperor, convening an ecumenical council in line with the earlier ones. The mark of Maximus’ Christology is especially conspicuous in canon 10: If anyone does not properly and truthfully confess according to the holy Fathers that one and the same Christ of our God had two wills, divine and human, cohering in union, and that, on this basis, through each of his natures, the same Christ of his own free will effectuated our salvation, let him be condemned.

The lingering instability of the imperial throne and the unrelenting stresses of Arab expansion drastically intensified the volatility of the situation. The emperor predictably responded through the Byzantine exarchate in Ravenna. Even before the Lateran Council was ended, Constans II sent his newly appointed exarch Olympus to Rome to demand that the pope and assembled bishops embrace the Typos, although the Liber Pontificalis states that Olympus was commissioned specifically to assassinate the pope while he was administering the Eucharist, and that, when a soldier was miraculously blinded trying to kill Martin I, the remorseful Olympius and his troops were reconciled with the pope and revealed their original plan to him. According to a record of Martin’s later trial, however, he was accused by one witness of conspiring with Olympus to murder the emperor, and by another of preparing Olympius’s soldiers to take an oath of allegiance to the exarch, a patent gesture of insurrection. The emperor appointed a new exarch, Theodore Calliopa, who led an army into Rome in July 653 and arrested Martin in the Church of St. John Lateran, deposing him to Constantinople to be tried for treason.

As for Maximus himself, the sources do not thoroughly concur on the time or precise circumstance of his arrest and deportation to the imperial capital. But thanks to Anastasius Bibliothecarius in the ninth century, who assembled crucial sources for Maximus’ later career, and more recently to Pauline Allen and Bronwen Neil, who have produced the critical edition of that cluster of documents, the sequence of events of Maximus’ and Martin’s demise is clearer, as is the compelling drama that earned Maximus his epithet “Confessor.” Most likely he was arrested in Rome very soon after Martin, and Martin’s trial occurred in Constantinople in late 653 before Maximus’ in 655. Following Martin’s being sent to death for treason, he was publicly humiliated and paraded through the streets by an executioner, until the dying Patriarch Paul II intervened with the emperor to commute his sentence, so that he was sent into exile.

The trials of both Martin and Maximus were “show trials,” carefully orchestrated by the Byzantine senate to undercut the dyothelete opposition by framing it as sedition pure and simple. Especially telling, given the earlier claims of Sophronius and other dyotheletes that the Arab onslaught was providential punishment on the (theological) sins of the empire, was the very first charge leveled at Maximus by the imperial sacellarius, accusing him of betraying Byzantine territories to the Arabs:

“From what you have done it has become clear to everyone that you hate the emperor and his empire. I say this because single-handedly you betrayed Egypt, Alexandria, Pentapolis, Tripolis and Africa to the Saracens.”
“And what’s the proof of those charges?” [Maximus] said.

And they produced John, the former finance minister of Peter, the former general of Numidia in Africa, who said: “Twenty-two years ago the emperor’s grandfather [Heraclius] ordered blessed Peter to take an army and go off to Egypt against the Saracens, and he wrote to you, as if he were speaking to a servant of God, having confidence in you as a holy person, [to inquire] if you counselled him to set off. And you wrote back to him saying that he should do nothing of the sort, because God did not approve lending aid to the Roman empire during the reign of Heraclius and his kin.”

When Maximus, confessing having exchanged letters with Peter, asked for documentary evidence of the correspondence mentioned in the charge, the sacellarius admitted not having it, and the trial moved on. On the face of it, the charge appears far-fetched; and yet it makes perfect sense in the atmosphere of the time, amid the urgency to explain why the empire was being divinely chastised with the Arab onslaught. Even the SyriacLife claimed that “following the wicked Maximus, the wrath of God punished every place which had accepted his error.”

A second charge of treason—also denied by Maximus—alleged that he had claimed to have a dream of the African exarch Gregory prevailing against Constans II, effectively making him an accessory of Gregory’s coup in 646. A third charge purported that Maximus had made contemptuous comments about the emperor. A fourth accused his companion, Anastasius the Monk, of denying, in Maximus’ presence, that the emperor was himself a priest (πρεσβυτέρος) when an imperial secret had proposed to them the reunion of Rome and Constantinople on the basis of the Typos. Answering, Maximus recalled the conversation with the envoy, repudiating not only the Typos, and its inconsistency with the Nicean faith, but the envoy’s appeal to Melchizedek as a biblical typos (prefiguration) of the emperor as priest-king, since that typos applied exclusively to Christ.

The further proceedings of the trial pressed the issue of Maximus’ ecclesiastical divisiveness, inducing him to admit being out of communion with Constantinople, and blaming him for standing in the way of an allegedly imminent reconciliation between Rome and the [60] imperial capital. The thorough insinuation of ecclesiastical and political interests was epitomized in the words of one of his accusers, the patriarch Triloüs: “You’ve anathematized the Typos—you’ve anathematized the Emperor.” But the climactic question posed to him was, “Why do you love the Romans and hate the Greeks?”—to which Maximus famously replied, “I love the Romans because we share the same faith, whereas I love the Greeks because we share the same language.” This was no gesture toward conciliation but a capstone of the historic coalition of Greek monks and the Roman see, and a last-ditch plea to Constantinople to rectify its Christology.

Sensing the judicial impasse, the imperial authorities exiled Maximus to a fortress at Bizya in Thrace, separating him from his disciple and confidant, Anastasius the Monk. Here, in August 656, the elderly Maximus engaged in a debate with the bishop Theodosius of Caesarea Bithyniae, engineered by the emperor and patriarch to pursue yet again a reconciliation. Interestingly, the dispute began with Theodosius querying Maximus about divine foreknowledge and predestination. When Theodosius insinuated that his exile might be divine retribution against doctrinal error, Maximus retorted that his sufferings might rather be the refiner’s fire for courage. But the exchange quickly cut to Christology, with Maximus emphasizing that monotheletism confused the registers of theology and oikonomia by forcing the singularity of the divine will into the incarnational economy, evoking a divine “Quaternity” since the fleshly Christ would have to be connotative. The Logos nonetheless betrayed a genuine urgency for conciliation, especially when he said that the Typos was not “ratified teaching” (αναθηματικά) but only an “accommodation” (ε_constantsii) and promised that if Maximus [61] would resume communion with Constantinople, the emperor would revoke the Typos altogether. Maximus balked at this and reasserted that emperors do not define orthodoxy; the truth stands on its own and is recognized by councils (including regional synods) whose fidelity is confirmed ex post facto within ecclesiastical tradition. At last, like Pyrrhus eleven years earlier, Theodosius admitted being convinced by Maximus’ arguments, and pledged to commit his dyotheletism to writing, at which point Maximus directed him, along with the emperor and Patriarch Peter of Constantinople, to appeal directly to the pope if they were serious about reunion.

Despite Theodosius’ efforts toward a breakthrough, Maximus’ woes were merely protracted. Subsequently detained at a monastery near Constantinople, two imperial representatives met him—ironically—in the section of the monastery church reserved for catechumens, where they promised him extraordinary public repute if he was compliant:

Since all the West and those in the East who are causing subversion look to you, and they all stir up strife because of you, refusing to be reconciled with us in the cause of faith, may God compel you to enter into communion with us on the terms of the Typos which was published by us, and we will go out of our own accord to the Chalke [at the entrance of the imperial palace], and we will embrace you, and we will lay our hands on you, and with every mark of honor and glory we will lead you into the Great Church [Hagia Sophia].
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Ibid. §3; also §12 (Allen and Neil, 84, 110). An “accommodation,” a term already used in Sergius’s First Letter to Honorius containing the Psephos (see Allen, Sophronius of Jerusalem, 186), means the attempt to achieve consensus on the substance of doctrine without bogging down in the wording: namely, the attempts of the Ekthesis and Typos to uphold the Chalcedonian of distinction of natures, while discreetly avoiding language of energies/wills so as to protect the integrity of Christ’s action and the absence of any internal opposition in him. On this theme, see Heinz Ohme, “Oikonomos im monenergetisch-monotheletischen Streit,” Zeitschrift für Antikes Christentum 12 (2008): 308–43, esp. 332–43. Ohme for his part accuses Maximus of having distorted the arguments of his opponents who were also arguing from tradition, of ignoring their points of agreement, and of implacably holding up his own doctrinal insights as the self-evident orthodoxy.
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Documentation of the council is in ACO II, 2. On its background and internal workings, see Jankowiak, “Essai d’histoire,” 427–88.
Writing Theology in Early Byzantium

Byzantium in the seventh century was locked in nothing short of a political, cultural, and religious identity crisis. So argues Averil Cameron in her depiction of a Christian Empire striving both to carry on the legacy of Hellenic civilization and to consolidate itself in the face of the external challenge of Arab invasion (and emerging Islam) and the internal challenge of religious dissent and heresy. Heraclius and his successors, as we observed in the last chapter, struggled to fortify the Byzantine cultural cosmos, pursuing an elusive equilibrium of its political, geographical, ecclesiastical, and not least theological extremities. In Cameron’s judgment, writers like Dionysius the Areopagite, Maximus, and later John Damascene answered the need for a new paradigm of knowledge itself. She observes that in early Byzantium, “What mattered was the achievement of a discourse that provided for a secure sense of total order, the perception that all knowledge could be contained in one system embracing all things divine and human.”

The early Byzantine “systematization of knowledge,” as Cameron calls it, evolved as a hardening consensus based on biblical, patristic, and conciliar authorities and manifested across an array of literary genres: poetic and homiletic works with staged dialogues to amplify the Christian narrative and to demonstrate its internal coherence; prose disputations (not only those pitting learned Christians against Jews or Manicheans or Muslims, but also intramural Christian debates, climaxing in Maximus’ historic dispute with Pyrrhus at Carthage); the broad variety of question-and-response literature of this era (well represented again by Maximus); and finally, the plethora of catenae, florilegia, and conciliar documents. Cameron proposes that Maximus, in his public role in the christological crisis, and John Damascene in the battle against imperial iconoclasm a century later, both produce complete systems of knowledge—based of course on precisely this repertoire. Christian history and Christian authority is [sic] defined, as it is [sic] in the works of ps-Dionysius the Areopagite, as consisting in the Scriptures, the Councils, and the works of approved, or select, Fathers. All necessary human knowledge is to be found and confined in that chain of authority.

In each case the end product was to be a total discourse in which all Christian knowledge should be contained. This profile of Maximus as a proto-scholastic works well as a retrospect on his role and his writing in the last phase of his career, the monothelite controversy, and it befits a cultural-historical perspective like Cameron’s, which focuses on intellectual elites as instrumental to Byzantium’s cultural stability. I will discuss it further later in this chapter. It is nonetheless inadequate as a historical-theological portrait of the making of a Confessor out of a monk, and falls short of comprehending the creativity of Maximus’ synthesis in addressing new theological and ecclesiastical crises. Maximus was not just a sophisticated compiler or standardizer. Only a thick description, I suggest, can do justice to his conception of the proper disciplines of the theologian as an interpreter of sacred history and tradition. Only a thick description can bring together the different strands of Maximus’ formation as a monk and a theologian in a profile that integrates the early, middle, and later phases of his life, and that avoids viewing his public involvement in ecclesiastical controversy as a transcending of his monastic vocation.

We begin, then, by examining Maximus’ formation as a monastic theologian and writer, as this was his core formation and laid the foundation for his entire career. In his earlier writings pre-640s he developed discursive and interpretive habits that endured throughout his career, even though there was a marked change in the genre, tenor, and thrust of his writing after he entered fully into the fray of christological controversy. I wish to propose that the ultimate force of his argumentation in the heat of the monothelite crisis depended at bottom not merely on acquired support from clerics and government officials, or on the momentum of urgency for doctrinal consensus, but on the charismatic authority that accrued to Maximus through his monastic background and connections. Without this authority, the monumental monothete dissent challenging monothelite emperors and patriarchs would have been unimaginable.

Writing Wisdom: Monastic Ascēsis and the Quest of Philosophia

Questions considered in the last chapter about Maximus’ early life and monastic provenance loom large when trying to reconstruct his formation as an ascetical and theological author. A key preliminary issue is Maximus’ precise relation to the heritage of Origen, for especially through the teaching of Evagrius Ponticus, which Maximus clearly admired and used, Origen’s teaching had been elemental for monastic philosophia. Even if Origenist sources are scarce at best after the conciliar condemnation of Origen in 553, it is certainly easy to imagine how Origenism’s myth of the beginning and end of the world could have remained compelling for monks. Some scholars, perhaps prematurely, have dismissed the claim of the Syriac Life that Maximus began in an Origenist monastery in Palestine, which Polycarp Sherwood long ago opposed Hans Urs von Balthasar’s (retracted) claim that Maximus the monk had once undergone a “crisis” of infatuation with Origenist thought. If the Syriac Life is at least correct about his Palestinian provenance, it would help explain Maximus’ familiarity with the forms of monastic Origenism against which he writes in the Ambigua to John and other texts. If the Greek Life is given precedence, the logical conclusion must be that Maximus learned of these later forms of Origenism secondhand either in monastic residence in Asia Minor or in travels in the East.

Either way, Maximus engages Origenist thought critically but also constructively. The hagiographic Record of the Trial has him at last publicly repudiating Origen and his sympathizers. When one of his cross-examiners tells him that he is being punished by God for deluding others with the teachings of Origen, Maximus responds, “Anathema on Origen and his teachings, and on everyone of the same mind as himself.” Reductionistic accusations of “Origenism” were nevertheless thrown around consistently in Eastern monasticism, in which case Maximus’ response here might be more his reaction to a familiar innuendo than a wholesale repudiation of all things Origenian. Numerous scholars acknowledge Maximus’ use of Origen and Evagrius, but are quick to point out that he meticulously screened his Origenist influences and drew out only the redeemable elements. Larchet emphasizes the overriding influence of the Cappadocians, while Garrigues argues that Maximus looks mainly to Dionysius the Areopagite as a corrective to Origenist cosmology. Both Larchet and Garrigues also highlight Maximus’ deference to other distinctive streams of monastic theology, especially the Pseudo-Macarian tradition. The risk, however, is to underplay his debt to Origen’s legacy, and to treat his engagement of Origenist thought and other texts. If the Greek Life is at least correct about his Palestinian provenance, it would help explain Maximus’ familiarity with the forms of monastic Origenism against which he writes in the Ambigua to John and other texts. If the Greek Life is given precedence, the logical conclusion must be that Maximus learned of these later forms of Origenism secondhand either in monastic residence in Asia Minor or in travels in the East.

After all, even more than Clement of Alexandria, it was Origen who had built an entire cosmos and eschatology around the Christ-centered ascetical gospel, the imitatio Christi, and who projected a compelling vision of Christ the Logos as the divine Paramour resonating souls at the level of their deep-seated eros, and as the ubiquitous divine Pedagogue educating embodied spirits (νοεμεν) toward transcendent glory. Under the sway of the Cappadocians, especially Gregory of Nyssa and Gregory Nazianzen, who filtered out problematic elements in Origen’s cosmology, Maximus still envisioned Christian— and all the more so monastic—existence as a training and reorientation of desire and will to the image of Christ, and as a perennial quest for divine wisdom, the true philosophia. Around this model of assibilative communion with Christ, he shaped his own kaleidoscopic vision of the defilement of the whole of human nature through the ascetical incalculation of the virtues and the contemplative journey of the mind (νοσθησία) into the fullness of the mystery of Christ and the Trinity. In so doing, as several detailed studies have shown, he availed himself of the legacies of Irenaeus, Athanasius, the Cappadocians, Cyril of Alexandria, and a wide range of Eastern ascetical authors.
From his more immediate monastic background, meanwhile, certain ascetical protocols proved formative for Maximus as a theological thinker and writer. One of these was deference to an elder, be it a spiritual father or an esteemed authority within antecedent patriarchic tradition. For Maximus, the integrity of religious and doctrinal tradition was entrusted not only to bishops and preeminent theologians but also to charismatic sages, the kindred spirits of the Bible’s own authors and characters, assumed to be far advanced in contemplation (θεοποίη) and in the mystery of deification. Already by Maximus’ time, hagiographical literature narrated how sanctity and spiritual power could be transferred mimetically from the biblical exemplars themselves to venerable recent saints and to living Christian ascetics. But the primary vehicle of this rec-insertion of holiness and spiritual insight was the abba–disciple relation that Maximus would have experienced in his own background, and most intensely in the intimate Moschus–Sophronius circle, the Eukratades. A scholion in the Questions and Responses for Thalassium defines the role of a spiritual father thus:

Spiritual fathers, [Maximus] is saying, are established through their teaching, being voluntary fathers of voluntary sons, forming them in a godly way by their word and life. Spiritual sons, consenting, become as their disciples voluntary sons of voluntary fathers, deliberately (γωνισμοῖς) submitting to being formed in a godly manner by their fathers’ word and life. For the grace of the Spirit makes the birth of begetters and begotten a matter of free will, which is something that fathers according to the flesh do not have, since they are involuntary fathers of involuntary sons, inasmuch as the formation of those who give birth is a result of nature and not of free will. Those who are born physically are a result of nature and not of free will. Maximus’ Liber asceticus, or Dialogue on the Ascetical Life, crafted in the genre of monastic “conferences” between the desert abbasses/mamas and their disciples in the Sayings of the Desert Fathers (and Mothers), presents an idealized portrait of this relationship, an extended exchange between an elder (γέρον) and a disciple on the ultimate θέλημα rationale of the ascetical life. Were it autobiographical, and there is no textual evidence that it is, one could imagine Maximus being the abba instructing his disciple (namely his long-time companion Anastasius the Monk), or else Maximus as himself the humble novice schooled by a spiritual father (Sophronius). As in the Sayings, the core question of Maximus’ Dialogue is a variation on the rich young man’s query to Jesus (Matt. 19:16–22). The disciple asks his abba, “I beseech you, father, what was the purpose of the Lord’s incarnation?”—followed by “What commandments ought I to perform, that I may be saved?” The abba outlines how Christ’s own kenosis is the template of the ascetical journey toward deification. Salvation hangs on the abba’s own word to the extent that it births the divine Word in his disciple’s heart and advances him in the mystery of Christ. Maximus thereby honors a tradition of charismatic wisdom that lies alongside dogmatic (and episcopal) tradition and provides privileged commentary on it. If the sage speaking in the Dialogue is his own voice, his composing the conference in third person would be an act both of humility and of respect for a charismatic tradition that is much larger than him or any lone voice.

In the Ambigua to John, a work still relatively early in his career, Maximus refers seven times to a “wise elder” (γέρον ὑπάρχον) whose identity he never discloses.* The very fact that Maximus is commenting on difficult passages from the orations of a recognized master, Gregory Nazianzen, “the Theologian,” demands accountability to a senior wisdom. Most likely this elder was not a literary artifice, but an enduring profile to Maximus of the perfectly balanced life of praxis and contemplation leading to the knowledge of God (θεολογία). There are compelling reasons to see this figure as Sophronius, who also bore the aura of John Moschus, the Eukratades’ revered link to the ascetical wisdom of Palestinian and Sinaitic anchorites. Similarly in the Mystagogia, his [23]1 comment on the Divine Liturgy, Maximus references “a grand elder (τοις μεγαλοῖς γέροντι), truly wise in divine truths concerning both the Holy Church and the holy synaxis performed therein,” a man ostensibly known to the person to whom he addresses this work. While it is plausible that this “elder” too is Sophronius, other candidates cannot be discounted, and it is also possible that he is a fictitious character, whom Maximus honors as his “live” mediator of the teachings of the preeminent visionary of ecclesiastical and sacramental mysteries, Dionysius the Areopagite. Christian Boudignon calls this a ruse on Maximus’ part to maintain the “mythic” ambiance of admonitions and teachings from the Fathers of the desert “and to sustain—as writing—an authority that is properly oral. But if Sophronius is in fact Maximus’ “grand elder,” there is no ruse here. Finally, a “wise man”—Sophronius, or perhaps Cyril of Alexandria—shows up as well in Maximus’ Opusculum 7 (c.642), credited with eloquently upholding the duality of natures and energies in Christ.*

Mediating Holiness and Wisdom through Text

Maximus’ reverence for a larger, older charismatic tradition from the desert is also in evidence in what I shall call his pattern of authorial κένωσις or self-abasement, paralleling the kenosis of the Logos in his incarnation, and the kenosis of the Spirit in the lives of revered saints. In an incisive study of the Mediating Holiness and Wisdom through Text}

---

* From Boudignon, Christian. (2012). Maximus of贷te: A Life of Wisdom. Fordham University Press. The numbers in square brackets ([23]) are page numbers from the book. The asterisk (*) indicates footnotes or references that are not included in the main text but are essential for understanding the context and the arguments presented by the author. The ellipses (...) are used to indicate omitted or truncated text that is not relevant to the main discussion. The text is primarily in the form of an academic essay, discussing the work of Maximus the Confessor, a Byzantine theologian, focusing on his role as an elder and his influence on the development of ascetical and hagiographical traditions. The essay delves into Maximus’ use of the figure of a wise elder, his references to Sophronius, and his method of mediating holiness and wisdom through text.
Interpretation, in turn, is an extended, multi-dimensional participation in the polymorphous epiphany of the Word in Scripture, in the fabric of creation, according to the coordinates of “tradition” and “research,” interpreter of Scripture and of canonical Christian traditions of doctrine and asceticism. Vittorio expositors of sacred revelation rather than dogmatic theologians. But this is true have already qualified him to grasp the mysteries of the constitution of Christ. For instance, in penetrating and transfiguring materiality and corporeality, it only follows that he would be utterly self-conscious about his own writing as a conduit, however broken and partial, of the pedagogy of the Word.  

Ethical, Natural, and Theological Philosophy

Maximus’ self-consciousness about submitting with humility and docility to the pedagogy of the Logos is especially evident in his writings prior to the monothelete crisis. He is diligent to place himself under inherited disciplines conducive to wisdom and moral perfection. From its respective variations in Origen, Evagrius, and other sources, Maximus appropriated a traditional scheme of three integrated conventions governing the moral, intellectual, and spiritual life of the Christian. Origen’s early model of ethics, physics, and exopistès (metaphysics) had inspired similar trials of practice, contemplation, and (mystical) theology or else ethical (or practical), natural, and theological philosophy. Such constituted the core curriculum, as it were, of monastic paideia, and indicated early Christian ascetical theologians’ revamping of the Greco-Roman ideal of the “philosophical life” (φιλοσοφικὴ ζωή). Cultivation of moral virtues, insight into the “nature” of things as registered in creation and in sacred history, and mystical initiation in the mysteries of Christ and the Trinity together constituted, in their deep interconnection, the circulatory system of a well-ordered life. Even the apostle Peter was charged to observe these disciplines when he saw the great sheet teeming with animals descend from heaven, and was told to “rise” (ascetically from worldly attachments), “kill” (by penetrating the superficial to contemplate the deep logoi of “natural” creatures), and “eat” (so as to be “filled with theological power”) (cf. Acts 10:9–16).  

This is neither strictly phased nor sequenced process of experience and knowledge, as if one could transcend praxis by contemplation, and contemplation by theology as for Maximus that the quest for virtue and wisdom, the “passover” (διάβασμα) to delusion, fully fuses the horizons of life in the body and the quest for transcendence. Ambiguum 10, by far the longest in the collection, is a kind of tutorial on the interrelation between the three dimensions of true philosophy. The text itself is far from a straightforward roadmap or instructional guide. Andrew Louth calls it an exercise in “lateral” rather than linear thinking, in which Maximus strings together diverse reflections on spiritual diabasis which, appearing superficially random, gradually converge and integrate. Perhaps a better image would thus be that of an upward interpretive “spiral” into which Maximus desires to catch up his readers. As is so often the case in his writing, themes hang together associatively and allusively, but not in pure logical sequence, since he desires his reader patiently to discern him the complex and the subtle interconnections between them. What we have in Ambiguum 10, then, is Maximus’ own exercise in natural and scriptural contemplation, an exemplification of sanctified intuition. Ambiguum 10 comments on a passage from Gregory Nazianzen’s eulogy on Athanasius of Alexandria that describes the transit beyond “this cloud or veil of flesh” to delination through “true philosophy” (τὴν γεγένεσιν φιλοσοφίας) to Maximus consists from the outset that in this process there is no leaving behind moral and ascetical struggle with the “cloud and veil” of the flesh for allegedly higher pursuits. Practical reason (λόγος), which elsewhere he calls prudence (σοφία), the very “act and manifestation of wisdom,” directs and modulates the body’s movements and impulses, while contemplation (θεωρία) opens the mind to illumination and spiritual insight (φήμη). The operative word is wisdom, which comes through experience, to be sure, but also through tireless imitation of the biblical saints. Rather than simply outlining the constitutive elements of ethical, natural, and theological philosophy, Maximus thereupon sets forth the literary equivalent of an iconostasis, a series of evocative profiles of biblical saints who either exemplified or symbolized these disciplines. Moses appears in his traditional image as the consummately virtuous and contemplative prophet who both pioneered the exodus through the “sea” of sensible temptations and, on Sinai, penetrated the mysterious darkness of the divine presence. Joshua, David, Elijah, Elisha, Anna and Samuel, Melchizedek, Abraham and other figures are profiled not in a strictly chronological order, but only as each conveys an image of spiritual diabasis. Reapplying Origen’s principle of “transposition” (μετάληψις), the internalizing of biblical narratives and characters, he recommends each believer to become, by imitation, a “spiritual” Melchizedek or David or Moses.  

Above all these friezes, however, Maximus exhalls the tableau of the transfiguration, in which Peter, James, and John ascended Tabor to envision the luminous face and garments of Christ. Here is the consummation diabasis, since the apostles crossed over to behold, in a foretaste of his overwhelming glory, the Word who is the primary object, the beginning and end, of all ethical, natural, and theological philosophy. In this privileged moment on Mt. Tabor, oikonomia, God’s extraverted revelation in creation and sacred history, and theologos, the sublime mystery of the internal life of the Trinity, intersect in the transfigured but still incarnate Christ. I shall say more later about the profound symbolic significance of the transfiguration in Maximus’ thought, but the point here is that there is no advance in Christian philosophia apart from the personal theophany of the Logos, which reaches out to the believer commensurate with the believer’s own striving for intimacy with the Logos through the practice of virtue, through seasoned contemplation, and through the rigors associated with theology proper.  

Maximus’ writing prior to the monothelete controversy is dominated by the pursuit and articulation of this three-dimensional philosophia. He distinctly echoes Evagrius’ terse assertion that “Christiansity is the teaching of Christ our Savior, consisting of the practical, the natural, and the theological.” As Maximus seeks not simply to write “about” these disciplines but from within them, exemplifying asceticism, contemplation, and the mystical quest of theology through his writing itself (as we saw earlier in his ascetical kenosis as an author, and in his demonstration of contemplation in Ambiguum 10). This philosophia is altogether integral to Maximus’ principal works of spiritual doctrine: the Dialogue on the Ascetical Life, Chapters on Love, Chapters on Theology and Oikonomia, Commentary on the Lord’s Prayer, Questions and Responses for Thallustus, Questions and Uncertainties, Commentary on Psalm 59, and Questions and Responses for Theopemptus. It also occupies him constantly throughout his Ambigua. Its fuller implications will be elicited in later chapters as we explore the deep connections between Maximus’ cosmology, Christology, and asceticism. Though in his early monastic career he could not have anticipated the direction his life and writing would take in the struggle against imperial monotheleteism, we can hardly imagine Maximus’ later, painstakingly precise discourses on technical matters of Christology apart from the foundation laid in this very philosophia. When, for example, in Opusculum 7 (p.642) he addresses Marinus, a Cypriot deacon, about the emerging error of monenergism and monotheletism, and begins to explicate the full humanity of Christ as including a natural human will, he first dwells at length on how Marinus’ exceptional virtue and acquired wisdom have already qualified him to grasp the mysteries of the constitution of Christ.  

Maximus as Interpreter: The Transfigured and Transfiguring Word

Maximus was at heart an interpreter. One could say that, of course, about many patristic writers who would likely have chosen to be considered foremost as expositors of sacred revelation rather than as dogmatic theologians. But this is true a fortiori of Maximus, who postured himself as an unremitting Hermeneutical theologian, for whom the premier consideration in interpretation is the conditions under which divine revelation to humanity is even possible in the first place. His interpretive work starts from the principle of the absolute freedom and initiative of Christ the Logos to reveal himself—or better yet to “incarnate” or “embody” himself—in all the forms he so desires. Interpretation, in turn, is an extended, multi-dimensional participation in the polymorphous epiphany of the Word in Scripture, in the fabric of creation,
and preeminently in historical flesh—and yet also prospectively in the devout interpreter’s own insight and attendant virtue. In the distant background here is Origen’s doctrine of the “aspects” (κρινοματα) of Christ, indicating his prerogative, as the premier agent of divine self-revelation, to assume diverse forms (as Wisdom, Word, Light, etc.) and thereby to accommodate himself to the manifold intellectual and perceptual capacities of created beings.88 Origen, moreover, had inaugurated the notion of the Logos mysteriously embodying himself in the media of his revelation of the Father, be it in the logos of created things or in the words and meanings of Scripture. Maximus, however, took this idea to new heights by portraying any and all manifestations of the Logos as immediately tributary to the recapitulative purpose of his historical incarnation in Jesus of Nazareth. It is the Logos as Christ who initiates the terms of his own appearance (and hiddenness) and who, while using various media of revelation in the invisible and visible creation, is not himself constrained by those media. Indeed, just as he permeates the spiritual universe with his wisdom, he can personally penetrate the veil of matter or text or flesh as he so pleases.89

The Transfiguration as Paradigm

Maximus maps the conditions of divine revelation in select passages in his writings. A pivotal one, in my estimation, is his exposition of the transfiguration of Christ. For him the transfiguration is a prism through which the sublime, blinding light of revelation is refracted in manifold colors, shining on all who would dare to approach the Revealer and participate, according to their capacity, in his unincircumscribable glory. It is striking that unlike the Cappadocians and Dionysius, who gave privileged place to the Sinai Theophany in Exodus, with its details of Moses’s intimate encounter with God from the “cloud in the rock” (Exod. 33:22), as the supreme biblical narrative for exploring the dynamics of divine revelation, Maximus instead follows Origen in giving primacy to the transfiguration. Not that he intends to slight the Sinai Theophany; quite the contrary he honors its significance.90 But the transfiguration, as a theophany, has the advantage, first, of having grounded revelation in theology, the relation of Father and Son, and second, of doing so precisely in the context of the Son’s incarnation. Theologia and oikonomia dramatically intersect in the transfiguration. As Maximus states in his Commentary on the Lord’s Prayer, the Logos incarnate “teaches theology.”91 In his incarnate mission he has opened access to the mystery of the Trinity, the reality beyond all realities which has nonetheless given rise to our reality as created beings. The transfiguration, then, is a unique mode of divine “body language” insofar as Christ’s luminous face, flesh, and even garments communicate God’s glory without him ever uttering a word. But can sacred text, another material medium indwelled by the Logos, accomplish the same?

First let us examine just how Maximus views the transfiguration as a resplendent icon of the dynamics of revelation. In a separate study I have appealed to the phenomenologist and theologian Jean-Luc Marion’s rich notion of “saturated phenomena” as instructive for analyzing Maximus’ perspective on the transfiguration.92 A saturated phenomenon is, by Marion’s scrupulous description, so overwhelmingly “given,” so thoroughly engaging of “intuition,” that it defies any “intentional” human subjectivity and so also, by its “excess,” undermines conceptualization, and in fact opens out onto an infinite “horizon” of apprehensions and provisional appropriations.93 To call it a miracle or wonder would not be adequate, since such terminology is merely relative to the gamut of intentional sensate experience. A saturated phenomenon simply is, and is unconstrained by any inherent necessity to solicit perception or conceptualization. One among other of the cases of Marion’s saturated phenomena is the “icon” or “face” of another,94 a theme also famously and trenchantly developed by Emmanuel Levinas. The other’s face has its own epiphany, its own “visage” (as opposed to façade) independent of my willed attention to it or perceptual attempt to capture it. As Marion says, “the face arises—a counter-intentionality that does not manifest itself in becoming visible but in addressing its look to me.”95 Or as Levinas would have it, the face of the other puts a moral question to my existence and speaks precisely in its overwhelming silence.96

In Maximus’ theological exegesis of Tabor, the prime focal point is precisely the transfigured face of Christ. “The face of the Logos, which radiated like the sun, is the inaccessibility (ξιφοποιηθης) that characterizes his essence, upon which it is impossible to gaze by an interpretation of thoughts, just as neither can one gaze upon the brightness of the sun even if someone has entirely purified his or her optical ability.”97 A saturated phenomenon in Tabor is the transfigured face of Christ instructing the apostles on the mountain by symbolizing his ineffable, unapproachable divinity.98 The face of Christ is, by Marion’s term, that Maximus names only by indicating that he who was “without form or beauty” (Isa. 53:2) nonetheless radiated in his transfigured body a beauty more beautiful than the sons of men (Ps. 44:3, LXX).99 This beauty, the Savior’s Gaze, is utterly purgative, reducing its captive beholders to hermeneutical ground zero, though also opening up, like Marion’s saturated phenomena, an infinite interpretive or contemplative horizon. That horizon, for Maximus, is the very theatre wherein the Logos trains contemplation and practice through what we will later see is a perpetual “play” of concealment and disclosure.

The Transfiguring Word in Scripture and Creation

Maximus follows Origen in envisioning the transfigured garments of Christ as symbolic of the Scriptures, rendered translucent not by human perception but by the underlying divinity of the Logos. The transfigured Word signals the Logos’ own appearance in history, his unincircumscribable power, and is unconstrained by any inherent necessity to solicit perception or conceptualization, and is that threshold. The apostles on Tabor beheld precisely the paradox that the Logos “in appearing conceals himself, and in hiding manifests himself.”100 Bereft of God’s essence, there is still a gift, a givenness to use Marion’s term, that Maximus names only by indicating that he who was without form or beauty (Isa. 53:2) nonetheless radiated in his transfigured body a beauty more beautiful than the sons of men (Ps. 44:3, LXX).101 This beauty, the Savior’s Gaze, is utterly purgative, reducing its captive beholders to hermeneutical ground zero, though also opening up, like Marion’s saturated phenomena, an infinite interpretive or contemplative horizon. That horizon, for Maximus, is the very theatre wherein the Logos trains contemplation and practice through what we will later see is a perpetual “play” of concealment and disclosure.

What Maximus describes is served more by an aesthetic than by a purely rational analysis, or better still by von Balthasar’s paradigm (partially inspired by Maximus himself) of “theo-dramatic” revelation, since Scripture and creation are the conjoint “scripts” through which the Logos, as both dramaturge and actor, carries forward his creative presence.102 It by engrosses the whole universe in his play. There are two passages in his writings that bear this out especially well. The first is a long reflection on the nature of scriptural contemplation (θεοποιηθης) in Ambiguity 57, a sophisticated but rarely cited text that spells out, in formally hermeneutical terms, a method of interpreting Scripture and the created universe reciprocally.103 The key is Maximus’ assumption, carried over from Ambiguity 10, that the Bible is in some sense a “world,” and that it always mirrors the larger universal story of creation and
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redemption. He proposes ten progressive but interrelated modes or predicative categories (Fig. 1) by which the scriptural world can be contemplated (προσέρχεσθαι) in terms of its complex unity.

By the first five modes, some of which are reminiscent of Aristotle’s “categories,” Maximus believes it possible to explore particularities in biblical revelation, especially as regards the circumstances and individual “characters” (animate and inanimate beings, higher and lower beings) in the cosmic drama being played out across Scripture. The meaning of the movements and dispositions of the characters in this universal cast is not restricted to the conditions of the narratives in which they appear, since they point symbolically beyond their own historical setting. Indeed, “place” and “time” might seem innocent enough, but Maximus understands Scripture as having a whole spiritual topography evinced in the etymologies of local place-names and in the peculiar kinds of locales (heavens and earth, air, sea, inhabited lands, far limits, countries, islands, cities, temples, fields, mountains, etc.) in which sacred events unfolded. “Time” engages the Bible’s

Fig. 1

(4.4) complex language of temporality, including not only its tricky use of tenses that mingle past, present, and future but also the terminology of temporal and trans-temporal “ages” (αἰΩνικός). “Genus,” according to Maximus, ranges between general groupings and particular instantiations of created existents, from the orders of intelligible beings down to inanimate minerals extracted from the earth. It is no triviality, for example, that Scripture meticulously identifies ranks of angels, or distinctive ethnic or tribal groups in Old Testament narratives whose dispositions toward the people of God hold moral or spiritual significance. Scripture can also profile a “persona” (πρόσωπον)—a human being or any other individual creature within a genus—who explicitly or implicitly warrants contemplation. These persons’ peculiar “dignity” (αξία) or occupation (επιτηδεύμα) can be conducive to more nuanced prospography, depending on whether they appear in their native narratives “laudably” (καύσων) or “culpably” (καταίρως). The classic example here is the multi-guised kings recounted in the Old Testament:

The gnostic will come to know the significance of all the rest of the kings [in 3 Kgdms., LXX] through the interpretation of their names, or by their geographic location, or by the common tradition which prevails in those lands, or by the particular customs that are pursued among them, or by the sort of antipathy each has toward Israel...For not all the [foreign] kings are always interpreted in the same way or according to one meaning; rather, they are interpreted with a view to their underlying utility (μελετεῖ) and prophetic potential (τῆς προφητείας τῶν Βασιλείων). Indeed, Scripture was able to render the Pharaoh as [a figure of] the Devil when he sought to destroy Israel, but then again as [a figure of] the law of nature when he served Israel according to the dispensation of Joseph...Likewise the King of Tyre is intended to represent the Devil when he waged war on Israel through Siser a, but elsewhere signifies the law of nature when he made peace with David and contributed so much to Solomon for the building of the temple. Each of the kings recounted in Scripture is interpreted in many different meanings according to his underlying prophetic potential.

This “prophetic potential” could well apply to the figurial power of virtually everything in the biblical text. As in Origen’s exegesis, there is no waste, nothing merely incidental, in Scripture. Maximus’ first five categories of scriptural contemplation simply constitute entry points for the discipline. The vast field of scriptural “realities” (μεταφυσικά) must be patiently scrutinized in order to discern the complex relations—the con-figuration—between and among persons, events, and everything else in the Bible.

At the next stage of scriptural contemplation, Maximus deduces that what has been discriminated through the first five categories will be subsumed into the protocols of “ethical, natural, and theological philosophy.” In other words, the contemplative interpretation of Scripture, and of the created world mirrored therein, decisively forms the three principal disciplines of the Christian’s life. These three, in turn, are further contracted into “present” and “future,” or “type” and “truth.” This is not a simple pattern of prophetic prefiguration and later fulfillment (ουτλάους); rather, it suggests that all things heretofore revealed by God in the past, which also have effect in the present life of Christians (1 Cor. 10:11), open out onto an unrestricted horizon of future fulfillments or perspectives on their meaning, the congruence, coherence, and “reality” (ειλακτός) of which are an eschatological project of the transcendent and immanent Logos himself. Interpretation goes as far as it can, but its limit is the utter freedom of the Logos in setting out the terms of accessibility to himself as the ultimate telos of Scripture and creation.

Maximus’ contemplative hermeneutic is best understood, I believe, by what David Dawson, drawing on Erich Auerbach and Hans Frei, identifies as “figural” interpretation, whereby meaning comes not in a self-enclosed referentiality of words but in relations discerned between and among persons or events in the historical continuum. Maximus, like Origen, has no desire to obliterate the “literal” or historical meaning of the texts. But historia in its patristic exegetical usage consisted not in establishing facts of the sacred past but in discerning the narrative coherence of the transcending “story” uniting that past with the present and future in Jesus Christ. Maximus’ object is a perennial sensus plenus, “the power of the literal meaning in the Spirit, which is always abounding into its fullness.” Accordingly, all of Scripture’s content is tributary to the “fullness” which is the mystery of Jesus Christ—the mystery of Christ’s “saturating” or transfiguring power and his ultimate embodiment in all things.

Contemplative Interpretation as a Play of Intimacy and Elusion

In considering Maximus’ hermeneutical focus on Christ the Logos’s presence and performance through the revelatory media of Scripture and the created cosmos, a second key text is his commentary on an arresting poetic line from Gregory Nazianzen:

For the Logos on high plays (πραίνα) in all sorts of forms, mingling (σπείρα) with his world here and there as he so desires.
Maximus finds in Gregory’s phrase a provocative description of the same dialectics of disclosure and concealment in the Logos’s self-revelation that he highlighted in Ἀμβίγουα 10 on the transfiguration. Nazianzen’s Logos-at-play is a marvellous tutorial both in the Logos’s radical transcendence and in his kenotic identification with creation in all aspects of his incarnation. His “play” evokes the sublime “foolishness” of God (1 Cor. 1:23), a term the apostle introduced paradoxically to indicate precisely the excess of divine prudence that could never be straightforwardly grasped by creaturely intelligence. Play also bespeaks the “ecstasy” of God, the Creator’s ἐρωτικός or yearning in reaching beyond himself to creation with the anticipation of a reciprocal response. Play is also the Logos’s satirical teasing of his creatures, his use of the vagaries, instabilities, and travails of mundane existence in order to good creatures toward enduring, eternal goods. As Maximus explores different possible mazes of Nazianzen’s image, it becomes obvious that the interpreter’s challenge is precisely to “play along” with the Logos-at-play, to be drawn into his game of hide-and-seek.

Indeed, for Maximus interpretation is an ongoing form of sophisticated play, a “dance” with the Logos in the quest for intimacy amid his mysteriously redemptive elusiveness. The dialectics of disclosure and concealment, embodiment and radical transcendence, lies at the heart of all of the Confessor’s works of biblical commentary, works that mostly take the form of elucidations of ambiguous or difficult scriptural texts in which the Word seems to perplex or evade the interpreter. Recalling his appropriation of the transfiguration, it is the Logos who peremptorily commands the conditions of his self-revelation, graciously enabling Scripture and the created cosmos to become prisms of his transforming and transfixing light. Maximus certainly respected the apophaticism of Gregory of Nyssa, who emphasized how biblical texts, constrained by διάσωσις of the ontological chasm between uncreated God and creation, provided no direct access to the divine essence but depended on God’s free incursions into the realm of human language. He would also have acknowledged Dionysius the Areopagite’s axiom that negotiating the profundity of biblical symbolism was tantamount to plunging into a subterranean “darkness.” And yet Maximus’ chosen analogy for the Bible was not the “abyss” of language, but an orderly “cosmos” inhabited by Christ the living Logos, who sets the conditions not of revelation itself but of its interpretation.

The interpretive dance with the Logos plays out concretely in Maximus’ exegetical practices. First and foremost is the play of polysyzygy. Given the saturation or overflow of the Logos’ gracious self-divulgence, and that he has “mingled himself invisibly with all the [scriptural] figures that were given to ancient people, thereby bringing about the ascent (ἐναπόθεσις) of those whom he is educating,” the interpreter is faced with a mass of possible legitimate interpretations of any given text. Maximus calls these diverse intuitions (συμπληρώματα attempted readings (ἐνθείωνοι) and he often introduces them with phrases conveying varying degrees of confidence and tentativeness: “may...” (εἰ πέπλωσι, “or rather...” (εἰ μὴ ἐπλωσάτω, “perhaps...” (εἰ εἰκοστὸς τεκνόν, “by another reading...” (εἰ καθ’ ἄλλων ἀθροιστέων. Occasionally he identifies one or another interpretation as “figurative,” “topological,” “allegorical,” “anagogical,” or “mystical,” but like Origen he allows for sufficient fluidity in determining non-literal meanings. Sometimes too, he highlights a certain interpretation as “more insightful” (ἐνπροσφέρεσι ἡνωτοις or “more sublime” (ἐνπροσφέρεσι)—which is as likely to relate to oikonomia as theotologia; and like Origen he acknowledges how scriptural Word can accommodate to the inner spiritual disposition of its reader or interpreter. There is not, however, a sustained systematic attempt to graduate his own multiple interpretations, scaling them to various levels of receptivity and maturity. Along the way, Maximus uses a variety of exegetical strategies, most of them inherited from his predecessors, in order to do justice to the polysyzygy of biblical texts—especially those raised in the Questions and Responses for Thalassius, Questions and Uncertainties, and Questions and Responses for Theopemptus—that pose particular interpretive difficulties and solicit deep exploration.

Meanwhile, Maximus admits that interpretation sometimes consists of “good and pious speculations” (καλά καὶ εὐθυγραμματαί), Drawing on an axiom going back to Philo but more likely mediated to him by Gregory of Nyssa, he warrants reverent “conjecture” (ἐρημοτριχία) in certain instances where the Word seems to frustrate interpretation:

It is not improper, in view of the faculty that in us naturally longs for the discovery of divine things, to undertake a conjecture about higher truths, as long as two good things from the conjecture present themselves to those who possess genuine reverence for divine realities. For the one who approaches the divine realities conjecturally either attains to intelligible truth and, rejoicing, offers the sacrifice of praise (Ps. 149:14, 25, LXX; Heb. 13:15), thanksgiving, to the Giver of the knowledge of what was sought, or he finds that the meaning of the scriptures alludes him, and reverses the divine truths all the more by learning that the acquisition of them exceeds his own ability.

Even in the Ἀμβίγουα, in commenting on Gregory Nazianzen, Maximus occasionally posits a conjecture where Gregory has spoken sublimely. He is not averse, moreover, to “honoring in silence” a mystery that defies even the most intelligent speculation. Maximus probably learned this principle from Nazianzen himself, though certainly the Greek monastic sages had long attested that sober silence on theological mysteries was the healthiest response to overly inquisitive monks.

Interpretive play nonetheless demands boldness, Maximus on occasion follows Dionysius in “daring” (τοιμίζεται ἀναμφιδίατον) to set forth a particular interpretation. But that same boldness is (on) constrained and conditioned by a more fundamental humility acknowledging dependence on the Logos to open access to his mysteries and allow the interpreter to come within an understanding distance. In one passage Maximus sets forth a kind of interpretation.

Come, Logos of God, worthy of all praise, grant us proportionately the revelation of your own words, removing altogether the thickness of any shrouds. Show us, Christ, the beauty of spiritual meanings. Seize our right hand—that is, our intellectual faculty—and Guide us in the ways of your commandments (Ps. 118:35, LXX). Lead us into the place of your wondrous tabernacle, even unto the house of God, with a voice of exaltation and thanksgiving, and with the celebrative sound of one who is keeping festival (Ps. 41:5, LXX; Heb. 13:15), thanksgiving, to the Giver of the knowledge of what was sought, or he finds that the meaning of the scriptures alludes him, and reverses the divine truths all the more by learning that the acquisition of them exceeds his own ability.

Even in the Ἀμβίγουα, in commenting on Gregory Nazianzen, Maximus occasionally posits a conjecture where Gregory has spoken sublimely. He is not averse, however, to “honoring in silence” a mystery that defies even the most intelligent speculation. Maximus probably learned this principle from Nazianzen himself, though certainly the Greek monastic sages had long attested that sober silence on theological mysteries was the healthiest response to overly inquisitive monks.

Interpretive play nonetheless demands boldness, Maximus on occasion follows Dionysius in “daring” (τοιμίζεται ἀναμφιδίατον) to set forth a particular interpretation. But that same boldness is (on) constrained and conditioned by a more fundamental humility acknowledging dependence on the Logos to open access to his mysteries and allow the interpreter to come within an understanding distance. In one passage Maximus sets forth a kind of interpreter’s prayer.

Come, Logos of God, worthy of all praise, grant us proportionately the revelation of your own words, removing altogether the thickness of any shrouds. Show us, Christ, the beauty of spiritual meanings. Seize our right hand—that is, our intellectual faculty—and Guide us in the ways of your commandments (Ps. 118:35, LXX). Lead us into the place of your wondrous tabernacle, even unto the house of God, with a voice of exaltation and thanksgiving, and with the celebrative sound of one who is keeping festival (Ps. 41:5, LXX), that we too, by celebrating in praxis and exulting in contemplation, and being found worthy of coming to your ineffable place of feasting, may make sound together with those who are spiritually feasting there, and begin to sing the knowledge of unspeakable truths with the eruptive voices of the mind.

We will need to keep in mind Maximus’ interpretive playfulness and flexibility when we later consider his rigor for precise and final definitions in formulating chrestological doctrine. How do we reconcile these very different positions in one and the same writer, over and beyond these differences of occasion and audience between his earlier and later writings?

Genre and Style in Maximus’ Literary Corpus

Maximus wrote in a variety of literary genres, which reveal much about his pedagogical techniques, his attention to antecedent literary models, and his discursive styles, as well as the changing circumstances in which he composed his works. Like Evagrius and certain other earlier monastic authors, Maximus composed sententiae, pithy “chapters” (κεφάλαια) sometimes in “centuries” (sets of one hundred) symbolizing the quest for perfection. Evagrius’s ascetical sententiae, known to Maximus, scrupulously integrated contemplative and practical teaching, and strategically built toward ever more intensive wisdom and thus difficulty. Sententiae were meant to be pondered patiently, even struggled with. Maximus’ sententiae in the Chapters on Love, Chapters on Theologia and Oikonomia, Fifteen Chapters, and other diverse Chapters are addressed to him in the Philokalia but perhaps simply inspired by him, followed no strict rule on length. They can treat themes in blocks, but also move freely in and out of motifs the precise connection of which is not necessarily obvious. Maximus noted of his Chapters that “not all, I believe, are easily understandable by everyone, but the majority will require much scrutiny (συνεξήρεται εὐκλείος) by many people even though they appear to be very simply expressed.”

Like Origen and Evagrius, Maximus sought to mimic the tradition of biblical Wisdom, wherein insight was to be granted only after much searching and reflection.
Maximus’ other early works appear in diverse genres. I have noted his Dialogue on the Ascelesitic Life, a throwback to the monastic conferences or dialogues which, like his Chapters, signals his enduring debt to the charismatonic tradition of the desert sages. Two “commentaries” appear. Maximus’ Commentary on Psalm 59 is his only true line-by-line commentary on a biblical text, though its exegetical-pedagogical style matches his Questions and Responses for Thallathius. His Commentary on the Lord’s Prayer is less a commentary, strictly speaking, than an unearthing of the implicit substance of the prayer, which Maximus understands to be a vow of the Son to the Father (its content as theologia) and an exhibition of the great soteriological mysteries of the oikonomia divulged by the Son in his incarnation.

A considerable amount of Maximus’ early writing falls into the broad genre of question-and-answer, a pedagogical genre deeply rooted in Greco-Roman philosophy but having a rich history of its own in early Christian literature, including biblical commentaries. The Questions and Responses for Thallathius, Questions and Uncertainties, and Questions and Responses for Theopemptus, which all focus mainly on biblical “difficulties” (υζωπαί), evidence Maximus’ Origenian assumption that scriptural revelation is intrinsically educative and occasionally but intentionally “scandalous” in order to navigate its interpreters toward richer and deeper meanings. Both sets of Maximus’ Ambigua, the earlier group (6–71) addressed to John of Cyzicus and the later group (1–5) addressed to Thomas, also fall within this genre, and it is clear that for Maximus, after their use as the writings of theological masters like Gregory Nazianzen and Dionysius the Areopagite are of a piece with those from Scripture, since they have already plumbed the depths of the biblical mysteries. Though his actual elucidations in the Ambigua are carefully constructed and argued, Maximus confesses his lack of rhetorical skill and his liability to verbosity (ὑπὸ πολυστίχου) compared to Gregory’s strict economy of words; moreover, he notes that his objective, as with Scripture, is to excavate latent meaning (ὑποκείμενον).

Predictably, then, Maximus posits multiple legitimate senses of the pregnant statements of his predecessors, as we observed earlier in the extensive Ambigua on divine theology and in his interpretations of Nazianzen’s image of the Logos-at-play in Ambigua 71. The Logos’ own pliant “textuality”—his incarnation or self-inscription in multiple material modes—allows for this multiplicity and diversity of nuance in Scripture and so too Scripture’s inspired interpreters, those of the “patristic tradition” (ὁ πατρικὸς παράδειγμα).

A fairly dramatic change occurs in the tenor of Maximus’ writings from the 640s on, when he became ever more publicly embroiled in the monothete controversy. While some of his polemical and polemical Opuscula pre-date this crisis, many of the most meticulous ones stem from his deepening involvements in it. The Opuscula, as Jean-Claude Larchet notes, actually take different forms: miniature treatises, letters, definitions, liturgies, disputations, and summations. The common thread is a painstaking desire for linguistic precision in doctrinal formulations, and an urge toward relatively concise resolutions of complex issues, especially those of Christology. Opusculum 1, a letter to the Cypriot priest Maximus, is exemplary in this regard, where Maximus defines various distinctive phases in human salvation in defending the perfect operation of a natural human will in Christ. This attention to rigorously precise definitions should not, however, be seen as antithetical to the more “playful” discourse of Maximus’ earlier writings, where he was demonstrably patient of polysemny. Such playfulness was unimaginable apart from a thoroughgoing grounding in trinitarian and christological language, that was itself semantically dense and demanding of continuous unpacking of its subtleties. For Maximus, this language was already honed and tested within patristic and conciliar tradition, but he did not hesitate to add refinements of his own, to the point that, as we saw in the preceding chapter, his prosecutors accused him of linguistic nitpicking and failure to be “accommodating.”

Ever since the ninth-century Byzantine encyclopedist Photius decried the Confessor’s Greek as prolix and obscure, there have been few serious attempts to analyze, much less defend, his actual style of writing, though his critical editor Carl Laga has lamented the modern caricature of Maximus’ style as “artificial, impermeable, lacking of restraint, and so dissolve that it disheartens even his most enthusiastic supporters.” Laga is among the few working to correct this perception and to vindicate the sophistication of Maximus’ prose. For example, the Confessor enjoyed occasional word-plays and homophones—and why not, since the Logos himself is altogether “playful” (Ambigua 71)? Indeed, one of Maximus’ most consistent plays on a word was the term logos itself, the polyvalence of which proved too strategic not to exploit. It is a habit learned from his master Gregory Nazianzen, whose theology of the revealed Word is enriched by distinctions and associations between “the Word of the Father, any word or speech, any reason or rationality, logic, oration, study, Scripture, and definition.” In various instances Maximus deliberately blurred the lines between the divine “Word,” the scriptural “word,” and the “word” of inspired expositors like Nazianzen. At the beginning of Ambigua 32, he quotes the relevant passage from Nazianzen and writes: “Being wholly inspired by the Word, the great teacher adds to the previous words [from Oration 38:2, in accordance with the Word, the word about the Word that the great prophet Isaiah mysteriously spoke concerning the incarnate Word... In other cases Maximus plays off of the intrinsic relation between the divine Logos, the universal logos of creation, the logos of individual creatures, the logos which is instructive or interpretive of divine mysteries, and the logos of sanctified human “reason” such as discerns these connections. In another case, which I shall detail later, Maximus exploits the different meanings of the term politia, including its associated cosmological, christological, ascetical, ecclesiastical, and even eschatological nuances.

Other stylistic features as well marked Maximus’ writing. Laga notes against Photius’ charges that Maximus often strove for economy of words, such as in his omission of prepositions in adverbial phrases, often favoring prepositions agglutinated with verbs. The charge of prolixity holds greater weight when we observe Maximus’ penchant for enormously long sentences with multiple clauses and clauses-within-clauses, a function of what Laga accurately calls an “artificial, impenetrable, lacking of restraint, and so dissolute that it disheartens even his most enthusiastic supporters.”

It is a habit learned from his master Gregory Nazianzen, whose theology of the revealed Word is enriched by distinctions and associations between “the Word of the Father, any word or speech, any reason or rationality, logic, oration, study, Scripture, and definition.” In various instances Maximus deliberately blurred the lines between the divine “Word,” the scriptural “word,” the literal “word,” and the “word” of inspired expositors like Nazianzen. At the beginning of Ambigua 32, he quotes the relevant passage from Nazianzen and writes: “Being wholly inspired by the Word, the great teacher adds to the previous words [from Oration 38:2, in accordance with the Word, the word about the Word that the great prophet Isaiah mysteriously spoke concerning the incarnate Word... In other cases Maximus plays off of the intrinsic relation between the divine Logos, the universal logos of creation, the logos of individual creatures, the logos which is instructive or interpretive of divine mysteries, and the logos of sanctified human “reason” such as discerns these connections. In another case, which I shall detail later, Maximus exploits the different meanings of the term politia, including its associated cosmological, christological, ascetical, ecclesiastical, and even eschatological nuances.

Other stylistic features as well marked Maximus’ writing. Laga notes against Photius’ charges that Maximus often strove for economy of words, such as in his omission of prepositions in adverbial phrases, often favoring prepositions agglutinated with verbs. The charge of prolixity holds greater weight when we observe Maximus’ penchant for enormously long sentences with multiple clauses and clauses-within-clauses, a function of what Laga accurately calls an “intricate, self-correcting and, as it were, self-analyzing style.” I already mentioned Maximus’ admission in his Ambigua to rhetorical deficiency and verbal prolixity in comparison with the master wordsmith, Gregory Nazianzen. And yet Maximus Constat has drawn attention in the Ambigua to occasional exhibitions of rhetorical flare, such as Maximus’ invective against cynics of “itching ears and tongues” who maligned Gregory’s good words, and who acted like racehorses that, “even before the races and the blast of the trumpet, prick up their ears and stamp their feet on the ground, scraping it with their hooves, rousing themselves for the race, and not infrequently breaking away from the gate and bolting forward before they have felt the sting of the starting whip.” Maximus certainly also applied the rhetorical commonplace of accusing theological calumniators precisely of being rhetorical charlatans.

Meanwhile, Maximus was also capable of occasional demonstrations of literary elegance of his own. Quite apart from the aphoristic style of his Chapters, in the Questions and Responses for Thallathius he occasionally erupts into elegant elaborations on the spiritual life, such as a long passage describing the interreleated phases of the mystery of deification. Rather than a mere paratactic string of definitions, the text uses anastrophe to build and aspire upward toward the heights of the mystery of the salvation that the prophets themselves ventured and investigated (1 Peter 1:9–11). This poetic apology of deification is worth quoting in full:

"Properly speaking, the salvation of souls is the end of faith (1 Peter 1:9).

The end of faith is, in turn, the true revelation of that in which one has faith.

The true revelation of that in which one has faith is, in turn, the ineffable penetration of what has been entrusted proportionate to each believer’s faith.

The penetration of what has been entrusted consists, in turn, in the ascent of believers to their proper beginning as defined by their end (ἐξηράντησιν κατά τὸ τέλος).

The ascent of believers to their proper beginning as defined by their end is, in turn, the fulfillment of their desire."
The fulfillment of their desire is, in turn, the ever-moving repose of desirers in relation to the object of their desire.

The ever-moving repose of desirers in relation to their object of desire is, in turn, the uninterrupted and continuous enjoyment of the object of desire.

The uninterrupted and continuous enjoyment of the object of desire consists, in turn, in the participation in supernatural divine realities.

The participation in supernatural divine realities is, in turn, the assimilation of participants to that in which they are participating.

The assimilation of believers to that in which they are participating is, in turn, the operative identity of the participants with the participated, which is possible through their acquired likeness to it.

The operative identity of the participants with the participated, possible through acquired likeness, consists, in turn, in the deification of those who are worthy of it.

Defication in turn, by a descriptive account, is the circumference and terminus of all times and ages, and of the things within those times and ages.

The circumference and terminus of times and ages, and of everything in them, are, in turn, the continuous union, in those being saved, of their pure and proper beginning to their proper and pure end.

The continuous union between pure beginning and end in those being saved is, in turn, the exodus of the superior of the elements—measured as of the essence by that beginning and end—from the constraints of nature.

The exodus from what is defined by beginning and end is, in turn, the immediate, infinitely infinite, almighty, and supremely powerful activity of God in those he finds worthy of this projected exodus of what is superior from the constraints of nature.

The immediate, infinitely infinite, almighty, and supremely powerful activity of God is, in turn, the unutterable and supremely ineffable pleasure and joy of those in whom God acts, based on a unspeakable union transcending human intelligence. It is absolutely impossible for the human mind or reason to acquire a sense or expression of this pleasure and joy within the nature of created beings. Maximus Scholasticus

At the beginning of this chapter, I remarked on Averil Cameron’s vivid profile of Maximus as a proto-scholastic theologian whose literary corpus addressed the need to stabilize the Byzantine Christian cultural cosmos during the turbulent seventh century. Cameron’s portrait of Maximus as a proto-scholastic is most compelling when framed against the backdrop of a select group of his writings, including especially his Ambigua to John and some of his Questions and Responses for Thalassius, in which he essays enormous, interconnected issues of cosmology, Christology, and eschatology, and sets out the contours of his theological philosophia. It befits as well certain of Maximus’ theological and polemical Opuscula, which develop various doctrinal themes with painstaking linguistic, philosophical, and theological precision. Cameron’s profile also suits his little-known Computus Ecclesiasticus, a work in the genre of Byzantine chronography, which sought to provide Christianity’s sacred history, particularly liturgically-celebrated events like Pascha, with a comprehensive chronology extending all the way back to the creation of the world. Clearly the scholastic profile suits Maximus’ expertise as an organizer of dyothelete florilegia for the Lateran Council of 649, and his repeated appeals, during his imperial prosecution, to the integrity of the tradition bearing the Nicene and Chalcedonian faith.

Superficially, the image of Maximus as a conservative scholastic seems improbable. How could his work contribute to securing Byzantine culture when, at least in the extended monenergist/monothelete controversy, he maintained such a blatantly adversarial and destabilizing posture toward the authority of the emperor and the imperial patriarchate? And yet the documentation of both the Lateran Council of 649 and the Council of Constantinople in 680–1 reveals how pro- and anti-monothelete campaigns alike laid claim to scriptural, patristic, and conciliar tradition, and commonly recognized the indispensability of doctrinal consensus to the security of an Empire standing under God’s judgment—a judgment already visibly impending in the exposure of imperial territories to a massive foreign invader. In this respect, then, Maximus’ dissidence, together with that of scores of other Greek dyothelete monks, could be interpreted as a religio-cultural loyalism—though the powerful political sting of that dissidence cannot be underplayed.

Cameron’s scholastic profile hardly does justice, however, to Maximus as a spiritual pedagogue deeply rooted in a monastic tradition of charismatic wisdom, or as a self-deprecating ascetic and contemplative philosophs, or as a sometimes “playful” interpreter of Scripture and the Fathers who delighted in their polyvocal language and was willing to put forward “conjectures” in the quest for spiritual insight. It is fair enough, I would argue, to read Maximus as a proto-scholastic through the lens of his later Byzantine scholasticism. He did not live long enough to see in its full fruition. This descriptor, however, will not suffice as an exhaustive profile of Maximus’ achievement in the religio-cultural dynamics of seventh-century Byzantium. Nor, I suggest, will the very much opposite portrait of Maximus recently put forward by Polymnia Athanassiadi. By her account he was one of the few authentic bearers of the great tradition of Hellenic culture in his time, a genuine Platonic mystic and “cosmic optimist” who strongly cut against the grain of the increasing intellectual intolerance of Byzantium in late antiquity. Such a highly romanticized portrait fully fails to account for Maximus’ own capacity for conceptual severity, theological exactness, and linguistic rigor on those linchpins of theology and Christology which he deemed worthy of uncompromising interpretive precision.

Notes:


(3) e.g. the Kontakia of Romanos the Melodist in the sixth century.


(2) Even as circumspect a historian as Cameron does not elude the temptation to alienate Maximus' monastic and ecclesiastical involvements when he writes, "whereas perhaps at first he moved mainly in monastic circles and had contact with the Greek administration, during the time that the Monothelite question developed he quickly assumed leadership of the African church and after Gregory's defeat and death went with the bishops as their leader to the Lateran Council in Rome" ("Byantine Africa," CCEB VII, 44).
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Part II The Cosmic Landscapes of Maximus’ Theology

3 Creation as the Drama of Divine Freedom and Resourcefulness

In this and the two following chapters, my purpose is to sketch the “cosmic landscapes” of Maximus’ theology, and to propose that in the context of the turbulent seventh century in Byzantium, he projected a vision of the world that was “cosmopolitan” in a highly theologically-qualified sense. For Maximus, the Christian Gospel gave witness to a universe being transfigured, to an emerging cosmic and eschatological politia embracing all of spiritual and material creation, of which Jesus Christ was both the pioneer and the perfecter in his incarnation. The properly christological dimension of this theme I will resume in more detail in Chapter 4. In this chapter I wish to examine the cosmological framework of this politia, this ordered “way of being” in Christ, that Maximus ultimately projected for all creatures in their diverse stations and fields of movement within the cosmos.

At the outset I would note my debt to the work of Hans Urs von Balthasar, who, in exploring the intricate web of dialectical themes and syntheses that constitute Maximus’ christocentric Weltbild, did not simply measure Maximus’ universe by the cosmological and metaphysical bequests of Neoplatonism and Aristotelianism, no matter the significance of those philosophical idioms to his doctrine. Instead, von Balthasar recognized that for Maximus, as for others earlier in the Greek patristic tradition, the goal was less to construct a philosophical cosmology per se than to articulate a vision of the panoramic theo-drama of divine action in which creation and redemption form a seamless plot unveiling the triune Creator’s unbridled freedom and love. At the heart of that drama, moreover, was the true play-within-the-play, the “fist of Jesus” as François-Marie Léthel aptly calls it. Maximus carefully constructed tableau of the work of Christ in his incarnation and passion constituting not only the climactic but also the original expression of God’s plan to realize his creative and salvific purposes.

Maximus’ Neo-Irenaean Perspective

While heavy attention has been given to Maximus’ cosmology as a correction of Origenism (to which I shall return shortly) or as an appropriation and adjustment of the metaphysics of Dionysius the Areopagite, I would suggest that, at an even more basic level, it is a sophisticated expansion on key insights of the Confessor’s distant predecessor Irenaeus of Lyons, which becomes clearer as Irenaeus’s doctrine of creation has itself come into sharper focus in recent scholarship. Irenaeus’s own theo-dramatic perspective, as recognized by von Balthasar and others,2 found new traction and reworking in Maximus’ theology of creation.

Irenaeus’s signature principle is the “recapitulation” (ἰασσαλοιασθεὶς) of creation in Jesus Christ, for which he was heavily indebted to Paul’s christological reflection in Ephesians 1:3–14 (esp. 1:10). Recapitulation meant that only in the incarnation did the Creator truly fulfill his plan for creation. In Christ, the past and future of sacred history—all of the history of creation—collapsed into a perfect singularity of purpose. John Behr has demonstrated, however, that Irenaeus does not just set out a linear chronological progression of episodes constituting “salvation history” (creation, fall, incarnation, redemption); rather, seemingly counterintuitively, he posits the solution before the ostensible problem. The Creator’s original plan for the world was to reveal himself in Jesus Christ. Creation was not the “beginning” per se but was itself a staging-point toward gradually disclosing the fullness of the mystery of the incarnation and cross. “For insofar as [the Creator] preexisted as the one who saves, it was necessary that what would be saved should also come into existence, in order that the Savior should not exist in vain.” The real “beginning” (αἰγή) in Genesis 1:1, as Origen and numerous patristic writers after Irenaeus argued, was Jesus Christ himself. As Irenaeus further states in a key passage, no one, either in heaven or on earth or under the earth, was able to open the book of the Father or to behold it except the Lamb who was slain, who redeemed us by his blood (Rev. 5:3, 12), and who, when the Word became flesh (John 1:14), received all power from the very God who made all things by his Word and adorned them by his Wisdom—this so that, just as the Word of God had sovereignty in the heavens, so also he might enjoy sovereignty on earth insofar as he was a righteous man who committed no sin nor was found with guile upon his lips (1 Peter 2:22); and that he might have preeminence over the things that are under the earth since he became firstborn from the dead (Col. 1:18); and that all things, as we already said, might behold their King; and that the Father’s light might land upon the flesh of our Lord, and come to us from his resplendent flesh, so that humanity might acquire incorruptibility, being surrounded by the Father’s light.

In the passage immediately following, Irenaeus further reiterates that the Son, or Logos, was present together with the Spirit, or Wisdom, and the Father prior to creation. The mystery of Jesus Christ, to be divulged in its eschatological fullness as the very rationale of creation, was grounded within the preexistent counsel of the Trinity. “Viewed in the light of Christ, beginning with the Savior,” Behr observes in Irenaeus, creation and salvation are not two distinct actions, but the continual process of God’s activity in his handiwork, bringing the creature, when he allows himself to be skillfully fashioned, to the stature of the Savior, by whom and for whom all creation has come into being. This process...includes human apostasy, the acquisition of the knowledge of good and evil, the experience of sin and death. Irenaeus means, not that the Creator predestined Adam to sin, but that, in the primordial light of the flesh and cross of Jesus Christ, the Creator’s sacrificial love for the creation, Adamic sin has been exposed as the tragic underbelly of the endless renewal of creation en route to its consummation.

In Maximus this theo-dramatic perspective is cast afresh. Cosmology, as cumulative reflection on the origins, structure, and destiny of the world, revolves around Christology. In Maximus as in Irenaeus, the notion of divine economy (οἰκονομία) while retaining its traditional meaning of divine providential government of the cosmos, takes on the sense of the Creator’s resolute “strategy” in revealing Jesus Christ and salvation (and deification) in him. It has a strongly dramatic tone, in the spirit of what Irenaeus called the ἀρχὴν τοῦ θεοῦ ἀργυριοῦ (“plot” [εἰκόθεν ἀργυρίῳ] running through the complexity of scriptural revelation. The christocentric plot of creation is nowhere more lucid in Maximus’ corpus than in two classic passages, the first of which directly ties the meaning of all creation (and Scripture) to Christ’s cross, burial, and resurrection.

The mystery of the incarnation of the Logos holds the power of all the hidden logoi and figures of Scripture as well as the knowledge of visible and intelligible creatures. Whoever knows the mystery of the cross and the tomb knows the logoi of these creatures. And whoever has been initiated in the ineffable power of the resurrection knows the purpose for which God originally made all things. As Cornelia Tsakiridou insightfully comments on this text, the one who contemplates the world in the “iconic” light of Christ’s death, burial, and resurrection—the very heart of the incarnational mystery—is brought to an epistemic standstill; and there is no going forward conceptually or theologically without coming to grips with the divine sacrifice underlying the fabric of the cosmos.

In the other text, Questions and Responses for Thalassius 60, Thalassius has asked who “foreknew” Christ as a “pure and spotless lamb...manifested at the end of time” (1 Peter 1:20). Maximus answers, on Paul’s authority in Colossians 1:26, that Scripture (and here, by extension 1 Peter 1:19–20) uses the term...
“Christ” of the whole “mystery of Christ,” namely, his composite person, which perfectly united uncreated and created natures, and which constitutes the very rationale for the creation of the world:

For it was fitting for the Creator of the universe, who by the economy of his incarnation became what by nature he was not, to preserve without change both what he himself was by nature and what he became in his incarnation. For naturally we must not consider any change at all in God, nor conceive any movement in him. Being changed properly (καινοτέρος τρόπος) pertains to movable creatures. This is the great and hidden mystery, at once the blessed end for which all things are ordained. It is the divine purpose conceived before the beginning of created beings. In defining it we would say that this mystery is the preconceived goal for which everything exists, but which itself exists on account of nothing. With a clear view to this end, God created the essences of created beings, and such is, properly speaking, the terminus of his providence and of the things under his providential care. Inasmuch as it leads to God, it is the recapitulation of the things he has created. It is the mystery which circumscribes all the ages, and which reveals the grand plan of God (cf. Eph. 1:10–11), a super-infinite plan infinitely preceding the ages. The Logos, by essence God, became a messenger of this plan (cf. Isa. 9:5, LXX) when he became a man and, if I may rightly say so, established himself as the innermost depth of the Father’s goodness while also displaying in himself the very goal for which his creatures manifestly received the beginning of their existence.

Because of Christ—or rather, the whole mystery of Christ—all the ages of time and the beings within those ages have received their beginning and end in Christ. For the union between a limit and the limitlessness, between measure and immeasurability, between finitude and infinity, between Creator and creation, between rest and motion, was conceived before the ages. This union has been manifested in Christ at the end of time, and in itself brings God’s foreknowledge to fulfillment, in order that naturally mobile creatures might secure themselves around God’s total and essential immobility, desisting altogether from their movement toward themselves and toward each other. The union has been manifested so that they might also acquire, by experience, an active knowledge of him in whom they were made worthy to find their stability and to have abiding unchangeably in them the enjoyment of this knowledge.22

On the basis of this text, some scholars have posed to Maximus questions that became famous in medieval debates between Thomists and Scotists over whether the incarnation was logically necessary to the original plan of creation (Scotus) or instead the expression of God’s freedom to use incarnation, as opposed to other options, to redeem humanity from its lapse into sin (Aquinas). Jean-Claude Larchet suggests that in his own purview, Maximus had three principal options open to him: (1) that the incarnation was indissolubly linked to humanity’s fall, which the Creator foresaw before he created the world; (2) that the Creator pretermed Adam as a necessary precondition for bestowing good in the incarnation; and (3) that the incarnation would have occurred even had humanity not lapsed.23 Larchet rightly dismisses the second option as totally foreign to Maximus. The third alternative has been the interpretation of Maximus’ position in a significant segment of later scholarship.24 It is congenial with a larger Byzantine/Orthodox tradition in which the mystery of deification (θεοποίησις)—related to but teleologically distinct from redemption from sin—is grounded, both protologically and eschatologically, in the incarnation. Besides his lofty statement about the incarnation as key to creation in Questions and Responses for Thalassius 60 quoted earlier, Maximus asserts a complementarity of the “ages of incarnation” and “ages of deification,” though in his eschatological frame of reference these ages actually overlap.25 He also unequivocally states (Amb. Jo. 36) that the incarnation completes a creatively communion with God “far more marvelous than the first,” the first as in Adam’s original, limited state.26 Larchet meanwhile believes that Maximus deliberated on how precisely to frame the rationale of the incarnation vis-à-vis the plan of creation. Maximus seems to entertain the theoretical prospect that the recapitulation of God’s purpose in creation was already a natural possibility of the human creature as the mediating link in creation (Amb. Jo. 41μ), apart from the incarnation of the New Adam; but elsewhere (especially in the Q. Thal.) he commits to the absolute primacy of the incarnation as the original plan for recapitulating all things and fulfilling the mystery of deification.27 The two would not necessarily be thoroughly incompatible. The first scenario presupposes still that created human nature, as called to its strategic role in creation, nonetheless depends on the prior and still gracious “incarnation” of the Logos in the logos of nature. The second scenario, however, demands the incarnation proper in Jesus of Nazareth as the completion of the divine mission to see humanity (and creation as a whole) to its providential end.

In affirming the incarnation as the original rationale for God’s creation of the cosmos, Maximus is not proposing, any more than Irenaeus, that the Creator intended some mechanical ontological mutation in creaturely nature, such as Adolf von Harnack alleged in his criticism of “physical redemption” in (p.108).

For Maximus, as for Irenaeus, protology must always be qualified not only by Christology but also by teleology or eschatology, from which perspective all creation and history appear as the outworking of the Creator’s pure freedom and resourcefulness. On the one hand, creation is the stage on which the drama of divine freedom and resourcefulness is played out; on the other hand, all created natures are themselves dramatis personae thoroughly implicated in that drama. Maximus, as we shall later see, does not allow Christ himself to be treated merely as a deus ex machina introduced at the most strategic or climactic moment in this unfolding drama. Rather, the activity of Christ as the Logos and Wisdom of God saturates the drama from beginning to end. He is the central character whose appearance is also constantly qualified by his elusiveness. Most mysteriously, his appearance in flesh and on a cross is what holds the primary key to understanding his role and presence in the beginning and end of the world. Maximus thus not only renews a Wisdom Christology, he relates to it a Wisdom cosmology and anthropology.

The problem with posing hypothetical scholastic questions or scenarios to Maximus, or to Irenaeus for that matter, is that these (καινοτέρος τρόπος) can obscure their “realist,” mimetic reading of Scripture and lead us to compartmentalize what they themselves, in their imitation of biblical narrative, held seamlessly together. For Irenaeus, Adam represents the whole of creation in its initial goodness but vulnerability, and in its orientation toward future maturation, completion, and glorious transformation. Maximus spends even less time than Irenaeus reflecting on Adam in prelapsarian paradise and pinning after its recovery, and in Chapter 5, I will explore in more detail the implications of Maximus’ views on the impact of Adam’s sin and on humanity’s “historical” condition as informing his theological anthropology. Here, I would simply emphasize how humanity, as microcosm, dramatizes and epitomizes the challenge set before all of creation. For Maximus, all creatures, by their very materiality, maintain a measure of “chaos” or instability (κατακτον) needing constantly to be reordered by the Creator.28 Salvation, then, comes as an unceasing work of divine Wisdom stabilizing this chaos and using it as the raw material of an ever new creation. Maximus’ cosmology as a whole is a sustained demonstration of the embodiments of this Wisdom—a Wisdom that is transcendent, immanent, but most importantly free, active, resilient, resourceful.29 The Creator’s whole creative and salvific work is like a “sacred tent and everything in it [is] a representation, figure, and imitation of Wisdom.”30

Cosmic Diversity Aspiring to Unity

Ambiguous 7, Maximus’ single most substantial reflection on the beginning and end of creation, is actually his commentary on a curious statement of Gregory Nazianzen in his Oration 14, On the Love of the Poor.
What is this wisdom that concerns me? And what is this great mystery? Or is it God’s will that we, who are a portion of God that has flowed down from above, not become exalted and lifted up on account of this dignity? Or is it not rather that, in our struggle and battle with the body, we should always look to him, so that this very weakness that has been yoked to us might be an education concerning our dignity? Maximus’ subsequent exposition of these lines constitutes his definitive counter to Origenist protology and eschatology. He ostensibly targets a specific but elusive group (recusant Origenist monks perhaps) who still propagated Origen’s speculations on the beginning and end of the world. According to this cosmic myth, which Origen candidly admitted was hypothetical, preexistent spiritual beings (θελήματα), connatural with God and dwelling in perfect unity with him, breached that unity when, through satiety (χύσης) or over-indulgence in the good that they enjoyed, they became negligent and fell away, at which point the Creator placed them in bodies in order to chasten them. Nazianzen’s words about “a portion of God that has flowed down from above” were apparently taken as justifying this theory of a primordial fall. Maximus is quick to caricature his opponents’ thesis as a flawed construction in which spiritual beings were already at rest (ἐναρμόνιον) before their deviant movement (συνέργησις), which led to their actual origination (γένεσις) as materially embodied creatures. In response, Maximus insists that created beings could never have begun in a state of perfect security or rest. Creatures, from their very inception, move progressively toward an unprecedented stability, a goal or end (τέλος) which is God himself, who alone actualizes the potential elements of their respective natural principles (λόγοι), and who eschatologically satisfies creatures’ passivity (μόδισμος) and driving desire (ἐφασις). That creatures have yet to reach their appointed telos is, in Maximus’ judgment, scripturally confirmed.\[111\]

Here, in sum, is Maximus’ vision of the universe as a divinely premediated, panoramic diversity of spiritual and material creatures together aspiring toward a new unity and integrity made possible only through Jesus Christ. Each individual creature has its unique status and vocation, its proper “natural principle” (λόγος φύσεως) and “mode of existence” (τρόπος ζωής), an irreducible hypostatic distinctiveness or particularity, and an intrinsic interconnectedness with all other created beings. Indeed, a striking feature of Maximus’ ontology is his balancing of the dimensions of the universal and the particular, and his consistent preservation of particularity and difference (διαφορά). Maximus interprets the Dionysian “hierarchies” with an emphasis less on their scaled ontological structure per se than on their instrumentality for conveying the intimate presence of the Logos even to the least of created beings. Another image deployed by Maximus of the orderly cosmos and its subservience to the Logos’ self-revelation, an image also in Dionysius, is the wheel whose spokes or radii are the logoi of beings that bind even the most remote creatures back to the Logos as center of the universe. It is he who encloses in himself all beings by the unique, simple, and infinitely wise power of his goodness. As the center of straight lines that radiate from him he does not allow by his unique, simple, and single cause and power that the principles of beings become disjoined at the periphery but rather he circumscribes their extension in a circle and brings back to himself the distinctive elements of beings which he himself brought into existence.\[112\]

Still another image is the “harmonious web” (ἐναρμόνιον ὄραμα) of the universe as a “book” (βιβλίον) in which the Logos has not only inscribed “words” (i.e. the logoi of beings) but also inscribed himself (p.112) in order to draw those who read (contemplate) the book toward him as the true meaning of the book as a whole and in its parts.\[113\]

Maximus’ intricate doctrine of the logoi of beings frames the multiple manifestations and embodiments of Christ the Logos, and furnishes a kind of grid or map of the theatre of the cosmos and of the diverse creatures that are its dramatis personae. Maximus adopts from Dionysius the definition of the logoi as God’s very intentions (θελήματα) for his creatures, and while, in creatures’ own purview, the logoi are protologically fixed within the Logos,\[39\] they signal, in an eschatological perspective, the freedom and possibilities of the Logos to work through his creatures in effecting the mystery of deification.

The logoi seem, then, to be divine “energies,” either God’s “uncreated energies” or at least the “creativeenergies” of the Creator.\[40\] As Vasilios Karayiannis is correct that for Maximus, the logoi themselves are “uncreated” insofar as the uncreated energies inhere in them.\[41\] Nikolaos Loudovikos adds that the distinction of the logoi from the uncreated energies is principally epistemological, whereas their identification bespeaks more basically “the activity of divine will being carried out in its uncreated energies.”\[42\] The precise ontological status of the logoi must thus be carefully nuanced. As Thunberg observes,

Are the logoi transcendental or immanent, are they created or uncreated? The answer must be a double one. On the one hand Maximus affirms\[43\] that the logoi are preexistent in God. On the other hand, he also says that God brought them to their realization in concrete creation, according to the general law of the continual presence of God and of the Logos. In a certain way they are, thus, both transcendental and immanent. Yet, this immanence does not invite us to conclude that they are immanent. As they represent, and are, the presence of the divine intention and principle of every single nature and species...as realized in the existence of things, they materialize in the created order. Yet they are certainly not themselves created or part of that created order in the sense that they are bound by its material appearance or actual realization.\[44\] But from a theo-dramatic perspective, I would argue, the logoi altogether constitute also the Logos’ “script” in the cosmic drama of his self-revelation. In the last chapter I noted Maximus’ penchant for playing on the variant-but-interrelated nuances of logoi/logoi. On the one hand, the logoi are, much like Augustine’s rationes seminales, principles or signatures of a creature’s essence and nature, teleological “codes” that project creatures toward their fulfillment in the divine plan (fœcili). On the other hand, they project the dynamic character of the relation between Creator and creation. There is a further sense in Maximus that the logoi constitute the bedside-"word" of divine Wisdom in and on creation.

From all eternity, [the Creator] contained within him the preexisting logoi of created beings. When, in his goodwill, he formed out of nothing the substance of the visible and invisible worlds, he did so on the basis of these logoi. By his word (logos) and his wisdom he created (Wis. 9:1-2) and continues to create all things—as universals as well as—at the appropriate time.\[45\] In the logoi, Christ the Creator-Logos has already pre-evangelized, as it were, the whole of creation, and together they recite the Creator’s providence and judgment and attest to the depth of his identification with the creation. As such, the logoi are necessarily objects of the sustained contemplation (τρόπαιον), or sanctified intuition, that induces in rational creatures a vision of the deeper rhythms and harmonies of creation. On the level of moral and ascetical development, meanwhile, Maximus’ preeminent concern is the cosmic struggle of created beings\[46\] (naturally rational beings) to align their existential “modes” (τρόποι) with the logoi of their nature and thereby find their true rhythm, orientation, and freedom.

From Aesthetics to Dramatics in Maximus’ Cosmology and Eschatology

Within the groundbreaking modern scholarship on Maximus, it is to von Balthasar’s credit to have recognized and amplified the fact that he was not just a scholastic logician obsessed with precise doctrinal definitions, but an aesthetic and “theo-dramatic” theologian concerned for the form of the triune God’s self-revelation in creation, history, and Scripture. While it would be a stretch to claim that there is a highly conceptually developed theological aesthetics in Maximus, there are clear resonances in his doctrines of creation and revelation of the transformative power of Beauty alongside the other divine transcendentalities of Goodness and Truth. His aesthetics is a lively composite of various thematic strands and emphases.\[47\]

One of these, studied in depth by Torstein Tollefson,\[48\] is the cosmological exemplarism inherited broadly from the Christian Platonic tradition extending back to Origen and Clement and redirected in the work of the Cappadocians and Dionysius. Altogether, the logoi, as preconceived in the Logos, are the divine forms representing the ideal or potential state of creation. Maximus reaffirms the notion, familiar from Gregory of Nyssa and Augustine, of the “simultaneous” plan of creation projected by the Creator like an Artisan or Architect before he actualized and governed the creation in time and space: “God, as he alone knew how, completed the primary principles of creatures and the universal essences of beings once for all (ἵκταί).” This exemplarist view of creation as developing according to a primordial archetype conveys “beauty” in terms of economy, harmony, and proportionality—identifiable
features in Hellenic-Byzantine aesthetics as well as in earlier patristic interpretation of the divine work of creation, which emphasized beauty's teleological aspect, its aspiration toward the final perfection of form. One is reminded of Basil of Caesarea's emphasis on the Creator as an Artisan who, beholding his work, reiterated his primordial blessing of creation as good or "beautiful" (καλόντος Gen. 1:4, 8, 10, 12, 18, 21, 25, 31), a beauty that is "brought to perfection according to the logos of art and that contributes to the usefulness of its end (ἔργος τῆς τοῦ τέλους εὐρυπράξεως)." Such beauty is not reflexive but points beyond itself to the eschatological glory of the cosmos's original Creator.

This teleological or eschatological dimension of beauty proved decisive for Maximus in making adjustments to the Platonic notion of Beauty as the mimesis of transcendent forms. He was aided by the nuanced perspective on Beauty in the apophatic theologies of Gregory of Nyssa and Dionysius the Areopagite, for whom all beauty in created nature is utterly relativized by the ineffable, infinite Beauty of the triune Creator. Dionysius, while resisting Beauty as a definition of the divine essence, still affirmed that insofar as God was the source of all beauty, named "beauty" (τὸ καλὸν) for "calling" (καλοῖν) all creatures to itself, Beauty effectively indicated God's dignity as Cause and End of all things, as well as his character as the Beloved, the object of all creaturely desire.

In Ambiguum 7 Maximus elaborates on this eschatological dimension of divine Beauty in the context of demonstrating how rational creatures can move progressively toward "becoming" (εὐμάτι), on which lies absolutely and itself of which they are neither self-originating, self-moving, nor ends-in-themselves. Specifically he rebukes his opponents (Origenists) on two counts: first, for suggesting that preexistent spiritual beings were able to be distracted from ultimate Beauty—a distraction that could conceivably recur ad infinitum; and second, for purporting that spiritual beings were able but unwilling to focus on ultimate Beauty, thereby implying that ultimate Beauty could only be experienced by first engaging with its opposite (116) (evil). But ultimate Beauty, as eschatologically deferred, has never been experienced by creatures. Divine Beauty, moreover, is not a matter of possession but of attraction and of a mysterious elusiveness that draws the creature ever toward it "ecstatically." Maximus owed much on this point to Gregory of Nyssa, who insists that such Beauty can only be enjoyed through spiritually refined "seeing" or contemplation, and that the more purified one's seeing, the more assimilated one becomes to this Beauty. Over time, one "becomes" not only what one wills by free choice but also what one sees, "stretching your springtime splendor out to match the everlastingness of your life." Famously, Gregory imagined that only the Creator himself, by gracious condensation, could penetrate the radical gap (διαζώγυμα) between uncreated and created natures, and, without annihilating that gap, paradoxically sate creatures' desire for transcendent Beauty precisely by arousing it, launching them in a ceaseless striving or "expectancy" (ἐπεκτάσις). With certain adjustments, Maximus affirms Nyssen's vision of creatures' perpetual progress. This continuing expectancy not only draws out the creature's latent, protological beauty of its own nature but also opens it to an endless eschatological horizon of transformation and deification, an "ever-moving rest" in the Creator's Beauty and stability.

Maximus' theological aesthetics, both in its teleological and "ecstatic" dimensions, plays a profound role, no doubt, in the development of his cosmology, but it does not stand in conceptual isolation. It is subservient to his larger project of expounding the christocentric oikonomia in ways that honor the canons of apophatic trinitarian theology but that also remain mimetically faithful to the dynamic "realism" of scriptural revelation. In his immense trilogy, von Balthasar cites Maximus much more abundantly in his apologetic trinitarian theology but that also remain mimetically faithful to the dramatic "realism" of scriptural interpretation of the divine work of creation, which emphasized beauty's teleological dimension and inaugurating the new creation. The dialectics whereby the Logos is understood always to be rescuing creation from chaos or nothingness, while also using this very chaos or vagaries of creaturely finitude as the "intermediate things" of material creation, comes into focus in Maximus' commentary in Ambiguum 8 on another phrase from Gregory's same oration: "But whether the affliction that [the them] suffers comes from God is not clear so long as matter bears it with chaos (τὸ ἀρκαδικόν), as in a flowing stream (ἀκτένως ἀπὸ ἀκτένως)." The phrase brings to a head issues of theodicy and of the function of rehabilitative suffering in a teleological perspective, and Maximus pick up on the salient Cappadocian theme of the divine discipline or παιδεια in a flowing stream that, while having an undecidable aspect of suffering and beneficence, nonetheless moves relentlessly forward under divine providence.

At the core of this cosmic drama of embodied life, however, is the logos-Christ himself "playing," maneuvering, piloting creatures through the vagaries of corporeity in virtue of his own assumption of the flesh and appropriation (οἰκεῖον) of creaturely finitude. With this sublime analogy of the Logos-at-play, Maximus wagers that his "game" (παίγνιον) is one of "projecting intermediate things, poising them equidistant between extremes on account of their flowing and pliable state." These "intermediate things" are the visible created things (and circumstances) that envelop and effectively constitute human life, to which the Logos alone grants stability amid the flux of history: this is also a paradox: that stability (πρακτικὸν) is seen as constantly flowing and being borne away, an ever-moving flow providentially purposed by God for the improvement (ἐπεξεργαζόμενος) of the beings governed within his economy, enabling those who are disciplined (παίδοι ἐν ἐκκλησίᾳ) through bodily experience. Bodily life, he posits, is an active/passive dialectic of "bearing and being borne along" (ἐργοῦν τὸ και ἐργοῦσθαι) in a flowing stream that, while having an undecidable aspect of suffering and beneficence, nonetheless moves relentlessly forward under divine providence.

Maximus further explains that the "extremes" between which the Logos stabilizes creatures are the substance (cf. Heb. 11:1) of those unseen future benefits yet to be manifest for humanity, the very same things that God originally effected according to his good purpose (οἰκεῖον) and plan (λόγος) in a striking appeal to Ecclesiastes 19:1. Maximus avers that the Preacher is referring, not to the vanity of historical existence, but to the "first things" (τὰ πρώτα) and "last things" (τὰ τελευταῖα), the fact that what has been established protologically in God's providence is what will unfold eschatologically. In Maximus' more familiar language, the Logos-Christ is in his own right the "beginning" (ἀρχή), "middle" (μεσότης), and "end" (τέλος), the permeating reality of the oikonomia who assures the fulfillment of the Creator's purposes.

In yet another provocative image of the Logos' immanent activity in the cosmos, based on figural readings of John the Baptist "leaping" in Elizabeth's womb (Luke 1:41f.) and David "leaping" at the sight of the Ark (2 Kgds. 6:16, LXX), Maximus depicts the Logos' hidden activity with human "embryo" (ομοομαγώντος) of material creation. For it is true—though it may be a jarring and usual thing to say—that both man and the Word of God, the Creator and Master of the universe, exist in a kind of womb, owing to the present condition of our life. In this sense-perceptible world, just as if he were enclosed in a womb, the Word of God appears only obscurely, and only to those who have the spirit of John the Baptist. Human beings, on the other hand, gazing through the womb of the material world, catch but a glimpse of the Word who is concealed within beings (and this, again, only if they are endowed with John's spiritual gifts). For when compared to the ineffable glory and splendor of the age to come, and to the kind of life that awaits us there, this present life differs in no way from a womb swathed in darkness, in which, for the sake of us who were infantile in mind, the infinitely perfect Word of God, who loves God, became an infant.
This image, like that of the Logos—play in Ambiguum 71, is “playful,” and again Maximus explicitly connects it with the Logos’s incarnational kenosis. All of the Logos’s embodiments, or penetrations of the material world, are strategies—either in anticipation of, or in light of, his own experience of incarnation—to quicken and advance his creatures in their quest for deification.

**A Drama of Freedom and Desire**

In the more systematic forms of Origenism that had taken various shapes in certain Eastern monastic communities from the fourth through the sixth centuries, the plot of the cosmic drama was the struggle of embodied rational creatures (ρητὸς λόγος) to resume their noetic dignity as spiritual beings (ψευδοσυναι) amid the constraints and testings experienced in soul and body. The ultimate goal was apokatastasis, literally the recovery of στασις, the spiritual repose in God that was (John 5:17) primordially enjoyed by the θηρεν, or pure unity, of spiritual beings. We have seen how Maximus disparaged this myth as misdirected and used it as a foil for his own paradigm of creation as a progressive project of the Creator-Logos (Christ) piloting the cosmos from beginning (αἰών) to an unprecedented and transcending end (τέλος). And yet Maximus was not, any more than Origen or Evagrius, preoccupied purely withmacronarratives or grand cosmological schemes. Sacred revelation itself, after all, was focused on the many sub-plots in the cosmic drama, the sobering sagas of angels, peoples, nations, particular persons in contingent circumstances, and the triumphs and tragedies of their respective spiritual journeys. As we observed in Chapter 2, Maximus even produced an interpretive model precisely to engage the diversity of characters in Scripture’s complex narratives so as carefully to discern their significance in the larger mystery of the oikonomia recapitulated in and by the Logos.

And yet the actual suspense of the drama of creatures’ progress toward their appointed telos in Maximus (and in Gregory of Nyssa) shares much in common with Origen’s cosmology: the challenge before logika, creatures of reason and conscience, to use their freedom virtuously, and to realize the fullness of their nature (leading to deification) as encoded in the logoi with which they have been gifted. But like the will itself, this freedom is complex. It entails a configuration of faculties of reason, volition, and desire that must be habitually reintegrated, reoriented, and pressed to and beyond their capacities.

Philosophically, this freedom is conceived through a carefully nuanced dialectics of activity and passivity. In Maximus’ metaphysics of creaturely motion, which exhibits clear if mediated Aristotelian influence, every rational creature, for its own well-being, has an underlying passivity (ναι νομίσαι να μυνητον) to the superior activity (μνημονευτον) of the Creator-Logos. As certain Aristotelian scholars have emphasized, “passivity” in the Stagirite’s philosophy does not denote sheer inactivity but (positive) the capacity to be moved, the potential for something that can be accomplished by the active agent. For Maximus too, passivity is connected with potentiality and the Creator’s gracious power to actualize it, and given the strong teleological vector of his thought, his notion of the basic creaturely passivity to divine activity is informed by the expectation that eschatological deification will itself be a form of sublime passivity. Aristotle had claimed, moreover, that rational beings distinguished themselves from irrational by their capability of resisting the external mover, mitigating the transition from potency to actuality by their own exercise of “desire (διειροτον) or choice (προαιρετον).” This has positive meaning for Maximus as well. Rational creatures must learn authentic freedom by conforming their personal choice (προαιρετον) and “inclination” (γνωμη) to the “natural will” (θλημα φυσικον) and “appetency” (φυσικον) for God with which God endowed them—a leitmotif with significant ramifications for Maximus’ Christology, anthropology, and ethics. Just as the Logos is providentially active within creatures in the realization of their potentiality, they too must in turn become active in appropriating and cultivating their freedom, all within the larger oikonomia of the triune God and his plan to deify the whole of creation. Maximus provides a rich synopsis in Questions and Responses for Thalassius 2:

*God, as he alone knew how, completed the primary principles of creatures and the universal essences of beings once for all. Yet he is still at work, not only preserving these creatures in their very existence (ει νευτον) but effecting the formation, progress, and sustenance of the individual parts that are potential within them. Even now in his providence he is bringing about the assimilation of particulars to universals until he might unite creatures’ own voluntary inclination (αποικτετον ψυχιτον) to the more universal natural principle of rational being through the movement of these particular creatures toward well-being (ει ει νευτον), and make them harmonious and self-moving in relation to one another and to the whole universe. In this way there shall be no (2:22) intentional divergence (γραλεψει διαστατον) between universals and particulars. Rather, one and the same principle (λογον) shall be observable throughout the universe, admitting of no differentiation by the individual modes (τρικλης) according to which created beings are predicated, and displaying the grace of God effective to deify the universe. It is on the basis of this grace that the divine Logos, when he became man, said, My Father is working even now, and I am working (John 5:17). The Father approves this work, the Son properly carries it out, and the Holy Spirit essentially completes both the Father’s approval of it all and the Son’s execution of it, in order that the God in Trinity might be through all and in all things (Eph. 1:22), contemplated as the whole reality proportionately in each individual creature as it is deemed worthy by grace, and in the universe altogether, just as the soul naturally indwells both the whole and each individual part without diminishing itself.*

The training of “right reason” (σεμελος λογος) on creatures’ part is critical, no doubt, to this process of learning true freedom, but the most dramatic struggle is the conditioning of will and desire, at the level both of the microcosm of the individual hypostasis and the macrocosm of universal creation. Maximus calls this the “gnomic surrender” (κχώρησι γνωμική), creatures’ sustained deliverance to God of their self-interested will, or γνωμη—a term with a history all its own in the Confessors’ theology. In his relatively late technical definition of human will from the 640, gnomo is not a truly volitional stage, but the “deep-seated desire for those things that are within our power, whence arises choice (διειροτον ενδιάκτυς τον αφουμ, ει δε ια προαιρετον), or else “a disposition toward what is in our power, over which we have appetitively deliberated” (διαλεγοντες ειν αφου μα εκπαιδευτον). Most simply put, gnomic will is free will as we rational creatures actually experience it, comprising deliberation and subsequent choice over the proper course of action toward a perceived good. Gnoic will, while morally employed in its own right, effectively has no baseline or “original innocence” since it found itself initially in Adam’s fall 2 and he fell at the instant he was created. Gnostic will is therefore volition (2:123) already implicated in discerning worthy moral ends and striving to attain them. Maximus eventually would reject its presence in Christ precisely because gnomé could connote vacillation and a lack of moral clarity or resolve.

The appetitive and self-interested dimension of gnomé problematized it, since it set personal desire (διαρχετον) in tension with the rule of reason and the mind. And yet Maximus did not dismiss it simply as an unfortunate aberration. Indeed, gnomé epitomizes the ambiguity of historical existence. As both Balthasar aptly observes, gnomic decision-making “is limited by the double bind of being forced by one’s created condition to make a choice, in order to realize one’s being, and yet of having to choose something whose implications one does not fully understand.” Gnómé thus endures as the agent of moral experience and conditioning in the context of interactions and relations with other created beings. Gnómé is necessary for the mind to negotiate, as it were, with the baser faculties of the soul, including the drives of raw desire (ἐνθημαναι) and fervor (θυμων), not just so that reason may rule them but that these baser drives can be integrated and transformed in the context of moral and spiritual progress.

I will return to gnómê in later sections of this study, but in my judgment, Maximus preserved its positive aspect, especially in his earlier writings, because, again, it bespoke the existential and experiential dimension of creaturely desire and will. This raises the crucial question: Is gnómê intrinsic to creaturely “nature” as such, or rather a self-invented desire or an “acquired” disposition of the will? Maximus calls it endiaphetos, which can mean “innate” but probably only in a metaphorical sense. The term “deep-seated” does not resolve by looking at it protologically, since, as above, gnómê was never innocent of self-interest. Gnómê must be interpreted dialectically like creaturely passibility itself. Even if it does not qualify as a natural faculty in the strict sense, it becomes a “resource” of the passible creature in its postlapsarian life. As with Origen and Gregory of Nyssa, freedom has to be constantly reeducated under the guidance of divine providence and judgment, and it is the gnomic will, not the natural will, that needs training in order for the rational creature to attain
moral virtuosity. Only later, when the issue of Christ’s own human volition \[124\] comes to the forefront, does Maximus describe gnômê more pejoratively, as merely a "mode" or "quality" of desiring and willing easily given to devian
c. An interrelated sub-plot in Maximus’ cosmic drama of freedom was the reorientation of èros, the soul’s non-rational love, together with the soul’s possible faculties, which play a vital role in connection with volitional freedom and the cultivation of virtue. But I reserve this theme for later discussion, in Chapter 9, where I will explore the mystery of love and desire in Maximus’ vision of the moral and spiritual life.

**Distance, Reciprocity, and the Openness of Created Nature to Deification**

Over and beyond its metaphysical implications, the Dionysian–Maximian image of a mutual erotic ecstasy of Creator and creation framed the drama of the interplay between the uncreated Creator and the created universe. The Creator’s ecstatic movement was manifest, in *the beginning* (Gen. 1:1), in the act of creating the world ex *nihilo* according to the archetypal *logoi*. Already here, creation is an act of divine condescension or kenosis, since the Logos’s "incarnation" in the *logoi* is itself a humbling movement toward the contingent world, establishing the conditions for reciprocal communion between God and the cosmos.

Creation *ex nihilo* was a long-debated issue in patristic interpretation, some of it focused on whether the "nothing" from which God made the cosmos was (1) a vacuum or nonentity out of which God miraculously and omnipotently produced matter; (2) created matter in its formless or chaotic state (Gen. 1:2); or (3) matter created already with incipient form and open to refashioning by the Creator.\[125\] Gregory of Nyssa, however, in answering those who insisted that matter must have originated outside God’s own being, warned that such might fuel convictions akin to the Manichaean doctrine of *ex *nihilom* as a principle contrary to God. Nyssen proposed, in turn, that matter had existence only "from God," insofar as matter had no reality apart from the qualities bestowed on it by God.\[125\] Dionysius in his turn reads the issue in a strongly apophatic key. The Creator, who is himself honored as "non-being" (τοῦ οὐκονομοῦ)—which is really an "excess of being" (οὗτος οὐκονομοῦ)—allows what is formless and non-existent (τοῦ μηδέν) a relative participation in his Good even before granting it existence.\[125\] To equate creation *ex nihilo* with creation *ex Deo* is to acknowledge—worshipfully so—that the God whose "being" is unspeakable, who is "no-thing" among others,\[125\] has sourced material and spiritual essences as a pure gift of love. This God, as Jean-Luc Marion has interpreted Dionysius and Maximus, demands to be acknowledged, not as an idolatrous "Object" of human metaphysical discourses aspiring to comprehend it, but as a "Subject" whose "distance" from creatures invites sheer praise and the embrace of creaturely identity.\[125\] This distance is, writes Marion, "the positive movement of the Ab-solute, which, through its being set in space, is discretely emergent in its opposition to order that man might receive himself ecstatically in difference.\[125\]

Maximus, again following Dionysius, posits that creation *ex nihilo* means foremost that the Creator brought his creatures into being from himself (*κύριος θεοι*\[125\] as "no-thing" among others. For he is the sole intelligence of intelligent beings and intelligible things, the meaning behind those who speak and what is spoken, the life of those who live and those who receive life, who is and who becomes for all beings, through whom everything is and becomes but who by himself never nor becomes in any way anything that ever or is becomes in any manner. In this way he can in no way be associated by nature with any being and thus because of his superbeing is fittingly referred to as nonbeing. For since it is necessary that we understand correctly the difference between God and creatures,\[125\] then the affirmation of superbeing must be the negation of beings, and the affirmation of beings must be the negation of superbeing. In fact both names, being and nonbeing, are to be reverently applied to him although not at all properly. In one sense they are both proper to him, one affirming the being of God as cause of being, the other completely denying, the other completely denying in him the being which all being have, based on his preeminence as cause.\[125\] One hears echoes of Dionysius’s dictum that "[God] is all things in all things (cf. 1 Cor. 15:28) and he is no thing among things,"\[125\] and that there is worth of praise, "a being-creating procession of the thearchic Source of being into the whole realm of beings."\[125\] This apophatic interpretation of creation *ex nihilo* does not cancel other meanings, such as God bringing order from the nothingness of formless matter. Rather, it establishes the premise that creation is a pure gift out of the "saturating" generosity (to use Marion’s terminology) of the unknowable, supersensory Creator.

In interpreting Dionysius and Maximus alike, Marion has furthermore averred that the "distance" between unknowable God and human subjects, or between Creator and creation, is a positive creation, a "withdrawal” granting a "space” for creatures to participate in the "mystery of alterity."\[125\] "Distance brings about separation in order that love should receive all the more intimately the mystery of love. Alterity grows as much as unity—solely in distance, anterior and perennial, permanent and primal."\[125\]

In Maximus’ own terms, this "distance" is the non-negotiable hiatus, or *διαστήμα*, separating Creator and creatures *ex nihilo* like an ontological and epistemic fault line. Maximus assumed much from Gregory of Nyssa’s articulation of *diastêma* both as the chasm separating the uncreated Trinity from creation, and as the spatio-temporal dimensionality of mutable creation such as also restricts the scope of human knowledge and language.\[125\] But this same distance—and \[124\]—Maximus often uses the term *diastasis* in conjunction with *diastêma*—is a space, a horizon, for participation and communion, ultimately inducing deification but without that frontier ever being fully traversed. Marion is correct that creatively difference, otherness, is already a pure gift in its own right. Or as von Balthasar puts it, "being different from God," for Maximus, "is [already] a way of imitating him."\[124\] Indeed, the image (εἰκόνας) of God (Gen. 1:26–7) in human beings still presupposes this difference, otherwise there would be no space for ongoing assimilation (ὁμοιοιασίας) to God.\[124\] Besides the theological and cosmological conditions of the reciprocity of Creator and creation, Maximus crucially integrates its anthropological and christological dimensions as well, especially in *Ambiguum* 41. Here he sets out five graduated polarities or divisions (διάστασες) respecting created existence (see Figure 2).\[124\]

Maximus designates the first as the non-negotiable diastemic/diastatic division which defines human knowledge. The other four have to do with the Creator’s "orderly arrangement" (διακοιλογογος) of the universe, within reach of human contemplation. While the first three divisions in this scheme seem altogether "natural" and the last two appear pertinent more to the postlapsarian state of creation, this is
Uncreated and the created
Intelligible and the sensible
Heaven and earth
Paradise and human civilization (οἰκουμένη)
Male and Female

Fig. 2

A “Cosmo-politeian” Vision

We long from Maximus for an overt deliberation on how he saw his cosmology and Weltbild directly addressing the context of Byzantine imperial and ecclesiastical culture in the seventh century. We have none, and therefore must cautiously draw inferences, even if they risk superficiality. For comparative purposes, however, we may acquire some help from Maximus’ contemporary, the Byzantine poet laureate George of Pisidia, who drew on Maximus’ seamless cosmological perspective. All the divisions are salutary insofar as they are providentially enjoined. But Maximus focuses, in fact, more on the mediation of these divisions than the divisions themselves. Humanity mediates them all because of being a “microcosm,” both as a natural “link” (συνδεσμός) between the last four binaries and as having the vocation actively to mediate all five binaries through the disciplines of moral, spiritual, and ecclesial life. Human mediation is meaningless, however, apart from the context of the supreme mediation of all these binaries in the person and work of Jesus Christ. The presupposition of all mediation is the simultaneous two-way movement, within Christ’s composite person, of kenotic descent, as Son of God, and recapitulative ascent, as the New Adam inaugurating a new creation. This eschatologically “simultaneous” work of Christ will be addressed in more detail in the next chapter.

Crucially for Maximus, the universe is both structurally and existentially directed toward a reciprocal communion between Creator and creation that demands a redefinition of “being” itself. Marion is correct that the apophatic posture of Dionysius and Maximus discourages any ontology or metaphysics that would dare to circumscribe the mystery of creation conceptually. And yet both writers invested in metaphysics as expedient to contemplating and expounding the intelligibility of the world and of creatures’ vocations within it. Maximus’ reflection on “natures” and “person” (φύσις and ἄτομον) in Jesus Christ proves instrumental for his understanding of universal and particular being, and of the possibility of created nature participating in God. Ambiguum 41, highlighted earlier, is actually Maximus’ commentary on Nazianzen’s phrase, “The natures are innovated (χαρακτικόν ἔχει) and, and God becomes man.” Later in Ambiguum 5 he assesses Gregory’s additional claim, from the same oration, that in becoming human, the Savior “innovated (χαρακτικόν ἔχει) the laws of natural birth.” While fiercely guarding the inviolability of uncreated and created natures in their own right, Maximus explains that the “innovation” of nature pertains to the new, deified “mode” (τρόπος) or “regimen” (ὑποτροπία) of created nature pioneered by Christ. In Ambiguum 42, however, he intimates how this breakthrough applies to all of created nature, not just humanity. Christ’s innovation is of a piece with the innovations in the behavioral mode of natural creatures manifested in the many miracles already recounted in the Old Testament, like elderly women giving birth to children and seas parting in order to provide fugitives safe passage and to drown their pursuers. The ultimate miracle, however, is the inauguration of a deified mode of the natures of rational creatures, since deification signifies a boundless eschatological horizon of transformation.

While Maximus asserts that natures as such cannot be innovated, only their existential modes (τρόπος) or performances, there is nonetheless, with respect to created nature (φύσις), an underlying dynamism. Thus he may equate nature with “essence” (οὐσία) to emphasize ontological stability in being, but nature as such bespeaks a (universal) essence tending toward hypostatic or particular instantiation. Nature is the theatre of the actualization of movement. As von Balthasar, Nikolaos Loudovikos, Torstein Tollefsen, and Christoph Schneider all have rightly emphasized, moreover, Maximus does not entertain a state of pura natura devoid of participation in grace, since nature is already a gift, a grace. Vladimir Lossky doubtless has Maximus in mind when he writes:

The Eastern tradition knows nothing of “pure nature” to which grace is added as a supernumerary gift. For it, there is no natural or “normal” state, since grace is implied in the act of creation itself. The eternal determinations of the “divine Counsel,” the divine ideas cannot really be made to correspond with the “essences” of things which are postulated in the so-called natural philosophy of Aristotle and of every other philosopher whose experience reaches only to nature in its fallen state. “Pure nature,” for Eastern theology, would thus be a philosophical fiction corresponding neither to the original state of creation, nor to its present condition which is “against nature,” nor to the state of deification which belongs to the age to come. The world, created in order that it might be deified, is dynamic, tending always toward its final end, destined in the “thought-wills” (λόγοι) or “will” (ὐλογία). Nature for Maximus is “a capacity, a plan (λόγος), a field and system of motion,” and given its goal-directedness, the boundary between “natural” and acquired “moral” goodness or beauty is fluid. Teleologically—and here Maximus closely follows Gregory of Nyssa—nature is the resource out of which the hypostasis is able, through a grace that pushes out its frontiers, to move toward deification with ever new virtuosity and creativity, but always in the context of communion both with God and with fellow creatures. As Loudovikos observes of Maximus, “nature as gift is already and always personal, already and always reciprocity; nature is an eschatological, dialogical becoming and not just a frozen ‘given.’ Out of the above context [of reciprocity] nature (along with person) can turn out to be death, but within it, nature can be freedom.”

Such an approach to nature and its intrinsic openness to deification is no purely abstract metaphysical construction. By now it should be clear that Maximus always maintains attention to the way this openness unfolds at the personal or hypostatic level as an existential drama in which the Logos-Christ is multifariously and “playfully” involved. The particular creature’s reciprocal dance or play is, conversely, an entry into the newtropos or politéia of which Christ is already the forerunner by virtue of his incarnation. Its moral, spiritual, and ecclesial-sacramental dimensions will be taken up in subsequent chapters.

A “Cosmo-politeian” Vision

We long from Maximus for an overt deliberation on how he saw his cosmology and Weltbild directly addressing the context of Byzantine imperial and ecclesiastical culture in the seventh century. We have none, and therefore must cautiously draw inferences, even if they risk superficiality. For comparative purposes, however, we may acquire some help from Maximus’ contemporary, the Byzantine poet laureate George of Pisidia, who drew on
Greek cosmology and the biblical creation narrative in the interest of articulating an imperial cosmology. One of George’s epics, the *Hexaemeron* (c.630), combines classical rhetorical and literary conventions, knowledge of pagan natural philosophy with spirited criticism thereof, apophatic-doxological discourse revering the biblical Creator, and imagery from the six-day creation story (Gen. 1) in a panegyric extolling the virtual “recreation” of the world through the grandiose military and political exploits of the Emperor Heraclius. George seeks to reinforce Christianity’s cultural victory and domestication of the Greek intellectual tradition, and he undertakes a serious theological vindication of the Christian cosmogony and worldview, but his cosmology is culminated by a strong political eschatology. Whereas Christ’s wooden cross defeated the forces of chaos once for all, Heraclius’s wooden spear put down the Persians, instating a glorious new imperial stability. Heraclius, in the image of Christ, is the “cosmic deliverer” (*kosmopolitóς*).

George’s vision is “cosmopolitan” in the sense of rallying the panoply of resources of his Greco-Byzantine culture to retell the cosmic story as political myth, with Constantinople as its new center of gravity. For Maximus, as we have seen, the only true resource for the transfiguration of creation is created nature itself, endowed with its own dramatic “script,” the *logoi* of all things, being authored and enacted by the Logos-Christ through his multiple embodiments, and most decisively through his incarnation, death, resurrection, and glorification—all as the final recapitulation of God’s creative purposes. The new mode, or *tropos*, of creaturely being that Christ has opened up applies not just to angels and humans but to all creatures, even if Maximus’ primary focus is on rational creatures as the principal *dramatis personae* along with the Logos in the still-unfolding drama of the cosmos.

Maximus’ vision is “cosmopolitan” in the sense that all creatures, seen and unseen, are called to participate in the new, unprecedented *politeía* of Jesus Christ. Maximus uses this terminology in expounding Dionysius’s controversial idea of a single “theandric activity” (*θεοπαραδότους καθομίμητος πολιτεία* observable in how Christ actually conducted his life (*πολιτευμένος*) on earth.\(^1\) “A way of life (*πολείεια*),” says Maximus,\(^2\) “is life lived according to the law of nature,“ and since Christ was in two natures, he concurrently observed the laws proper to each. His *politeía* was new “not simply because it is strange and astounding to those on earth, and without precedent in the nature of beings, but because it constitutes the form of the new energy as newly lived out by him.”\(^3\) Beyond its proper christological significance, however, the new “theandric activity” represents to Maximus the Creator-Christ’s prerogative in opening up new possibilities for created nature. Christ’s *livedpoliteía* presupposes his authority to work through the “law of nature” on behalf of all creatures. As Maximus indicates elsewhere, Christ the Logos alone authorizes and integrates the “three laws” of *nature, Scripture, and grace* in the history of his dealing with his creatures,\(^4\) so that the true fulfillment of the law of nature is already implicated with the fulfillment of the other two in the *politeía* of each and every creature.\(^5\) As we saw in the previous chapter, this is how Maximus proposes that we read Scripture, with an eye to the complex interactions of particular creatures who altogether unweave the salvific rule of the Logos-Christ.\(^6\)

We need not look here for any overtly political meaning of this *politeía*. In early Christian usage, *politeiátopen* denoted the Christian way of life or moral-spiritual regimen. It could indicate Christian moral discipline over against pagan, or the rigorous vocation of the monastic life.\(^7\) Dionysius said that Christ had “fashioned the way of life” (*πολιτευμένος*) of the “new theandric energy” in his incarnation,\(^8\) and that Scripture had revealed the “divinely delivered and theo-mimetic regimens of life” (*θεωτροπικά καθθεομίμητα πολιτεύματα*) appropriate to Christ’s disciples.\(^9\) Colm Luibheidhe translates this phrase “god-given and god-mimicking creatures,” which Paul Rorem further sees as referring to the biblical Acts of the Apostles and their testimony to the apostolic churches.\(^10\) This rendering would seem better to translate *θεωτροπικά* than *θεοπαραδότους καθομίμητος πολιτεία* though the latter can certainly carry communal overtones. Dionysius’ notion of theo-mimesis, however, is cosmic as well as ecclesial, as it applies to all beings from the Seraphim in the celestial hierarchy down to the lowest neophyte in the Church.\(^11\) In Maximus’ cosmic Christology, built on the foundation of the particular *politeía* of Jesus in the Gospels as well as on his universality as the Logos-Christ, the term could now apply to all creatures as interconnected “citizens” of the cosmic ecclesia, aspiring to the new “cosmo-politeian” perspective rises to the level of an anti-imperial ideology deployed by Maximus to motivate the apostolic churches.\(^12\) In the Church, meanwhile, the Christian *politeía*, symbolized in the *Corner Gate* of Jerusalem (2 Chron. 26:9), is the gate at which “the insightful mind builds, like strong and noble towers, the fortresses of the divine doctrine of the incarnation, composed of the stones of different concepts, along with virtuous conduct to secure the fulfillment of the commandments.”\(^13\)

I do not wish to suggest, then, that this “cosmo-politeian” perspective rises to the level of an anti-imperial ideology deployed by Maximus to motivate the monastic dissent against the Empire in the monothelite crisis of the 640s on. But one can scarcely deny that it induced a sober “triumphalism from within,” and the “theoretical” (*θεοτροφία*; *i.e.* spiritually visionary) inspiration for an ascetical regimen which, altogether bound up with dogmatic and devotional allegiance to Christ the true Pantocrator, empowered conspiratorial actions that overtly challenged imperial presumptions. Christ’s “rule” (*τιμία*), says Maximus, was embodied in the cross he hoisted on his shoulders, a cross that “afterward he gave…to another to bear, indicating through these things that whoever is entrusted with governing must first lead those who are governed, by complying with all the rules of government (for only thus will his own rulings be accepted), and then he can issue directives to those who have been entrusted to him to perform the same things.”\(^14\) We might be tempted here to assume that Maximus is referring to the rule of Christ devolving onto an emperor or patriarch. His image of Christ with the cross hoisted on his shoulders is altogether reminiscent of the celebrated sixth-century Christ Militant mosaic in the Archiepiscopal Chapel in Ravenna. The mosaic depicts the Savior bearing his cross like a military standard or weapon and treading on beasts who represent evil powers in the world that threaten empire and church. But Maximus clarifies that he is really speaking of all who imitate Jesus’s own rule in the form of ascetical praxis and *apatheia*. For the crucified Christ solicits all human beings, who already bear “christiformity” (*χριστοειδής υπογείως*), through them, also to govern their lives in a *cruciform* way.\(^15\)

The transfiguration of the cosmos first takes shape as a revolution that Christ inaugurates from within the moral and spiritual life of rational creatures. Any political ramifications of this christoform and cruciformpoliteía would necessarily be wholly derivative of the upheaval that Christ himself has erupted in the world from top to bottom.
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4. Maximus’ Cosmic Christology: Flesh Transfiguring the World

Always, and in all things, the Logos, who is God, desires to realize the mystery of his embodiment.

—Maximus, Ambiguam ad Johannem

A Chalcedonian “Logic”?

Assessing the full development of Maximus’ doctrine of Christ, from early writings where dogmatic Christology was not always front and center, to later works of the monothelite controversy in which it dominated, scholars have looked for an organizing principle to make sense of the whole and to demonstrate the centrality of Christology in his thought. A sizeable body of scholarship has supported the thesis, as propounded by von Balthasar and Thumberg among others, that the Council of Chalcedon (451), with its canonical definition of Jesus Christ as one person in two unconfused natures, provided Maximus with a “logic” of union and distinction that applied broadly across his doctrine.: Melchisedec Töörnen has offered a rare but serious challenge to this consensus. “It is like taking a photograph of a landscape while focusing on a nearby signpost: important as the signpost is, it blurs the view of the landscape.”

Töörnen’s criticism has merit. After all, how can we hold Maximus to a single “Chalcedonian” template when his train of thought often closely tracks with his cherished pre-Chalcedonian Christian sources, especially the Cappadocian Fathers, and when he so obviously makes use of non-Christian (namely Neoplatonic and Aristotelian) sources in his logic and metaphysics? It is especially problematic to insist on a strictly Chalcedonian logic in early works where his christological thinking is so intricately and organically tied up with multiform cosmological, anthropological, and spiritual-doctrinal issues, and where he shows some sympathy with the concerns of miaphysites about the integrity of Christ's concrete person. On the other hand, the Confessor's devotion to Chalcedon does indeed often bleed through, such as when he reads Dionysius the Areopagite as indisputably faithful to Chalcedonian Christology or when he applies various qualifiers from the Chalcedonian definition (e.g. “unconfused,” ἀσύγχυτος) to the overall inviolability of uncreated and created natures as a matter of cosmological principle. There is little question, moreover, that Chalcedon helps to frame the “reciprocity” between Creator and creation discussed in the previous chapter.

But I find more compelling Cyril O’Regan’s suggestion that for Maximus, Chalcedon still protects the genuine mystery of Jesus Christ, that its definition is a “semantic density that far from closing off investigation actually encourages it,” like a “dense knot, both visionary and interpretive, that demands unravelling.” Only later, in the heat of the debate over wills in Christ, does Maximus appear relatively more scholastic about a Chalcedonian model of union and distinction. Recalling Vittorio Croce’s characterization of Maximus’ theological method operating according to the dual coordinates of “tradition” and “research,” this tradition as such is both broader and older than Chalcedon. Maximus draws heavily from Irenaeus’s doctrine of recapitulation, for example, not because it provides a proto-Chalcedonian (37) definition of Christ’s person but because it is a proven model that effectively interconnects Christology with creation, anthropology, and cosmic redemption. Even more basically, we do well to remember Maximus’ devotion to the fecundity and inexhaustibility of sacred Scripture, the “literal” (i.e. cosmetologically literal) meaning of which, he says, “is always abounding into its fullness.” The saturating power of revelation defies the Church’s ability to encapsulate it, even in dogmatic definitions produced by ecumenical councils. Chalcedon was crucial to Maximus, not as possessing absolute conceptual or linguistic finality, but as doing a fundamental justice to the complexion of the mystery of Christ as the mystery of the world.

We have frequented christological themes in the previous two chapters, but the goal of this chapter is to set out an enhanced portrait of the “cosmic Christology” of Maximus that integrates his earlier and later writings and provides vital connecting tissue for his theology as a whole. Indeed, Maximus’ fierce pro-Chalcedonian defense of the two wills of Christ in the monothelite crisis, which led at last to his imperial punishment, cannot be understood apart from the accumulated constellation of doctrinal insights with which it was bound up. Without this truly cosmic perspective, that defense could all too easily appear like a last sophistic hurrah or scholastic pedantry at the culmination of a debate on mere christological technicalities.

The Eschatologically Simultaneous “Incarnations” of Christ the Logos

Incarnation and embodiment are complex concepts in Maximus. A good place to begin is with his reassertion of the ancient notion, coming from the second-century Shepherd of Hermas and echoed by numerous intervening patristic thinkers, that the Creator “contains” or “encloses” the world but is not himself contained or enclosed. For Maximus, this idea expresses not only the ontological transcendence of the Creator, but also his active circumscription of creation (38) and its history. and so too his freedom to penetrate his creation whenever, wherever, and however he so wills. The Creator both fiercely upholds the integrity of created nature and renders it permeable to his gracious interventions. Furthermore, as we have previously observed, divine incarnation is not an embodiment that is already intrinsic, in Maximus’ neo-Irenaean perspective, to the plan and actualization of creation, both in the sense that the Creator-Logos has condescended to embody himself in the preexistent logos of all creatures, and in the sense that the Logos—as Christ and Savior—is charged to bear in the flesh the hope and future of the world, the mystery of deification. As Maximus reiterates in Ambiguam 42:

For all the divine mysteries are surpassed by the mystery of Christ, and this mystery is definitive of every conceivable perfection in all things either present or to come, and it exists above and beyond every limit and boundary. Now this mystery teaches us that the body of the God the Word—which was taken from us and which is consubstantial with us, and which was united to Him in a union according to hypostasis when he assumed flesh and perfectly became man—is the same body with which he ascended into the heavens, far above all rule and authority and power and dominion, and above every name that is named, not only in this age but also in that which is to come (Eph. 1:21), so that now and for infinite ages He is seated together with God the Father, having passed through all the heavens (Heb. 4:14) and surpassing all (Eph. 4:10) things, and he shall come again to refashion and transform the universe, and for the salvation of our souls and bodies, just as we have believed and believe and will continue to believe forever."

Meanwhile Maximus’ provocative statement at the heading of this chapter—“Always, and in all things, the Logos, who is God, desires to realize the mystery of his embodiment (συναρμολογεῖται ἐπί μεταμορφώσεως)”—is essentially shorthand for the mysterium Christi as a whole in his theology. The statement is both protological, tying embodiment to the Creator’s original will in creation, and eschatological. (39) anticipating the consummation when God will be all in all (1 Cor. 15:28). Comparing Maximus with Irenaeus, as I did in the preceding chapter, the primate act of creation is not simply the temporal beginning of the divine oikonomia but even more basically a staging point on the way to revealing the fullness of the Word and Wisdom of God, Jesus Christ. In this perspective, creation and salvation are ongoing, seamlessly interconnected aspects of the single divine initiative, or energy. God’s urge to share his glory with an “other.” Embodiment, in turn, is the Creator’s primary strategy to preserve, renew, and transfigure that created other, drawing it into the ever more intimate communion with himself that is deification. God’s embodiment has to do with transgressing and “inhabiting” the very diastemic space that he has opened for the created other. It has to do with the Creator’s kenotic pledge, his commitment to penetrate corporeality in all its diversity, complexity, and tragedy, and to dignify the role of matterality and historical concreteness in his Kingdom.

God’s embodiment is larger, but not qualitatively greater, than his enshlemish in Jesus of Nazareth. I have touched in earlier chapters on the conjoint “incarnations” of the Logos in the logos (words, letters, figures, meanings) of Scripture and the logos (constitutive principles) of creation. Maximus holds together Scripture and creation as mutual, even interchangeable, economies of the material self-manifestation of the Logos. And yet he looks precisely to the Transfiguration, a crucial event in the ministry of the historically incarnate Word, as key to envisioning his other incarnations. Already, as incarnate,
Christ is a "type and symbol of himself" since his flesh uniquely conveys his divine glory, his hidden infinity. As transfigured, then, he is an all the more intensive symbol of himself, as his blinding face/flash signals his ineffable divinity while his radiant garments signify his glory concealed within the material Scriptures and within the fabric of creation. He is a symbol of himself because his transfiguration is a gestured, embodied, theophanic demonstration of his fiat, his prerogative as Word and Wisdom of God to work through any means he so wills to reveal and to share his glory. Effectively Maximus redeems Origen's depiction of (1 Cor. 15:40) the symbolic dimension of the transfiguration by privileging even more profoundly the incarnational sacramentality of the symbol itself.

For Maximus, moreover, the different embadiments or incarnations of the Logos are, in an eschatological perspective, simultaneously. This is especially clear in Questions and Responses for Thalassius 22, where he reflects on the Creator's wise division of "ages" (αἰώνια) of incarnation and deification. The former refers broadly to those ages "intended for the outworking of the mystery of God's embodiment" and "predetermined in God's purpose for the realization of his becoming human," which have already come upon us (1 Cor. 10:11) and reached their term in the incarnation of Christ. The latter to refer to the new and future ages in which God will show the immeasurable riches of his goodness to us (Eph. 3:8). But Maximus, astute to the complexity of biblical language about times and ages, understands that in the perspective of what scholars now call Paul's "realized eschatology," which defies pure chronological sequence, there is overlap between history and eternity. It may be epistemologically helpful to distinguish consecutive ages of incarnation and deification, but Maximus actually suggests that the incarnation of Christ, far from putting a chronological end to a series of ages that are now destined simply to give way to a new series, is the final goal of the totality of time, since he is simultaneously the "beginning (αὑρίσκον), middle (μεσον), and end (τέλος) of all the ages, past and future," and now we only know him as the end-come-upon-us "in potency through faith." Maximus presumes that the ages of the "mystery of divine embodiment" began at creation and continue even after Christ's advent since the Creator is always working to deify the creation until the final consummation of the world. The ages of deification, moreover, cannot be relegated purely to a trans-temporal eternity since deification has been the operative goal of divine embodiment and creativity from the beginning.

In sum, time and eternity have converged in Jesus Christ, and in him the fullness of divine embodiment and the fullness of creaturely deification have arrived, and the Church now dwells in the relative "meantime" until the full effects of Christ's recapitulative work are revealed. Thus Maximus can speak of the Logos's continuing embodiment sacramentally in the Church and in the saints. A major theme of his spiritual theology is the "incarnation" of Christ in the virtues of the Christian, a sign that the mystery of divine embodiment and deification plays out sacramentally in the fruition of personal faith and the imitatio Christi. For Maximus, then, the "body" of the divine Word is a complex theological construction, the intersection of all the Logos's different incarnations, of which Jesus Christ is indubitably definitive.

Jesus of Nazareth: Universality and Particularity

I hasten to re-emphasize that Maximus' Christology is not simply reducible to a methodical defense of Chalcedon, since it connects with so many other themes besides the internal convergence of divinity and humanity in Christ. It is helpful to see the Confessor's developing Christology as a "thick" logic with concurrent and intersecting tracks: natures and hypostasis (person), universals and particulars, macrocosm and microcosm. I will have more to say in the next section about the enormous issue of natures and hypostasis. But first I will say a word about his blending of "universality" and "particularity" in a cosmic-christological context.

Von Balthasar, Tollefsen, and Törönen have especially enhanced this dimension of Maximus' thought. "Universal being, for Maximus," von Balthasar writes, "is in no sense simply the (higher-ranked) ground of particular being, as it would be for Neoplatonic thinking, but it is equally its effect, its result. Its changeless stability (διαμορφώ) is not self-sufficiency but is also something supported from below, something always newly brought into being (φέρεται from particularity)." Indeed, the unity of the cosmos in Jesus Christ is not simply a transcendent universal pattern ontologically "downloaded" into particular created beings, and into the parts within those beings, but a movement "from below" among those differentiated beings/parts to achieve new integrity and solidarity such that it enriches the whole universe. Maximus describes this as the ongoing "work" of the Creator in John 5:17: Even now in his providence the Creator is bringing about the assimilation of particulars to universals until he might unite creatures' own voluntary inclination to the more universal natural principle of rational being through the movement of those particular creatures toward well-being (εστι εὖ εὐαγγελισθεὶς, and make them harmonious and self-moving in relation to one another and to the whole universe.

Here as ever, Christ leads the way. It is no coincidence that in discussing the polarities in the universe bridged or reconciled by Christ (uncreated and created; intelligible and sensible; heaven and earth; paradise and inhabited earth; and male and female), Maximus describes Christ's mediation of them from below, beginning with male and female. Leaving aside for now the question of whether sexual division was original to universal human nature or superseded in God's provision of the Adamic full, the point here is that Christ's reconciliation of sexual distinction is no abstraction in Maximus' thinking. The person of the Creator-Logos kenotically interacted with the (particular) historical person of the Virgin Mary to enable his human birth apart from sexual passion, thus overcoming the moral alienation between male and female precipitated by sexual desire and pleasure.

Maximus' depiction of Christ's other cosmic mediations is squarely grounded in the Gospel accounts of Jesus's ministry and acts. He reveals in the fact that a particular (albeit thoroughly deified) human being (1 Cor. 15:43) "my Jesus, who is God and the sole cause of all things"—can, out of a particular historical and cultural location, bear the weight of the very plan of creation and the full mystery of creation's redemption and deification. Christ mediates the divide between "paradise and inhabited earth"—that is, between creatures' innocent state and the postlapsarian condition in which humanity struggles to civilize and govern itself—by his sanctifying human demeanor and his breakthrough to paradise with the thief at his death (Luke 23:43). And this, together with Christ's bodily appearance among his disciples after his resurrection, effectively erased any empirical distinction between paradise and inhabited earth. Maximus does not dwell at length on this mediation. The modern interpreter might want to see here an idealized "return to paradise," but it points, like the mediation between male and female, rather to the present inauguration of the new creation as an existential reality.

Christ's third and fourth mediations, again from below, consist in his ascension into heaven (Luke 24:51; Acts 1:9) and even through the intelligible heavens. Entering the heavens in his transformed earthly body, he reconciles heaven and earth. The fact that he ascends as the perfect human being, with soul and body thoroughly bonded, demonstrates his fusion of sensible and intelligible realms and his authentication of the primary universal principle (λόγος) integrating all creation. Certainly there is the sense here that Christ is working to restore humanity to its "original" vocation in creation as a bridge between sensible (material) and intelligible (spiritual) reality. And yet this cannot simply be the reversion to a lost primal glory—not if we take seriously Maximus' realism about the fall of Adam, who never really actualized this human vocation since he instantly squandered his fiat, his prerogative as Word and Wisdom of God to work through any means he so wills to reveal and to share his glory. Effectively Maximus redeems Origen's depiction of (1 Cor. 15:40) the symbolic dimension of the transfiguration by privileging even more profoundly the incarnational sacramentality of the symbol itself.
appropriate to God, all things, showing that the whole creation is one, as if it were another human being, completed by the mutual coming together of all its members. These five mediations focus especially on the high points of the Logos’s incarnate ministry, from his virgin birth to his death, resurrection, ascension, and session in heaven. But there is much in between these events in the Gospel narratives, and Maximus finds constant signals in these too of Christ’s Lordship in the cosmos and his fresh creative and redemptive activity. His temptations in the wilderness, for example, were but a single episode in a universal war against the spiritual forces of evil that attended his earthly work. Since the evil powers were hiding, as it were, behind the universal law of nature in its present condition (i.e. the law as accommodating sexuality and bodily passibility), and since they knew Jesus as a passible human being, they bombarded him from the outset until, after a lifelong resistance, he put to death the “powers and principalities” (Col. 2:15) on this cross. Over and beyond his divine impeccability, he used his natural human possibility as an individual human being to conquer vice and to give a new orientation to universal creaturely paths, “healing the possibility associated with [πάθος] pleasure” by his divinized free choice (ναστί ονομάζοντο) rather than by mere deliberation (ψυχομονή).

By his teaching in parables (Matt. 13:34), Jesus acted as the incarnate Logos who “thickens” himself (σπεύδοντα ἀποκριθείμενον) by indwelling at once the differences among created beings and the complexities of human language. For he accommodated himself not only to the logos of beings but also the logos that are words, sounds, syllables, so as to render the world intelligible. Through the precision of his parables he granted access to unspeakable mysteries. Here too we see his salutary combination of particularity and universality, since, by hiding himself in the logos (principles/words) Christ “is obliquely signified in proportion to each visible thing, as if through certain letters, being whole in whole things while simultaneously remaining utterly complete and fully present, whole, and without diminish in each particular thing. As Logos, he is the saturating meaning of all things, and wielded the power to overwhelm language by transgressing the diastēma that delimits human communication and knowledge; but, to recall Maximus’ paradox from Ambiguum 71, the Word operates "playfully" from "on high" (ὑπόστασις σύνθετος) precisely through his weakness from below.

In his miracles, Jesus performed actions of an individual human being, but he did so “divinely” (θειοτέρον) just as he also did divine things “humanly” (ὁμοθραύματος) or “carnally” (σαρκικοῦ) within his composite person. And yet these wonders often revealed his creative and redemptive resourcefulness beyond the momentary marvel, such as when he walked on water (Matt. 14:26) and demonstrated his power not just to light upon an unstable substance but also to command in which the element of water itself, “innovating” its universal nature by a particular act on particular water in a particular historical episode on the Sea of Galilee. The drama of Jesus’ earthly ministry is for Maximus thoroughly shot through with cosmic implications and repercussions. His every work is a gesture toward recapitulating the universe, since the Logos’ incarnation in Jesus of Nazareth is the culmination and perfection of all his “embodiments.” Jesus begins the end, the final integration (union-in-difference) of all things and inauguration of a “new creation.” I will resume analysis of the fuller cosmic repercussions of Jesus’ acts in Chapter 2.

Penetrating the Mystery of the Composite Person of Jesus Christ

Maximus’ Christ has been described as the universale concretum, “concrete universal” or “concrete and particular universal,” and for good reason, as we have just seen. The origin and destiny not just of individuals and hypostases but also of entire natures, spiritual and material, rational and non-rational, hinge on the singular person of Jesus Christ. This, however, raises definitive issues of Christ’s peculiar physiologia, hypostasis, and concrete activity, issues to which Maximus devoted meritorious attention. The heart of his Christology is the “composite person” (ὑπόστασις σύνθετος) of Christ, a doctrine crucial not simply because it is Maximus’ vital contribution to the interpretation of Chalcedon and the foundation for his fatal defense of the dual wills of Christ in the monothelite debates, but also because it is the abiding center of gravity of both his early and later Christology, and certainly one of the centers of gravity of his theology as a whole.

Jesus Christ and the Trinity

Maximus worked out his Christology long after the trinitarian disputes of an earlier era had subsided, and he largely remained content with the aggregate achievement of the Cappadocian Fathers (especially the two Gregories) on trinitarian doctrine. Yet he grounded his teaching about Christ’s composite person squarely on the principle that the whole Trinity was invested in the incarnation of the Son. Maximus develops this point most forcefully in a soteriological key, as when, in his Commentary on the Lord’s Prayer, he avers that the Word incarnate came to “teach theologias,” to manifest in flesh the mystery of the Trinity. As the Prayer is for Maximus a virtual “vow” of Jesus to the Father and an intimation of the triunity of God, his Commentary becomes a tutorial in how the saving and defying benefits of the incarnation are an outworking of the whole Trinity. For the whole Father and the whole Holy Spirit were essentially and perfectly in the whole Son, even the incarnate Son, without themselves being incarnate; rather, the Father was present by approving the incarnation, while the Holy Spirit cooperated with the Son who carried it out, since the Logos remained with his own intelligence and life, contained in essence (πρinciples/words) Christ “is obliquely signified in..." by no one but the Father and the Spirit, while in his own person (πρinciples/words) uniting with the flesh out of his love for humanity.

A similar phrase appears in Questions and Responses for Thalassius 2 where Maximus explains what the incarnate Logos meant when he said, “My Father is working even now, and I am working” (John 5:17):

The Father approves this work, the Son properly carries it out, and the Holy Spirit essentially completes both the Father’s approval of it all and the Son’s execution of it, in order that the God in Trinity might be through all and in all things (Eph. 4:6).

The kenosis of the Son in the incarnation is the perfect intersection between theologias and oikonomia, immanent Trinity and “economic” Trinity—and, by extension, apophatic and katapathic language. Jesus Christ bears the inner-trinitarian life and energy atio in his own person, and thus Maximus was pressed to elucidate the simultaneous identity (πάθος) and alterity within the divine Triad as a corollary of clarifying natures and hypostasis in Jesus. Here I must be brief, and am happy to defer to Pierre Piret’s excellent study of the interface of Trinity and Christology in Maximus. Three points are crucial, however. First, in the Triad in which incarnate Christ is creatures’ access is a perfect Unity-as-Trinity. The Triad of divine Persons, as Maximus insists in explaining Gregory Nazianzen in his Theological Oration, is neither ontologically nor temporally “after” the Monad but is the Monad. Specifically in the case of the Son’s generation from the Father, there is no disparity between the Father as the subject of the generation and the Son as its object, since the generation only bespeaks the ontologically simultaneous (ἰματία) relation between Father and Son. Second, alterity in the Trinity bespeaks only the hypostases, or else the “mode” (τρόπος) proper to each of the three Persons, not thelogos of their common essence. Still, the interrelation of three Persons irreducibly is the divine essence or nature, lest that interrelation be ascribed exclusively to the Persons’ sharing of activity (ἰερά ἔργα) in the economy. Third, the divine hypostasis (Person) of the Son is the true hypostasis of Jesus Christ, otherwise it would be possible to interpret the “composite hypostasis” as a combination of dual hypostases (and subjectivities) paired with the two divine and human natures—a view that pro-Chalcedonians well before Maximus’ time had repudiated as Nestorian and destructive of Christ’s personal agency. Maximus, meanwhile, defended the full humanity of Jesus as fiercely as he guarded the “asymmetry” of his composite person.

Natures and Person in Christ
The constitution of the person of Jesus Christ is an immense theme in Maximus, so again I must be concise and will forgo surveying earlier developments in Chalcedonian Christology, the seventh-century context of which I discussed in Chapter 1.2. From the outset we are faced with Maximus’ own engagement of inherited terms like “nature” (φύσις) and “person” (ὑπόστασις), terms with tortuous histories in philosophical and christological usage, terms that Christian thinkers long before had tried to negotiate between their abstract and concrete nuances. Maximus aspired to consistency and clarity all the while maintaining that precision was imperative both for christological and soteriological reasons. Such precision also had to operate under the discipline of a healthy sapphism in attempting to articulate how the superessential divine essence or nature could unite with a man. What kind of human nature, let alone individual human being, could bear such a union?  

In describing how Christ’s composite hypostasis was externally constituted of divine and human natures, Maximus saw himself in a line of Chalcedonian protagonists working to negotiate a way beyond extremes, including that of Severus of Antioch’s alleged miaphysite diminution of Christ’s humanity, “Mani’s fantasy” (undermining divine embodiment altogether), Apollinaris’s confusion (οὐχὶ ὕποστασις) of Christ’s natures, “Eutyches’s essential fusion (αὐτονομία) of them, and Nestorius’s “turning the distinction of essences into a disparity of persons.” Reductionistic caricatures were a part of the polemical culture of the time and, though inevitable, unfortunately mask the fact that occasionally (p.150) there was some identifiable common ground with the concerns of anti-Chalcedonians.

For example, in his early writing Maximus pursued a constructive rendering of Cyril of Alexandria’s teaching on the “one incarnate nature of God the Logos,” a phrase endorsed in the Pact of Union (6.3:3), but also one that Severus of Antioch and his miaphysite disciples had used to uphold the concrete unity of Christ and to rescue Cyril from pro-Chalcedonian interpretations. For Cyril himself, the “one nature” applied specifically to the incarnate Word, the Logos once he had assumed flesh and constituted a single embodied reality, a single hypostasis, “the single subject of the incarnation event.” But Cyril had also affirmed the appropriateness of language to describe the ontologically prior difference between God and man, Logos and flesh, “from which” (ἐκδική) the unity that is Jesus Christ was formed. Severans maintained that this duality of natures (dual hypostases) was thoroughly dissolved with the union. Maximus certainly did not assert that the duality (and difference) of natures endured without confusion after the union, he writes: “It is that, just as whoever denies that Christ is ‘one incarnate nature of God the Logos’ based on the hypostatic union (διὰ τοῦ καθ' ὑπόστασιν ἐνσωματώθη) does not believe that the union has even come about, so far as that phrase of our most holy Father and teacher Cyril is correctly interpreted, so too whoever does not confess that there are two natures from which (ἐκδική) Christ is constituted after the union is unable to affirm that the difference of the two natures was preserved.” This statement is striking because, first, it indicates Maximus’ early sympathy with the Cyrilline equation, properly nuanced, of one nature and one person in Christ; and second, (p.431) because he acknowledges the legitimacy of calling it a union “from” the natures when Chalcedon had expressed only a single person “in” two natures.

Another phrase endorsed by the Pact of Union was Dionysius’s “one theandric energy” (μία θεανδρικ ἐνεργεία), or “new (καινή) theandric energy” in the Acrepagite’s actual words, on which Maximus insisted. This formula, which for Maximus had precedence in Cyril’s “one conatural energy” (μία συγγενής ἐνεργεία), did not nullify dual divine and human energies in Christ; rather, it was a circumlocution (περί-φρασις) intended to express the novel insinuation of divine and human properties/wills operating to one and the same purpose. It bespeaks the “mode of exchange of the natural properties inherent in the ineffable union,” and thus was another way of expressing how Christ did human things divinely and divine things humanly. Frederick Lauritzen, moreover, argues convincingly from Ambiguum 5 that Maximus adopted a Proclean usage to explain the “new theandric energy,” one that paired infinite divine dynamis with finite humanenergeia as eliciting the integrity of Christ’s activity.

Maximus’ sympathy with Cyril’s and Leo’s language is understandable in the light of the anti-Nestorian urgency, on the part of miaphysites and “Neo-Chalcedonians” alike, to avoid positing a separate humanhypostasis in Christ such as would polarize his unitary subjectivity and agency. But what, then, becomes of Christ’s human nature in the hypostatic union? Aloys Grillmeier summarizes the post-Chalcedonian dilemma of the precise origin or location of the one hypostasis, “Christ”:

The formal “concept” of the hypostasis was not yet located in the one Logos-subject. The one Christ was presented as a complex totality, seen from the end-point of the incarnation and its result, in the unmingledness (p.149) of the two natures and of the properties of each, which, however, have come together in one person and in one hypostasis. The Fathers knew that the whole event of union had as its starting-point the perfect Logos and Son in the pre-existence. Nevertheless the concept of the oneperson hypostasis was not applied to this, but to the final form of him who had assumed flesh and in the onehypostasis let the two natures be recognized. From this view of the one concrete hypostasis in the end-result (apotelesma, as Leontius of Byzantium said) the theologians laboriously attempted to change to the predicative placing of the “one hypostasis” in the pre-existent Logos, in order to determine from there how the unity of Christ is to be integrated into this pre-existent uniqueness. Thus where precisely is the hypostasis realized? What does hypostasis mean when it is already there in the pre-existent Logos and nevertheless has to integrate into itself a second complete existence, which is asphalous (nature) or ousia (essence), even if in historical finitude? Why is it also not a hypostasis?

Here Maximus ostensibly gained crucial help from the sixth-century author Leontius of Jerusalem (whom some scholars identify with “Leontius of Byzantium”), who had grappled with a lively Nestorian source that strictly endorsed two natures, two hypostases, and even two “personalities” (σωματία) in Christ. Leontius reverted to the older language of the Logos “becoming flesh” in order to preclude a separate hypostasis or prosopion in Christ, insofar as “Christ” designates a single “I” (ἐγώ). Specifically he described the pre-existent hypostasis of the Logos having “en-hypostasized” (ἐνυποστασθένη) the human nature of Jesus when he became flesh in the last times, an idea also explicit in Leontius of Byzantium, meaning not that the Logos absorbed a human hypostasis but that he granted Jesus’s human (p.153) nature personal existence. Did not the Logos possess the divine prerogative to compose and sustain the composite person of Christ? In addition, Leontius suggested that the human nature in the Logos’s composite or “synthetic” hypostasis was an individual human nature(φύσις ἐν ὑπόστασι) with its own properties (ὑπόστασις), an idea that taxed the presentation of the hypostatic integrity of Christ but in Leontius’s judgment safeguarded the genuinehumanity of Christ’s humanity in answer to the Nestorian challenge. As well, Christ’s individual human nature in the hypostatic union was not universal human nature in its current condition but an already thoroughly defiled humanity, a notion that would seem to facilitate the Logos’s creation of a composite (“theandric”) hypostasis while also problematizing Christ’s identification with postlapsarian human nature. Be that as it may, Maximus capitalized on certain key insights of Leontius, who had effectively exploited the inevitable flexibility of hypostasis in christological usage. Bartholomel observes that Maximus acquired from the two Leontii a balance of “asymmetrical” and “symmetrical” perspectives on the constitution of Christ. The more top-heavy, asymmetrical perspective appears, for example, in Maximus’ claim that the Logos of God, perfect in the nature and essence in which he is identical and consubstantial with the Father and the Spirit, while remaining different from them in hypostasis (ὑπόστασις) and person (ὑπόστασις) in a way that preserved prosopic difference without confusion, and being incarnated from the Holy Spirit and the holy Theotokos and ever-Virgin Mary, was made thoroughly human. He became perfect man, clearly by assuming flesh endowed with a rational and intellectual soul, flesh that received both its nature and its hypostasis in him—received that is, both its being (ἐχθεῖν) and its subsisting (ὑποτηρεῖν) simultaneously (ἐν οἷς) the very conception of the Logos, as effected by the Word himself instead of by human seed. For, simply willing it, he was found to be the seed of his own incarnation, and became synthetic (οὐχὶ ἐνυποστασθένη) in his hypostasis but was simple and uncompounded in his natures.

We must track the subleties of Maximus’ hypostasis here. This is the hypostasis of the Son/Logos, who became flesh and in so doing gave ontologically simultaneous natural and personal being (= ὑποστασιοφύσεως) to Jesus Christ but not a separate personhood. The Logos, moreover, became
subject to human birth but in so doing paradoxically created the “synthetic” or composite hypostasis that was Jesus Christ. Later in this passage and elsewhere too, Maximus appropriates Leontius’s language of “Christ” as a synthesis, the end-product (ἐνωτικόςαρμα) composed “from two natures” (ἐκ δύο φύσεων) as from two “parts” (μέρη) or “poles” (ἀκρα) that maintained their difference but together realized a perfect hypostatic union.  

Here we can see the more “symmetrical” side of Maximus’ doctrine of Christ’s composite hypostasis, the integrity of both his divine and human natures even after their union—the decisive key in Maximus’ larger cosmological emphasis on the reciprocal union-in-distinction of uncreated and created natures. He approves of affirming not only that Christ’s hypostasis was composed “from” two natures (Cyril, the Leontii, et al.) and “in” two natures (Chalcedon), but also that it was the two natures, a point on which he seems to have followed Leontius of Byzantium’s lead in propounding the absolute irreducibility of the relation of natures, and of natures and hypostasis, in Christ. The signature formula on the natures “from which is Christ”—“in which is Christ”—“which is Christ”—already appears in Maximus’ earlier writings, including both sets of Ambigua, in two of his Epistles, in Opuscula from the 640s, and even in some documents from his trials. MAXIMUS resonates all of Leontius’ aversion to a hybridized Christ as suggested by strict miaphysites, and to a Nestorian Christ of merged hypostases united only by a moral union. But the Leontian connection, turning Maximus toward a much more technical ontological analysis of Christ’s constitution, profoundly enriched his Christology and helped prepare him for the rigors of the debate over Christ’s wills in the monothelete controversy.  

Numerous modern studies of Maximus have focused both the fine points and the broader ramifications of his doctrine of the composite person of Christ. Much attention has focused on whether “person” ultimately has a certain priority to “nature” in the maturation of his Christology. Eastern Orthodox “Personalist” theologians like John Zizioulas and Christos Vannaras have inclined this way, with sympathy from others who see Maximus as representing the ultimate Christian victory over Greek philosophical ontology, in which “nature” invariably carried the sense of ontic “necessity” and of dangerously abstract notions of divinity and humanity. But shall take this up in later chapters but some initial observations are in order. First, it is thoroughly understandable that modern theologians gravitate to Maximus’ rich notion of the composite person of Christ as having a privileged role in his Christology and in his theology as a whole. Christ’s theandric person is not only the intersection of theologia and oikonomia, and of uncreated and created nature, but also the fulcrum of Maximus’ entire doctrine of salvation and deficiation. Second, however, is the fact that in his meticulous treatment of the constitution of Christ, he points precisely to the ontological simultaneity of natures and person without privileging one over the other, though it would be proper still to say that Christ’s person has priority to his human nature uncreated because the Logos himself gave rise to Jesus’ uniting humanity, which has no existence apart from him. Third, if there is a Christian overhaul of Greek ontological language operative here, it would seem to entail as much the notion of “nature” as of “person,” insofar as the ineffable divine nature, beyond all essence (ὑπερφυσιος), has opened up, out of the tri-hypostatic life of the Trinity, and directly through Jesus Christ, whose composite person is the union of two natures, a new tropos of human nature. And by gracious extension, Christ has renovated the tropoi of all other created natures in their dynamic openness to the transformative power of the Creator, even if humans are his prime beneficiaries. Another critical question arising from Maximus’ meticulous teaching on the constitution of Christ—one to which I shall return in Chapter 2—is the extent of Christ’s identification with fallen humanity, since his human nature in the composite hypostasis was an individual, inherently defiled nature. Maximus has a strong affinity for Hebrews 4:15 (Christ as tempted in every way like we are, save without sin) and he draws heavily on Gregory Nazianzien’s explorations into the depth of Christ’s kenosis and apophasis (οἰκείωσης) of the human condition. A critical test, as we shall soon see, was the consideration of whether Christ exercised human volition in its stunted, “gnomic” state, or solely as a capacity of his (perfect) human nature.

### The Battle over Wills

Before the 640s, Maximus could scarcely have imagined how crucially his disquisitions on the precise constitution of the person of Christ would serve him. It is the extent of his doctrine of the composite person of Christ that is most dramatic and disquieting in the context of the controversy over Christ’s wills. The Battle over Wills

Maximus’ doctrinal position on the divine and human wills of Christ is more striking if we track it as a vital developing theme in his theology rather than as

The incarnate Christ himself, Maximus affirms, is the point of contact between the divine and the human. In his early works of moral and spiritual doctrine, gnomik will was a recurrent theme. Even at this stage in his thinking, gnomik, a term of amazing versatility in classical Greek usage, was as well (καθαρίας) as in its biblical and patristic usage, had certain pejorative connotations, for it represented humanity’s reinvention of freedom in and after the Adamic fall. But the Leontian connection, turning Maximus toward a much more technical ontological analysis of Christ’s constitution, profoundly enriched his Christology and helped prepare him for the rigors of the debate over Christ’s wills in the monothelete controversy.  

Maximus’ doctrinal position on the divine and human wills of Christ is more striking if we track it as a vital developing theme in his theology rather than as
Maximus was apparently satisfied that the Psphos extolled the Son of God’s voluntary kenosis in the flesh, with no need further to specify the exact dynamics of his volition after becoming incarnate. The Emperor Heraclius’s Ekthesis (638), which straightforwardly condemned the possibility of two contrary wills (δύο ἐναντία θελήματα) and enunciated “one will (ὐν θέλημα) of our Lord Jesus Christ,” effectively threw down the gauntlet for Maximus’ painstaking response, his fine-tuned dyothelete definitions spread across a series of christological Opuscula and in his transcribed public debate with the deposed Patriarch Pyrrhus. If there is justification to calling the Confessor a proto-scholastic, it is here, where he spares no detail in working out a model of the interplay of divine and human freedoms in Christ. Despite his initial trust of imperial bids for consensus, Maximus determined that the monothelete logic turned Jesus into the passive subject of a tour de force of divine energeia and will, in which case he had to show, from the ground up, how human will (minus its “gnomic” mode, as we shall see) functioned in Christ and how that will was “different” but not intrinsically “opposed” to the divine will. The added anthropological benefit of this demonstration, of course, was an insight into how will is intended “naturally” to operate in all human beings.

“Will” did not mean, as it often connotes today, the mere resolve to act on the basis of immediate or protracted judgment, moral or otherwise. Drawing on Aristotle, the Stoics, and even more on the Christian writer Nemesius of Emesa’s substantial treatise On Human Nature, Maximus understood human volition as a whole physio-psychological process including endowed faculties, composite stages, and material action toward projected ends. Collating key passages from Opusculum i and from the Disputation with Pyrrhus, we can reconstruct an outline of its phases (see Figure 2). According to this scheme, the will, as an endowment of human nature, arises from the full intellectual and affective matrix in which it is hard to distinguish strictly between faculty and function, and in which reason and desire are deeply interwoven. “Will” (θέλησις) as such was a term rarely used in classical sources, where volition was more a matter of rationalized desire and a fairly pure function of the mind. Richard Sorabji argues that both Augustine and Maximus were instrumental in cultivating a uniquely Christian notion of the will as an independent faculty, though he also suggests that Maximus’ thelêsis, defined (with Clement of Alexandria) as “a faculty desirous of what is in accordance with nature” (δύναμις τοῦ κατὰ φύσιν ὄρθος ὀρθετική), closely paralleled the Stoics’ oikeiôsis, one’s attachment to one’s own nature (and so also to the telos of that nature). Demetrios Bathrellos has appropriately emphasized, moreover, that the instinctive and non-rational appetitive elements of human nature, not just the mental ones, factored positively into Maximus’ definition. Appetite and impulse launch the will, as it were, albeit under the orienting power of intellect and reason.

Indeed, in Maximus’ richly reworked notion of “nature,” the will, with its constituent resources, is “naturally” projected toward a transfiguring state of deification in which divine grace is both intrinsically...
and extrinsically operative. Jesus Christ had recapitulated this volitional process to its very perfection, and Maximus looked to Scripture’s own authoritative witness, the Gethsemane prayer, which was especially effective since it exhibited at once Christ’s human fear of death and his resolute obedience to the Father’s will. The monothelete reading of this narrative focused on the divine will ultimately overriding and thus supplanting a human will in Christ in the economy of divine kenosis. Especially disturbing for Maximus was the monotheletes’ appeal to Gregory Nazianzen to support their case. Gregory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component Phases of the Will</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>“wish” (βούλησις)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaginative appetency (ὄρεξις γαντατοσκή) connecting both reason and imagination, and aimed at those ends that are “within our power and not within our power” (τὰ ἐγ’ ἡμῖν καὶ οὐκ ἐγ’ ἡμῖν).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“inquiry” (ζήτησις)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This cluster of phases (adapted from Aristotle) involves reason, induced by the soul’s natural desire, inquiring and scoping things out in the direction of a projected end (τέλος). Βούλησις, as “appetitive inquiry” (ὄρεξις ζητική) is the culminating phase, at which point the soul is deliberating on the means to the end; but this deliberation is still absolutely distinct from “choice” (προαιρεσις) itself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“consideration” (σκέψις)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“deliberation” (βουλή or βούλησις)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“judgment” (κρίσις)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reason’s final determination (or even discernment), after all deliberation, of the proper means to an end; it clearly parallels “consent” (συγκατάθεσις) in Stoic volitional theory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[“inclination,” γνώμη]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Though Maximus does not formally include γνώμη as a stage of willing in its own right, he does adjectively define it as the “deep-seated appetency” (ὄρεξις ἐνυθέτης) for that which is within our power, “whence springs choice (προαιρεσις),” or also as “a disposition (διάθεσις) toward what is in our power, on which we have appetitively deliberated ὅρεξικῶς βούλευον.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“choice” (προαιρεσις)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As in Nemesius (De natura hominis 33), this is “deliberating appetency” (ὀρεξις βουλευτικη), and is a composite of appetite (ὀρεξις), deliberation (βουλη), and judgment (κρις). It is the ultimate intersection of reason with underlying desire, committing the soul to a course of action. Maximus at times comes close to equating προαιρεσις and γνωμη (PG 91:28D), as προαιρεσις is the actualization of the “disposition” that is γνωμη.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“impulsion” (ὅρμη)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A key Stoic notion used in various ways by Maximus without a strictly uniform technical meaning, it goes along with “movement” (κίνησις) and signals the overall urge that, with the mind’s consent, moves the soul from wish, through choice, to action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“use” (χρήσις) (action, execution)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The meaning of “use” has to be inferred from other deployments of χρήσις in Maximus’ writings, e.g. “using” the possible drives (desire and temper) and other psychic faculties for good or ill (Gauthier). It could also adapt the Stoic idea of “using things,” i.e. the external manifestation of the internal moral “use” (or judgment) of the “thoughts” of things, as leads to the use of the “things” themselves. “Use” prompts action and is virtually equitable with it (Thunen).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
understood Christ’s words in John 6:38—*For I have come down from heaven, not to do my own will, but the will of him who sent me*—as uttered by the Son incarnate, the Savior whose (human) will was already “wholly deified” (*θεοθίνην ὅλον*), not a “mere man” with a will like ours that resists God. The Son was specifically referencing *theoideine* that he perfectly shared with the Father, and he did the same in the Gethsemane prayer—*Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from me; nevertheless, not as I will, but as thou wilt* (Matt. 26:39).\

Gregory thus rendered these key statements in a trinitarian rather than a properly christological register. Monothelites nevertheless perfectly inferred that Gregory was actually denying a human will in Christ.\

Countering their interpretation of *Jesus* in Gethsemane and their appeal to Nazianzen as an authority, Maximus both vindicated and moved beyond his theological hero. Without explicitly rejecting the possibility of reading Jesus’ prayer in a trinitarian key like Gregory, he pursued a strictly christological reading, confident that Gregory was himself a dyothelete for whom the Savior’s human will was “wholly deified.”\

Marcel Doucet is absolutely correct that “in the Savior, for Gregory, there is an altérity of divine will and of his divinized [human] will but no contrariety in the object shared respectively by each will.”\

Maximus understood Gregory thus.\

Even he mentions how certain monothelete opponents drew on alternative manuscripts of Gregory that allegedly read *θεοθίνην ὅλον* ("wholly from God") rather than *θεοθίνην ὅλον* ("wholly deified"), obviously hoping to prove an exclusively divine will to and accuse dyotheletes like Maximus of a quasi-Nestorian belief that Christ and the saints were united to God merely through a relational union, a union of (dual) hypostases.\

But Maximus still had to articulate his own christological interpretation of Jesus’ prayer, which meant reconciling the emotional ([63] resistance of fear of death) and volitional resolve that it combined.\

In his first substantial analysis of the agony of Gethsemane in *Opusculum* 6 ([c.640]), Maximus propounded the principle that the difference of human and divine wills in Christ did not intrinsically amount to the opposition, and that from beginning to end Christ’s human will was marked by perfect harmony (εὐςωμεγία) and concurrence (ἐντευγγενον) with his divine will.\

In *Opusculum* 7 ([c.642]), *Opusculum* 16 and 3 (both post-643), and the *Disputation with Pyrrhus*, however, he explored more keenly the element of resistance in Jesus’ prayer, and so also the salvific role of Jesus’ human constitution both ontologically and morally, though I shall develop this theme in more detail in Chapter 4. For Maximus, Christ was proactively demonstrating his natural human will in Gethsemane, obediently handing it over to the divine will. His resistance to the cup of suffering was a function of his equally natural instinct to fear death, but this too he deliberately and openly displayed so that, by subjugating his innate passions to his (deified) human will, he might embolden and retrain the passions of believers facing suffering and death.\

The real struggle in Gethsemane for Maximus was not then, between Christ’s human and divine wills (as his deified human will was "naturally" disposed to obedience) but within his human volition itself, in the complexity of its relation to his deep-seated desires and aversions.\

Either, as man, he had a natural will, and for our sake, under the terms of the *oikonomia*, willingly pleaded to be spared from death, and again, because he perfectly concurred with the Father, was urged to confront it (εἰκονειακάνει ταῖνε), or else, as man, he did not have a natural will.\

Von Balthasar translates the italicized phrase “went against his own will,” referring the pronoun to Christ’s human will itself, in evidence of the fact that the divine will became the will of the singular. [64] “I” of the composite hypostasis. Doucet is correct, however, that this *αὑτό* refers to death.\

In fact this reading is confirmed later in the same work when Maximus reiterates that Christ demonstrated human apprehension at the specter of death precisely so that “he might toughen [our nature] and impel it bravely against it—against death, I mean.”[65] Maximus’ point is precisely that the human will of Christ roused itself obediently to confront death. The use of the verb διψατι, moreover, accentuates the role of impulse (ἐνεργεια), the upsurge from the depths of his affective self in perfect desire and love for the Father, in the fulfillment of Maximus’ dramatic crucifix of the interplay of divine and human freedoms in Christ, with the former having the primary initiative in the incarnational kenosis; but Doucet has justifiably criticized von Balthasar for insufficiently recognizing Maximus’ emphasis on the internal dynamics of Jesus’ human obedience. The asymmetrical and symmetrical dimensions of Christ’s Christology must always be held together.\

Especially problematic in retrospect, however, is Maximus’ ultimate denial of “gnomic” human will in Christ after having affirmed this in his early works. His logic seems straightforward enough. In his debate with Pyrrhus, he no longer defined *gnômê* as a deliberative stage or even faculty within human volition but instead deemed it a “quality of willing” (ποιήσαντος), “a mode (τρόπος) of use [of the will], not a principle of nature.”[66] Maximus appealed, then, to Dionysius’ principle of a “new theandric energy,” which the Confessor redefined as a new qualitative *rather than quantitative mode of willing*, “the new and ineffectual mode (τρόπον) of the manifestation of Christ’s [dual] natural energies, through the ineffectual manner of the fitting ‘circumincession’ (τέραξαρχήσεως) of Christ’s natures in relation to each other.”[67]\

In a changing semantic landscape, *gnômê* now specifically evoked the fallen mode or disposition of the will in which hesitation about worthy ends had to be unlearned, as it were, in the quest for virtue. There could not have been the least such vacillation or indecision in the sinless Christ’s determination to do the will of the Father, so Christ had no *gnômê*. Pondering alternatives was not an “option” for him—not because of an ontological necessity imposed on his natural human will, such as would obliterating its voluntary character, and blaspheme God’s own natural freedom from inner compulsion—but because true freedom is not reducible merely to decision or choice.[68]\

Recalling Figure 2, it is at last the “use” (τρόπος) of the whole panoply of natural engrained faculties (rational, appetitive, etc.) that enables action, and this same use in its deified mode (θεωθήσθα) in Christ, liberated creatures to embrace their telos: being (το ζην), yes, but also a “well-being” (το εὖ ζήν) through the synergy of grace and free will, and ultimate transfiguration in a grace state of “eternal well-being” (το εἰκονειακά πάση).\

It will remain for us to investigate in Chapter 7 whether Maximus’ christologically justified denial of *gnômê* in the Savior came at too high a soteriological price. How could Christ liberate rational creatures from gnostic volition, or better yet reorient *gnômê* to stable choosing of the good, if he did not experience it in his own right? Even if Maximus honestly hoped to avert not only monotheleteism but also its opposite extreme, the Nestorian view that Christ was a union of two hypostases and thus two *gnômata*, what of the depth of Christ’s kenosis into the weakened condition of human volition, his *own learning of obedience through suffering* (Heb. 5:8), and submission to the process of being perfected (Heb. 2:10; 5:9; 7:28)? Does Maximus’ Christology do exegetical justice to the redemptive suspense of the biblical narrative of Gethsemane? Can the concrete drama of Gethsemane bear the weight of Maximus’ vision of cosmic reconciliation and transfiguration? Certainly he believed it could, but not, as we shall eventually see, apart from its interconnection with the full paschal ministry of Christ, from his birth to his ascension and glorification.
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5. The Church and Its Liturgy as Threshold of the New Creation

In the cosmic landscapes of Maximus the Confessor’s thought, the Church holds a strategically crucial place, even though he treats its reality in depth only in a single work, the Mystagogia, which includes his substantial commentary on the Divine Liturgy. The Church for him is the sanctified space in which the “cosmic liturgy” of praise and worship is permanently lifted up, but that space transcends the earth since its chorus embraces also the heavenly hierarchies, indeed all the orders (τάξεις) above and below, macrocosmic and microcosmic, whole and parts, that reflect and resound the majestic theophany of the triune Creator who permeates the universe in order to ingather all creatures to himself. In turn, Maximus’ ecclesiology is less a straightforward account of the Church’s institutional and sacramental features than a nuanced contemplation (θεωρία) of the Church’s role in the cosmic drama of the transfiguration of all things in Jesus Christ. Like the cosmos as a whole, and especially like human nature, the Church for Maximus is both a theatre of that drama and a character within it. It is both a location, a staging point as it were, and an animate body acting out its role in synergy with divine grace. What began in creation and climaxed in the incarnation of Jesus Christ now finds its eschatological denouement in the foreground which is the Church, the threshold of the new creation. Maximus’ ecclesiology is therefore profoundly participatory, since penetrating the deifying mystery of Jesus Christ, and of his Body the Church, can only begin from within the ecclesial context itself, where Word, ritual, mystagogy, sacrament, ministry, confession, catechesis, and the ascetical quest for Christian virtue all converge in and through the Spirit.

The Historical and Literary Setting of Maximus’ Teaching on Church, Liturgy, and Sacrament

Maximus at the Crossroads of Monastic and Ecclesiastical Worship

Phil Booth, who positions Maximus, together with Sophronius and John Moschus, at the helm of seventh-century Byzantine monastic dissent, argues that this movement hardened its political resistance to imperially-sponsored monotheletism by giving Chalcedonian orthodoxy a patently more ecclesiological and sacramental cast. By Booth’s account, Maximus underwent a profound change from an earlier, deeply ascetical piety wherein devotion to Christ did not hinge on Eucharistic observance and devotion to the Church was “internalized” and “spiritualized,” to an ecclesiocentric and sacramental piety signaled foremost in the Mystagogia. In producing a commentary on the Church and liturgy which also integrated ascetical discourse, Maximus the monk invaded the domain of bishops, or rather sought to fortify it with a comprehensive vision of Church, cosmos, and humanity that could withstand both the rise of Islam and the attempts of secular rulers to unite the empire on fallacious doctrinal grounds.1

Booth accurately and vividly represents Maximus’ interweaving of ecclesial-sacramental and ascetical discourses in the Mystagogia, and his dignifying of clerics, monks, and laity alike in the ascetical and liturgical communion of the Church.2 But he has exaggerated the shift in the Confessor’s devotional ethos and the novelty of his mystagogical achievement. To posit that Maximus in his early ascetical writings (68–169) expounds a traditional monastic vision, in which the liturgy does not feature, “is both an argument from silence and an oversimplification of the piety he inherited from Eastern monastic communities where, in fact, the Eucharistic synaxis had played an increasingly vital role well before Maximus’ time.” Booth’s claim that, in the relatively early Commentary on the Lord’s Prayer, he had “spiritualized” the Eucharist, because he interpreted the bread from heaven metaphorically as the intelligible food of the Logos himself, imposes an artificial wedge between the symbolic and the sacramental, and between material type and spiritual reality, the very things Maximus fiercely sought to hold together. To feed on Word and on sacred bread were already a piece. Maximus certainly spoke the Origenian–Evagrian language of ascetical contemplative striving after transcendent food, but his rich narrative of the multiple incarnations of Christ, supremely in flesh but also in other material forms (the logos of creation, scriptural text, sacramental bread, the institution of the Church, the embodied virtues of Christians) had always precluded any evaporation of the material into the spiritual. There were indeed certain non- or anti-sacramental monastic initiatives in the East, most famously the so-called Messalian or Euchite ascetics, who styled themselves masters of an asceticism of pure prayer,3 but Maximus not only had no association with them, he explicitly repudiated them and echoed the concerns of earlier anti-Messalian writers like Mark the Monk and Pseudo-Macarius.4

Booth’s argument for the novelty of Maximus’ Mystagogia, which he considers the pinnacle of his whole corpus, is based on a stark contrast with one of the Confessor’s own sources, Dionysius the Areopagite, whose liturgical and sacramental commentary in the Ecclesiastical Hierarchy Booth mistakenly lumps with the “products of bishops,” guardians of hierarchy in the Church.5 Accordingly, unlike Dionysius with his consciousness of ranks into which the monks have been appropriately fitted, Maximus’ Mystagogia not only integrated asceticism and liturgy but also democratized the spiritual journey of the faithful by paralleling the active life (τριάδος) to which all Christians are called, and the contemplative life (θεωρία) of monastics, in pursuit of “the same enlightenment—realized both in the eucharist and in the eschaton.”6 Booth concludes: “Alienated from the East because of foreign incursion, and in parallel with Moschus in the same period, Maximus abandoned the traditional monastic ambivalence to the structures of the Church and set out a new vision that reconciled the ascetic and the sacramental lives, presenting an orthodox Church in which all members were united around and dependent upon the eucharist.”7

In fact, however, one of Maximus’ original inspirations for this blended ascetical–liturgical–sacramental mystagogy was none other than Dionysius himself. Alexander Golitzin has persuasively demonstrated that the Areopagite’s own mystagogy was deeply influenced by early Syrian ascetical tradition, and even (positively and negatively) by the Origenist tradition of Evagrius.8 Von Balthasar too surmised that Maximus in his Mystagogia was consciously synthesizing the monastic-gnostic “cult” or worship from Evagrius with the ecclesial-liturgical cult of Dionysius.9 In a remarkable text that Golitzin considers perhaps the locus classicus of his entire corpus, Dionysius correlates the internal perceptual and intellectual faculties of the soul with the external material elements of the liturgy (candles, incense, etc., and most importantly the Eucharist) that transport the soul and body toward God:

It would not be possible for the human intellect (νοῦς) to be ordered with that immaterial imitation of the heavenly minds [i.e., the angels] unless it were to use the material guide that is proper to it, reckoning the visible [θεωρίαν] beauteously as reflections of the invisible splendor, the perceptible fragrances as impressions of the intelligible distributions, the material lights an icon of the immaterial gift of light, the sacred and extensive teaching [of the Scriptures] an image of the intellect’s intelligible fulfillment, the exterior ranks of clergy [an image] of the harmonious and ordered state (θεωρία) of the intellectual which is set in order for divine things, and [our partaking] of the most divine Eucharist [an icon] of our participation in Jesus Christ.10

As Golitzin observes, the liturgy is a grand symbol, “which for [Dionysius] means always a kind of incarnation, a ‘real presence’ of God and heaven coming to us in and through the material forms and objects—bread and wine, oil and water—which we have received from the teachings of Christ and the traditions of the Apostles.”11 Dionysius’s novel contribution to mystagogy, he adds, was to coordinate between the “inner” and “outer” hierarchies both of the soul and of the Church, a theme on which he found help from the pithy anti-Messalian homilist Pseudo-Macarius and a Syrian ascetical tradition anxious to hold monks and ascetics accountable to the Church’s liturgical and sacramental disciplines.12

Precisely from the Dionysian corpus, pace Booth, Maximus learned to embrace the Divine Liturgy as a rich and multifaceted symbolic vector toward deifying assimilation to God in which asceticism—especially purification and the “imitation of God” (θεωμίμησις)—was thoroughly integrated,13 for all the ranks, clerical and lay alike (monastics being the preeminent laypersons), each in its proper order in relation to the Eucharistic altar, the throne of God.
Dionysius's chosen pseudonym as a disciple of Paul, and his consistent reference to his venerable mentor Hierotheos, bespeak his own asceticism, his urgency to submit to an elder's authority and to be seen as an "imitator of God" through the Church and its liturgy.

Committing his mystagogy to writing required positing as an initiate himself and not simply as a mystagogue demonstrating superior comprehension of the revelatory hierarchies. Goltz in ever suggests, and plausibly so, that Dionysius's pose as a privileged disciple was a ploy designed to "de-gauss" apocryphal and esoteric writings that were distracting Syrian monks, and that he actually intended his corpus for a wide audience. Maximus opened his Mystagogy by indicating his dependence on "a certain grand old man (γυμνασία)," an unidentified monastic sage (Sophrionus perhaps) to whom he held himself accountable as he embarked on an instruction about Church and liturgy primarily but not exclusively for monks. This figure was not Dionysius himself, whose Ecclesiastical Hierarchy Maximus explicitly mentions as a source for his own work. Rather than duplicating Dionysius or pretending to match his superior spiritual insight, Maximus says he wants to provide a follow-up, a kind of catechesis on the Church and liturgy intended to deepen believers' habits (εἰς) of desire for divine truths through continuing interpretation (ἐκθεσις) and exercise (ψυχρακια) of the Areopagitae's insights.

Maximus' anonymous "grand old man," meanwhile, had already paved the way forward for monks to engage in just such a project.

Maximus as a Commentator on the Liturgy and Sacraments

Liturgy never receded from its original and essential role in shaping Christian religious identity by ritualizing and dramatizing the divine oikonomia. From the fourth century on, as liturgy became more elaborate and comprehensive, and was enriched as well by the influence of monastic worship, its role in spiritual formation became more complicated but no less crucial. Maximus' Mystagogy and Dionysius's Ecclesiastical Hierarchy stood within a trajectory of liturgical commentary rooted in the older mystical sermons and catecheses of fourth- and fifth-century authors like Ambrose of Milan, Cyril of Jerusalem, John Chrysostom, and Theodore of Mopsuestia, all of them bishops initiating the faithful in the deeper mysteries of liturgy and the sacraments. This makes it all the more striking that, as non-bishops, Dionysius and Maximus also aimed their mystagogy broadly, even if Maximus' primary audience was monastic. And yet both he and Dionysius portrayed themselves as disciples rather than illumniati. Later Byzantine liturgical commentators included bishops (Germanus of Constantinople, eighth century; Nicholas of Ani, eleventh century) and monk-bishops (Nicholas Cabasilas, c.1320–90; Symeon of Thessaloniki, 1381–1429).

A fundamental question in considering Maximus as a liturgical commentator is precisely which liturgy was his subject in the Mystagogy. The presumption for years was that it was the Divine Liturgy in Constantinople, especially if this was his original home; and our historical imagination is certainly tempted to assume that Maximus sees Justinian's spectacular Basilica of Hagia Sophia when he reflects on the architectural ambiance of the liturgy. And yet the Confessor is notoriously silent on various aspects of the seventh-century Byzantine rite as reconstructed from limited sources. Among his omissions is the anaphora, the very nucleus of the Eucharistic liturgy, though his silence about it is doubtless intentional, as we shall see further on. Bryan Spinks suggests that in the Mystagogy "the commentary is so vague that it could be any [Eastern] rite," and thinks it plausible that Maximus was interpreting a Palestinian liturgy, though the thesis that he was commenting on the Constantinopolitan liturgy has also been vigorously reasserted.

Maximus' distinctiveness as a commentator on the liturgy surfaces especially by contrasting his work with Dionysius's. Not just the differences but the commonalities are crucial. For both writers, liturgy arises from an apophaticism that paradoxically energizes doxology. It is from the utterly ineffable God that generous and deifying light proceeds down through the celestial and terrestrial orders of beings and through the symbolic and sacramental protocols of liturgy. In his preface to the Mystagogy, Maximus obliges himself to a strict Dionysian apophaticism before segueing into his liturgical commentary proper:

But let God be the guide of our words and our concepts, the sole intelligence of intelligent beings and intelligent things, the meaning behind those who speak and of what is spoken, the life of those who live and those who receive life, who is and who becomes all for all beings, through whom everything is and becomes but who by himself never is nor becomes in any way anything that ever is or becomes in any manner. In this way he can in no way be associated by nature with any being and thus because of his superbeing is more fittingly referred to as nonbeing. For since it is necessary that we understand correctly the difference between God and creatures, then the affirmation (θέσις) of superbeing (τοιν υπερθέσις) must be the negation (ἀπόθεσις) of beings, and the affirmation of beings must be the negation of superbeing. In fact both names, being and nonbeing, are to be reverently applied to him although not at all properly. In one sense they are both proper to him, one affirming the being of God as cause of beings the other completely denying in him the being which all beings have, based on his preeminence as cause. On the other hand, neither is proper to him because neither represents in any way an affirmation of the essence of the being under discussion as its substance or nature. For nothing whatsoever, whether being or nonbeing, is linked to him as a cause; no being or what is called being, no nonbeing or what is called nonbeing, is properly close to him. He has in fact a simple existence, unknowable and inaccessible to all and altogether beyond understanding which transcends all affirmation (υπερθέσις) and negation (ἀπόθεσις).

Here I would recall Jean-Luc Marion's observation, that in the apophaticism of Dionysius and Maximus, the absolute inaccessibility of God is God's own gracious withdrawal, or "ecstatic disappropriation," granting space for created beings, in their radical otherness from God, to move toward union. Praise and worship are intrinsic, then, to the ecstatic appropriation of this deifying grace on the part of creatures. Through worship (in all its modes) they become what they are eschatologically called to be.

The paradoxical converse side of this divine inaccessibility, in both Dionysius and Maximus, is the fact that liturgy is still a theophany insofar as concealment and disclosure are simultaneously operative. The Sinai Theophany played a paradigmatic role in Dionysius's vision of the worshipping Church because it depicted a people called and gathered to a holy place, to mysteries in which they were allowed to participate, mysteries mediated by a "hierarch" (Moses), in a numinous tableau attended by lights, sounds, and smoke. Though Dionysius is certainly attentive to the flow of liturgy, its various movements, cadences, and climaxs, what stands out is the synchronicity of the liturgy as a kaleidoscopic icon of divine transcendence and approach, of the ingathering of the whole company of heaven and earth, and of the fruition of celestial and ecclesiastical hierarchies.

By contrast, Maximus' Mystagogy focuses more intently on the liturgical theophany as a diachronic rehearsal of the mystery of the incarnation of Jesus Christ, with the bishop/hierarch as himself the Christ-figure piloting the way through the various sequences toward the supreme eschatological mystery of the Eucharist. His premier entry into the church symbolizes Christ's advent on earth, and his seating on the episcopal throne symbolizes Christ's ascension into heaven and session at the Father's right hand. The bishop's entering the church with the people simulates Christ's conversion of the faithless to faith and godly life. Yet we are also reminded that Christ himself, as Word, indwells the liturgy in his own (kenotic) descent at the public reading of the Gospel text. The bishop's descent from his throne after the Gospel reading, and his dismissal of the catechumens whereupon the church's doors are closed, signal the completion of Christ's first dispensation and the imminence of his second coming, so that only the worthy are allowed to advance into the Eucharistic symposium, the "nuptial chamber of Christ."
Whereas in Dionysius, the sacraments stand preeminently at the top of the three descending ecclesiastical hierarchies,\(^\text{34}\) Maximus portrays them primarily as eschatologically-oriented climaxes in the dramatic\(^\text{175}\) replaying of the economy of salvation in the lives of believers in a still-unfolding "history."\(^\text{2}\) Though he mentions baptism in the Mystagogia only in brief reference to its efficacy for divine adoption,\(^\text{35}\) Maximus elsewhere frames it as participation in the birth into "well-being" (το ε ὠλ καβα) already inaugurated in Christ's own baptism.\(^\text{36}\) Baptism plants in believers the potential for deification to be eschatologically actualized and perfected.\(^\text{37}\) The Escharist is the eschatological sacrament par excellence, collapsing sacred past, present, and future, and also merging earth and heaven in the glorious celebration of the paschal mystery of Jesus Christ.\(^\text{38}\) To this I shall return later.

İrène–Henri Dalmais, an esteemed scholar of the Confessor's liturgical theology, averred that Maximus favored "the dialectic of preparation–fulfillment to the antithesis of figure–reality,"\(^\text{39}\) an opinion Dalmais may well have formed from comparing him with Dionysius. Certainly Maximus' strongly eschatological frame of reference enhances the suspense, within liturgy and sacrament, of a deferred disclosure of the full saturating effects of the mystery of Jesus Christ. I would resist, however, an exaggerated distinction between a more "typological" (horizontal-historical) approach in Maximus and a more "symbolistic" (vertical-hierarchical) one in Dionysius. Such a distinction cannot be forced upon either writer's liturgical—or scriptural—interpretation without oversimplification. When Dionysius or Maximus speaks of "symbols" and "types," whether in Scripture or in the liturgy, it is not as if either, in his refined Christian–Platonic hermeneutical idiom, ultimately evaporates the "inferior" material symbol into its "superior" spiritual\(^\text{40}\) referent.

Scriptural and liturgical symbols point "upward," yes, but also "forward" to where history and eternity overlap. The axis of the liturgy is therefore an oblique one, toward an ascending horizon in which the full fertility of these symbols comes gradually to light. Maximus may not have articulated what liturgists today call "liturgical time," but his "realized" eschatology cheated the boundary between the sacrum and the age to come.\(^\text{41}\)

The Church as Theatre of the Cosmic Liturgy

Ecclesial Staging of the Liturgical Drama of Salvation and Deification

In the early sections of the Mystagogia, Maximus dwells at length on different levels of contemplation (δύαπα) of the reality of the Church. He begins with the Church as an icon of God himself before considering the analogical and analogographical significance of the architectural dimensions of a basilica. As sanctuary (ἰς τοιῶν) and nave (ναύς) it is an image of the created cosmos in its intelligible and sensible parts. But the whole point of foregrounding this polarity is to accentuate the overarching ontological unity:

[The church building] is one in reality (μία κατ 
ὴ ἑαυτῆς) without being divided into its parts due to the mutual difference between those parts. Rather, it fuses these very parts, in relation to the one purpose of the church, from their nominal difference. It exhibits to each of the parts that they are the same thing, and reveals that one is to the other in turn what each one is for itself. So the nave is the sanctuary in potency by being consecrated for the purposes of mystagogy, and in turn the sanctuary is the nave in actuality by maintaining the very basis of this mystagogy, which is inseparable from it. The church remains one and the same on account of both (sanctuary and nave).\(^\text{42}\)

The same holds true, by analogy, for the intelligible and sensible parts of creation. Difference is not division, a principle Maximus applied\(^\text{43}\) most famously to the wills of Christ. The intelligible and sensible parts of the universe penetrate each other without confusion, and there is an irreducible relation between the whole and the parts, just as in the Church.\(^\text{44}\) More than a simple architectural typology, as Pascal Mueller-Jourdan has shown, Maximus' attention to spatiality or "place" (τόποι) interchangeably in his cosmology and ecclesiology bespeaks his deeper concern for ontological circumscription, bodily boundaries, continuity and order, wholeness and individuation, and the positioning of created beings/members/parts vis-à-vis their inherentlogoi, each other, and the infinite Creator.\(^\text{45}\) There remains throughout the Mystagogia, moreover, Maximus' overarching concern to project a unity ever enriched by diversity. All these things are underlying conditions for the cosmic liturgy, the "service" (λειτουργία) of creatures to the Creator which is at once their natural fulfillment (participation in God) and their moral and spiritual vocation.\(^\text{46}\)

In a series of subsequent analogies in the Mystagogia, all supportive of his vision of the cosmic liturgy, Maximus describes how the Church is an image of the sensible cosmos considered on its own terms (sanctuary as heaven; nave as earth); also of a human being (sanctuary as mind; nave as body); also of the soul alone (sanctuary as its intellectual power for contemplation; nave as its animating power for praxis).\(^\text{47}\) Next he draws analogies between Scripture and a human being (New Testament as mind and Old Testament as body; or spiritual sense as mind and literal sense as body); and finally between a human being and the cosmos (soul as intelligible world, body as sensible world).\(^\text{48}\) I would recall that in Ambiguum 10 Maximus also extensively develops the analogy between Scripture and the cosmos.\(^\text{49}\) In each analogy, the binaries (spiritual and material; intelligible and sensible; invisible and visible; internal and external, etc.) indicate a proportional and structural unity constituting altogether the stage, as \(^\text{178}\) it were, on which the drama of the cosmic liturgy plays out. This whole arrangement, or oikonomia, to which all the Church's ritual and sacramental capacities are intrinsically fitted, serves the diabasis, or "passover," of creatures to deification and new creation.\(^\text{50}\) For Maximus, then, the Church is the foreground in which this transformative drama unfolds in its telescological intensity. 'If any of these human beings—the cosmos, holy Scripture, and the one who is just like us—desires to maintain a life and purpose pleasing and acceptable to God, let her or him do what is best and most honorable of all,'\(^\text{51}\) that is, in all her or his spiritual and ascetical disciplines. Given his antecedent analogies, why does Maximus not include the Church too as one of these "human beings" or players in the cosmic liturgy? Doubtless it is because the Church, with its liturgy, is the focusing and nurturing context of them all.

Ecclesial Theo-Mimesis: Mystagogy and Asceticism

In what is actually Maximus' very first analogy, the premier contemplative foray attributed to his "grand old man" in the Mystagogia, the Church, "by imitation and type," is an icon of God himself, or more specifically of God's energēsia.\(^\text{52}\) The image actually begins from the perspective of the unity of diverse created beings in God:

Maintaining around himself, as cause, beginning, and end all beings which by nature distant from one another, he makes them converge in each other by the singular force of their relationship to him as origin. Through this force he leads all beings to a common and unconfused identity of movement and existence, no one being originally in revolt against any other or separated from him by a difference of nature or of movement, but all things combine with all others in an unconfused way by the singular indissoluble relation to and protection of the one beginning and cause.\(^\text{53}\)

More to the point ecclesiologically, he continues:

the holy Church of God will be shown to be working for us the same effects as God, in the same way as the image reflects its archetype.

For \(^\text{179}\) numerous and of almost infinite number are the men, women, and children who are distinct from one another and vastly different by birth and appearance, by nationality and language, by ways of life and ages, by inclinations (ψυχαντης) and skills, by manners and habits, by occupations, by breadth of knowledge, and still again by reputations, fortunes, characteristics, and connections. All are born into the Church and through it are reborn and recreated in the Spirit. To all in equal measure it gives and bestows one divine form and designation, to be Christ's and to bear his name. In accordance with faith it gives to all a single, simple, whole, and indivisible solidarity (οὐρανος) which does not allow us to consider the existence of the myriad differences among them, even if those do exist, because of the universal relationship and union of all things with [the Church].\(^\text{54}\)

Later in the Mystagogia, Maximus reiterates this eschatological image of the Church:
the holy Church ... is the figure and image of God inasmuch as through it he effects in his infinite power and wisdom an unconfused unity from the various essences of beings, attaching them to himself as their highest point, and this operates according to the grace of faith for the faithful, joining them all to each other in one form according to a single grace and calling of faith, the active and virtuous ones in a single identity of will (γνώμη ταυτότητα), the contemplative and gnostic ones in an unbroken and undivided concord as well.4

Like Dionysius, Maximus understands the substance of God to be a crucial revelatory and eschatological dynamic at the core of both the created cosmos and the Church. The aim of theological mystagogy is to establish one by grace in a state of being like God and equal to God, as much as this is possible.5 For Dionysius the γνωστική (θεομίμησις) correlates with his well-developed doctrine of hierarchies (θυσιά for Maximus it inheres in his all-embracing notion of the constitutive principles (λόγοι) and modes (προτύπα) of created beings. For both there is an unmistakable ontological groundwork. All creatures, in virtue of their inherent λογική, reflect the Creator, though humanity especially enjoys the divine image (ἰκωνία) as gift and vocation. Thence (§180) opens up the existential horizon of likeness (ἰμιτομαγία) implied with the image (Gen. 1:26–7), which Maximus, following earlier authorities, identifies as the teleological dynamic of similitudesimilation to God,6 a process inseparable from the worship and communion of the Church. It is a cosmic process because, as in Dionysius, all creatures, through the generous radiation of divine illumination, are being “recalled” and “uplifted” proportionately to an archetypal perfection that is nonetheless eschatological and only partially realized here below, where lower creatures must imitate higher ones as each in its proper order aspires to divine likeness.7

The aesthetics of the radiation (ποιῶσις) of divine glory/illumination and of the creaturely return or assimilative conversion (ικωνοποιία) to God are as unmistakable in Maximus as they are in Dionysius, though in Maximus the dramatic character of the theophany operative in the Church and its liturgy is even more pronounced. The beauty of the theophany unfolds not only as the economy and proportionality of the divine revelation to which the faithful respond in kind, but as the suspense and build-up to the mystery of deification.8 The Church moves forward and pioneers the ingathering of all creation in a doxological and Eucharistic chorus.

The Church’s liturgy, then, is the ritual protocol of this worshipful return of all creation to the triune Creator. It is a mystagogical gift offered back to the God who is Mystagogue, who in his Word initiates all creatures in the mysteries concerning their ultimate transformation. Describing the symbolism of the nave and holy of holies, Maximus states that the nave is “potentially” the holy of holies insofar as it is “sanctified by the offering up of mystagogy (ἰκωνοποιία τῆς μνημονευτικῆς) to its proper end,” while the holy of holies is “in actuality the nave by containing the principle of utterly uninterrupted mystagogy (τῆς ἀδιαστάτου μνημονευτικῆς ἑρμηνείας), a principle that remains one and the same in its two parts.”9 By this Maximus (§181) qualifies his doctrine of the reciprocal relation between the empirical and noetic levels of reality in the Church, the cosmos, and human nature, in all of which the lower imitates the higher. The purity mystagogy of the holy of holies—namely, the Eucharistic mystery—is already the eschatological perfection of the mystagogy operative in the public sights, sounds, words, and motions within the nave. Conversely, the nave has the potential, not just to mirror but to become the sanctuary, the dwelling place of divine glory—presumably to the extent that its mystagogical rituals and actions also embody the Eucharistic presence of Christ conducive to his “incarnation” in the lives and virtues of the faithful.

The mystagogy operative in the Church’s liturgy and sacraments functions through the twin disciplines, so familiar in Maximus and his major predecessors, of contemplation (θεομίμησις) and ascetical performance (πολιτική). In its ecclesial and liturgical context, this contemplation, as a spiritual discipline, differs little from its function in the revelational gaze on created nature or in the interpretation of Scripture.10 It is a deep, intuitive insight into the visible object or symbol, a seeing through to its logos (so also to the Logos-Christ as author), accomplished gradually and patiently and always in tandem with diligent practice of the virtues. Contemplation does not “overcome” the object or symbol since that object or symbol is the material locus of a reality (divine Truth and Goodness11) that is present and approachable but, in its eschatological fullness, deferred. As René Bornert and others have observed, every figure (ἰκών, image (ἰκών), or symbol (ἰκώνος) in liturgy, in Scripture, or in creation, is for Maximus a representation not of an absent but of a mysteriously present reality (ἰδία ἐκπλήκτος). The reality (§182) signified is not exhausted by its immanence in the signifier, but the latter still graciously offers a “real” presence to its contemplating subjects.

This contemplative “seeing” is a becoming. Before actually treating the contemplation of the liturgy, Maximus details the restorative change of soul and body attending this sanctified intuition. The five pairings of mind and reason, wisdom and prudence, contemplation and praxis, knowledge and virtue, sustained knowledge and faith, respectively vectored toward divine Truth and Goodness, are like strings of the lyre of the soul attuned to the worship of God and reunifying the self to Christ:

Jesus my God and Savior, who is completed by me who am saved, brings me back to himself, who is always filled to overflowing with plenteous and who can never be exhausted. He restores me in a marvelous way to myself, or rather to God from whom I received being and toward whom I am directed, long desirous of attaining well-being (τοῦ εὐ ζήνης). Whenever has been enabled to know this by experience (ἐγκοινώνην), already recognized, by palpable experience (ἐπειθήναι) of his own dignity, how there is rendered to the image what is made in the image, how the archetype is honored, what ishe power of the mystery of our salvation, for what Christ died, and finally how we can remain in him and he in us (John 15:4).12

Ruminant of Origen’s Logosmythik, Christ himself is the Mystagogue and Pedagogue. God leads by the hand (χειραγωγοῦντος) his faithful ones,14 guiding them in liturgy and sacrament to the “restoration” which is also a transfiguration through the overflow of divine grace unleashed in the Word’s multiple incarnations.

As for the ascetism of mystagogy, Maximus assumes, as with contemplation, that its formation through liturgy does not differ from its formation in other contexts. It is still a matter of all creation reasoning grounded in prudence allied with wisdom, and of the perfected alignment of “prudence, action, and virtue,” or of “potency (δύναμις), habitus (ὕστια), and act (ἐνέργεια).”15 Praxis and contemplation, virtue and knowledge, cross-fertilize each other in the advance toward (§183) deification, the most sublime experience (ἐπιειθήναι τοῦ πνεύματος) and peace of God; and as Maximus is quick to add, this is an ecclesial experience through and through:

It is in [God’s] blessed and most holy embrace that is accomplished this awesome mystery of a union transcending mind and reason by which God becomes one flesh and one spirit with the Church and thus with the soul, and with the soul God. O Christ, how shall I marvel at your goodness? I shall not presume to sing praise because I have not enough strength to marvel in a worthy manner. For, they shall be two in one flesh, says the divine Apostle; this is a great mystery, I speak of Christ and the Church (Eph. 5:32). And he adds, The one who cleaves to the Lord is one spirit (1 Cor. 6:17).16

In his extended commentary on the elements of the Divine Liturgy, Maximus in turn demonstrates how each dramatic action advances the faithful contemplatively and ascetically in their diaphorosis to deification:

- • The first entrance (of priests and people) as departure from the corruption of the world to a haven of sublime and progressive contemplation.
- • The public readings from Scripture as counsels in asceticism and virtue.
- • The sacred chants as incitements of ecstatic desire (ἰπρο.security) for God.
- • The reading of the Gospel as Christ communicating a final contemplative vision of the logos of things, followed by the bishop’s descent from his cathedra, symbolic of the second coming of Christ to punish the wicked and ingather the faithful.
- • The closing of the royal doors (into the holy of holies) and dismissal of the catechumens as a transition to more intense judgment of the faithful and yet also their invitation into the “nuptial chamber of Christ” for the ineffable mystery of the Eucharist.
• The Great Entrance in the Eucharistic liturgy as initiation in the secret plan (μυστήριον) of God for creatures' salvation, and an invitation to the eschatological Eucharist with Christ (Matt. 26:20).
• The holy kiss as a signal of the harmony and singular mind of those becoming intimate with the divine Word.
• The recitation of the Creed as the eternally enduring "mystical thanksgiving" for the "principles and modes" (λογοὶ καὶ ἐνδορρηματαί) by which we are saved.
• The Trisagion ("Thrīce-Holy" hymn) as an anticipated sharing in the worship of the angelic and intelligible powers of heaven as they move eternally around God.
• The Lord's Prayer (an epiclesis of the Father) as the "personal" (ἰδιωτικός) and "real" (ἐναλλαγμένος) adoption by the grace of the Holy Spirit of those whose virtues radiate the "divine beauty of goodness."
• The collective "One is Holy," among the hymns concluding the "mystical hierurgy" and transitioning into communion, as the transcendent "gathering and union" of those initiated in the divine simplicity and enjoying the vision of divine glory with the angels.
• The communion/distribution of the Eucharistic mysτέριον as "transmuting into itself" those who worthily commune, and "revealing them as assimilated by grace and participation to the causal [divine] Good," which is tantamount to deification.

The Eucharist and New Creation

The Cosmic and Ontological Dimensions of Eucharistic Communion with Christ

Though Maximus actually writes relatively little on the Eucharist itself, it is central for him in the drama of the divine economy of creation, redemption, and deification. Indeed, it is the center of gravity of the cosmic liturgy. But his Eucharistic doctrine, the deep roots of which go all the way back to Ignatius of Antioch, Justin Martyr, and Irenaeus of Lyons, is more implicit than explicit, and is couched in his larger incarnation soteriology and eschatology, especially his teaching on the multiple incarnations of Christ the Logos. Logos has regrettably polarized Maximus' treatment of the [p.183] Eucharist between "symbolistic" and "realistic" interpretations, as if these were irreconcilable, or else they have found little if any reference to the Eucharist's sacrificial dimension in Maximus. Such categorizations, however, force the issue of his allegiance to distinct patterns that scholars have tagged in the history of Eucharistic theology and the doctrine of the Real Presence. Meanwhile, contemporary treatments of symbolism are also not satisfying for understanding Maximus' perspective. As Christoph Schneider writes:

it is important to keep in mind that Maximus' symbol is not that of the modern, secularized aesthetic experience in which the range of possible meanings is viewed as merely contextually and culturally conditioned. Rather, the multiple meanings of the symbol fulfill a mystical function. Under the conditions of the Fall, God is no longer recognized as the centre and ultimate telos of all creation, so that creation has lost its original, confused unity. Through liturgy, the diachronically and synchronically fragmented creation is led (back) to the one truth of Christ. The relationship between the symbol and that to which it signifies is "epiphanic," as the reality which it renders accessible is present in the symbol. Consequently, semiotics and ontology are inextricably intertwined. To "interpret" and to "understand" a liturgical symbol is not just a hermeneutic and cognitive activity. Rather, it enables the believer to participate in the divine mysteries, that is, in the salvific events of Christ's life, death, and resurrection.

The true beginning (and ending) point for Maximus' Eucharistic teaching is the larger theophanic mystery of divine embodiment, which determines, through the definitive perspective of the recapitulative incarnation of God in Jesus Christ, the conditions of all communion between Creator and creatures. Thus it is imperative to dig deep again into the Confessor's christocentric cosmology and eschatology, for communion is not simply a function of the Word being or the Word being made flesh (Col. 2:19). The ears shall be partaken of by those whose virtues radiate the "divine beauty of goodness," while one may commune through his "flesh and blood" (the λογοὶ καὶ ἐνδορρηματαί) adoption by the grace of the Holy Spirit of those whose virtues radiate the "divine beauty of goodness."
Maximus’ broadened doctrine of “Eucharistic” communion thus does not undermine its properly paschal dimension but locates it at every level in the intricate web of created being. Communion with Christ through the logos accesses the faithful to the drama at play in the bosom of the world, a world that is simultaneously theocentric and yet perennially vulnerable, liable to the chaos (τὸ ἀταυτόν) that inheres in materiality. Vital communion within and among created beings—generated, nurtured, and perfected by the Logos-Christ in his providence and judgment—is the vocation of the cosmos as a whole and of each particular creature within it. The logos themselves, as Loudivokis stresses, “are by no means impervious entities closed to communication, but on the contrary exist only in relationship, in a communion with each other which unifies the divisions which may appear to exist in creation.”106 Ontologically, they bind together universals and particulars, induce “dialogical reciprocity,” and move creatures “ecstatically” beyond self-interest toward the self-giving characteristic of the new creation.110 But even more basically, as I noted in Chapter 3, the logos are the staging-points through which the Logos is graciously and actively working still (John 5:17) with the Father to this end.111 The durability but also “flexibility” of the logos, and their permeability to the live activity of the Logos, are a function of the seamless divinity of creation and redemption, and of the freedom of the Creator always to open up new horizons of defying communion for and with his creatures.

To contemporary eyes, this vision of communion may appear far too ascetical and “gnostical” to do justice to the unique sacramentality of the Eucharistic rite itself. Loudivokis rightly emphasizes, however, that for Maximus the peculiar “knowledge” granted through communion with Christ is more akin to biblical representations of knowledge as vital participation.112 And as Maximus would have recognized from the Cappadocian Fathers, contemplating the logos of creation, and of the Logos’s providence and judgment, is not a detached spiritual exercise exclusive to monastics but an altogether ecclesial protocol.113 Since the Church is the threshold of the new creation. Whether through the logos or, most intensely, through the Eucharistic elements, the logos is “transmuting into himself through the Spirit” (μεταποιεῖται τὸν Χριστόν ναὶ ἐπερίπτεται) those who partake of him just as the ritual distribution (μεσσίστημα) of the bread and wine is a “transmuting into itself” (μεταποιοῖται) of those who worthily commune.114 Such “worthiness” presupposes a whole economy of formation and transformation of the faithful which preserves the otherness of Giver and receiver, their perpetual reciprocity, the sheer gratuity of the Gift, and yet the summons to the receiver to be assimilated in every way possible to the Giver and to the Gift.115

Presence and Mystery: Maximus’ Evocative Silence on the Anaphora

What seems superficially to be a glaring omission in Maximus’ commentary on the Divine Liturgy in the Mystagogia is his silence on the very heart of the Eucharistic rite, the anaphora, or ritual prayer combining elements of thanksgiving, offering, remembrance, invocation, and consecration. Numerous scholars have tried to explain this. One theory is that the anaphora in Maximus’ time was uttered inaudibly and that he was respecting the disciplina arenaria, or rule of secrecy.116 Another is that he presided from it because he was not himself an ordained priest.117 Still another is that Maximus was making good on his promise not to repeat the insights of Dionysius.118 Though the Areopagite himself had commented only indirectly on the anaphora, referencing the priests’ extolling of the “divine operations” (θεοπνεύματι) in the economy of salvation, most decisively the incarnation itself.119 These are not necessarily irrelevant or mutually exclusive explanations but they are hardly satisfying given the Confessor’s meticulous attention to the deep structure of the liturgy. This is a theologically intentional silence. As Oliver Davies remarks of Christian apophaticism, “it is shaped within particular liturgical communities who are called to give verbal expression to a specific intervention of God in history. Apophasis in this sense articulates the human response to a divine communicative presence, and it is burdened as much by an excess of presence as it is by an endemic sense of absence.”120 Maximus had learned from the Bible, from the Cappadocian Gregorys, and especially from Dionysius that silence can be the most profound language of praise. As the human being is a “mystical church,” the worshiping mind is its altar, at which she or he “summons the silence, abounding in hymns in the innermost sanctity of the unseen but only known and yet overwhelming call (μεταλόγισμος) of the Divine, through another silence that speaks and is many-voiced.”121 Presumably these “voices” of silence could express the pure sense of being at a loss to penetrate an ineffable mystery,122 or be an inversion of eulillious praise in the 191st experience of the mystery, or elicit a speechless and ecstatic love (πίστις) for the trine God, or uphold an apophaticism that complements and conditions the kataphatic language pervasive in liturgy.

But that Maximus, intending as he says to follow up on Dionysius’ insights, is even more silent than the Areopagite on the anaphora, is hardly accidental. Since Dionysius had reserved his remarks to the kataphoric aspect of the anaphora, the eulogizing of God’s works of creation and redemption that was common in the prefaces and post-Sanctus sections of Eastern anaphoras, it makes good sense that Maximus complements him by maintaining apophatic silence and talking around the anaphora, as it were. With its anamnetic and consecratory rites, and its epiclesis of the Holy Spirit, the anaphora included the most intense encounter with God in the whole liturgy. It was (always) a fresh epiphany. Just before the anaphora, this intimacy was signaled in the kiss of peace, as well as in the closing of the Royal Doors, when the faithful entered the “nuptial chamber” (πνεύματι) of Christ—images that for Maximus likely recalled Song of Songs 1:1–4 and Gregory of Nyssa’s interpretation of these verses in terms of progressive mystical identification with the Logos-Bridegroom.123 In the Dionysian–Maximian dialectics of disclosure and concealment, the anaphora, as the nucleus of the Eucharist, effectively poised the faithful between the “saturating” presence of the incarnate Word (the Word who aspires always to be incarnate in all created things) and the infinitely inaccessible essence of the Trinity—an inaccessibility experienced as “absence” but in no way constricting God’s own freedom to be present in the celebration. On this point I would take issue with Christos Yannaras’ otherwise compelling argument that for Dionysius and Maximus, the ecstasy of the divine person “outside-of-nature” and the reciprocal human ecstasy toward God’s nature had their “final” realization in the anaphora.124 It is the subtle difference, I suggest, between an ecstatic from the divine nature accomplished by the Son’s person and an ecstasy of the logos divine nature in the Son’s Person. Maximus, like Dionysius, believed that this ecstasy still allowed God to “remain within himself.” The divine Word/Son enjoyed the prerogative to be “naturally” present in person, even while the divine nature itself remained uncircumscribable. The weight of the saturating presence is the drawing nigh of the divine nature, even if the divine “superessence” (ὑπεροσσιόν) commensurately recedes.

Between saturating divine presence and experienced absence, therefore, the anaphora commanded an appropriate posture of silence. Remembering that Maximus poses himself in the Mystagogia as an initiate or disciple, not a doyen, his silence on the anaphora is understandable and still very much within the spirit of the Areopagite. Alain Riou goes a step further, suggesting that for the Confessor, “the true anaphora of Christ, with its configuring anamnesis and eschatological epiclesis, is completed only in martyrdom itself: in this apophatic anaphora, the Christian and the Church receive in communion and consummate in silence the mystery of paschal transparency.” 125

Hans-Joachim Shulz, however, has prudently advised that we pay close attention to Maximus’ dramatic build-up to the anaphora in his commentary, such as might give us more forthright hints as to why he then circumvents it. The Confessor’s discourse noticeably changes as he approaches it. The language of figure and symbol does not disappear, but there is increasing reference to the mystery now made real in the church’s midst, signaled in the Great Entrance as the beginning and prelude of the new teaching (ἐνακολουθεῖν τινες Οὐκουσαί) to be delivered in heaven concerning the plan of God for us and the revelation of the mystery of our salvation concealed in the innermost sanctuary of divine secrecy. For the Word of God said to his disciples, I shall not drink from the fruit of the vine until that day when I drink it anew with you in my Father’s Kingdom (Matt. 26:29).126
This new instruction enables the worthy to achieve full knowledge of the logos of sensible and intelligible realities, whereupon the Logos leads them up to genuine theologian (encounter with the Trinity) at the end of their spiritual journey (διάβασις). As Shultz notes, this “new teaching” can only reference the anaphora, which point the Church finds itself liturgically leaving the dimension of expectation and forthwith entering, sacramentally, the dimension of final fulfillment.

The Church’s Eucharist as Eschatological Denouement

Despite his silence on the anamnesis and the words of institution, Maximus quotes Jesus from the Last Supper—\textit{I shall not drink from the fruit of the vine until that day when I drink it anew with you in my Father’s Kingdom} (Matt. 26:29)—this is but an accentuation of the eschatological momentum of the Eucharistic liturgy. The Church proceeds with Christ behind closed doors, which are nonetheless, paradoxically, the open doors of eschatological paradise. When, after the reading of the Gospel, the bishop qua Christ descends from his cathedra, this is nothing less than the second coming. “All that follows belongs to the life of the future kingdom of Heaven. It is the eschaton made present: union of all with God as he is.” Indeed, the Eucharist is the pure liturgical dramatization of the “realized” eschatology that runs throughout Maximus’ theologian, in which the “ages” of divine embodiment and of creaturely deification are not purely chronologically consecutive but overlap according to the singularity of the Creator’s ultimate purpose in and beyond time. 

The “end” constitutes the “reason” for which both the past and the present “subsist,” according to Saint Maximus; and in consequence the “future age which does not end” becomes ... not an effect, as happens in time as we know it after the Fall, but the cause of all past and present events. Consequently, remembrance of this “endless” future is not only possible but also ontologically definitive in the realm of the Eucharist as icon of the Kingdom.

Geoffrey Wainwright has noted this strongly eschatological orientation of the Eucharist in Maximus, but also his silence on the meal aspect. The most Maximus does is quote Jesus’s promise to celebrate the meal with his disciples in his future Kingdom. But here again, as with the anaphora itself, his silence is telling. In the present celebration of the Eucharistic liturgy, the faithful are already with Christ in the heavenly meal, the ambiance and circumstances of which transcend conceptualization and imagination. The Church shares in Christ’s priesthood of the new creation and, through Eucharistic worship, helps to draw all of reconciled creation into the eternal feast, the universal communion among creatures and between creatures and Christ—the perfection of self-giving love and the supreme “distribution of gifts,” as Loudovikos calls it. Even if Maximus does not specifically designate the bread and wine in an Irenaeian manner as the “first-fruits” of creation offered to God (for the sake of a new covenant and new creation), it is unthinkable that he did not know this interpretation and may well have assumed its validity. But Irenaeus had also connected these “first-fruits” with Christ’s own sacrificed body and blood, and Maximus definitely privileged a compatible view. The “incarnate”—enfleshed (in all its forms), crucified, risen, and now glorified—body of Christ, he believes, is the true first-fruits of the new creation, and therefore the prime food for the eschatological repast. An observation of Wainwright is especially relevant to Maximus: the manner by which Christ can be both the Host (Giver) of the eschatologically-charged Eucharistic banquet and its food (Gift) remains a pure mystery for the Church in the historical meanwhile.

As we leave Maximus’ ecclesiology to take up other key themes, I would emphasize that lingering always in the background of his deep integration of Christology, cosmology, Eucharist, ecclesiology, and eschatology is the enduring principle, arising from Irenaeus and famously echoed in Athanasius and the Cappadocian Fathers, that the divine incarnational descent is purposed to the ascent of creation to God, which is deification. The fulcrum of Maximus’ vision is Jesus Christ and his recapitulation and transfiguration of all things. And yet there is a kind of derivative primacy in the other angles of Maximus’ kaleidoscopic approach. Cosmologically, this is the story of all creation and its destiny. The Eucharist brings that story into focus as a cosmic liturgy with Christ as subject and object. Ecclesiologically, the Church, through the Spirit, shares Christ’s priesthood of creation and, as one of his continuing embodiments in the world, works toward the ingathering not only of “all flesh” but of “all things” into the mystery of deification. Eschatology—both “realized” and futurist—presents the whole economy as a christocentric project “from the end.” Here as elsewhere we see how Maximus’ finesse as a theologian was the intricate insinuation of these motifs, the subtlety with which he constructed and nurtured the connecting tissues between them.
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Part III Maximus’ Vision for the Transfigured Creation

6 Protology and Teleology in Maximus’ Interpretation of Human Nature, Human Fallenness, and Human Hope

With this chapter and the two that follow, we turn more directly to the aikonosmia, the intensifying drama of salvation and deification as creative operations of the triune God, and to Maximus’ eschatological vision for the transfiguring of creation. In so doing we hardly leave behind the “cosmic landscapes” that I have sketched in the preceding three chapters, especially as we approach Maximus’ anthropology and moral psychology. Indeed, Maximus’ anthropology is a kind of lattice-work of intersecting cosmological, christological, eschatological, and ascetical themes. Human beings are constituted not to be independent moral agents ultimately saved from their abused freedom, but to be mutually-bonded priests of creation who participate “creatively” and constructively with Christ in the divine project of transfiguring the entire cosmos.

In context, we understand Greek patristic theological anthropology much differently—and, I believe, more accurately—if we divest ourselves of habitual stereotypes about the sequence of action in Genesis 1–3, including the tendency to read the story as a simple linear pattern of cause and effect, or as an uncomplicated plot recounting humanity’s incipient perfection, transgression, and rehabilitation. Most patristic authors East and West read the early chapters of Genesis as a “thick” narrative inviting speculation into the precise character of human origins and the primal sin but already thoroughly shot through with the Christian Gospel of renewal and transformation. In the perspective deriving originally from Irenaeus, these chapters previewed, in summary dramatic form, the history of the world as the Creator’s work-in-progress. For most patristic interpreters, these chapters were prophetic, teeming with insights into the destiny of creation and especially of the human race, and signaling the strategies of the Creator not only to make good on his plan for creation but to open up all new possibilities for human thriving out of the apparent discomforts of Adam’s lapse.

Even if he does not explicitly articulate the notion of creation as an act of divine kenosis in the manner of some contemporary theologians, Maximus implies that creation was a function of God’s condescension, and not just a demonstration of divine sovereignty or creative power, insofar as the Creator already anticipated the tragic as well as salutary consequences of creating, and granting freedom to, an “other.” Already in premeditating his work in the logos, God invested redemptive as well as creative grace in his project. Creation, in time and space, was therefore abounding from the outset in dramatic suspense. As I noted in Chapter 4 considering Maximus’ cosmology, the paradigm of theno-drama, which Hans Urs von Balthasar elaborated in part based on his extensive work on Maximus, is an exceedingly useful framework for interpreting the Confessor’s re-imagining of the economy of creation and salvation. The crux of the dilemma is not simply whether the Creator’s prescience of the Adamic fall or his justice in pre and post facto will be vindicated, but whether, having anticipated and comprehended creatures’ deviance, the Creator will use every contingency in creation’s history to advance his purposes and to resolve those contingencies into the mystery of deification so as to “do a new thing” (Isa. 43:19). Maximus has little concern for a philosophically-styled theodicy, and would have us concentrate foremost on the unfolding drama commencing when the preconceived, simultaneous, potential creation became actualized.

The Human Creature: A Theo-Dramatic Work-In-Progress

Before considering the existential conditions of “paradise” and the primeval Adamic fall in Maximus’ thought, there is the underlying issue of the precise ontological status of creation, and especially human nature, before and after the lapse. Patristic authors who believed that Adam had misused his freedom were wonting or unwittingly pressed back onto the question of how a creature fashioned in the divine image (tioioi) and ontologically predisposed toward the divine likeness could squander such a gift unless there was a latent flaw that surfaced when the freedom was actualized. Maximus, maintaining a rather strict a posteriori perspective on Adam’s transgression, never systematically addressed this issue and presupposed the Cappadocians’ absolute insistence that the Creator produced no moral evil in created nature and that rational creatures alone, in Gregory of Nyssa’s words, “invented” vice.

But there were other Cappadocian insights on human protology that Maximus revered as well, and that provided springboards for developing his own anthropogenetic ideas. What emerges, in turn, is a carefully worked-out drama of the dynamism and openness of human nature and of the resourcefulness of the Creator who is always free to draw from created nature new possibilities of transformation. Engaging especially the two Cappadocian Gregories, Maximus integrated four salient themes in his own retelling of the story of paradise, the fall, and the consequences of the fall for the human race: (1) a careful dialectical nuancing of human “nature” (physis) in its own right; (2) a related and more developed dialectics of the passibility and predisposition as undergirded by the Logos who authors and orders the universe of created natures in their salutary diversity. And yet Maximus resists a notion of teleological status of creation, and especially human nature, before and after the lapse. Patristic authors who believed that Adam had misused his freedom were wonting or unwittingly pressed back onto the question of how a creature fashioned in the divine image (tioioi) and ontologically predisposed toward the divine likeness could squander such a gift unless there was a latent flaw that surfaced when the freedom was actualized. Maximus, maintaining a rather strict a posteriori perspective on Adam’s transgression, never systematically addressed this issue and presupposed the Cappadocians’ absolute insistence that the Creator produced no moral evil in created nature and that rational creatures alone, in Gregory of Nyssa’s words, “invented” vice.

But there were other Cappadocian insights on human protology that Maximus revered as well, and that provided springboards for developing his own anthropogenetic ideas. What emerges, in turn, is a carefully worked-out drama of the dynamism and openness of human nature and of the resourcefulness of the Creator who is always free to draw from created nature new possibilities of transformation. Engaging especially the two Cappadocian Gregories, Maximus integrated four salient themes in his own retelling of the story of paradise, the fall, and the consequences of the fall for the human race: (1) a careful dialectical nuancing of human “nature” (physis) in its own right; (2) a related and more developed dialectics of the passibility and predisposition as undergirded by the Logos who authors and orders the universe of created natures in their salutary diversity. And yet Maximus resists a notion of teleological status of creation, and especially human nature, before and after the lapse. Patristic authors who believed that Adam had misused his freedom were wonting or unwittingly pressed back onto the question of how a creature fashioned in the divine image (tioioi) and ontologically predisposed toward the divine likeness could squander such a gift unless there was a latent flaw that surfaced when the freedom was actualized. Maximus, maintaining a rather strict a posteriori perspective on Adam’s transgression, never systematically addressed this issue and presupposed the Cappadocians’ absolute insistence that the Creator produced no moral evil in created nature and that rational creatures alone, in Gregory of Nyssa’s words, “invented” vice.

The Dialectics of Human “Nature”

Already in Chapter 3 I briefly examined some of Maximus’ ideas on created nature, which is as much the horizon as it is the matrix and plan (logos) of creaturely becoming. In his interpretive playfulness, however, the Confessor exploits the polyvalence of physis and does not always signal the specific meaning the term carries when he uses it. In its basic sense “nature” is synonymous with common “essence” (ioios) the utter stability of a single nature, together with its “essential activity” (ioiioilos civrpuv) and predisposition (iEipox) as undergirded by the Logos who authors and orders the universe of created natures in their salutary diversity. And yet Maximus resists a notion of pure natura nested in the laurels of its ontological security. Each being’s “principle of nature” (iOiyaiq, phusioq, phusioq), the staging point of the Logos’ own immanent operation within it, summons that being into the fray, as it were, of existing, and into a peculiar mode of motion and actualization. Nature is an essence drawn into a “history” of interrelation and interaction with other natures in the living mosaic that is creation—what I earlier termed Maximus’ “cosmo-politeian” vision. In a letter to Thalassius, Maximus calls nature the mediating factor which negotiates humanity between God and “the world,” guiding human beings from merely “carnal” existence in this world to the intensifying drama of salvation and deification as creative operations of the triune God, and to Maximus’ eschatological vision for the transfiguring of creation. In so doing we hardly leave behind the “cosmic landscapes” that I have sketched in the preceding three chapters, especially as we approach Maximus’ anthropology and moral psychology. Indeed, Maximus’ anthropology is a kind of lattice-work of intersecting cosmological, christological, eschatological, and ascetical themes. Human beings are constituted not to be independent moral agents ultimately saved from their abused freedom, but to be mutually-bonded priests of creation who participate “creatively” and constructively with Christ in the divine project of transfiguring the entire cosmos.

The special dignity of essential human nature and its position as a composite “microcosm” of the macrocosm of creation is a central theme of Maximus’ theological anthropology that has been thoroughly foregrounded in the work of Lars Thumberg and others, so I shall not revisit it in detail here. With it Maximus establishes the strategic position and unique mediatory role of human nature in the divine economy. The bond between soul and body lies at the core of human nature and is indicative of the “image of God” (Gen. 1:26–7); and it is a magnet or rallying point for the solidarity of all corporeal natures, as we find in a salient statement from Ambiguaum 7:

It is as if Gregory [Nazianzen] were saying that God in his goodness made man as a union of soul and body, so that the soul which was given to him, being rational and intellectual—because it is created in the very image of its Creator—should, on the one hand, by means of its desire and the whole power of its total love, cling closely to God through knowledge, and, growing in likeness to God, be divinized; and, on the other hand, through its mindful care of what is
lower, in accordance with the commandment to love one's neighbor as oneself (Matt. 22:39), it should make prudent use of its body, with a view to ordering it to the mind through the virtues, and acquaint it with God as its fellow servant, itself mediating to the body the indwelling presence of its Creator, making God himself—who bound together the body and the soul—the body's own unbreakable bond of immortality. The aim is "what God is to the soul, the soul might become to the body," and that the Creator of all might be proven to be One, and through humanity might come to reside in all beings in a manner appropriate to each, so that the many, separated from each other in nature, might be drawn together into a unity as they converge around the one human nature. When this happens, God will be all things in everything (1 Cor. 15:28), encompassing all things and making them subsist in himself, for beings will no longer possess independent motion or fail to share in God's presence, and it is with respect to this sharing that we are, and are called, gods (John 10:33), children of God (John 1:12), the body, and members of God (Eph. 1:23; 5:20), and it follows, "portions of God," and other such things, in the progressive ascent of the divine plan to its final end.

Here Maximus has deeply insinuated vocation into the human essence, or nature. Human nature's integrity is preserved and extended not only by the soul's internal work of forming and loving its immediate "neighbor" and "fellow servant"—the body—but also by external agapic communion with other individual persons/neighbors/bodies who equally share that nature, and by the benefit of human integrity and solidarity thereby accorded to non-human natures in creation. Framed in terms of a familiar triad in Maximus, it is fruitless to imagine natural human being (to eiron) apart from the state of moral and ecclesial "well-being" (to eiro eiron) and the eschatological state of "eternal well-being" (to etero eiron) to be enjoyed by all transfigured creatures.

Maximus, however, also sometimes speaks of human "nature" with a more pejorative nuance when referencing the postlapsarian condition (2044) of corrupted human nature as existing in a compromised or "stunted" (2045) mode most in evidence where Maximus reflects on the precise consequences of the Adamic fall. These include the provisional constraints or "law" now imposed on humanity in the form of the irrational, passible, material body, as a result of human free will and its consequences. Always distinct from moral evil—already inheres in material and corporeal nature, rendering it susceptible to misappropriation by the rational, moral beings who inhabit bodies.12 Altogether, this weak condition of created nature is comprehended in the Pauline image of creation's subjection to vanity and corruption (Rom. 8:20). 22

Predictably the depiction of human nature as persisting in a compromised or "stunted" mode is most in evidence where Maximus reflects on the precise consequences of the Adamic fall. These include the provisional constraints or "law" now imposed on humanity in the form of the irrational, passible, material body, as a result of human free will and its consequences. Always distinct from moral evil—already inheres in material and corporeal nature, rendering it susceptible to misappropriation by the rational, moral beings who inhabit bodies.12 Altogether, this weak condition of created nature is comprehended in the Pauline image of creation's subjection to vanity and corruption (Rom. 8:20). 22

Failure to take account of Maximus' dialectical approach to human nature can lead to serious confusion in interpreting his anthropology and cosmology alike. For example, the Orthodox Personalist theologian John Zizioulas obscures the issue, I believe, by taking Maximus' second, more pejorative nuance as the more basic. Nature is what perennially constrains hypostasis, or person, and ontologically "the conflict remains deep and unredeemable."But nature in this sense is primarily biological nature binding persons to the "ontological necessity" of passion, individual drive to survive, and "natural death."Zizioulas meanwhile cites Maximus to the effect that the "logos of nature" (λόγος φύσεως) is "not nature as such but nature-personalized." He further defends his thesis:

Not emphasizing this may lead to two fundamental misunderstandings of Maximus' theology: (a) that the Fall and sin, including death, are simply the result of a deviation from a previous natural state of existence; and (b) that the authentic form of existence amounts to conformity to nature as such (nature being an ultimate ontological notion). The "logos of nature" points to nature as it is hypostasized in a person; it is the particularization of nature. In other words, to exist "according to the logos of nature" means to hypostatize your nature in true and authentic personhood, to make the general (nature) exist in a state of otherness and particularity for ever. The "logos of nature" is not to "naturalize" the person but to "personalize" nature by turning it from general to particular, by introducing otherness into its very "being."21

In Zizioulas's favor, here, is Maximus' fierce realism about embodied human life and his reticence to speculate "behind" the fall to a "natural" state of human existence in which personal human freedom was not in play. On the other hand, the "logoi of nature" maintain the stability and integrity of created nature(s) or essence(s) as preordained within the Logos, and the potentiality of creatures that the Logos is leading to perfection. Already before the fall, within the divine plan, created nature is utterly "personalized" by the indwelling Logos-Christ, who in his creative freedom "flexes" the logos so as to enable creatures not only to survive their fallen condition but to thrive in it and beyond it as "new creatures." In this positive vision of things, "nature" and "person" are ontologically simultaneous, as are the principles of the universal (to μορφος) and the particular (to μορφωμενος). Person (μορφωμενος) does not trump nature as though liberating it from nature's ontological oppression. Zizioulas spurns "philologica" as opposed to theological interpretations of human nature in Maximus,22 but in so doing he does not satisfactorily honor the plasticity of the Confessor's usage of physis and his hermeneutical playfulness in negotiating the suspicion of whether and how the all-resourceful Creator will eschatologically subjugate humanity's provisional "nature"—or rather, its provisional condition or mode (στοιχείον) of nature—toward the "nature" projected toward a supernatural, deified mode of being.22 Indeed, one of Maximus' theological preoccupations is to demonstrate how this contingent state of human nature nonetheless works to the Creator's ends. Ever resilient, essential nature meanwhile moves creatures forward to fulfill the Creator's will, perennially resisting those who would attempt to pervert its course:

For such is nature, punishing those who undertake to violate it to the degree that they actually live in unnatural opposition to it, by not allowing them to acquire naturally all of nature's power (δυναμεως), for they have been partially deprived of its very integrity (υπερυπερατος) and for this they are punished, since it is they themselves who pointlessly and foolishly have procured this lack of existence by inclining toward nonbeing.22

The Dialectics of Human Passibility

Maximus' treatment of human nature comes into even sharper focus in his equally dialectical consideration of the "passibility" (to τυφλος) of corporeal natures—that is, their liability to irrational passions, suffering, and ultimate death—a theme already central to Gregory of Nyssa's speculations on paradise, the fall, and the destiny of the human race. In effect, Nyssen had asked: Did humanity invent vice because its bodily nature as such was already weak and passible, or is that weakness and passibility rather a consequence of having voluntarily sinned? In order both to avoid the Origenist doctrine of the soul preexisting the body and a Manichaean tendency to anchor evil in the material body itself, Nyssen had posited that indeed, prelapsarian human nature was created with its passible and appetitive dimension intact, but only Adam's actual vice thrust it into an irrational and bestial mode. More precisely, in his own revision of the notion, going back to Philo and Origen, of a "double creation" (ideal/potential and actual) of humanity, Gregory proposed three phases: first, the creation of human nature ideally and actually as a perfected whole in the image of God (Gen. 1:26—7); second, but simultaneously, the addition of passibility to that nature in God's foreknowledge of the fall; and third, the allowance, after the fall, for that passibility to materialize in the form of the punitive-but-restorative "tunics of skins" (Gen. 3:21), which indicate the concretized sexual division of male and female, the provisional means of
human survival by sexual procreation, and the irrationality of human passions given to refinement in the experiential fire of suffering, illusory pleasure, and ultimate death. Maximus clearly took serious account of Gregory of Nyssa’s dialectics of human passibility. He touches explicitly on it in Amb. Jo. 8 when discussing how Adam could possibly have squandered his original dignity in paradise:

There are two possible explanations of how this came about. One possibility is that God, at the very moment humanity fell, blended our soul together with our body on account of the transgression, and endowed it with the capacity to undergo change, just as he gave the body the capacity to suffer, undergo corruption, and be wholly dissolved—as was evinced when God covered the body with the garments of skins (Gen. 3:21). This explanation accords with the text of Scripture. And the creature was created subject to corruption, not willingly, but for the sake of him who subjected it to hope (Rom. 8:20). The other possibility is that from the beginning God, in his foreknowledge, formed the soul in the aforesaid way because he foresaw the coming transgression, so that by suffering and experiencing evil on its own, the soul would come to an awareness of itself and its proper dignity, and even gladly embrace detachment with respect to the body. Elsewhere in the first of the Questions and Responses for Thalassius, where Thalassius has asked whether the cardinal passions are evil in themselves or only become so when they are wrongly “used,” Maximus appeals directly to Nyssen:

These passions, and the rest as well, were not originally created together with human nature, for if they had been they would have contributed to the definition of human nature. But following what the excellent Gregory of Nyssa taught, I say that, on account of humanity’s fall from perfection, the passions were introduced and attached themselves to the more irrational part of human nature. Then, immediately (ὅταν) after humanity had sinned, the divine and blessed image was displaced by the clear and obvious likeness to unreasoning animals. For since humanity, being shrouded from the dignity of reason, human nature had in fairness to be punished with what humans had deliberately incurred—the marks of irrationality; and humanity had to come wisely to receive the rational magnanimity of the God who governs it.

Maximus’ dependence on Gregory, however, runs much deeper than simply echoing his speculations about human origins and passibility. Already Gregory’s interest was less in precise protology than in teleology, in carefully reading historical human experience and destiny back into the story of origins—in imitation of how the story is constructed in the Bible itself. As Rowan Williams has shown from Gregory’s dialogue with his sister Macrina On the Soul and Resurrection, Nyssen himself struggled dialectically with whether passibility had, in good Platonic fashion, to be excluded absolutely from the human essence and divine image, being imposed “from without” (ἐξωθεν), or whether, at the end of the day, the soul’s lower passible faculties—desire (πιθυμία) and temper (θυμός)—are, along with reason, so vital to the spiritual quest of assimilation to God that they must somehow be recuperated as intrinsic. Even if deviant passions (νιπθον) are the risked side effects, the “animal” impulses internally serve, under reason’s guidance, to propel the mind toward the cultivation of virtues, especially as virtues often entail certain qualities of affect. Williams plausibly argues that Gregory (p.209) distinguishes between human “essence” strictly speaking, which is an intelligent animating principle, and human “nature” as that essence tending toward a concrete history in which it is empirically linked with sexuality, passions, and bodily experience.

The conflict of mind and passion arises only when we are forgetful of their continuity—passion (in the wider sense) sustaining a body which is charged with making sense of itself, coming to ‘mean’ something, to bear the task of an intelligible communication in the world of what God is like; and reason being incapable of moulding bodily life into meaning without harmony with those impulses which are its own foundations or inchoate forms.

Maximus’ own “dialectics of passion,” as von Balthasar aptly calls it, follows Gregory most closely in privileging the teleology of human passibility over its protology. The overarching goal is an eschatological vision of the Creator’s resourcefulness in revealing and perfecting created nature in all its diversity and intricacy, but also the human creature’s progressive existential embrace of the sheer gift (giftedness) of its complex nature. Maximus, as we shall see further on, capitalizes on the Christianized Stoic notion of virtuous use (χρήσις) of the instincts and passible drives bequeathed on fallen humanity, and integrates this into his overall doctrine of human free will.

For Maximus, there is already the natural passibility, or passivity, by which contingent creatures are at bottom utterly dependent on the gracious motion of the Creator within them, propelling them toward their proper telos. With God as both primary and final cause, Maximus sees, as does Nyssen, a certain benevolent and providential “compulsion” (νέργεια) in the constitution and movement of creatures. Nyssen terms it, in parallel with the Creator’s pure freedom, “the necessary order of nature” (ἡ ἀπαθεία τῆς φύσεως τοῦ θεοῦ), and “that which is realized to the purposes of God’s action necessarily according to the sequence of nature, by a certain order and harmony,” (οὔτως οὖν παθεῖ τὸ πρὸς τὸ καλόν τοῦ θεοῦ) (p.210) “necessity” both in terms of the inviolable permanence of a creature’s natural principle, and, from the perspective of creaturely freedom and self-determination (αὐτοτοκία), as its predisposition to its targeted end. The creature’s “fixed and unchangeable natural disposition” is such that all expressions of (gnomic) will must be surrendered to its deep orientation to the goal of human nature. “We should long to receive being moved (τοῦ κατακλίσιν λαβεῖν πνεύματος),” or in other words, embrace our natural passivity to the divine activity (νέργεια) within us, like an image conforming to its archetype or an imprint to its stamp.

This occurs through the grace of the Spirit which has conquered (ἐξωθενοῦσα) [the human creature], showing that it has God alone acting within it, so that through all there is only one sole energy, that of God and those worthy of God, or rather of God alone, who in a manner befitting his goodness wholly interpenetrates (ιδωθεὶσα) all who are worthy. For of necessity (νεαρός) all things without exception cease from their willful movement toward something else when the ultimate object of their desire and participation appears before them and is, if I may put it this way, contained in them uncontainably according to the measure of the participation of each.

The point is that human nature, as directly moved by God’s energy, is constraining not in a primarily negative sense but in the positive sense of saving creatures from a non-telesocratic existence and from slavery to unbridled self-determination. The greatest liberation for creatures is precisely a sanguine passivity or “gnomic surrender” (ἐξωθενοῦσα) to the benevolent necessity of God freely working within them.

The dark side of human passibility, however, registers itself only in humanity’s postlapsarian state, and emerges precisely in Adam’s adventure of moving outside this benevolent necessity to pursue the fateful end of choosing purely according to the whim of his own inclination (γνώμη). As a result, the moral integrity of the passible faculties, desire and temper, gives way to a new liability to detrimental passions, passions that do not simply undermine the rule of sanctioned right but thrust the soul into fragmentation and disintegration. This is the condition of the tunics of skins (Gen. 3:21), an ambiguous condition (p.241) now marked by sexual procreation, giving way to instincts of self-protection and self-preservation, and most especially for Maximus by an imposed “law” of pleasure and pain that contours this provisional state of being.

The Tragedy of the Fall and Human Fallerness

Adam the Proto-Ascetic and His Inglorious Transgression

Maximus’ intense soteriological realism, a function of his mimesis of biblical realism and relative indifference to abstract theories of human protology, strongly qualifies his treatment of the events in Eden. This is because Adam squandered his freedom, and undermined his capacity for spiritual pleasure, virtually “at the instant he came into being” (ὅταν τοῦ γεννηθήσατο) thrusting into the suspenseful historical foreground the ontological mutability and susceptibility of the human creature in staggering contrast with the pure stability of the Creator.
Maximus' Adam-in-paradise is something of a combination of Irenaeus's Adam, an innocent adolescent needing to grow into his freedom, and Gregory of Nyssa's Adam, whose original life in paradise was like that of the angels (κόρος θεοῦ). Though Maximus does not, like Gregory, explicitly postulate that prelapsarian humanity would have procreated like the angels, he does aver that it was subject to natural human origination (γένεσις), not the sexually-based generation (γενναίον) characteristic of fallen human nature—a discrepancy rectified by the New Adam's virgin birth. Most importantly, Maximus envisions Adam as a proto-ascetic who sets an example both of despair and of hope for his human progeny. In a rare extended discussion of the prelapsarian Adam in Ambiguum 45, commenting on Nazianzen's reflection on the nakedness of the primal human, Maximus notes that Adam shared immortality by grace (σαρκικῶς ζώνος), that his body was in a state of metabolic stability ("equilibrium devoid of flux and reflux") and "did not possess the temperament (κοπαίδιον) which thickens the flesh and makes it mortal and obtuse." Adam lived "a life without artifact (ἐργατηρίον)," experiencing no atrophy of his natural condition of good health (καλής ὁμοία) and thus having no need for protective clothing. Most importantly, he had "innate dispossession" (ἐναρμοδίως), and was thus free from shame. And yet in character with his heuristic approach to reading Scripture and the Fathers, Maximus takes another angle, positing that Nazianzen may refer rather to humanity in its present state if stripped of the accretions of its fall. This would mean cutting away the "irrational fantasies of the passions" and getting back, not just to an original dispossession (which for Maximus would be a sublime stability of the passible faculties) but also to the reality at the core of the primal human, "the unconditioned motion of the whole power of his love for what was above him" (God), "freely chosen movement (ἐνθολογμένον κύριον) to him in love." Free of "circumstantial necessity" (ἐπιτροπὴ κατὰ ροήν), Adam before his lapse needed no skills to be wise, possessing a spiritual knowledge (ἐνημέρωσις) that already outstripped the contemplation of nature. It becomes clear at this point that Maximus is reimagining Adam as an ascetic, indeed as our original exemplar in the ascetical life, looking out on a limitless horizon of assimilation to the Creator. Adam may have been naturally gifted and virtuous, but he stood on the threshold of developing his gifts to their fullest. Maximus carries this into one of his additional reflections on Nazianzen's image of Adam's nakedness, suggesting that it may bespeak his original moral integrity, since by a pure habitus (ἐξωτερικά) he already had inculcated the logos of the virtues. The vocation of Adam's posterity, then, is to recuperate this pure asceticism:

It cannot be doubted that those who, by means of a philosophical principle, wish to raise themselves up from the forefather's fall, begin by completely neglecting the passions, after which they cease busying themselves with the principles of technical skills, and finally, peering beyond natural contemplation, they catch a glimpse of immaterial knowledge, which has absolutely no form susceptible to sense perception or any meaning that can be contained by spoken words. Then, just as God in the beginning created the first man, they too will be naked in the simplicity of their knowledge, in their life free of distractions, and in their mortification of the law of the flesh. Understanding Adam's exemplary ascetical role, however, requires an analysis of the dynamics and consequences of his actual transgression. His ideal state lasting for only an instant, he set in motion a whole process of human disintegration by first estranging the very poles he was intended to unite in created nature—and "cutting human nature to pieces." There is little abstractness here. "Original" sin is concrete vice, and Maximus, like other ascetical theologians in antiquity, inevitably contributed, as we shall see, to longstanding discussion of the primal vice that triggered all the other vices. Maximus does not labor over the question of how, despite his endowments and glorious condition, Adam could have brought ruination on himself. As mentioned earlier, he deferred to Nyssen, embracing a "reciprocal causality" whereby the consequence of Adamic sin was somehow also its cause. Maximus attributes Adam's lapse mostly to a failure of gnomic will (γνώμη), though he can also call it simply an abuse of freedom or self-determination (ἐπιθυμία). Maximus, we must remember, considers gnomic will morally neutral in its own right but capable of directing choice toward either virtue or vice. Because gnômê names the "deep-seated desire for those things that are within our power, whence arises choice (χρωμονομή)," it holds great sway in the soul; but its strength is also its flaw, for the implied "deliberation" of gnomic will all too easily devolves into vacillation in relation to what is genuinely good or beautiful. Adam, in split second, it seems, Adam vacillated, distracted himself from his utterly good estate, and "invented" an anterior and illusory good—the pleasure of the body—as though it were determinative of his ability to thrive in the flesh. In patently ascetical terms, Maximus similarly describes Adam's sin as a failure of spiritual vision or natural contemplation, a slavish capitulation to bodily (as opposed to spiritual) senses, and a primal infatuation with eating. Adam "fell into ignorance (ἐπιθυμία) of his [divine] Cause, and, at the advice of the serpent, mistook as god the very thing which God had commanded him to repudiate," thus condemning himself to a "mixed" knowledge inhibiting his ability to see the true good vividly and enduringly:

The more, then, that man preoccupied himself with a knowledge based exclusively on the experience of sensible things, the more he bound himself with the chain of this ignorance, the more he cheated to the experience of the sensual enjoyment of material objects of knowledge. The more he indulged himself in this enjoyment, the more he aroused the desire of the self-love which it produces. The more objects of knowledge. The more he indulged himself in this enjoyment, the more he bound himself with the chain of this ignorance, the more he cheated to the experience of the sensual enjoyment of material objects of knowledge; but its strength is also its flaw, for the implied "deliberation" of gnomic will all too easily devolves into vacillation in relation to what is genuinely good or beautiful. Adam, in split second, it seems, Adam vacillated, distracted himself from his utterly good estate, and "invented" an anterior and illusory good—the pleasure of the body—as though it were determinative of his ability to thrive in the flesh. In patently ascetical terms, Maximus similarly describes Adam's sin as a failure of spiritual vision or natural contemplation, a slavish capitulation to bodily (as opposed to spiritual) senses, and a primal infatuation with eating. Adam "fell into ignorance (ἐπιθυμία) of his [divine] Cause, and, at the advice of the serpent, mistook as god the very thing which God had commanded him to repudiate," thus condemning himself to a "mixed" knowledge inhibiting his ability to see the true good vividly and enduringly:

...
Evagrius’s other two as well. Maximus’ licentiousness (ἀκολουθία) approximates Evagrius’ fornication (νικηφόρος), and Maximus’ anger (θυμος) approximates Evagrius’ wrath (οφρύς). Self-love achieved primacy in Maximus’ thinking because of its fertility, i.e., its “strategic” position vis-à-vis pleasure and pain, and because, from a teleological perspective, it stood in direct opposition to the ultimate sanctifying and unifying “cosmic virtue” of love (σύνεργησις).

In his ascetical works Maximus seeks to spell out so far as possible the chain of cause and effect in the proliferation of the passions or vices, thus reinforcing in practical teaching the fact that there can be no “original sin” if that means moral evil gaining an ontological foothold or status in created nature. Showing the profound influence of Evagrius and the Cappadocian Fathers, Maximus keeps the focus on the concrete vices, which, because of demonic infestation and the unleashing of myriad wicked or distracting “thoughts” (λογισμοί), allow evil a relative existence through habituation and engrained behaviors.

Maximus clearly distanced himself, then, from an Augustinian doctrine of original sin and maintained, with the Greek patristic consensus, that Adam transmitted the consequences of his sin but not the guilt itself. Jean-Claude Larchet has nonetheless insisted that Maximus found common ground with the Western tradition by affirming that sin qua “passible nature” inserted itself into the human race after Adam’s fall. He points, for example, to the fact that Maximus sometimes speaks of the “laws” of sin, passion, and death as “laws of nature,” that he presupposes “generic sin” (γενική ἁμαρτία) or “ancestral sin” (προγονία ἁμαρτίας), and that gnomic volition (γνώμη) indeed, he sees postlapsarian humanity in its own right as languishing without hope of liberation. But caution is in order. When the Confessor explains how sin, passion, and death have become “laws of nature,” he clarifies that this is purely “circumstantial” (χρονικός) As in Nyssen, sin has become second nature, as it were. So too “generic sin” refers to the consequential burden laid on humanity in Adam’s wake by passion and death, not a generic incapacitation in willing or doing the good. And as we have already observed, the possibility of nature invariably cuts two ways in Maximus’ purview. Passion and death are punitive but also redemptive, even transformative. “Gnomic” volition (γνώμη) can indeed bind humans to vice but it can also serve constructively as a means to relearn “natural” willing and the habitual reorientation of the human moral subject toward virtuous ends. Maximus appears never to stray far from the Pauline perspective wherein God has subjected humanity (and all corporeal creation) to futility and corruption—in hope (Rom. 8:19–24).

Sexuality and the Christian Hope

Not surprisingly given his monastic provenance, Maximus considers human sexuality not as a detached theme for anthropological discussion but as already thoroughly touched within the ascetical narrative of paradise, the fall, and the postlapsarian crisis of mankind. Von Balthasar even suggests that “The focal point of the whole question of pathos seems, in fact, to be in the phenomenon of sexuality.” But if so, it is also a focal point of the healing and reorientation of human passibility. Indeed, it factors into Maximus’ consideration of humanity’s role in mediating cosmic divisions and the larger oikonomia whereby all things are to be reconciled and made new in Jesus Christ. Thus too sexuality turns out to be an important case of how Maximus’ teleology or eschatology conditions his reading of human beginnings.

The severity of the alienation of man and female accompanying the fall sets the stage for Maximus’ dramatizing creaturely alienation in general. Though he hardly absolves Adam of a primary role in the initial lapse, he subtly demonizes Eve as a seductress who helps the Serpent do his bidding. In Amb. Jo. 7, Eve is certainly the implied harlot when Maximus writes, “humanity was created for and to this end [progressive ascent to God]. But our forefather Adam misused his freedom and turned instead to what was inferior, redirecting his desire from what was permissible to what had been forbidden. For it was in his power of self-determination to be united to the Lord and become one spirit with him, or to join himself to a prostitute and become one body with her (see 1 Cor. 6:16–17); but deceived he chose to estrange himself from the divine and blessed goal, preferring by his own choice to be a pile of dust (see Gen. 2:7) rather than god by grace. Therefore God, who does whatever is necessary for our salvation, in his wisdom and love for humankind, and with the goodness that befits him, affixed the appropriate punishment alongside the irremedial movement of our intellectual faculty, where it would not fail to do what was required.”

As Doru Costache has demonstrated, Maximus’ recognition of Eve’s conspiracy was fully consonant with certain representations of her trickery in Byzantine liturgical hymns and preaching of the same era. I would add that such denigration of Eve undoubtedly served also to amplify the contrast between her and the Theotokos as the “New Eve,” an epitaph already being accorded Mary long before Maximus’ time. And yet later, as Costache points out, Maximus also calls Eve a cohabitant or spouse (σύνοικος) of Adam. And though he still disparages her for being the object of Adam’s misplaced trust, the softened approach is hardly superfluous, especially since (in his characteristically teleological framework) Maximus desires to uphold, already with the protoplasts, the dignity of marriage as a path to the virtuous life. Indeed, he chastises as quasi-Manichaean those repulsed by the thought that the soul, as image of God, joined with a body, “should coexist with sordid pleasure and bodily secrets,” or enter into the estate of marriage.

Adam and Eve instantiate the tragedy whereby embodied, sex creatures, male and female, fell short of the potential of their nature. Presumably they would have reproduced impolluably, dwelling in a state of perfectly-oriented erotic. They were predisposed toward reciprocal communion and prospective defilement, but succumbed to a bodily lustful that stunted future human existence. Though Maximus upholds sexual procreation after the fall as the Creator’s providential means for perpetuating the human race, sexual division becomes the crux of the inescapable syndrome of sensual pleasure (sexual passion) and pain (childbirth) at the heart of this provisional order over which the specter of death prevails. In this context male and female symbolize, internally, the soul’s dual thymotic (incense) and epiphemiotic (desiring) drives: “male” the ferocity to resist pain, and “female” the urge for pleasure. The modern Christian reader may strain to find a redemptive appraisal of sexual experience in Maximus, but he is intensely cautious. In his view, largely that of the ascetical tradition from which he came, the pleasure and pain associated with sexuality threaten always to take on a life of their own, in a fateful and degenerative spiral whereby men and women strive competitively and egoistically to sustain pleasure and escape pain, and sensually to outsmart, as it were, the essentially remedial modality of sexual procreation. Eschatologically speaking, moreover, sexual “pleasure,” whatever relative value it might have in conjugal relations, can only give way to the unprecedented ecstatic pleasure experienced in the age to come.

Maximus describes the ascetical task of male and female (whether married or celibate) in terms of cosmic “meditation,” sketched most lucidly in Ambiguum 41 and Questions and Responses for Thalassius 48. The division between male and female stands at the bottom of the ontological order of the five polarities of the cosmos, but it is first in the existential order, since humanity is “a natural link which by its proper parts mediates between these universal extremes” and is summoned to a sublime ascent by actively negotiating these polarities. The human mediation takes the form of a participation in Christ’s supreme mediation of the cosmos. Because Christ, by undergoing human birth (προγόνος from a virgin, free from sexual pleasure (and presumably, for Mary, free from the pain of childbirth), pioneered a new birth that is sacramentally appropriated in baptism, and men and women must together begin the task of realizing that “dispersion” (ζωσκόλος) which is, in reality, the positive and deifying use of the passible faculties. Thus Maximus follows ascetical precedent in encouraging the sublimation of sexual pleasure within marriage, since, as an alternate path of virtuous living alongside celibacy, married persons participate in the existential work of resisting the momentum of corporeal disorder and reconciling human nature to itself. It is imperative to recognize that Maximus, while upholding sexual distinction in paradise, has in mind a concrete existential alienation between male and female in the world, the rectification of which is intrinsic to the hope of human—and cosmic—reconciliation.
Maximus meanwhile demonstrates his overriding teleological perspective on this human mediation through the sexes in a striking passage where he is applying the oft-used notion of “mean” (μέσον) between “extremes” (τα ἄκρα), a logical or cosmological counterpart of his idea of the “middle” (μεσότης) of history between the extremes of “beginning” (αρχή) and “end” (τέλος).

An “extreme” is: And God said, Let us make humanity according to our image and likeness (Gen. 1:26). A “mean” is: And God made humanity, male and female he made them (Gen. 1:27). Again, an “extreme” is: In Christ there is neither male nor female (Gal. 3:28).

Whatever moves midway between “extremes” is unequal or disparate (ἀνισότης), says Maximus, in contrast with the “ever-moving repose” (μεσότης) (of the extremes themselves.22) Dom Costache accurately concludes that “by juxtaposing the trilogy to the three verses, it becomes clear that Genesis 1:26 refers to the pre-temporal divine intention concerning humanity (αρχή), Genesis 1:27 to our historically concrete, gendered condition (μεσότης), and Galatians 3:28 to humankind’s universal purpose, construed as perfection (τέλος).”22

Von Balthasar finds in Maximus a final sexual “synthesis” in which sexual difference is thoroughly erased both personally and bodily. Properly speaking, the actual synthesis applies, through the work of Christ the New Adam, to the merging of humanity’s unspoiled paradisiac state with humanity’s present, mortal condition, yielding a “higher, third condition.”2z But if that is so, it is not clear why the difference between male and female must absolutely evaporate in the age to come. Human “mediation” looks toward a final dissolution, not of sexes as such, but of the alienation between sexes, the legacy of pain and pleasure, and the drive for survival attending sexual procreation. Maximus’ vision of deification still projects, like Nysseus’, a perpetuation of the human vocation, a sublime ascending motion “around God” (τοῦ ἐν οὐρανῷ) that is humanity’s eternal sabbatical rest.22 In this state or aeon, humans hope and move toward every new transformations, new ecstases of eros reaching for fulfillment, eros now being an instrument of passionate self-giving rather than impassioned self-interest.

Historical Ambiguity and Eschatological Clarity

Maximus’ anthropology and soteriology thrive on his deep sense of the ambiguity of historical existence. Humanity, as we have seen, finds itself caught somewhere between an original—but-unfulfilled and an unprecedented, hoped for, yet-to-be-realized transfiguration. The Confessor actually relishes this ambiguity as the stage on which the Creator’s theo-dramatic work is set in bold relief. Like a (ἐν εἰσοδίᾳ) good play, the plot does not move toward an expeditious resolution; rather, it must thicken and intensify before any clarity is achieved, a clarity thoroughly tempered and textured by the complexities of the drama. I have credited von Balthasar for first reading Maximus in this theo-dramatic light, but one of my purposes in this book has been to enhance this perspective more fully than von Balthasar was able to do in his later writings after the final edition of his Cosmic Liturgy appeared.

Von Balthasar and Sherwood, from an esteemed generation of Maximus scholarship, observed that in tracing the drama of human history and hope, Maximus dwelled on the old question of whether the “end” (τέλος) is a sheer return to the “beginning” (αρχή).22 Though Origen, with his doctrine of an apokatastasis, has often been blamed for equating them, and as sparking a controversy over cosmology and eschatology that Maximus eventually joined, the equation seems more to have been dogma for fundamentalist Origenist ascetics closer to Maximus’ than to Origen’s time. Origen himself said that “the end is always like the beginning” (semper...similis est finitis initis).22 and whatever liberties his Latin translator, the monk Rufinus, may have taken to “clarify” him, this is doubtless closer to Origen’s own thinking than that of the later zealots who reconceived his cosmology as a monistic resolution of spiritual being into itself. Besides, it was Origen himself who had exploited the plasticity of αρχή and interpreted the true “beginning” (Gen. 1:1; John 1:1) or first principle of the universe as God or as Jesus Christ.2z This view privileged the divine prerogative in creation and shifted the emphasis onto the ongoing work of the provident Creator to rectify the human fall and to make sense of the corporeal diversities and disparities in the world, so that God might subjugate all things into his unity and become “all in all” (1 Cor. 15:28; Eph. 4:5).

Maximus shared common ground with Origen on two key points. First, he agreed that there is a parallel between beginning and end, but, as we saw, he averred that humanity’s true and purposeful beginning was barely actualized before Adam lapsed. Hence humanity must, he averred, reach for fulfillment, and this perspective more fully than von Balthasar was able to do in his later writings after the final edition of his Cosmic Liturgy appeared.

Maximus meanwhile demonstrates his overriding attention on the relentless forward movement of the drama. For him, as von Balthasar poignantly puts it, “the bronze doors of the divine home are slammed remorselessly shut at the very start of our existence.”2w We embodied humans find ourselves from the outset caught in the “flowing stream” of the undercurrent of material chaos “bearing up and being born along” as Maximus often describes it,2w in a kind of reduplicating paradisian paradise, constitutes a new reality, enriched by the events of the historical “middle” played out in countless lives. Maximus tells us that he reads and contemplates the Bible precisely as a mirror on the world in which the interplay and progress of biblical characters of all kinds provide a revelatory con-figuration and pre-figuration of the ascetical struggle between truth and falsehood, virtue and vice, that pervades the cosmos.2z Thus reality here and now must also be read as a complex drama still moving toward a resolution which, though already “finalized” in Jesus Christ, continues to unfold the full effects of his work in the horizon of the Church and the cosmos. Maximus is, in principle, interested in the movements of all created beings in his “cosmo-politian” vision, but humanity takes center stage as the living link in the universe, and remains a work-in-progress—or in his own words, a “workshop containing all things”—though the divine Creator endurably manifests his power, grace, and resourcefulness.

How, for Maximus, Christ finalized the creative and redemptive resolution of this drama of existence, and whether it opened up the prospect of universal salvation, will be the subject of my next chapter.
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7. Active Passivity: Maximus on the Passion of Jesus Christ

...given the notions swirling around it, the cross admits of multiple contemplations...

— Maximus, Ambigua, 32.

With this brief line, one wonders if Maximus, unwittingly or unwittingly, was underestimating himself. Patristic teaching East and West on the suffering, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ did not develop by tidy evolution, or with a singular rationale prevailing as the orthodox “doctrine of atonement.” How could it be when the Bible itself conveyed diverse figures, images, and reasonings concerning divine salvation in general—deliverance, vindication, conquest, mercy, justification, atonement, adoption, transformation, recreation, et al.—and Christ’s paschal mystery in particular?

Maximus in his turn learned by experience that the theologian scrambles with this core mystery of the faith to uncover its intrinsic complexity and abiding repercussions in the life, doctrine, and worship of the Church. And in his characteristic theological style, marked by patient and occasionally plodding “research” (σεβρογία), often cluttered in densely packed scholia (extended interpretive reflections like the Ambigua and Questions and Responses for Thalassius) or κεφαλαία (“chapters”), he did not isolate a soteriology separate from other concerns. Indeed, his ideas of salvation and deification are thoroughly insinuated into other aspects of his teaching. Creation is itself already an act of salvation insofar as it is both a redemption from nothingness and the beginning of the revelation of Jesus Christ—himself “Creator”—to the world. I have hinted at this theme earlier, but in this chapter I shall detail more fully how for Maximus, as much as for Irenaeus long before, the world is already cruciform, already marked out for displaying the triune Creator’s love, self-sacrifice, and relentless strategy to bring his creation to its ultimately transfigured state of “eternal well-being” through the person and work of Jesus Christ.

There is a fairly strong consensus in Maximus scholarship that Christology lies at the core of his thought. A variation on this is the view that his whole achievement is devoted to spelling out the sensus plenior of the Chalcedonian definition. I am sympathetic with this perspective but it runs the risk of reading Maximus habitually through the lens of his later writings concentrated on the wills of Christ, where he made his greatest mark on the interpretation of Chalcedon, such as was vindicated (albeit anonymously) at the Council of Constantinople in 681. The true nucleus of Maximus’ oeuvre is what he himself calls the “mystery of Christ,” which, he says, surpasses all mysteries. The New Testament, he proposes, is referencing the fullness of this mystery every time it records the simple name of “Christ.”

The “mystery of Christ”

For Maximus the “mystery of Christ” fuses the purview of his “cosmic” Christology with the horizon of the Gospels’ accounts of Jesus. Macro-Christology still depends on micro-Christology since the universal and the particular always and absolutely belong together and condition each other. In short, we cannot fully fathom the cosmic Christ without following him to the cross. Maximus puts it succinctly in an oft-quoted maxim that will launch my analysis in this chapter:

The mystery of the incarnation of the Logos holds the power of all the hidden logoi and figures of Scripture as well as the knowledge of visible and intelligible creatures. Whoever knows the mystery of the cross and the tomb knows the logoi of these creatures. And whoever has been initiated in the ineffable power of the resurrection knows the purpose for which God originally made all things.  

Maximus accordingly approaches the mystery of Christ—the mystery of the cosmos—by exploring the whole itinerary of the incarnation and considering the major deeds in Jesus’s life and ministry as windows into his larger creative and salvific work. The Confessor frequently uses the phrase “according to the economy” (σεβρογία κονομίαν) as shorthand for the strategic importance of the incarnation together with all its constitutive elements: Jesus’s birth, baptism, temptation, teaching, wonderworking, suffering, death, resurrection, and ascension and glorification.

I touched on these themes earlier in Chapter 3 but it is worth reiterating here that each of these events in Jesus’s earthly sojourn is for Maximus a magnitude in its own right, with effects reaching far beyond the immediate circumstances of Jesus’s life. When John the Evangelist spoke of Jesus doing many other things that could scarcely be contained in books (John 21:25), he indicated that his record of Jesus was only a preliminary register of events transcending significance, a “forerunner” of the “more perfect Word” (τοῦ τελεωτέρου Λόγου) of the Chalcedonian definition. I am sympathetic with this perspective but it runs the risk of veiling the cross in its own light. For every word given by God to humanity and written down in this present age is a forerunner of the more perfect Word, which—through that word—is announced to the intellect, spiritually and without writing, and which will be manifested in the age to come, for whereas the written word possesses an indication of the truth in itself, it does not reveal the truth itself, naked and unveiled.

Whatever his differences with Origen, Maximus echoes the great Alexandrian’s idea of the Gospel that points to the ultimate spiritual Gospel. Even the events of the Gospels are prophecy of still greater things. As powerful as Christ’s incarnational accommodation to creatures has been, all the forms and mysteries of divine providence on behalf of humanity in this present age, even though these be of great import, constitute but a precursor and prefiguration of future things. Thus, when we compare the comprehensible word of the Lord to the more hidden or mystical word that will be granted to the disciples in the coming age...we see that it is the forerunner of itself. And this is something that the Lord indicated indistinctly in himself, in proportion to the capacity of those who receive him, because for the time being the whole world could not contain them (John 21:25).

Each of the events in Jesus’s ministry thus has larger salvific and eschatological implications, since “principally, the Savior became human not to suffer but to save.” Salvation, in other words, is more than redemption from sin and its consequences; it is the revelation of the incarnational fullness of Christ and the inauguration of a whole new creation.

• His virginal birth—human birth but without passion—was a breakthrough to healing sexual procreation (γέννησις) of its associated passion and restoring the true creaturely origin (γένσιον) of humanity. But in doing so Christ was merely starting his work of inaugurating a new, eschatological “mode” (τελεωτέρον) of human existence.

• In his baptism, which Maximus closely connected with the grace of the incarnation itself, Jesus preempted the fallen mode of human birth and paved the way of sacramental rebirth and adoption in the Spirit, the believer’s own baptismal appropriation of her or his true origin and destiny in Christ.

• With his temptations by Satan and the forces of evil, Jesus stepped up to the challenge of usurping the evil powers of this world, who erroneously believed they could seduce him since he was a “mere man” with a gnomic (deliberative ≈ indecisive) will, and were ignorant of the fact that he was tempted in every way like us but without sin (Heb. 4:15).

• Through his teaching, Jesus granted moral and spiritual wisdom for a new kingdom. In his Dialogue on the Ascesitical Life and especially in the Chapters on Love, Maximus depicted Jesus’s teaching on discipleship as summarizing and perfecting the whole of prophetic and
apostolic wisdom on the way of righteousness and holiness. But the consummation of it all was his teaching on the mystery of love (Epistle 2), the truly cosmic virtue in which all the other virtues and the knowledge of God intersec.

- Jesus’s miracles gestured his benevolent Lordship over the cosmos and had strong eschatological resonances. A premier example was his walking on the water, thereby demonstrating his lordship over the elements of creation.  
- The suffering or passion of Jesus disclosed the wholly kenotic character of his incarnation (as we shall see), and was dramatized especially in the agony of Gethsemane, where the salvation of creation hinged on the willingness of Christ, under the specter of unspeakable anguish, to conform his human will to the will of the Father.
- The death and burial of Jesus, constituting the nadir of the Son’s condescension, was the ultimate climax of his incarnation, dramatizing whether and how God could at last defeat evil and death and even use death creatively and redemptively to fulfill his purpose for the world.  
- By his resurrection, Christ further completed his work as the New Adam, as the “first fruits” of a new creation, levelling the lump of humanity (cf. Rom. 11:16; see 1 Cor. 5:6; 15:23; Gal. 5:9) and drawing those who have suffered with him into the fullness of the resurrection mystery.  
- His resurrection is the bridge to “eternal well-being.” The First Sunday of Pascha paves the way to the “New (Octave) Sunday” of the new creation, and the resurrection of human nature is complemented by that resurrection which is a deification by grace (χάριν θέωσις).
- In ascending bodily through the heavens, and seating his new humanity on our behalf at the right hand of the Father, Christ completed the ministry of his incarnation proper and healed the division between spiritual and material reality. But also, by his own perpetual embodiment, he confirmed once for all the dignity and purposefulness of bodies and embodiment in the divine economy, and assured the ongoing efficacy of his incarnational grace for those progressing in virtue.  

The common thread in all of these achievements is Jesus’s (the Son’s) obedience or submission to the will of the Father, an obedience unto death, an “active passivity” as I shall call it. Although, in the trinitarian register (θεολογία), the Son’s unity of will with the Father is presupposed, there is still the sacred drama wherein Jesus must actively learn submission (cf. Heb. 5:8) and so fully open up the receptivity of human nature to the will of God. His “passivity” (σύνθεσις) is, however, not in an unwitting subjection to divine power but in an active receptivity, a potentiality aspiring to actuality. Maximus has no interest in forcing an unqualified symmetry of divine and human activity in Christ’s composite person; rather, he wants to show how Jesus himself has disclosed and embodied a deified human will, or better yet, how he has perfectly aligned all the faculties contributing to human intention and action.

In what follows, I shall limit the discussion to Maximus’ interpretation of the final, decisive events of Jesus’s passion proper, the climax of the incarnational drama. I shall focus especially on certain prevailing themes related to Christ’s passion that have surfaced broadly in Maximus scholarship, and also offer commentary and clarification with hopes of providing a revised portrait of Maximus’ “passiology” of Jesus Christ.  

**Theo-Drama and The Cosmic Crucifix**

The Confessor builds on a long antecedent tradition of Greek patristic reflection on the cosmic scope of Christ’s death. While this tradition has sometimes been virtually equated with the development of the Chrestus Victor motif, the principle that Christ’s cross constituted the decisive defeat of the cosmic powers of evil and death,  
- there were broad variations and emphases. We have already seen that this tradition registered itself even in Byzantine political theology, especially Maximus’s contemporary George of Pisidia  for whom Christ’s cross was a defeat of all enemies of the Christian world order. But another emphasis, which had come to expression early on in Irenaeus and later in Athanasius, was that the incarnation and death of Jesus Christ were already immanent in the very plan of creation. From before the world began, incarnation and cross were the Creator’s antidote to resurgent chaos or nothingness, and the premeditated demonstration of his extravagant love for the world, thus releasing, in Jesus’s passion, and in the Creator’s opportune time, the fullness of a grace already hidden away in the depths of creation and sacred history. Arguably Maximus’ most crucial influences in this “staurological” tradition were Irenaeus and Gregory of Nyssa. Irenaeus made the strongest early plea that the Creator projected the cross before creation and time, judging that only to the “Lamb who was slain” did the Father disclose beforehand the secrets of heaven and earth. As I noted in discussing the christocentricity of Maximus’ cosmology, he too understood the cross to have been pre-projected within the divine counsel from before the ages. It was none other than the “spotless Lamb”—the incarnate Christ destined to die on a cross—who was “foreknown before the foundation of the world” (1 Peter 1:20) by the triune Creator.

Both Irenaeus and Nyssen, moreover, had advanced the view that the cross, by its very shape or form, extending in four directions, definitively signified God’s cosmic plan and rule as well as the universal effects of divine grace. Irenaeus amplified the idea, originating with Justin Martyr, that the Son of God, at his crucifixion, had been affixed croswise over the whole world since “it is who illuminates the height, that is the heavens; and encompasses the deep which is the abyss below.” Irenaeus and Nyssen further enhance this image of the cosmic crucifix, suggesting that, in the “pre-arranged” death of Christ, the four projections of the cross signified his outreach in all directions to the creation, desiring through his death to restore all created beings to himself. Maximus in his turn continues this line of thinking:  

- When contemplated in light of its shape (σύνθεσις), the cross hints at the power which embraces all things—things above and things below, in both directions—within their proper limits. In light of its composition (σύνθεσις), it points to essence, providence, and judgment, that is, to their manifestations, by which I mean wisdom, knowledge, and virtue, which belong to the power that governs the universe. Essence and wisdom, as the creative power, are seen in the vertical line; providence and judgment, as the preserving power, are seen in the horizontal; judgment and virtue, as that which destroys evil, and by which what has been created and preserved is joined to its proper governing cause and origin, are seen throughout the whole. For the properties of the parts, these are seen, on the one hand, through the vertical line, by which the cross signifies that God is always the same, never departing from his own permanence, by virtue of his unshakeable power and immovable abiding. The horizontal line, on the other hand, hints at creation’s absolute dependence on God, for apart from him it has no other governing cause or basis of existence.  
- Especially striking here is how the Creator’s creative and preservative power intersect in the cross. As we have seen before, Maximus thoroughly insinuates creation and salvation in the sacred theo-drama. The cosmic crucifix, moreover, points not simply toward the subjugation of creation to the Creator, but also toward the realization of creation’s latent potential for transformation and deification. Not infrequently Maximus hints at the cruciformity of creation. In Ambiguum 54, for instance, he calls upon every Christian to become a “Joseph of Arimathea” in spirit, burying the crucified body of Christ that symbolizes, among other things, the kingdom of creation.  
- In Ambiguum 53, the penitent thief on the cross, whose believers are also called to embody spiritually, beholds the crucified logos who suffers with him and simultaneously demonstrates to him his cosmic providence and judgment. Again in Questions and Responses for Thalassius 53, it is precisely the suffering and dying logos whose “eyes” convey universal providence and judgment. The point is that the deep structure of creation already expresses the kenoisis of the Word, the disclosure of the Creator’s self-sacrificial grace as the true meaning of the world and the promise for its future transfiguration. Nonetheless the criticism has often been leveled that for the Greek Fathers, including Maximus, the passion and death of Christ were relativized by the more instrumental salvific efficacy of the incarnation itself (“physical” redemption), a point to which I shall return later. Modern critics’ attempts to insert a
wedge between incarnation proper and the cross would nonetheless have struck these patristic thinkers as strange indeed. For them, the work of Christ was a journey through integrally connected events from his nativity to his glorification, grounded in the Son’s execution of the Father’s will. Von Balthasar revisited the question of whether, for the Greek Fathers, the passion of Christ was just an “epiphemomenon,” or an emergency measure on God’s part or rather “the interior or organic fulfillment of God’s original plan, even if its ultimate form in this world is the Cross and the glorifying light of the Holy Spirit that falls on the Cross.” Maximus is a key protagonist for the latter, as Cyril O’Regan observes, insofar as the progression of the theo-drama discloses “new and definitive possibilities released into history by Christ’s redemptive act” that were putatively unavailable to prelapsarian creation. The Confessor, von Balthasar makes a passionate appeal to the Gospel narrative is already “ordered to” the cross, and where the pure freedom of Jesus to fulfill the Father’s will is situated within the stark narrative of the Son’s abandonment (ἐγκατάλειψις) by the Father. This is the theo-dramatic arena of the divine “necessity” (ἀνεξαντλητική χρήση) for evil things. The Logos, who removes both of these from the heart of the faithful, does not stop short in the face of those who crucified him; as in the passage from the Apocalypse (6:11–17), interpreted tropologically as “the disposition of each one who loves sin,” calloused and hardened, where, having cast out the indwelling barrier of sin (cf. Eph. 2:14–16; Col. 2:14) on account of which human nature abolished enmity by nailing to the cross the bond of sin (cf. Eph. 2:14–16; Col. 2:14) on account of which [human] nature is placemarrowly warring against itself, and by calling those far and those near (Eph. 2:14–16; Col. 2:14) on account of which [human] nature is placemarrowly warring against itself, and by calling those far and those near (Eph. 2:17)—clearly indicating those under the law and those outside the law (1 Cor. 9:20; Gal. 4:3). For he manifested broke down the wall of hostility, clearly being the law of commandments in ordinances, as he made two men into one new man, so making peace and reconciling us through himself to the Father and to one another (Eph. 2:14–16), such that we have a will (πιθυμία) no longer opposed to the principle of our nature, a will unchanged just like our nature. Here were the makings of an enduring principle of Maximus’ soteriology, the view that all the gnomic wills of rational creatures must ultimately be conformed to nature, or more precisely to “natural will” (θέλησις φυσική). In Chapter 1, the scrupulous christological distinction which Maximus developed in interpreting Jesus’s prayer in Gethsemane, especially his insistence that it foregrounded the harmony of divine and human “natural” wills, wills that were different but not opposed. And yet over and beyond these precise definitions and the need to ground Christ’s human will within the logos of his human nature, the narrative of Gethsemane imposed its own exceptional exigencies. Could technical christological language do full justice to the suspense of the scriptural narrative itself? The graphic realism of Jesus’s initial resistance to the specter of suffering, and his coming to a point of final resolve in the Gethsemane prayer, begged for an explanation that respected the high drama of the story. Affirming the unmitigated assent of Jesus’s already deified human will to the will of the Father (ostensibly Nazianzen’s view) did not seem, on the face of it at least, to meet this demand. Maximus’ advantage in his earlier works was to allow for gnomic will in Christ, the capacity to “deliberate” over a moral end, which also presupposed an intrinsic role of desire and even emotion in the process of calculating appropriate action toward that end. It is difficult to imagine the fear of imminent and painful death, combined (as in the martyr) with the resolve to do what is faithful and obedient, apart from the concrete experience of vacillation and trepidation. Indeed, resolve is tempered and honed precisely by the refiner’s fire of deliberation and decision-making under duress. The difference for Maximus is that Jesus from beginning to end used his gnomic will virtuously as a means of instructing the faithful in the endurance of faithfulness, and perseverance. Christ’s own perfect gnōmē made possible the “gnomic” reconciliation of humanity, which is of a piece with the healing of human nature.

Restores [human] nature to itself not only by becoming human, and keeping his gnomic will (γνώμην) impassible (ισχυρός) and imperturbable in the face of nature (πρότυπον ὑπόστασιν), and not allowing it, on its own terms, to vacillate contrary to nature (ἐξαντλητική χρήση) in the face of those who crucified him; but he also, for their sake, chose death instead of life, as the voluntary character of his suffering indicates, confirmed by the philanthropic disposition of him who suffered. What is more, abolished enmity by nailing to the cross the bond of sin (cf. Eph. 2:14–16; Col. 2:14) on account of which [human] nature is placemarrowly warring against itself, and by calling those far and those near (Eph. 2:17)—clearly indicating those under the law and those outside the law (1 Cor. 9:20; Gal. 4:3). For he manifested broke down the wall of hostility, clearly being the law of commandments in ordinances, as he made two men into one new man, so making peace and reconciling us through himself to the Father and to one another (Eph. 2:14–16), such that we have a will (πιθυμία) no longer opposed to the principle of our nature, a will unchanged just like our nature. Here were the makings of an enduring principle of Maximus’ soteriology, the view that all the gnomic wills of rational creatures must ultimately be conformed to nature, or more precisely to “natural will” (θέλησις φυσική) predisposed toward God. Though he later retracted it, Maximus claimed that Christ exercised not only the grace of humankind (Ps. 21:7–8; LXX), a “captive among us captives,” a “sin” itself (2 Cor. 5:21), as he worked to convert human passibility from the inside out, with a view ultimately to making death itself—the ultimate passion—a pure instrument of transformation rather than of punishment for sins of passion. Maximus describes vividly in Questions and Responses for Thallassius 6a how the Logos incarnate entered the house of wood and stone (Zech. 4:1–4), interpreted tropologically as “the disposition of each one who loves sin,” calloused and hardened, where, having cast out the indwelling Devil, he consumed the passible faculties (“wood” and “stone”) of desire (πιθυμία) and temper (θυμός) in his refiner’s fire, redirecting them toward virtue and impassibility. As in the passage from the commentary on the Lord’s Prayer quoted before, Maximus once more appeals to Ephesians 2:14–17 and Colossians 2:14:

Or perhaps Scripture calls “stones” the soul’s indifference (παθητική) toward good things when it has no sense of virtue, and “wood” the soul’s zeal (παθητική) for evil things. The Logos, who removes both of these from the heart of the faithful, does not stop making peace, and reconciling those far away and those near in one body of virtues, breaking down the partition (sin, I mean) which divides them (Eph. 2:14–17). He does not stop cancelling the bond of the will (πιθυμίαν) to evil (Col. 2:14), and subjecting the arrogance of the flesh to the law of the body. For I am of the view that Scripture calls the movements of those far away, since they are by nature distant, and calls the soul’s intellectual activities those near since they are, by their affinity, not remote from reason. In turn, the Logos, after dissolving the law of the flesh, binds them to one another spiritually through virtuous conduct. For it seems to me that Scripture has called a partition (ἀπαρχήν, Eph. 2:14) the natural law of the body, while calling ab, a partition (ἀπαρχήν, Eph. 2:14) the attachment to the passions under the law of the flesh, or namely sin. For only the attachment of the natural law (that is, of the possible part (τὸιοι παράκλησις μέλους) of human nature) to the passions of dishonor (Rom. 1:26) becomes a barrier dividing the body from the soul, and from the reason of the virtues, and
preventing the crossover to the flesh via the soul in moral praxis from taking place. But the Logos comes and overturns the law of human nature—that is, the possible part of human nature—and abolishes its attachment to unnatural passions.\textsuperscript{22}

In later works from the monothelite crisis, Maximus further explored the internal dynamics of Jesus's emotion of trepulation (\textit{σελίδια} in connection with his passion. His fear derived, as in all human beings, from the animal drives of inclination (\textit{εἰπώθη}) and aversion (\textit{ισχωρή}) which are parallelled, in Maximus' moral psychology, by the possible faculties of desire and temper. His human drives being blameless (\textit{οἰκονομικά}), Jesus only had the natural, healthy fear of the destruction of life, not the unnatural mode of that passion, an irrational dread.

For the natural functions of volition did not operate in the Lord in exactly the same way as they do in us. Rather, he did in truth hunger and thirst, not in the very same mode as we hunger and thirst, but in a way that transcends us since he did so \textit{voluntarily} (\textit{οἰκονομίας}). So he truly hungered, not like us but for us (\textit{πρὸς} τοὺς θυγατέρας). On the whole, everything natural in Christ holds together by the self-consistent principle [of nature] and yet operates in a supernatural mode, so that (Christ's human) nature in virtue of its principle, and the economy (\textit{oikonomía}) in virtue of its mode of existence, might each be confirmed.\textsuperscript{23}

For Maximus, Christ's fear in a supernatural mode aimed to supplant the dread of death that is a function of self-love and self-interest by embodying a kind of fearful resolve in the face of death that would embolden the faithful.\textsuperscript{24} This bespeaks once more the "asymmetrical" element in Maximus' Christology, which privileges the divine initiative in Christ's composite person while nonetheless refusing the reduction of Christ's natural human volition to a mere receiver-mechanism of divine impulses. The paradox of "active passivity," within the drama of God's salvific \textit{oikonomia}, was that Jesus still had to "learn" obedience through suffering (Heb. 5:8), to "submit" to a will that was already his own within his composite hypostasis.

Maximus elucidates this theme in his commentary on Nazianzen's own reflections on Jesus's training through suffering, "a marvelously constructed drama on our behalf" as Gregory had called it:

> It is in this manner, then, as it seems to me, that he who is Lord by nature "honors obedience," and "experiences it by suffering," not simply to preserve what is properly his own, by cleansing all nature of the "meaneast element," but so that he who by nature contains all knowledge might also "test our own obedience," and [learn (Heb. 5:8)] that which concerns us by experiencing what is our own, namely, "how much could be demanded of us, and how much we are to be excused," with a view to (Heb. 7:29) that perfect submission through which he habitually leads to the Father (1 Peter 5:18) those who are saved in him, revealed by the power of grace.\textsuperscript{25}

Jesus's kenoetic learning-through-suffering is an embodied form of instruction and testing, the implications of which are ontological as well as moral. The incarnate Lord pushes out the frontiers of our human nature, including its possible faculties, inaugurating new "uses" for emotions like the fear of pain or death. It is as if he creates a new repertory of godly nature that serve the spiritual maturation and delibration of believers. "His sufferings (\textit{σαρκικῶς}) are wondrous (\textit{ταραχαί}) for they have been renewed (\textit{κομίζω}) by the natural divine power of the one who suffered.\textsuperscript{26} Such sufferings or passions play a role in the liberation of freedom, the freeing of the will to the embrace of virtue, for if desire and aversion are properly oriented to godly ends, free will is enriched and strengthened (a theme I will take up in the next chapter).

For Maximus, therefore, Jesus's "resistance" to the specter of suffering in Gethsemane is hardly a feigning of anguish; rather it outwardly dramatizes the inner mystery whereby he rallied all his human faculties into the service of his natural human will. Challenging von Balthasar's view that for Maximus the "resistance" in the Garden was overshadowed by Christ's composite person being ultimately in command of the struggle, Marcel Doucet has argued that the real drama unfolded within Christ's humanity itself, the resistance being the pushback of a natural survival instinct against his \textit{natural will} as such.\textsuperscript{27} If so, however, this brings back the difficulty of Maximus' denial of \textit{gnomic} will in Christ. For his human natural will was formed throughout to the divine will, but only the gnomic mode of volition would seem to admit of an existential process for weighing the prospects and consequences of suffering. While in his technical definition of natural will, Maximus had allowed for an element of inner counsel (\textit{βουλή}) or \textit{boule}),\textsuperscript{28} this was but one phase in the virtually instantaneous outwarding of volition as rational desire. The issue came to the forefront when Pyrrhus suggested in debates that the Logos comes and overturns the nature (\textit{οἰκονομία}) of deviant passions and the actual ignominy (\textit{μαρτία}) of Nyssa is undoubtedly his immediate source.\textsuperscript{29}

The other side of this issue was the problem of whether Christ could only bear and renew \textit{universal} human nature and the "natural will" (\textit{θέλημα φυσική}) common thereto, or else also act as an \textit{individual} human being. Certainly Maximus wanted to claim both for Christ, "the concrete universal." As the New Adam, eschatologically perfected human Christ, demonstrates, within the historical particularity of his own life, how a thoroughly defined natural will chooses and acts, perennially and "freely" embracing the will of the Father.\textsuperscript{30} Meanwhile the "gnomic" will, actually being a mode of willing more than a capacity in its own right, is not rendered evil in itself but simply transcended;\textsuperscript{31} since in the eschaton, absent the "mixed" knowledge of good and evil, there will be no deliberation or vacillation toward goodness and beauty. This is but the outcome of Christ's doing human things \textit{divinely} (\textit{θειοτῶς}).\textsuperscript{32}

The \textit{Wondrous Exchange}: Maximus on Atonement

We have seen that Maximus did not make salvation (and deification) contingent on the cross alone but on the whole of Christ's incarnational ministry as purposefully before the beginning of the ages. He was profoundly influenced in this regard by Gregory Nazianzen's \textit{Second Oration on the Son} (Or. 30) and \textit{Paschal Oration} (Or. 45), which depicted the cross precisely as the nadir and climax of the Son's incarnational kenosis.\textsuperscript{33} Atonement as such, the internal dynamics of reconciliation, is not something on which Maximus dwells at length, but he does take up three atonement motifs for which Gregory (Or. 5:44) of Nyssa is undoubtedly his immediate source.\textsuperscript{34} First is the idea of divine deception, whereby the flesh of Christ was like a baited "worm," descending into the deep to hook the Devil, forcing him to release humanity from captivity.\textsuperscript{35} Second, and closely related, is the image of Christ's flesh as a "poison" inducing the Devil to vomit out those held captive to death (death itself being the antidote); and third is the depiction of Christ's flesh as a "leaven" causing humanity to rise like a loaf to resurrection life.\textsuperscript{36} Meanwhile Maximus avoided any version of atonement by ransom that entailed Christ's flesh or death being a ransom paid to the Devil to release captive humanity, as he doubtless knew Nazianzen's rebuke of the logic of the Evil One being owed a debt.\textsuperscript{37}

Ultimately Maximus, like Nazianzen, saw the "transaction of atonement as operative not between God and the Devil but between the Father and the Son, or rather between the Father and sinful humanity through the mediation of the Son. By the "wondrous exchange" (\textit{καλὸς εἰναρθρωθη}) as Maximus calls it, "God is made human for the sake of human deification, and humanity is made God on account of God's hominization."\textsuperscript{38} In like Nazianzen, he allows that the incarnation is a ransom (\textit{λειτουργία}) offered to all sinners (cf. Mark 10:25; 1 Tim. 2:6), Christ's suffering for our suffering: "In exchange for our corrosive passions, [Christ] grants (\textit{oivνογίε}) us his life-giving passion as a healing and saving cure for the whole world.\textsuperscript{39} Atonement is commensurate, therefore, with the depth of the Son's humiliation and his "appropriation" (\textit{οἰκονομία}) of the tragic human condition. In a lengthy exegesis of 2 Corinthians 5:21, he clarifies that Christ "became" consequential sin, the "sin that I caused" (\textit{ίσχωρ ἡ μια}) (not, "my sin") (\textit{ἐν ἰσχώρ}) or actual wrongdoing and guilt.\textsuperscript{40} He took on passibility, not peculiarity.\textsuperscript{41} Similarly, with reference to Galatians 5:19, Christ "became a curse" by assuming the curse or punishment of death, not the curse of moral sin itself.\textsuperscript{42} Even more adventitious is Maximus' claim that Christ appropriated both the punishment (\textit{καλὸς εἰναρθρωθη}) of deviant passions and the actual ignominy (\textit{μαρτία}) of human rebellion, in order to destroy it (quoting Nazianzen) "just as a fire consumes wax and the sun consumes ground fog.\textsuperscript{43}" With Gregory, then, Maximus can legitimately call Christ a "rebel" (\textit{οἰκονομία}) under the terms of his salvific economy.

Von Balthasar, citing Maximus as an example of "dramatic soteriology," understands the dynamics of atonement in the Confessor as essentially the exchange, in Christ, between infinite divine freedom and a finite, self-enclosed human freedom. The more the Father sacrifices his Son, and the deeper the
Son descends to humanity in submitting to the Father’s will, the more human freedom is released from suffocating itself and renewed in obedience to God. “If Maximus’ portrayal of the reciprocal immanence of finite and infinite freedom seems somehow undramatic, we must remember...that the *analogia entis* (the irreducible ‘otherness’ of created nature) excludes any kind of fusion and confusion in the ever-intensifying reciprocal interpenetration: each increase in ‘divinisation’ on the part of the creature also implies an increase of its own freedom.” Christ’s agony and passion are thus set [p.143] within the cosmic context, a thickening plot that projects the destiny of all creation as hinging on the reciprocal communion of God and humanity and the transformation of humanity “from the ground up” through the labor of Christ’s delegated human will, the ‘spiritual drama...[of]...the life-and-death struggle of the natures of God and the creature on the stage of the most exalted hypostasis.”

By stark contrast, Raymund Schwager, a disciple of René Girard, considers Maximus at length in his distinguished history of Christian theories of redemption, *Der Wunderbare Tausch* (“the Wondrous Exchange”), holding him to a quite different standard of atonement doctrine. Schwager’s question for Maximus is: How exactly does Christ vicariously tend the tide of transcendental vice, the *minetic* legacy of human rivalry in Girardian terms? One can speculate endlessly about ramosists or about a debt owed to God because of human sin, but at the end of the day redemption is a dilemma of counteracting the downward spiral of moral evil. Schwager’s own version to “physical” (ontologized) theories of salvation is obvious, and while he has been seen as reworking an Abelardian theory of atonement and treating Christ principally as a moral exemplar, he, like Girard, has nonetheless recalled an important element in New Testament teaching on redemption and reconciliation. Certainly the idea of atonement as a reversal of moral evil was not lost on Maximus himself:

> [Christ] purified nature from the law of sin (Rom. 7:23; 25; 8:2) in not having permitted pleasure to precede his incarnation on our behalf. Indeed his conception wondrously came about without seed, and his birth took place supernaturally without corruption: with God being begotten of a mother and tightening much more than nature can the bonds of virginity by his birth. He frees the whole of nature from the tyranny of law which dominated it in those who desire it and who by [p.244] mortification of the sensuality of their earthly members (Col. 3:5) imitate his freely chosen death. For the mystery of salvation belongs to those who desire it, not to those who are forced to submit to it. Schwager, though frustrated by Maximus’ “naturalizing” of atonement, alleging that he is still tied to older Greek patristic notions of “physical” redemption through divine incarnation itself, nonetheless credits the Confessor with making progress towards understanding the role of the mimetic reversal of evil, particularly by enhancing Christ’s work in alleviating the internal burden of the law of sin and effecting the transformation of irrational passions. Schwager avers that Maximus undermined himself, however, by pinning everything on the *definit natural will* of Christ and denying him *gnômê*, the gnomic will being the primary agent of human egoism and rivalry. How could Maximus have recognized the redemptive role of gnomic will and free choice (*προσώπωσ*) in Christ in his early writings and help himself later on? Specifically, how in his debate with Pyrrhus could he collapse all virtue into “natural” volition whenever there has clearly factor *gnômênto* into the formation of virtue? Even admitting the role of *gnômê* in precipitating and perpetuating the fall of humanity, *quod non est assumptum, non sanatum*. Schwager will not allow, then, that Christ is a “concrete universal” in any abstract sense. His position must address the concrete particularity of individuated human beings, through whose gnomic wills the legacy of sin and violence viciously endures.

Earlier I mapped the controversy surrounding gnomic will in Christ and I will not revisit it here. The soteriological question stands. How could Christ redirect and redeem the differentiated gnomic wills of all individual rational creatures, or how could he effect the “gnomic surrender” (ἐκφώνησις γνωμική) of creatures to [p.245] the unifying will of God, without himself penetrating the gnomic mode of volition? If he was tempted like we are save without sin (Heb. 4:15), would it not be the case that even consistently resisting and overcoming temptation still entailed a mental process of weighing prospective pain or pleasure? A disposition of sheer imperviousness could scarcely suffice as redemptive of human passibility, any more than *apatheia*, in Maximus’ ascetical teaching, could be reduced to a state of unfeeling detachment. Certainly, as observed in Chapter 4, we must acknowledge that for Maximus *gnômê* increasingly connotated a weakness and vacillation inappropriate to the integrity and resolve of the Savior. Since, moreover, Christ did not have a separate human hypostasis, he did not exercise *gnômê*. But this too easily dismisses the positive implication of gnomic intentionality to which Maximus consistently refers in his early writings. As Philipp Gabriel Renékes remarks, "Προσώπωσ is the authority that humanity has to contribute voluntarily to the movement that moves, with God’s grace, toward its divine goal, deification.” One whole dimension of Christ’s salvific work in the Confessor’s early writings is not only the recovery of “natural” will and desire for God but also bringing clarity and orientation to the ambiguity of human passibility such that, far from being dismissed as a tragic failure, it enriches the path to deification. Various attempts to resolve this issue in Maximus’ soteriology have been proposed. Lars Thumberg downplays the problem by insisting that the “natural will” of Jesus in the Confessor’s anti-monothelete work was effectively functioning in the same way that Jesus’s already unique and perfect *gnômê* had operated according to his early writings. Certainly Maximus did not admit to any grand reversal in his christological thinking as a result of finally denying *gnômê* in Christ. Ian McFarland has concluded that once he settled on the deified natural will of Jesus as capable of representing how the freedom of individual human beings should operate in anticipation of the eschaton, *gnômê* simply ceased to be christologically relevant even if it still retained anthropological import. Larcher [p.146] similarly emphasizes that the *tropos of Christ’s deified human will precluded a gnomic mode.* Basil Studer, on the other hand, suggests that Maximus simply left unclear “how the vacillation and hesitation of the human will were abolished in the [composite] hypostasis without these not already being the natural principle of the inner life of Jesus’s soul. But with that it also remains an open question how the human Jesus resisted sin in carrying out his own freedom, (and) on the other hand, how the hypostasis in the God-man is perfected without in turn being affected by Christ’s progress.”

Still another perspective is that of Joseph Farrell, who claims to discern in Maximus “a mystical theology of free choice, an eschatological state of synergy.” In this case the Confessor’s eventual denial of *gnômê* in Christ is, as in McFarland, a function of the *eschatological* mode of willing already realized in Jesus. Maximus’ Christ, however, has not only precluded the eschatological carryover of *gnômê*, he has also positively inaugurated the way for human beings, as willing and choosing creatures *by their indissoluble nature*, to extend their freedom in the age to come. Maximus indicates this as a “mystical enjoyment” (μυνικὴ ἐνίασεν) wherein humans will no longer use the "media" (τὰ μέσα) of judgment and decision concerning goods and their opposite, but instead experience an “infinite stretching” (ἐνεκόψασιν οὐκ ἔπαυσαν) of their natural desire toward its permanent enjoyments. In this sublime state, Farrell argues, Maximus imagined that human choice would not endure as a selection between alternatives, nor would it still be a matter of a sacrifice (χιλιάδα) of the good, but would embrace the multiple goods of God in the form of the *logos*, his “uncreated energies” and vehicles of eternal well-being. While Farrell’s view is difficult to prove since Maximus deals very little with free choice in an eschatological mode, it is at least compatible with his vision of the afterlife as a sublime spiraling “around God” (*κτρίπ θεόν*) in a state of eternally progressing enjoyment and sabbath. [p.247]

**Christ’s Conquest of Evil and Death: Grounds For A Universal Apokatastasis?**

In concluding this chapter I want to return to the *Christus Victor* motif and its implications in Maximus’ vision of eschatological salvation. Playing off of the Pauline paradox of divine strength through weakness, the Confessor envisioned Christ’s redemptive victory as an active passivity, an embrace of perfect submission to the will of the Father, not only by outward obedience but also by inwardly conforming his passibility—his susceptibility to passions, suffering, and death—to the *logos* of his human nature as united perfectly with the Godhead. When he speaks of Christ having descended into the lower parts of the earth, and of “having put death to death” (ἐκατερωθήν ἐνίν κτηρωθήν), echoing the Paschal Tripartition of Oratorian liturgical tradition, Maximus is referencing Christ’s conquest of the fatality of death; but when he also speaks of Christ dying, he specifies his aggressive conversion of death into an...
instrument of life. That conversion begins with Christ entering possible flesh in its trajectory toward death, transforming that possibility from within, to create a new repertoire of sanctified passions, and at last making the starkest passion/passivity of death itself a basis for the sublime "passion" of deification. When Maximus notes that Christ’s death was the single guiltless or "uncased" death, a death not punitive but wholly transformative since it broke once for all the law of pain and pleasure commanding human mortality, he stresses its character as pure gift, an expression of ἀποκατάστασις, a recovery of every creature of reason and conscience, as part of God’s cruciform plan for the world? Indeed, the most ominous is a passage in Ambiguum 65 describing how, on the eschatologically perpetual "eighth day," the sabbatical of creation, God will grant "eternal well-being" (τὸ ἄξιον εἰναὶ) to those who by free choice (προαιρετικά) have conformed themselves to the logos of their nature, but "eternal ill-being" (τὸ αἰώνιον εἰναὶ) to those who have deliberately (γνωμικά) abused their principle of being. Maximus explained away such passages as being a function of the Confessor’s moral pedagogy rather than dogmatic pronouncements on unending punishment. 

In stressing the element of finality in Christ’s triumph over death and the moral evil for which it was punishment, the question inevitably presents itself whether this finality had eschatological effect, extending into the age to come. Simply put, did Maximus project the possibility of a restoration of all things (ἀποκατάστασις παντὸς), a recovery of every creature of reason and conscience, as part of God’s cruciform plan for the world? Indeed, the most ominous is a passage in Ambiguum 65 describing how, on the eschatologically perpetual “eighth day,” the sabbatical of creation, God will grant “eternal well-being” (τὸ ἄξιον εἰναὶ) to those who by free choice (προαιρετικά) have conformed themselves to the logos of their nature, but “eternal ill-being” (τὸ αἰώνιον εἰναὶ) to those who have deliberately (γνωμικά) abused their principle of being. Maximus explained away such passages as being a function of the Confessor’s moral pedagogy rather than dogmatic pronouncements on unending punishment. 

Texts that seem unqualified to affirm a universal restoration are rare but striking. In the opening of his Commentary on Psalm 59, Maximus sets out the eschatological significance of the Psalm on the basis of its title: 

The present psalm is inscribed with the opening words Unto the end, for those who shall be changed (εἰς τὸ τέλος, τοῖς ἀλλοθρευτικοῖς) in view of the transformation and change in deliberative will and in free choice (διὸ τῆς...γνώμην τέκνα καὶ προαιρετικὴν μεταβολὴν καὶ ἀλλοθρευτικὴν) from nildeity to faith, from vice to virtue, and from ignorance to knowledge of God, which have come about for humanity at the end of time (cf. 1 Cor. 10:21) through the advent of Christ. [It is also thus inscribed] in view of the natural change and renewal which will later, in grace, transpire universally at the end of the ages through the very same God and all, when the entire human race shall be translated from death and corruption to immortal life and incarnation through the anticipatedurrection. For an inscription of a title to David: that is to say, to Christ himself, in view of the destruction of evil which, in the divine incarnation, itself a kind of “inscription,” Christ accomplished in himself as our Leader and Savior (Acts 5:31), and which he effects in those with him who live piously in the manner of Christ (cf. 2 Tim. 3:12; Titus 2:12). Yet this phrase also has in view the complete and final disappearance of death and corruption which is yet to happen through Christ. 

Interestingly here, Maximus at once declares that Christ’s destruction of evil is effected in those who live in devout imitation of him, and that his complete destruction of evil and corruption remains for a future time in which the entire human race will benefit. But the element of moral admonition is virtually overshadowed by the projection of a complete victory in the end, benefiting all. 

Brian Daley claims that such “optimism” is not typical for Maximus, and yet von Balthasar has pointed to passages in which, much like Gregory of Nyssa with his concept of the “fullness” (συντελεία) of humanity in Adam and in Christ, the Confessor appears to assert Christ’s solidarity with the whole human race in the economy of salvation. Jonathas’s descent into the deep prefigures, among other things, how Christ “descended willingly into the heart of the earth (Jonah 2:7, LXX), where the Evil One had swallowed us through death, and drew us up by his resurrection, leading all our captive nature up to heaven.” And yet some of von Balthusar’s conclusions are overdrawn. For example, in Questions and Responses to Thalassistas 47 Maximus imagines the Logos (Christ) speaking through Paul, as becoming all things to all人类 beings (2 Cor. 9:22). Maximus’ New Testament text has the variant “all” (νῦν) rather than “some” (τινὰς) Von Balthasar understands this passage at face value as supporting universal salvation, but ignores the larger passage in which it is found, where Maximus stresses how the Logos becomes all things to all human beings “proportionately in each one” (κατὰ τὸν ἀνθρώπον). Von Balthasar’s most adventuous suggestion is that Maximus secretly admired Origen’s discernment of a message of universal restoration in his allegorical interpretation of the crucifixion of the King of Ai on a “double” or forked tree (Josh. 8:29, LXX), taken to symbolize the co-crucifixion of Christ and the Devil whose power he despoiled (Col. 2:14–15), thus subsuming the tree of the knowledge of good and evil into the true tree of life once and for all. Because Maximus speculated on the distinction between the trees along moral-spiritual lines, and because he held room for a more mystical interpretation of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil that he chose to “honor in silence,” and finally because he reflected at length on the despoiling of the demonic powers in Colossians 2:14–15 with the possibility of a more mystical sense of this text, von Balthasar concludes that Maximus held Origen’s theory in reverence reserve for those mature enough to handle it. Daley has justified this conclusion far-fetched though von Balthasar has answered Daley’s criticisms in kind. 

Meanwhile, however, it has largely been taken for granted that Maximus spurned the prospect of ἀποκατάστασις along Origenist lines. This is certainly true of the Confessor’s attitude toward the more recent monastic Origenism that had interpreted the end of the world strictly as a reduplication of the original unity ἀδισεμβολικοῦ spiritual beings. But as recent studies of Origen’s own eschatology have shown, taking more serious account of the fourth-century defenses of Origen by Pamphilus and Rufinus, he himself ostensibly did not settle on a totally unqualified universal salvation of creatures that included the Devil himself, nor a final state of absolute disembodiment. Origen resisted impositions both on the Creator’s freedom and the creature’s. As a devotee of the Alexandrian soteriological model of perpetual divine pedagogy through the ever-active Logos, Maximus echoed Clement and Origen in projecting an open-ended future in which creaturely freedom still had to be trained and honed to appropriate the fullness of divine grace. The hoped-for universal restoration was still vivid and valid, but it was demanded to be sobered by constant attention to the perpetual, but striving after virtue and overcoming sin. Georges Florovsky suggested that for Maximus, probably due to his ascetical experience, human “nature” would be altogether restored in the eschaton while human freedom still had to find its way, with the righteous enjoying “eternal well-being” but all others having only “eternal being,” God’s will for them remaining totally extrinsic and unfulfilled. 

The mediating influence of Gregory of Nyssa is crucial. Morwenna Ludlow has proven Nyssen’s unimpeachable commitment to universal salvation, not without some qualifications of his own. There will be, for example, posthumous purification of all creatures (not purgatory in the medieval sense, since all creatures will undergo it) en route to their final restoration. And even though Gregory envisioned the plenitude (συντελεία) of humanity, created altogether in the image of God, being destined to perfect fulfillment of that image, Gregory does not, says Ludlow, typically apply this idea...
soteriologically. Instead, he insists on individual human beings purifying themselves through appropriate use of their free will, the preeminent goal being participation (μεταποίησις) in God rather than union with God. Maximus unquestionably knew Gregory's statements on universal salvation. In the Questions and Uncertainties he considers some of the meanings of ὀνομαίωσις, such as the "restoration" of individual persons in the logos of virtue, the "restoration" of all human nature in the resurrection, and the "restoration" of the soul's powers to their original orientation. Maximus mentions the last as most frequently used by Nyssen, but this is comparative, for he knows Gregory employed ὀνομαίωσις in the other two senses as well, and he clearly implies that all of these were valid interpretations on the bishop's part.

Rather than expanding Gregory's own universalism, however, Maximus chose to build on his message of all humanity's summons to forward moral and spiritual progress, a perennial striving or straining (εἰκονομίζεται) toward perfection in virtue and knowledge, whereby any stalling would only give evil (νικηφορία) a new beginning. For both writers, posthumous existence is an upward spiraling around (εἰκονομίζεται) the divine essence; and yet this sublime orbit is unimaginable save as a constant synergy of grace and free will, with grace drawing human nature to ever new heights of assimilation to, and participation in, θεότης. In his own "realized" eschatology, Maximus imagines Christ creating an overlap of time and eternity—and of the "ages" of incarnation and deification—that already situates creatures in a trans-temporal trajectory toward deification but with the prospect of righteous judgment. For now, Maximus, like Gregory, admonishes individuals to use the powers and freedom of their nature wisely, in anticipation either of full enjoyment of God or estrangement from God "for infinite ages," "hell" being a nickname for those who through sin relapse into non-existence. Sherwood is quite right, I think, that Maximus abbreviates his view in an aphorism on indiscriminate divine love: our Lord Jesus Christ, manifesting his love for us, suffered for all humankind and granted to all equally the hope of resurrection, though each one renders himself or herself worthy either of glory or of punishment. Overall, then, we may fairly conclude that Maximus' teaching on eschatological salvation in Christ unsystematically combines the following: (1) confidence in the Creator's love for all human beings equally and his unrelenting desire to save all; (2) rejection of any monistic or purely spiritualizing theory of οὐσιοποιήσεως; (3) zealous hope for the final transformation of all creatures, even non-human ones; (4) existential sobriety about the future of creaturely freedom; and (5) the conspicuous absence of hardened schemes of eschatological closure, especially if that closure entails solely a return to lost paradise and not the revelation of a new, unprecedented glory for creatures inaugurated by the New Adam.
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Love, Desire, and Virtue: Transfigured Life in Christ and the Spirit

Theology knows what love is all about; but it knows it too well ever to avoid imposing on me an interpretation that comes so directly through the Passion that it annuls my passions—without taking the time to render justice to their phenomenality, or to give a meaning to their immanence.

—Jean-Luc Marion:

The Question of Love

Jean-Luc Marion’s arresting statement comes in the context of eliciting the failure of theology, right alongside philosophy, poetry, literature, and psychology to engage the enigma or “question” of love. Indeed, Christian theology can all too easily force the issue of the irreducible essence of love communicated in the suffering and death of Jesus Christ without giving voice to primally experienced human love (and pathos) in its variant forms, which problematizes but also invariably factors into articulating any sense believers have of love, including the love of Christ. Primal éros, Marion argues, is the key to “being” (effectively “I love therefore I am”), not vice versa, and so when we attempt to rationalize or reduce love to a concept or a metaphysics of love, love absconds.¹

Marion is a modern poststructural phenomenologist-theologian. Maximus is not. And yet the Confessor shares something of the same dilemma. Love is the telos, but it is also already the archē. “I love therefore I am” must nevertheless be revised to “God loves” followed by either “…therefore I love” or “…therefore I am,” since the creature’s loving and well-being (τὸ εὖ εἶναι) are of a piece. The mystery of divine love, and derivatively of human love, pervades Maximus’ whole understanding of the created cosmos and of the Christian’s participation in the transfiguration of the cosmos by love in the work of Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit. I wish to show in this chapter how, in developing his spiritual anthropology and asceticism, Maximus was pursuing less a religious or theological conceptualization of love, or an ontology perse of love, than a highly nuanced demonstration of love’s “economy” (οἰκονομία) in believers’ appropriation of redemptive grace and their aspiration to deification. Love, the secret to the conversion of the passible moral self, is for Maximus the unifying of the whole life of Christian virtue in response to the ineluctable love of God.

In the opening of Epístele 2, one of the most incisive (and concise) discourses on love in all of patristic literature, Maximus extols his addressee, John the Chamberlain, for “suffering” (πάθος) love, that is, rendering himself passive to “this divine thing, which in its power defies circumscription and definition” (καί τοῦτο ἥθικα...τὸ κατ᾽ ἐρωτίκαν ἀνακελτράξαναι καὶ ἀφάνειαν). This love, says Maximus, is the very “form of divine grace” (θέσις χάριτος μορφή) conspicuous in John’s demeanor and words, and basic, under the “law of grace,” to their “bond of friendship” (διὸς χαρισμὸς). Love must be approached, then, from the standpoint of what John (or by extension Maximus) has experienced, the gracious activity, and indeed affect, of divine love that has formed or taken possession of him over time, rather than from the standpoint of an antecedent love-logic.

Dwelling further on the mystery of love, Maximus describes how love (ἔρως) subsists and interconnects with all other goods and virtues, of which it is both the goal (τέλος) and the cause (αἰτία). Everything is circumscribed by love according to God’s good pleasure in a single form (μονολογικός), and love is dispensed in many forms (ποιητικός) in accordance with God’s economy (κατ᾽ ἐρωτικήν ἀρχήν).² Acknowledging that love stands as the last of the so-called theological (256) virtues along with faith and hope (1 Cor. 13:13), he explains its primacy still:

For faith is the foundation of everything that comes after it, I mean hope and love, and firmly establishes what is true. Hope is the strength of the extremes, I mean faith and love, for it appears as faithful by itself and loved by both, and teaches through itself to make it to the end of the course. Love is the fulfillment of these, wholly embraced as the ultimate desire (τὸ ἐρωτικὸν ὑπέρκειθος), and furnishes them rest from their movement. For love gives faith the reality of what it believes and hope the presence of what it hopes for, and the enjoyment of what is present.²

Love, moreover, operates simultaneously in macrocosm and microcosm. At the level of the macrocosm, it binds divided creatures together in a common “inclination” (ὑποφαίνει). It supremely “levels off and makes equal any inequality or difference in inclination in anything, or rather, binds it to that praiseworthy inequality, by which each is so drawn to his neighbor in preference to herself or himself, and so honors the neighbor before himself or herself, that each one is eager to spurn any obstacle in the desire to excel.”³ Rowan Williams in this regard sees Maximus as projecting a “universal eschatological culture” (not incompatible with what I am calling his cosmic-political vision) in which the mutual self-giving of human creatures and the shared realization of their common “nature” go hand in hand. Negatively, this means thwarting those passions wherewith we look on an “other” merely as an object to be used self-servingly; but positively, it means loving that other as one who, like ourselves, is being propelled, at the level of deep-seated desire or éros, to the intentional (gnomic) communion of creatures and the full participation in the Logos that constitute the eschatological actualization of human nature.²

At the level of the microcosm, meanwhile, love realigns the misdirected powers of the individual soul: converting reason itself from ignorance to the pursuit of God; converting desire (ἐρωτικόν) from (257) self-love to longing for God; converting temper (θυμός) from the urge to dominate to the struggle to attain to God alone.⁴ Divine love, says Maximus, both forms and is formed by these reorientations and thereby reveals one to be a friend of God (φιλόθεος, cf. James 2:23) and indeed “God” by deification.⁵ It defies precisely by extending to us the love embodied and dramatized in the incarnation, when the Son, though he was in the form of God, did not count equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself, taking the form of a servant (Phil. 2:6–7) so as to give ultimate form to our own love and servanthood; and thus the formation of love in the believer is but the embodiment or “incarnation” of God—who is love (1 John 4:8)—within her or his virtues.⁶

One cannot mistake the consistent language of “form” (both μορφήν and ἐρωτικόν) in Maximus’ many elucidations of love in Epístele 2. It is invariably tied up with the kaleidoscopic Beauty of God. Love is both singular in form and polymorphous. It contains the form of all goods and virtues but its own beauty, its own form, is transcending and inexhaustible. It is sheer abundance, generosity, freedom—and we might even be able to include here Marion’s “giveness.” But unlike Marion and other postmodern thinkers (mainly Jacques Derrida) vexed by the philosophical aporia that a true “gift” is impossible because inevitably it sets up an economy of response or “exchange” that undermines its gratuity, Maximus assumes, as we have seen, that the ultimate gift of love, Christ’s passion, elicits precisely a “wondrous exchange” in which the receiver’s reciprocal love fulfills the Giver’s gratuity. Unlike Marion, furthermore, Maximus is quite unwilling to suspend a metaphysics of love. While divine love as pure gift cannot be conceptually contained or “possessed,” since it is itself containing and possessing, it nonetheless crucially defines created “nature” itself as a permissible register of divine grace and activity, and imubes the logos of a creature’s nature, its ontological predisposition toward deification. Is not the Logos’ embodiment in the logos of beings already an act of kenotic love as well as the basis of the moral intelligibility of the cosmos?

Love’s immanence in nature is evidenced in the figure of Abraham, who exemplifies the hard existential work of conforming one’s deep desire (ἔρως) and individual inclination (γνώμη) to the logos (p.258) human nature, thereby giving over his “private” freedom to the very principle that binds creatures of the same nature to one another in love. In his familiar active/passive dialectical language, Maximus describes this as Abraham simultaneously “receiving God” (τὸν θείον ἵκοναι) and “being given back to God” (ἐκδοτικός εἰς τὸ θεόν).⁷

As man he was made worthy to see God (cf. Gen. 17:1; 18:1), and to receive him, since he lived naturally in accordance with the perfect natural logos through love for humankind (φιλοθρησκεία). He was led up (ὑπολείπην) to this, having relinquished the individuality of what divides and is divided, no longer ruling
another human being different from himself, but knowing all as one and as all. This is clearly not a matter of inclination, about which there is contention and division, while it remains irreconcilable with nature, but of nature itself.\* Maximus most likely knows Gregory of Nyssa’s famous condemnation of slavery,\* and it is plausible in this passage that he is acknowledging Abraham’s having “ruled” slaves. But in his philantropía Abraham forfeited this dominion over others and took on a newfound servanthood acknowledging equality and solidarity with all people sharing the same nature. Familiar here is the Stoic idiom of moral living “according to nature” (κατά τοῦ φύσεως), but the content has changed. Christian sages who live in accordance with nature are, like Abraham, caught up in or ruptured by a love greater than themselves.

The Transformation and Deification of Human Desire

Eros and the Reorientation of the Soul

For Maximus, the “question of love” (to borrow Marion’s phrase), is not so much “What is love?” He spends precious little time discussing love in the abstract. Other questions—primal Adamic questions, in effect—already weigh on the Christian believer or ascetic in the fray of moral struggle, such as, “What do I do with thiserôs deep within me?”\* Is this erôs a curse or a gift? “If this erôs is instrumental to my very identity and destiny, what (or who) will ultimately satisfy its yearning?” “Who will ravish it?”—for erôs will be ravished one way or another. At the center of Maximus’ teaching on the spiritual and ascetical life of the Christian, in turn, is a close identification of erôs and agapê, signaling his effort thoroughly to align deep-seated human desire—and indeed all the resources of the possible self—with the logos of nature already infused with agapê.\*

The Christian transformation of erôs began long before Maximus, being especially well attested in the exegetical works of Origen and Gregory of Nyssa on the Song of Songs. These writers knew even from Plato that erôs was not reducible to purely sexual passion but bespoke the soul’s visceral craving for transcendent Beauty.\* Catherine Osborne has persuasively shown that the erôs inherited by Christian writers was not a purely acquisitive or possessive love such as derives from too narrow a reading of Plato and his major interpreters. Already Platonic and Neoplatonic commentators had begun to pair the self-interested and selfless motives of erôs in ways that prompted Christian authors to combine erôs and agapê.\* Maximus speaks straightforwardly of erôs as a gift to creatures:

God gave to us lower human beings, as a generous master, a natural longing (πόθον) and desire (ἐρωτα) for him, combining this naturally with the power of reason, so that we might easily be able to know the ways by which this longing might be satisfied, and not fail to attain what we are striving for due to some mistake on our part. Being moved, therefore, by this longing for the truth itself and for the wisdom that is manifested in the orderly governance of all things, we are urged on to our goal, striving all the more because of these things, to attain to that for which we have received this longing. Having secretly come to learn this, those who are studious and zealous lovers of truth set before themselves one sole task and activity, namely, arduous labor (θεωρεῖν) in the service of this desire.\*

Maximus concedes here that erôs, while natural and capable of operating in harmony with reason, is intrinsically non-rational. Indeed, it is ecstatic in the sense that it can transfix rational creatures.\* Such language of divine ecstasy graphically affirmed “motion” from within the immovable Trinity, an issue that Maximus also addressed in elucidating Gregory Nazianzen’s striking claim that with God, “One is moved (ἐγκόμενος) and at another, ‘Desired’ (ἀγαπητόν) and ‘Beloved’ (ἀγαπητός) toward the Two, until coming to rest in the Three.”\* Rather than dwelling on this as an issue of immanent motion within the Trinity, Maximus relates it to the οἰκονομία, proposing that the “movement” is purely a function of indicating how the attributes or “effects” are often accredited to their “cause” as well. Here again he quotes the Areopagite for help but adds his own clarifications:

“What do the theologians mean when at one time they call the Divine ‘Desire’ (ἐρωτα) and ‘Love’ (ἀγάπη), and at another, ‘Desired’ (ἐρωταῖος) and ‘Beloved’ (ἔρωτος)”? and [Dionysius] answers by saying, “For by the one he is moved, but by the other he moves.”\* To put it more clearly, insofar as the Divine is “desire” and “love,” it is moved, but as “desired” and “beloved,” it moves to itself all things capable of desire and love. And to be even clearer: the Divine is moved to the extent that it creates an innate relation of desire and love (ἐρωταίοις ἐνδείκται ἐρωταίοις) among beings capable of receiving them, and it moves insofar as it naturally attracts the yearning of those who are being moved to it (καὶ ἐν ἐρωταίοις ἐνδείκται ἐρωταίοις). And again, it moves and is moved, since it “thirsts to be thirsted for,”\* desires to be desired, and loves to be loved.\*\*\*\*

Nikolaos Loudovikos argues from this text that there is no other than a asymmetrical but a symmetrical reciprocity being established between divine and human loves. God has created “a stable relationship of love outside Himself...a conscious otherness outside Himself that responds to His call to this relationship.”\* I would qualify this only by noting that what for human beings is passive here—“being moved”\*\*—is thoroughly active in God (especially as viewed through the “active passivity” of Christ). The erotic and agapic motion of God is the pure and prevenient action in which the creature’s erôs and agapê, mutually insinuated,\* are caught up. But the converse side of this rapture is a voluntary self-giving, a rallying of desire and all the interconnected passible faculties. Again, as noted above, Abraham through love received God (actively) precisely in also being given back to God (passively). Loudovikos is correct, then, insofar as the Creator for Maximus dignifies the creature’s love and freedom in an existentially symmetrical reciprocity grounded in the nature and the creature of the Creator’s “other.” A bold statement to this effect appears in Ambiguum 10:

For they say that God and humanity are paradigms (μαραθοκεφαλαίας) of each, so that as much as humanity, enabled by love, has divinized itself for God, to that same extent God is humanized for humanity by his love for humankind; and as much as humanity has manifested God who is invisible by nature through the virtues, to that same extent humanity is ruptured by God in spirit to the unknowable.\*\*

All the while Maximus, like Dionysius, guards the mysteriousness of God’s own erôs. There is no demythologizing it, since such would be vainly attempting to conceptualize the Creator’s freedom to be moved (= to move) ecstatically beyond himself in fully revealing his passion for the creature.
The Dialectics and Therapeutics of Desire

As powerful and strategic as ἐρώς (allied with ἀγάπη) is in converting creatures to the divine will and enabling communion between rational beings and God, "desire" as such is not restricted to ἐρώς in the drama of salvation and deification. For Maximus, desire—both as a faculty (= ὀρεξίς; τὸ ἐπιθυμητικόν) and as the activity itself of longing (πόθος; ἐφεσις) after a targeted goal—cuts across the whole psychosomatic constitution of the human moral self, a microcosm of the macrocosm’s "longing" for the Creator. In Chapter 3, I painted in broad strokes the drama of freedom and desire that animates (p.263) Maximus’ cosmology, while in Chapter 6 I explored desire and passibility in the context of his anthropology and doctrine of the fall. Now I turn to the retraining and healing of desire so crucial to progress in the moral and spiritual life. For clarity, however, let us briefly recall and review the different contexts and dialectical aspects of Maximus treatment of human desire (see Figure 4), many of which I have already detailed earlier.

As conveyed prominently in Ambiguum 7, the dialectics of desire begins, cosmologically, with the tension between divine immobility (stability) and creaturely mobility (vulnerability). At this level, because God’s activity precedes and grounds both the potency (δύναμις) and subsequent actuality (ἐνέργεια) of creatures and underlies their logoi, their natural impulse (ὁρμή) and desire (ὄρεξ) are already predisposed and projected toward God. They are already, in principle, suffused and prepossessed by the generous object of their eschatological longing. This natural and motile goal-directedness, while reminiscent of the Aristotelian ἐντελέχεια, represents more importantly for Maximus the graced state of being which, distending the creature’s "natural" development, opens the creature toward the future glory of supernatural deification while simultaneously anticipating the dynamic interplay of divine grace with the creature’s own energeia, its own desire and volition.

Thus emerges the next major tension in Maximus’ dialectics of desire, that between the natural creaturely passibility (πάθος) or passivity that characterizes human nature at its genesis, and the postlapsarian pathos manifest as a liability to potentially deviant passions (πάθη) connected with the body. This latter pathos, both a curse and a blessing (as symbolized in the “tunics of skins,” Gen. 3:21), in turn sets up certain anthropological, psychological, and ascetical tensions which factor significantly in Maximus’ spiritual doctrine: the classic tension between the body as instrumental to the soul’s healthy desire and...
### The Dialectics of Desire in Maximus the Confessor

#### Cosmological / Historical Dialectic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Divine immobility and stability</th>
<th>Creaturely mobility, passibility, and “vulnerability”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural creaturely passibility (πάθος) and the capacity for spiritual pleasure</td>
<td>Unnatural postlapsarian liability to vicious passions introduced when Adam lapsed the instant he was created</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Anthropological / Psychological / Ascetical Dialectic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The body as agent of the soul’s true desire and pursuit of virtue</th>
<th>The body as register of the soul’s subjection to the contingent “law” of pleasure and pain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural passions connected with bodily survival (desire for food, fear of pain or death, etc.)</td>
<td>Purely carnal passions (gluttony, lust, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affections or passions conducive to virtue, reflective of good “use,” χρήσις of the possible faculties</td>
<td>Vicious affections or passions, reflective of “ill use,” παράχρησις of the possible faculties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural desire (ὁρέξις, πόθος ἐφεσίς) and “natural will” (θέλημα φυσική) of humanity for God</td>
<td>The “gnomic” mode of individual desire and volition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gnomic will (γνώμη) as servant of the natural desire for God (the “gnomic surrender,” Amb. Jo. 7, PG 91:1076B)</td>
<td>Gnomic will as slave to individual self-interest and self-love (φιλανθία)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Christological Dialectic

| Christ’s embodiment of a new and eschatological mode (τρόπος) of human desire, emotion, and will | Christ’s appropriation (οἰκείωσις) of humanity’s fallen, possible nature |

#### Eschatological Dialectic

| Deification as the resting or final satiating of all human desire and passion | Deification as unending desire and striving (ἐπικτασίς) for God |

---

1653 cultivation of virtues and the body as registering the soul’s subservience to the circumstantial but remedial “law” of pleasure and pain; the tension between natural bodily passions, or survival instincts, and the carnal passions that are a function of the pursuit of pleasure or avoidance of pain; the tension between passions useful for virtue and the vicious passions—with the lower possible faculties of desire (ἐπιθυμία) and temper (θυμός) poised for conversion or “use” (χρήσις) either way; the tension between the soul’s natural desire (ὁρέξις) or will (θέλημα) and the “gnomic” mode (γνώμη) of
desiring and willing; and derivatively the tension between gnomic desire or will as allied with natural desire or will, in “surrender” to God’s universal purposes, and the same as commandeered by individual self-interest and self-love (εὐθυνία). To carry through this dialectics of desire, we would need to set in relief its christological dimension, which for Maximus frames all the preceding tensions in the light of the mysterious and salutary tension within Christ’s composite hypostasis between his embodiment of a new and eschatological mode (ρεξις) of human desire, emotion, and will, and his appropriation (ἀνίκουσία) of human nature in its fallen possible condition. Finally, we would need to add the properly eschatological tension in Maximus’ teaching (under the influence of Gregory of Nyssa) between dedication as the resting or final situating of desire and deification as an endless, insatiable desire for God—likewise the tension in the fulfillment of dedication between pure passivity to the divine energies and the sublime activity of graced human nature.

The healing and retraining of desire runs the gamut of all these dialectical tension-points, but along the way certain reconditioning “therapies” especially stand out. For one, the soul’s basic appetite (υπερφίαξις) must constantly be dilated and rendered malleable. Desire is disastrously narrowed when it deviates from its natural course and fixes on base infatuations, while the Origenist postulate that a rational creature could actually experience a safety (κοινωνία) of the divine Good, as if that Good was itself too narrow for the soul’s ambitious desire, is a farce. In Ambition γ, Maximus envisions (π.466) the infinite God able to stretch to infinity (οἰκειότης τοῦ Θεοῦ) the desire of those who enjoy him through participation (δι᾽ ἐνσεργασίας), and similarly in greeting his friend Marinus credits him with a feverish desire for God that is “stretching out (ἐξουσιστεύειν ἄνω) alongside God’s infinity.” In fact, whoever conquers the soul’s propensity for the body becomes boundless (ἐπικοινωνία), for the God who attracts the desirer’s longing is surpassingly higher, and does not allow the desirer to affix her or his longing to any of the things that rank after God. In a creature’s experiential history, the “middle” (μεσαίων) between its beginning and end, desire must therefore always expand rather than attenuate. For customarily the mind is expanded (συγκεντρώσθη) toward those things to which it devotes its time, and when it expands the things of all rank that depend after God. In a creature’s experiential history, the “middle” (μεσαίων) between its beginning and end, desire must therefore always expand rather than attenuate. For customarily the mind is expanded (συγκεντρώσθη) toward those things to which it devotes its time, and when it expands the things of all rank that depend after God. In a creature’s experiential history, the “middle” (μεσαίων) between its beginning and end, desire must therefore always expand rather than attenuate.

The ascent of believers to their proper beginning as defined by their end is, in turn, the fulfillment of their desire. The fulfillment of their desire is, in turn, the ever-mov- ing repose of desirers in relation to their object of desire. The ever-moving repose of desirers in relation to their object of desire is, in turn, the uninterrupted and continuous enjoyment of the object of desire. The uninterrupted and continuous enjoyment of the object of desire consists, in turn, in the participation in supernatural divine realities.

At this level, in concert with faith and hope, ἁγάπη as the ultimate theological virtue prepares the mind to become sublimely immovable in God’s loving affection (ἀγάπη), affixing the mind’s entire faculty of desire (ἐν τις φύσεως δύναμις) to the longing (πόθοι) for God.

Of course this is the high end, as it were, of the healing and reorienting of desire, but all this is unimaginable apart from the prior endeavor of contemplation and asceticism that occupies much of the moral and spiritual life of the Christian. The soul finds itself bombarded by competing urges and desires, and is swarmed by manifold objects of those desires. Simultaneously the lower psychic drives of epithymia and thymos generate passions or emotions that obfuscate the soul’s moral vision. Despite the hegemony of the mind (νοῦς), which holds the supreme power of seeing through to worthy ends of human desire, much of the real psychological work of healing and realigning desire is carried out by sanctified reason.

Therapeutically, reason plays the strategic role in the soul of mediating between the mind and the lower passible faculties, and negotiating the soul through desire. Stated within a long tradition of patristic appropriation of Hellenistic moral psychology, Maximus and his ascetical heritage inherited different views of the origins and nature of the passions, stemming mainly from debates (π.268) within Platonic and Stoic ethics. By one account, the passions were perturbations or diseases of the soul outside of reason’s immediate command; by another account, they were misfiring “judgments” of the mind itself (lest one not be held morally responsible for them). Maximus, who technically defines a culpable passion as “a movement of the soul contrary to nature,” draws heavily from Evagrius’s connection of the passions to idle or vicious “thoughts” (ἐγκεφαλίας) and even more vivid “mental representations” (νοηματικὰ) arising and abounding in the soul, often spurred by demonic seduction. The challenge for reason is not simply to thwart vile thoughts/passions before they fully develop and spill over into action, but to trump vile ones with godly ones or at least salvageable ones. Discretion (διάκρισις) is key because thoughts/passions can mutate as they proliferate, and because their moral coloring can change in an instant (added to the χρόνος). This use is directed, teleologically, at the fulfillment of dedication as an endless, insatiable desire for God—likewise the tension in the fulfillment of dedication between pure passivity to the divine energies and the sublime activity of graced human nature.
fester ing of the body using the poisonous beast, the viper. The spiritually earnest use the passions to destroy a present or anticipated evil, and (p.270) to embrace and hold to virtue and knowledge. Thus, as I have already suggested, the passions become good when they are used by those who take every thought captive in order to obey Christ (2 Cor. 10:5).\textsuperscript{24}

Maximus frequently refers to these good uses of the passions and their underlying faculties such as enrich the spiritual life. Through good use epithymia can be transmuted into agaphē, and thymos into joy (gαυκάς).\textsuperscript{25} But epithymetic desire can also be changed into sheer ἐρῶς, while temper can be converted into “spiritual fervency” (ζεῦγος ἐνεργητικοῦ), “red-hot eternal movement” (δύναμις ἐνεργητικῆ), and “temperate madness” (σιδήρου μανίας).\textsuperscript{26} Maximus speaks alike of the healthy or unhealthy use of the impassioned thoughts (λογισμοί) or mental representations (νοήματα) and of the objects themselves of passion,\textsuperscript{27} and most basically the drives themselves.\textsuperscript{28}

The insensate power (θυμός) and desire (διθυμία) are to be treated like the servant and the handmaid of another tribe (cf. Lev. 25:41–2). The contemplative intellect, through fortitude and self-restraint, subjugates them forever to the lordship of the intelligence, so that they serve the virtues. It does not give them their complete freedom until the law of nature is totally swallowed up by the law of the spirit, in the same way as the death of an unhappy flesh is swallowed up by infinite life (cf. 2 Cor. 5:14), and until the image of the unoriginate kingdom is clearly revealed, mimetically manifesting itself in the entirety of creation. When the contemplative intellect enters this state it gives the insensate power and desire their freedom, transmitting desire into the unsullied pleasure and pure enravishment of an intense love for God and the insensate power into spiritual fervor, an ever-active fiery ἐλάν, a self-possessed frenzy.\textsuperscript{29}

The depiction of epithymia and thymos as foreign servants fits with Maximus’ allegorization of the passions themselves as “gentiles” of (p.271) the soul, ostensibly alien and having a “contingent existence” (παρακολούθων) and yet, through the economy of incarnational grace, redeemed teleologically to the great advantage of the Christian’s moral and spiritual development.\textsuperscript{30}

**Virtue And Virtuosity**

Maximus was the beneficiary, as we have observed earlier,\textsuperscript{31} of a rich and diverse tradition of Greek monastic philosophy that drew both from Greco-Roman moral philosophy and from biblical, martyrological, and hagiographical examples of the “philosophical life” (μορφή ἡσυχοτομηκῆ). Within this tradition, the healing and transformation of desire so crucial to a deification were unthinkable apart from the sustained cultivation of virtues that stabilize desire and habituate its orientation to worthy ends. Virtues are morally upright dispositions of the soul, but much more than that, since they integrate mind, will, and desire, and the body, and align them in relation to a common telos in cooperation with divine grace. Virtue is a matter of character (γαρακτόργα) inscribed on the moral self through the power of God (Heb. 1:3).\textsuperscript{32}

Echoes of Aristotelian virtue ethics resound in Maximus, such as the idea that virtue is an acquired habitus (ἐξηματοῖο) of the moral subject,\textsuperscript{33} that it intrinsically leads to eudaimonia,\textsuperscript{34} and that virtue is by definition a “mean” between dispositional extremes of excess and defect.\textsuperscript{35} And yet Maximus departs from Aristotle, as Torsten Tillemosen and others point out, in seeing virtue as altogether natural to human beings.\textsuperscript{36} Aristotle\textsuperscript{37} identifies this because nature as such is fixed and cannot be altered by habituation.\textsuperscript{38} For Maximus virtue is natural because it draws out the potential for assimilation to God already embedded in human nature.\textsuperscript{39} Virtue is the vehicle of human participation in divine Good, indeed in God’s own infinite Virtue which has no temporal beginning.\textsuperscript{40} To say that virtue is natural is not, then, to nullify the operation of grace. Far from it. As we have seen before in Maximus, nature (φύσις) is already grace-given with an openness to transformation and deification, but this potential is only realized within a history and an economy, the drama of the Creator’s interaction with the creature. Virtue is “natural” for Maximus analogous to the way that the “natural law,” which informs virtue, does not stand purely on its own but is ever implicated in the “written law,” that is, the scripturally-narrated economy of creation and redemption, and in the spiritual “law of grace” perfectly embodied and fulfilled in Jesus Christ.\textsuperscript{41} In this way virtue is definitive of the christoform politeia of the believer, the parameters and protocols of her or his moral and spiritual “performance” within the theo-drama of Christ. Virtue, then, is natural but does not spontaneously appear. It has to be elicited, cultivated, conditioned, perfected. The Christian, moreover, is called not simply to virtues but to exempla (παράδειγμα) of virtue,\textsuperscript{42} which also has the effect of clarifying the image of God within the mind itself.\textsuperscript{43}

**Intellectual and Contemplative Virtue**

Virtue is a matter of seeing well, not just of desiring, willing, or doing well. While Maximus hardly believes that only the most spiritually astute Christian (the gnōstikoi) can exercise sufficient insight and foresight to cultivate virtue, he does assume that a maturing intellectual judgment is requisite for determining the appropriate ends that govern the virtuous life and one’s individual moral acts. Much of the real mental labor in turn consists in conforming the mediate ends of the particular intellectual, volitional, affective, and bodily operations that cumulatively make up that virtuous life to its indisputably perfect end, the triune God. Even if this supreme telos is encoded in the very nature of a human being, and is discernible through reason and contemplation, the mind even of the advanced ascetic is invariably beclouded, as I noted above, by distracting thoughts, errant mental representations of reality, and unhealthy passions in the making. The mind (νοῦς) must cut through this psychological morass, overcome its alienation from itself, and see everything, within the soul and without, in the perspective of divine Wisdom.\textsuperscript{44} It must deploy its spiritual eyes.\textsuperscript{45} Such requires, at bottom, engendering virtues at the level of perception itself, such as self-mastery (γυναίκαρτεξ), and especially prudence (φρονεῖον), which Maximus dubs the foundation of reason.\textsuperscript{46} Its and the very “act and manifestation of wisdom,” is just as virtue itself is the “concrete realization” (τοιούτως) of this wisdom and wisdom itself is “the essence of virtue.”\textsuperscript{47} “The beauty of wisdom,” says Maximus, “is knowledge embodied in practice, or practice informed by wisdom, whose common characteristic (inasmuch as it is completed through both) is the principle of divine providence and judgment.”\textsuperscript{48} Such wisdom requires taking command of sense experience (ἀισθητική) and the individual senses from the inside out. “Every passion,” Maximus posits, “is invariably an interconnected composite of a sensible object, sense itself, and a natural faculty...temper (θυμός), desire (διθυμία), or even reason (λογία) deviated from its natural function.” By a kind of intro-circumpection, the mind can nonetheless contemplate the true “synthetic end” (ἐννοητικὴ τέλος) of the sensible object, sense itself, and the implicated faculty, and thus remove the soul’s “impassioned disposition” so as to see all of these clearly according to their natural purpose, which also has the effect of clarifying the image of God within the mind itself.\textsuperscript{49} Self-knowledge and the contemplation of external sensible and intelligible reality are intrinsically connected.

The mind in this process is thus no passive receptor. Its “seeing” (θυμώμα) is active, probing, discerning, which is more plausible on the analogy of ancient notions of physical optics, whereby vision went out from the eyes like a beam and returned again with perceptions.\textsuperscript{50} But (p.273) like other astetics of his time, Maximus knew that physical sight, with its moral precariousness, could muddle clear intellectual vision.\textsuperscript{51} In order to see through to appropriate moral ends, the mind’s eye requires its own conditioning, not only by intellectual virtues like prudence but even more basically by faith itself, which Maximus calls “true knowledge from undemonstrated principles, since it is the substance of realities that are beyond intelligence and reason” (cf. Heb. 11:1).\textsuperscript{52} Faith
provides the mind its bearings as it contemplates the tremendously diverse logos of created things and begins to fathom the Creator’s economy and one’s place within that economy. Rather than simply scoping out “evidences” of a Creator, natural contemplation is a sanctified intuition of the strategy of divine activity, providence, and judgment, and of the intended relations among created beings. The goal of natural contemplation, which stops short of direct knowledge of the Creator, is the cosmic perspective or spiritual vision necessary to forming virtues. The contemplation of Scripture (theoria prophaneos), moreover, is bound up with natural contemplation both because Scripture contains the so-called logos of the commandments, and because Scripture narrates how virtue and the knowledge of God have been concretely embodied by exemplary saints.

This profound interconnection between practicing the virtues and contemplating their underlying reality is accented in a comment of Maximus on the “seven spirits” of Isaiah 11:2–3:

> We go from abstinence from evils through fear to the practice of the virtues by strength; from the practices of the virtues to the discretion of counsel; from discretion to the habitus (διάταξις) of the virtues, onknowledge-by-experience (ζωστραυήματα); from the habitus of the virtues to the knowledge (γνώσις) of the principles (λόγοι) in the virtues; from this knowledge to the habitus transformed to the principles so known, which is the same as understanding; and from this understanding to the simple, precise contemplation of universal truth. As ... the eye of faith, or illuminations, we are drawn together toward the divine unity of wisdom. And we ourselves gather this differentiation of gifts, which was instituted for us, together with the particular ascents in the virtues, toward the divine Cause of those gifts, and, in cooperation with God, neglect none of them, lest by becoming gradually negligent, we make our faith blind and sightless, devoid of illuminations by the Spirit through our works.

**Cultivating Virtuous Emotions**

In English colloquial usage, many virtues sound simply like healthy emotional states. The Christian virtues that Maximus sees comprehended under the supreme virtue of love—hope, humility, meekness, self-mastery, patience, longsuffering, kindness, peace, joy—conjure up not simply dispositions of character but identifiable emotions. Roslaid Hursthouse notes that a virtue, as a deeply entrenched disposition to act in a certain way, actually presupposes a host of interrelated activities: “emotions and emotional reactions, choices, values, desires, perceptions, attitudes, interests, expectations and sensibilities.” To possess a virtue is to be a certain sort of person with a certain complex mindset. For Aristotle too, she suggests, the virtues (and vices) are all dispositions not only to act, but to feel emotions, as reactions as well as impulses to action. In the person, virtues will be felt on the right occasion, toward the right people or objects, for the right reasons. Aristotle, and later on the Stoics who critically built on his virtue ethics, aspired to mental “techniques” to recognize, modulate, and control emotions, and to cultivate moral philosophers, including Maximus and his ascetical forebears, were well aware of these. But while Stoics were realists about the emotions, and conceded that they could not be thoroughly eradicated, and that some—the so-called eupatheiai—could even be relatively useful, we find little concentration on cultivating virtuous emotions as vital to moral wisdom and comportment.

Maximus and other Christian ascetical writers nonetheless explored whether emotions could enrich the believer’s moral and spiritual experience by conditioning virtues and moral character with appropriate affect. While the actual physiological duration of any emotion is remarkably brief, emotions have histories, or “scripts” as classicist Robert Kaster has observed from Greco-Roman moral philosophy. They register acquired and engrained values within a moral culture, and though emotions can quickly mutate, cross-fertilize, and cancel each other out, their resilience and sustained effect/affec feed moral memory (recall of virtuous or vicious thoughts and motives) and can foster moral imagination. Maximus certainly realized, as did Evagrius, the deep interconnection between passions and memory (προσωπή)—whether for ill or for good—in the continuum of moral experience. But he also realized the power of a “virtuous” emotion, a secured alignment of contemplation, reason, and pathos in a concrete practical setting. Here I can offer just two examples from the Confessor’s repertoire of virtuous emotions: empathetic mercy, and the preeminence of ascetical “emotions,” eupatheiai (which I will rename “engaged dispassion”). Both of these reveal virtue aspiring to virtuity.

Pity or mercy (σπανος) had a long history of interpretation in Greco-Roman antiquity, but its status as a virtue was suspect. Aristotle describes its function as a catharsis of the fear of suffering, at a distance sufficient for emotional comfort; but Stoics, acknowledging Hume and Augustine, viewed pity as potentially depressing the will of the moral sage, valid only under controlled circumstances (“taking” pity as opposed to “feeling” it). By Maximus’ time, of course, mercy was a venerable Christian virtue both in its directly eloemeryo expression (concern for the poor, almsgiving, etc.) and in its role in the forgiveness of sin. And yet the problem of mercy lapsing into pity “at a distance” persisted. Maximus presses toward a deeper dimension of mercy more along the lines of what we now call empathy. Gregory of Nyssa had described mercy as “voluntary misery” (πατησιμος λυπη) and “loving self-identification” (ἰακωβικόν ἐνπράση) with the suffering other. Maximus combines these by specifying empathetic mercy as “voluntary self-identification” (ιακωβικόν ἐνπράση) with the suffering other adding that through mercy we proactively acknowledge kinship (τοις εκτικησιοις) and a filial bond (τοις ειδοτικοις) with those in crisis.

The particular quality of mercy for Maximus is twofold. First, it is grounded in the divine gift of human equality. Mercy embodies an ethics that assumes this equality as ontological fact while acknowledging still the existential inequalities that attend human life. Expanding on Paul, Maximus admonishes believers to fill up others’ deficiencies with their own abundances (2 Cor. 8:14), which is an ascetical labor that goes beyond acts of kindness to include self-mortification as a counterbalance to bodily inequalities wherever they exist. The ascetic’s self-deprivation is the suffering other’s abundantly more. Second, this mercy for Maximus excites an incarnational grace, a kenosis on behalf of the suffering other which has as its complement the “incarnation” of Christ in the virtue of the one who reveals this mercy:

> If the poor person is “God,” it is because of God’s condescension in becoming poor for our sake (cf. 2 Cor. 8:9) and in taking upon himself by his own suffering the sufferings of each one until the end of time (cf. Matt. 28:20), always suffering mystically out of goodness in proportion to each one’s suffering. So all the more will that person be “God” who, in imitation of God’s philanthropy, personally heals by his or her own initiative, but in a deiform way, the afflictions of those who suffer, and who exhibits in his or her merciful disposition the very same power of God’s sustaining providence that operates in proportion to need.

Paradoxically the other sterling example of a virtuous emotion in Maximus, constituting the pinnacle of the ascetical life, is apatheia, which has so often been translated “impassibility” or “detachment,” both of which fail, however, to convey that apatheia, while rising above the fray of unstable passions, and achieving an inner stability akin to hesychia, is much more than a state of imperturbability, and even requires constant and sober remembrance of one’s weakness and need of divine power. For apatheia is never a state of being closed off from the neighbor, the “other.” It is conditioned precisely by the inward and outward alignment of the passible self, and by the deeper reality of agape. Despite love’s priority to all the virtues, Maximus on occasion credits apatheia as the matrix of agape insofar as it nurtures the love of all human beings equally. And with apatheia, as with empathetic mercy, the indwelling of Christ is the inner mystery of the realization of emotional virtuity.

Whoever is perfect in love, and has reached the height of dispassion, knows no distinction at all between his own (διακοιλια) and another’s, of between her own (διακοιλια) and another’s, or between the faithful and the faithless, or between slave and free, or between male and female. Rather, having risen far
above the tyranny of the passions and focused on the one nature of human beings, he or she looks upon all as equals and is equally disposed toward all. For
in this person there is no Greek and Jew, no male and female, no slave and free, but Christ is all and in all (Gal. 3:21; Col. 3:11). This positive depiction of the (com)passionate face of apatheia in its intrinsic relation to agapē had profound influence in subsequent ascetical traditions in
Byzantine Christianity, as attested in various writers in the Philokalia who knew and absorbed Maximus' work, and who associated apatheia with a host of
virtuous emotions or fruits of the Spirit.

The Formation of Virtue within Disciplinary and Liturgical Community

For Maximus, the reorientation of human desire and the cultivation of salutary emotions, both constitutive for forming and habituating Christian virtues,
were seen as integral parts of the entire systemic contemplative life. He presupposed certain protocols of imitation (μιμομεντος), accountability, compassion, and traditioned moral wisdom available only within communities,
monastic and ecclesiastical. Whether monk, non-monastic layperson, or cleric, every Christian had to look to exemplars, icons of the virtuous life, and time-
tested templates of moral and spiritual growth reinforced through catechesis, preaching, worship, and the sacraments.

Before we speak of monastic or ecclesiastical communities inculcating Christian virtues, it is good to recall Maximus’ larger cosmo-politeian vision, his
sense that the whole cosmos is already a grand theatre of imitation in contemplating and performing the Good. Even if he does not expand on the Dionysian
language of hierarchies, Maximus embraces the idea that divine Virtue and all the attributes or energies of God give rise to a cosmic mimēsis in which
higher creatures, in their own imitation of God (Christ), exemplify virtue for lower ones. Human beings are called to the imitation of angels and not just
other human beings as Paul himself modeled in his worthiness to encounter the three-fold ranks of angels, the “third heaven” (2 Cor. 12:2). Obviously,
however, more approachable exemplars than the angels were requisite. For Maximus, one source was spiritual friendship, the advantage of
which was an intimacy in which virtues (and vices) were more vividly in view and more readily brought to fruition. Maximus so often praises the imitable
virtues of the addressers of his writings, though he was certainly conscious of reciprocally setting his own example for them. But the context of monastic
community naturally intensified the regimen of emulation. As I noted in Chapter 7, Maximus’ asceticism presupposes the Eastern desert tradition, where
the wisdom and virtue of the elders were passed on, through aphorisms and object lessons, to monastic disciples held in rigorous account for their every
thought and action. His Dialogue on the Ascetical Life powerfully echoes this tradition, and yet this work, auot de force on imitating Christ through the
saints, is almost certainly aimed not only at monastics but all within the Church. It is a veritable catechism in the life of repentance and renewal in the
Spirit, saturated with Old and New Testament texts containing exempla and instruction in an asceticism applicable to all Christians. Early in the work, the
elder quotes Jesus’ commission to his disciples and declares that everyone who is baptized is called to obey all the commandments (cf. Matt. 28:19–20), as
summed up in the love of God and love of neighbor (Luke 10:27). Paul is an especially important exemplar since he expressly instructed Christians to
imitate him as he imitated Christ (1 Cor. 4:16; 11:1). Let us emulate the holy atheists of the Savior. Let us imitate their combats, forgetting the things that are behind, and stretching forth to those that are before (Phil. 3:13). Let us imitate their tireless course, their flamboyant gestures, their perseverance in continence, their holiness in chastity, their nobility in
patience, their endurance in long-suffering, their pity in compassion, their imperturbate meekness, their warmth in zeal, their unfeignedness in
love, their sublimity in lowliness, their plainness in purity, their vivacity in their virility, their gentleness in their clemency.

The vast majority of Christians in Byzantium, of course, learned about—and from—the hovering cloud of witnesses (Heb. 12:1), the biblical and ecclesiastical
saints, not through intimate spiritual directors but through the Church’s liturgy, hymnody, and iconography; and even within the monasteries, where such
direction was built into the life of the community, liturgy still played a vital role in identifying moral and spiritual exempla. Derek Krueger, in a fine recent
monograph, has detailed the multiple ways that Byzantine liturgy and hymnody, beginning in the fifth and sixth centuries, decisively shaped the Byzantine
religious “self” (monastic and non-monastic) by holding up the biblical paragons of penitential virtue who could revamp the Christian conscience,
articulating its guilt and contrition but also its imagination of salvation and its gratitude for prospective mercy. As we have already seen, Maximus
follows Dionysius in understanding the Church, with its liturgy, to mirror the cosmos as a school of virtue. Most of his own teaching on imitating the saints’
virtues comes not from his commentary on the liturgy, but from his ascetical writings; nevertheless, the Mystagogy certainly assumes that the rhythms and
rituals, the readings of Scripture, the chants and hymns, the creed, and the dramatic elements of the Eucharistic service all draw the Christian into the cloud
of witnesses, the procession of the faithful extending through salvation history and anticipating its eschatological outcome.

Worship itself is for Maximus a protracted conversion of the free will to deifying virtue. It begins in baptism, which comprises two modes: “the one
bestows the grace of adoption, which is entirely present in potency (κατεναθήματος)), that grace which deliberately (τως μεταφέροντας) reorients the entire free choice of the one being born of God toward the God who gives
birth.” Participation in the Church’s liturgy—the worship engaging all the saints, in heaven and on earth, in the imitation of Christ—nurturesthis
flowering of baptismal grace and conversion of the ungodly, all believers of greater or lesser sin.

For entrance into the church signifies not only the conversion of infidels to the true and only God (John 17:3) but also the emendation of
each one of us who believe but who yet violate the Lord’s commandments under the influence of loose and indecent life. Indeed, when any person is a
murderer, or adulterer, robber, haughty, boastful, insolent (Rom. 1:30), ambitious, greedy, slanderous, resentful, inclined to outbursts and anger, a
drankard, and in a word…when someone is entangled in any kind of vice but should cease voluntarily to be held by its attention and deliberately to act
according to it and changes his or her life for the better by preferring virtue to vice, such a person can be properly and truly considered and spoken of as
entering with Christ our God and High Priest into virtue, which is the church understood figuratively.
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Part IV Maximus’ Afterlife East and West

9 Recontextualizations of Maximus East and West

After his ignoble death in 662 while exiled in Lazica, Maximus’ name became an embarrassment to the Byzantine imperial authorities and the Patriarchate of Constantinople, so much so that it was not even mentioned in the formal decrees of the Council of Constantinople in 680–1, even though the council vindicated dyothelete orthodoxy. As I noted at the end of Chapter 1, however, Maximus’ cult as a Byzantine saint began to take shape early on in Georgia, where he was buried. And in due course his theological and ascetical legacies would be registered far and wide in the Christian world, East and West. The present chapter is by no means an exhaustive survey of Maximus’ Nachleben, but a sampling of the more salient attempts to recontextualize his oeuvre in an array of new theological settings and controversies. Whether we can speak of “Neo-Maximian” theologies in the same way that we identify Neo-Augustinian or Neo-Thomist ones remains to be seen, but there is no doubt that Maximus has proven (and still proves) to be the subject of consistent ecumenical retrieval and ressourcement. 188

Maximus’ Legacy in the Early Medieval West

It is little surprise that, in the wake of the monothelite controversy and the new confidence of the papacy in its resistance to Byzantine imperial authority, the Roman Church seized upon Maximus’ prestige as leader of the Greek monastic opposition to Constantinople, hoping to keep alive this unprecedented Eastern alliance with the Roman see. The pivotal mediator here was Anastasius Bibliothecarius (c.800–79), who, after a stormy early career and even a stint as an anti-pope in 855, eventually became both head of the papal archives and papal legate to Constantinople amid the increased alienation between Rome and Byzantium. Working for a time at the ambitious Pope Nicholas I (r. 858–67), who envisioned the Roman Church as the model for the Church universal,1 Anastasius’s goal was to recontextualize Maximus as an Eastern adjudicator of the papal primacy. To this end, being thoroughly proficient in Greek, he translated into Latin the biographical and hagiographical documents connected with the demise of Maximus and Pope Martin I, both revered as champions of Roman orthodoxy against the Byzantine emperor and the Patriarchate of Constantinople. What more effective way could there be to bolster the Roman primacy than to register Maximus’ purported Eastern witness in the papal dossier? In fact, one of the other works translated by Anastasius was the classic Life of John the Almsgiver by the Cypriot bishop Leontius of Neapolis (seventh century), a work that supplemented the earlier Life of John produced by John Moschus and Maximus’ one-time spiritual father, Sophronius. Bronwen Neil is surely correct that this is no coincidental choice on Anastasius’s part, as he sought to muster other Eastern “pro-Chalcedonian, anti-imperial” sources associated with Maximus in support of papal claims.1

Turning north in the same period to the Carolingian Dynasty, Maximus found an even more robust intellectual legacy in the work of John Scottus Eriugena (c.815–77), the most accomplished philosophical189 theologist of the Carolingian Renaissance, who translated into Latin both the Corpus Areopagiticum and Maximus’ two longest works, the Ambigua to Johni and the Questions and Responses for Thalassinus. Both Eriugena and Anastasius esteemed Maximus as an interpreter of Dionysius, thus aspiring close connection of the pair in their medieval Western reception. Anastasius actually produced a revision of Eriugena’s translation of Dionysius along with scholia on the Areopagite attributed to Maximus and to the Palestinian bishop John of Sicyon. He also translated sections of Maximus’ Mystagogia, which was already closely associated with Dionysius’s Ecclesiastical Hierarchy as a commentary on the liturgy. 190

Eriugena’s translation of Maximus, commissioned by and dedicated to the Emperor Charles the Bald (Charlemagne’s grandson), was wooden and literalist, and roundly assailed by Anastasius, who deemed John a rustic upstart over his head in daring to render Maximus’ sophisticated Greek into Latin. But one cannot depend on John’s often verbatim translations to grasp his larger interpretation of Maximus,1 which was part of his campaign to reconcile Western (namely Augustinian) doctrine with the Eastern Fathers (namely Gregory of Nyssa, Dionysius, and Maximus) for the sake of a revised Christian-Neoplatonic system of thought. Though too complex to detail here, John’s interpretation of 191 Maximus surfaces principally in his great work of philosophical and theological cosmology, the Peripheyeson. Here Eriugena, like Dionysius and Maximus, describes the hierarchy of being not for its own sake but as a function of theophany (or especially in Maximus’ case, Christophany). The Creator—creation relation bases itself in the strict division between uncreated and created nature, and from the notion, attributable to Dionysius and Maximus but developed much more extensively by John, that the “nothing” (nihil) from which God created the world was but the negation of the ineffable divine being (the divine “no-thing”). The nothing signals the Creator’s transcendence of all being, while affirming still that he causes and funds created being, God the Creator is deservedly called ‘nothing’ by virtue of his excellence (per excellential nihilum non imperito sociatur). But in truth, when he begins in his theopneusties, he is said to proceed, as it were, from nothing into something (ex nihilō in aliquid), and what is properly considered beyond all essence is perceived in every essence. And for that reason, every visible and invisible creature is a theophany, that is, every single creature can be called a divine appearance. For the more each order of created natures from top to bottom—that is, from the celestial essences down to the lowest visible body of this world—is understood to be hidden, the more it is seen to approximate the splendor (ex Deo). John’s use of the expression creation ex nihilo means creation ex Deo, and that God not only causes but is his creation, inspired later accusations of pantheism, especially as he claimed that “we must not understand creation and God as two distinct things but as one and the same, since creation subsists in God and God creates himself in the creation (in creaturam…creatur) in a wondrous and ineffable manner.” And yet Eriugena doubtless assumed he was faithfully interpreting Dionysius and Maximus, for whom the Creator (Christ), though beyond being, is free to be all as well as be in all (cf. 1 Cor. 15:28; Col. 3:11) without violating his transcendence, in virtue of his gracious immanence and his securing of the unity of creation amid its diversity.192 More problematic from a Maximian perspective, however, is John’s additional caveat that in explicating the divine “self-creation in creation” he is not referencing.193 The incarnation of the Logos but only the “indefinite condensation of the ultimate Good, which is Unity and Trinity.” 194

Eriugena also considered Maximus’ doctrine of the five cosmic polarities in the light of his own fourfold division of nature.195 The difference is that for Maximus these are ontological structures in their own right, the coherence of which is immediately tied to the historical incarnation of Jesus Christ, who ultimately and perfectly embodies divine Wisdom in creation.196 In John’s system, they are revelations of God to the contemplative human mind. Dermot Moran avers that John’s “seemingly objective hierarchical scheme of nature is counterbalanced by an antihierarchical subjectivist tendency, which may indeed be termed ‘idealistic,’ since the putative hierarchies of nature are ‘mind-dependent,’ and since the mind (as image of God) is to be given direct access to God and to the essences without intermediaries.” 197

In comparing John with Maximus, von Balthasar thus considered Eriugena a “cosmic gnostic” and throwback to radical Origenism whose metaphysics was fully detached from Christology.198 Of late, John Gavin, in one of the only studies of Eriugena’s own Christology, nevertheless suggests more fidelity to Maximus. He points out, for example, Eriugena’s reiteration of the Maximian doctrine of the multiple “incarnations” of the Logos. John the Evangelist calls the Word’s assumption of human substance in Jesus the incarnation proper, while the Word is quasi incarnatus in scriptural language and in the forms and orders of visible things.199 This seems a departure, however, from Maximus’ view that while the historic incarnation is unique and supreme, all his incarnations are eschatologically simultaneous, and it is precisely the Logos quas Christ who is fully present in all of them. Gavin goes far to vindicate Eriugena’s Christology, but the incarnation proper remains decisive for the Irish sage primarily for human restoration within the redemptive oikonomia.
Cosmologically, i.complements the revelatory work of the transcendent Logos but still does not seem to figure as the deepest “rationale” or plan (φιλοσοφός) of creation itself, as in the case in Maximus. [292]

Maximus’ Legacy in Middle Byzantine Scholasticism

Earlier I discussed Averil Cameron’s thesis that already in Maximus’ time were the makings of a scholasticism representing the essentially defensive cultural posture assumed by Byzantium in the face of the internal threat of schism and heresy, and the external specter of Islam. This scholasticism nonetheless found its fruition in the Middle Byzantine period (that is, through roughly the thirteenth centuries), though it extended even to the collapse of the empire in 1453. Its hallmark was a broad-based reappraisal of the Hellenic and Christian intellectual sources of Byzantine cultural identity, part of a continuing process of cultural self-definition in relation to political and cultural “others.” Henceforth the retrieval of Maximus’ legacy was tied to the compiling of authorities for purposes of preserving theological orthodoxy. Just as Maximus had himself compiled florilegia to support dyothelete Christology, he would be included as a source in later florilegia, as well as in catena commentaries on Scripture. But in the works of Byzantine humanists, his legacy was also tied to enduring debates over the reception of [293] of theology to philosophy amid new passion for philosophy, and disputes as to whether Platonism or Aristotelianism held supremacy as Byzantium’s canonical philosophical idiom—though Aristotelianism, with Neoplatonic reworkings, was destined to win the day. [294]

Transitionally crucial here is John Damascene (c.646–749), the prolific monastic theologian of Mar Saba monastery in the Judean desert, whose reputation soared because of his highly articulated defense of icons in another culturally defining event in Byzantium, the iconoclastic controversy (726–843). Beyond this, however, John’s trilogy summarily titled The Fountain of Knowledge is a monument of zeal for religious and cultural definition. It begins with the Dialekτικα, a treatise of philosophical terminology for theological usage that bears the influence of Porphyry’s Isagoge and Aristotle’s logical works. More than likely it was not the Damascene’s original work but a prior compilation that he endorsed, and similar handbooks are ascribed to Maximus too. [295] Next is On Heresy, which catalogs and targets not only internal heretics, old and new, but also the latest external one: “Ismahelites” (Muslims). John caps the trilogy with his magnum opus On the Orthodox Faith, a rhetorically dry but substantive synthesis of Greek patristic theology heavily, though not necessarily exclusively, dependent on Maximus’ prior work.

Most notably in the christological sections of his summa, John resonated Maximian distinctions and definitions, like those concerning the dual energies and wills of Christ, and the attributes of Christ’s psychological constitution and appropriation of human nature. But the Damascene is an interpreter, not a slavish duplicate of. [294] On the Dionysian “new theandric energy,” for example, Maximus had emphasized the exchange (συντάσησις) of properties in the composite person of Christ, while John applies to it Maximus’ closely related notion of the “circuminnession” (κυκλοφορών) of natures. On the vexed question of [294] gnomic will, however, John fully knows that Maximus denied gnēmōν in Christ because Christ did not waver in choosing the good, and yet he finds an alternative meaning of the semantically pliable gnēmōn that still could apply: namely, inclination toward the commonly willed objective (το θελητόν) of the divine and human natures. Reintroducing gnēmōn to Christ in this restricted sense, John undoubtedly believed he was still faithful to Maximus, who, in expounding the Gethsemane prayer, quoted Cyril of Alexandria precisely to the effect that Christ invariably willed the same thing (το θελητόν) as the Father.

After John, who further enhanced the Confessor’s prestige in Orthodoxy’s theological archive, fresh interpretation of Maximus was limited principally to ascetical and spiritual theology in the Middle and Late Byzantine periods. He never addressed the legitimacy of Maximus’ iconography, but it was not in question, so his name did not significantly emerge in the iconoclastic controversy, though his theological articulations of the relation of image and prototype may have positively informed the defense of icons. In the ninth century, Maximus was admired by the Patriarch, theologian, and encyclopedist Photius of Constantinople, who included him in his famous “reading list,” the Myriobiblion (Bibliotheca), even though some of his most memorable remarks are his virulent criticisms of Maximus’ proximity of language and style. As Andrew Louth has characterized him, however, Photius was essentially a lay theologian, a man of tremendous learning but quickly outmoded and advanced in ecclesiastical office. His primary audience was educated laity for whom [295] was committed to clarifying the aporiae of Scripture and inherited theological traditions. An innovative interpreter of Maximus he was not. Perhaps an exception, pointed out by Louth, is Photius’s resumption of the question of the gnomic will in Christ in his Amphilochia, a treatise on scriptural and theological ambiguities. Photius used both Maximus’ work on this and the Damascene’s. Most interestingly, Photius recognized the very dilemma that I discussed earlier: if the gnomic will is fallen human will in need of redemption, how can it be healed unless Christ assumes it? Ultimately, however, after exploring various scriptural texts, he concluded with Maximus that Christ had no gnomic will since it is not, strictly speaking, proper to human nature. Turning to the eleventh century, in the heyday of Byzantine humanism, Maximus and other Greek patristic authors came under increasing scrutiny by quasi-secularizing scholars keen on measuring them up to the standards of good philosophy. Michael Psellus (1018–c.1080), who rose to prominence as the imperially-appointed Consul of the Philosophers, superintendent of philosophical education in Constantinople, wrote, among other things, a set of theological and exegetical Opuscula heavy on the interpretation of Scripture and the Fathers. In this collection, for example, Psellus subjects Christian interpretation of the transfiguration, via John Damascene’s canon on it, to the criterion of what Michael believed was the pure Neoplatonic mysticism of Proclus. Psellus holds especially great interest in the Orations of Gregory Nazianzen, whom he clearly esteems as a rhetorical genius. He is interested in “the Philosopher,” as he calls him, partly because he is a fellow interpreter of Gregory, such as on the allegorical meaning of certain New Testament passages in Nazianzen’s preaching. In a few instances, however, Psellus appeals to Maximus. [296] opinion on its own terms, as when he discusses Jesus’ enigmatic statement, “My Father is working still, and I am working (John 5:17).” [296] Psellus’s treatment of “on the mystery of the cross and burial of Christ,” in which, for the sake of pursuing “more exalted thoughts” on its meaning, Michael references Maximus’ celebrated dictum that the cross and the resurrection hold the key to the knowledge of sensible and intelligible creatures and of scriptural figures and enigmas. Psellus’s engagement of these revered patristic authors on this question of the mystical, Maximus, and John Damascene is fascinating to follow, insofar as he rarely if ever concealed his desire to harmonize them with his own Neoplatonic thinkers, all the while having to exonerate himself of suspicions of his own theological orthodoxy.

In the eleventh century, the Emperor Alexius I Comnenus’s older brother Isaac (“the Sebacotactor”), another Neoplatonic enthusiast, extensively integrated Maximus (less so Dionysius) into his treatises on providence, determinism, and the subsistence of evil, in a bid to balance out his dependence on Proclus. Carlos Steel has identified two especially salient examples of Isaac’s synthesizing of Maximus and Proclus. In one case Isaac takes Proclus’s doctrine of five ascending modes of knowledge and insinuates it into Maximus’ five modes of natural contemplation set forth in Ambiguum 10 (PG 91:1133A–1137C). In another case Isaac replaces Proclus’ phrase “the one nature of the cosmos” (ἡ μία τοῦ κοσμοῦ φύσις) with “the logos of every nature” (ὁ φύσιος λόγος), the latter representing the fact that the logos/logos is the real causal principle within each and every natural creature—a view thoroughly congenial with Maximus’ doctrine of the logos of beings. Isaac is thus a splendid study, like Michael Psellus, in the urge of Byzantine humanists to reconcile the Church Fathers, in our case Maximus, with the philosophical tradition in the effort to galvanize a body of wisdom enhancing Byzantium’s cultural glory. [297]

Maximus in the Fray of East-West Schism: The Filioque Controversy

Maximus did not live long enough to see the Filioque become a consuming point of contention between the Eastern and Western Churches. Having roots in Latin patristic theology, this principle affirming the Holy Spirit’s procession from the Father and from the Son did not begin to appear in Western versions of the Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed until the late sixth century, and thus was thoroughly overshadowed in Maximus’ time by the monothelite controversy, with its own East-West fallout. Not until the so-called Photian Schism of the ninth century did the wound opened by the Filioque truly begin to fester ecumenically. As Patriarch of Constantinople, Photius judged it a Western aberration in the context of sending off not only a papal bid to judge his
It would be wrong, however, to infer that there was no real debate on the issue before or during Maximus’ time. And his status in the gradually intensifying controversy was assured because of a relatively brief but striking reflection on the procession of the Holy Spirit that he left in a letter to Marinus the Cypriot priest (=Opusculum 10, c.645). He had learned that certain critics from Constantinople rebuked two sections of the Synodical letters of “the current most holy Pope” (ostensibly Theodore), one of which included his claim that “the Holy Spirit proceeds also from the Son” (ἐκτοποτεινθῇ σῶς τοῦ Υἱοῦ τῷ Πνεύμα τοῦ ὁμοου). Maximus postured himself in defense of the Pope, declaring that his teaching was consonant not only with the “Roman Fathers” but also with the Eastern luminary Cyril of Alexandria, all of whom showed that they were not making the Son the cause of the Spirit, for they knew that the Father alone is the cause of the Son and the Spirit: of the Son by generation (αὐτῷ τῷ γένεσι), of the Spirit by procession (αὐτῷ τῇ ἐνδορροή). Rather, they demonstrated the advance (τῷ ἐνδορρόῃ) of the Spirit through the Son, and thereby proved that they were conjoined and indistinguishable in essence.

Predictably, much interpretation has focused on the meaning of this advance (τῷ ἐνδορρόῃ) of the Holy Spirit through (ἐν) the Son, though Maximus does not nuance its meaning. His thorough confidence in the ecumenically established fact that the Father is the unique cause of the Son’s eternal begetting and the Spirit’s eternal procession suggests that in this instance he was speaking not in the register of theologia but of οἰκονομία, and was assuming the same for Pope Theodore and other authorities. The Spirit’s advance through the Son refers not to intra-trinitarian relations but to their cooperative endeavor in the economy of salvation. This perspective is supported by earlier but relevant text in Questions and Responses for Thalassius 63, where Maximus posits that in the mystery of the Church, Christ the Word is the Head, being the one who has the Spirit and who grants to the Church the Spirit’s “energies” or “gifts” (χαρίζεται), though in the very same passage he says that the Spirit himself, who “ineffably proceeds” (ἐκτοποτεινθῇ) in essence from the Father through the begotten Son, grants those energies to the Church.

Maximus went out of his way to insist that the pope and the Latins were being unjustly accused of theological error on the Spirit’s procession, whereas their critics in Constantinople were without excuse for what they themselves had covertly introduced (i.e. the monothelete error). Maximus continues to Marius:

But as you requested, I have urged the Romans to translate their own terms for the sake of avoiding obscurities in what they suggest. But since they legitimately followed the procedure of composing and sending [Synodical letters], I know not whether they will ever comply. Besides, it is also the case that they cannot precisely convey their meaning in words and language other than their own mother-tongue, any more than we could do the same in a foreign language.

Whatever his good will, Maximus recognized that there was a linguistic fault-line on the Filioque, and sought a remedy that actually placed the burden more on the Latins than the Greeks to achieve clarity and consensus.

For subsequent Greek interpreters, including Photius, Maximus’ adjustment of the Filioque along the lines of the oikonomia of the Spirit’s procession through the Son held great promise, though there was little openness to it in the West, with the exception of Eriugena, who thoroughly sympathized with it. “We very much indeed believe and understand that the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father through the Son (a Patre per Filium…procedere), and yet we are obliged to accept not that the Holy Spirit has two causes, but one cause alone, the Father, with the Son being generated from him and the Holy Spirit proceeding from him through the Son.”

Well before the Council, Nilos Cabasilas (1298–1365), one time Bishop of Thessaloniki and for a while a champion of East–West reconciliation, had turned strongly against the Latin defenses of the Filioque and appealed to, among other Greek patristic sources, Maximus’ letter to Marinus as an anti-Filioque text. His treatise on the Holy Spirit in turn served as the principal florilegium for Byzantine representatives at Ferrara/Florence, though they did not all agree on Nilus’s own view of (300) Maximus. The leading anti-unioneer at the Council, Mark Eugenius, Bishop of Ephesus, who brought his own florilegium, confidently not only to the letter to Marinus but also the passage cited earlier from the Questions and Responses to Thalassius 63 as irrefutable evidence of Maximus’ denial of a double-origin of the Spirit’s procession. Moderate, pro-unioneer Byzantine representatives nevertheless cited these texts as well, believing that Maximus’ instruction on the procession of the Spirit through the Son could provide a modus vivendi between staunch Latin defenders of the Filioque and the Greeks. Interestingly, then, the arguments rotated not just around Maximus’ precise position on the Filioque, but his strategic political importance as a mediator who had once sided with Rome on Christology and distanced himself from the monothelete radicals in Constantinople.

Meanwhile, Latin conservatives had left Maximus out of their own argumentation, having already concluded that his letter to Marinus, if authentic, did not support their own interpretation of the Filioque (allowing for the Son’s causation of the Spirit). Only Andrew of Rhodes, an ethnic Greek who had become a Dominican friar and eventual Latin Bishop of Rhodes, brought forward the letter to Marinus as congenial to the Latin position; but he was quickly overrun by his Latin colleagues who wanted Maximus kept out of the discussion. An obstinate breakthrough occurred when the Latin delegate John of Montemero reintroduced the letter to Marinus and affirmed that Maximus’ real point was that the Romans themselves believed in the Spirit’s procession from the Father alone. The Greeks took note and, at the bidding of the Emperor John VIII Palaeologus, who was with the Byzantine delegation, decided, according to the Greek Acta, to put forward Maximus’ letter as a formal grounds for reunion:

And everyone together [in the Byzantine caucus] said, “If the Latins are persuaded by this epistle, then nothing else is required for us to unite with them.” Therefore the synod designated the emperor to go to the pope and ask if he received the epistle and confession of Saint Maximus.

Siecenski indicates from the Memoirs of Sylvester Syropoulos, however, that there was substantial division in the caucus over this strategy, and that Mark Eugenius balked:

How can we unite with them when they accept, in word alone, the statement of Holy Maximus while among themselves they opine the opposite, even proclaiming it openly in their churches? No, they must first confess our teaching—clearly and without ambiguity. Only in this way will we consummate the union with them. Mark’s chief opponent in the Byzantine delegation, the strong pro-unioneer Basil Bassetorius (an Orthodox bishop who eventually was appointed a Cardinal in the Roman Church), insisted that Maximus’ letter to Marinus did make room for the Son’s secondary causality of the Spirit, and proposed it on that basis to the Romans as a vehicle of reunion. Eugenius continued to maintain the anti-Filioque reading of Maximus. George Scholarius stepped in to arbitrate, but to no avail, as the Latins ultimately refused to admit Maximus’ letter, read either way, as a formula for unity.
Maximus’ Legacy in the Hesychast Controversy

The fourteenth-century hesychast controversy was a critical crossroads in the spiritual theology of Eastern Christianity, but it was more than just a debate over the nature of divine participation. It also served as a benchmark for the development of a shared theological vocabulary and a point of convergence for various philosophical and mystical traditions.

Gregory responded that Maximus was using “symbol” in a very specific sense, akin to how he used it elsewhere in his interpretation of the transfiguration, engaging the whole body, and the whole panoply of psychosomatic faculties, in the quest for a sublime encounter with God—indeed, a robust physical and spiritual vision of the glorious light of the transfiguration. Besides lampooning certain hesychastic practices like the navel-focused “prayer of the heart,” Barlaam rebuked Palamas and his disciples for claiming the possibility of direct knowledge of God and unmitigated vision of uncreated divine light. An interpreter of Dionysian apophaticism through a strict philosophical key, Barlaam took the Areopagite’s negative theology to the extreme of denying both conceptual and existential access to the inner reality of God. Looking much the philosophical nominalist, he insisted that access to God could normatively come only through careful logical inference from creation and scriptural revelation. Palamas, though respectful of Aristotelian logic, did not believe it could dictate the terms of divine transcendence and immanence. Gregory’s own celebrated distinction between the inaccessible divine essence and the uncreated but participable “energies” of God, which allow a relative but gracious access to God’s nature, framed his robust perspective on the experience of deification.

The advantage of this distinction was that it safeguarded the divine transcendence but also affirmed the freedom of God to be “really” present in his energies (i.e. virtues, attributes, intentions, activities ad extra), the latter being verified in the incarnation itself.

Not without justification, Palamas read Maximus as a faithful hesychast, and numerous Maximian emphases reappear in Gregory’s theological anthropology and ascetical doctrine. In his Triads and other works, Palamas appealed to Maximus in opposing Barlaam and his disciples. One such appeal was to support his differentiation of divine essence and uncreated divine energies, a doctrine that is rather basic in the Confessor though not developed with the intensity we find in Palamas himself. It seems odd that he did not exploit, in this connection, Maximus’ doctrine of the logoi. This can be explained, however, first by the fact that nowhere does Maximus explicitly equate the logoi with God’s uncreated energies, although some interpreters have considered them virtually the same.

Second, as Maximos Constas observes, exploiting Maximus’ doctrine of the logoi could easily play into Barlaam’s hands since the Calabrian had already laid claim to the doctrine, proposing that the logoi, being grounded in the Creator’s mind, have corresponding “images” in the soul which, if epistemically apprehended, lead the reasoning mind to the knowledge of God. Among the specific texts in play, one was Maximus’ statement that “he who has been rendered worthy to be in God will, by a certain simple and undivided knowledge, come to perceive as preexisting in God all the principles of created things.” Another was his assertion that only in gazing on—and aspiring to nuptial union with—the Logos immanent in created reality would one so advanced acquire knowledge of the logoi. These are among Palamas’s few references to Maximus’ theory of the logoi, and it appears that he is countering Barlaam’s appeal to the same texts. As Gregory clarifies, he and Maximus concur that this is a special, graced vision of God granted to the spiritual senses of those being deified, not an intelligence acquired by human reason. Palamas was also keenly aware of Maximus’ evocative representation of the transfiguration, believing it to support his projection of a sublime participation in the glorious, uncreated light of God for those deemed worthy. Barlaam too had claimed Maximus’ authority here, focusing on the Confessor’s description of the transfigured face of Jesus as a “symbol of his divinity” as proof that he too believed that the disciples, and by extension the hesychasts, could only encounter the light indirectly and symbolically. Having cited other patristic authorities to oppose the idea that the light was merely a created symbol, Gregory responded that Maximus was using “symbol” in a very specific sense, akin to how he used it elsewhere in his interpretation of the transfiguration, when he spoke of the light as symbolic of the two modes of theology, apophatic and kataphatic, in order to make an epistemological point, not to deny the experienced reality of uncreated light. The light belongs to those participable realities “around God” which have no beginning or end.

The overarching issue here was the nature of deification itself. John Meyendorff has emphasized in his extensive work on Palamas and the hesychast controversy that Gregory found in Maximus a precedent for his bold realism in depicting deification, especially as grounded in the mystery of the incarnation. He drew, for example, upon Maximus’ description of deification as “unoriginated” (ἀυτόρρογος), which a scholiast (possibly Maximus himself) defined as “enhypostastic (ὑπερορθώμενος) illumination from the Godhead, such as has no origin but registers incomprehensible for those deemed worthy of it.” By enhypostatōn here, the scholiast was indicating not that a divine hypostasis subsumes the human hypostasis of the deified believer, but that the beginningless divine energy in reality (i.e. as grounded in the divine essence) penetrates that person in a way that defies his or her own comprehension. This parallels the fact that deification is a sheer gift of divine grace. Otherwise put, deification transforms human nature but is not naturally acquired. Christians derivatively share, moreover, in the ultimate circumcension (ἐπικοπήθηκα) of the divine and the human accomplished once for all in Jesus Christ, a participation sustained through the indwelling of the Holy Spirit.

In hindsight, we must acknowledge that Palamas’s battle, of course, was not Maximus’. Maximus had no proxy of Barlaam against whom he had to elaborate and defend his views of human transformation through the grace of the incarnate and transfigured Lord. His extensive teaching on deification arose, as Jean-Claude Larchet has ably shown, from every major domain of his thought. Apart from its role in his reprimand of radical Origenists, it was, however, largely polemically charged. It is because, drawing on his own diverse array of sources (Origen and Clement, Pseudo-Macarius, the Cappadocians, Evagrius, Dionysius, et al.), Maximus positively framed a vision of the ascetical and contemplative life within a refreshed Christology and a highly nuanced and multifaceted doctrine of deification that he became a vital link in the pre-Palamite history of hesychasm and a foundational source for Gregory himself. Since, moreover, councils at Constantinople in 1341 formally vindicated Palamas and censured Barlaam, Maximus’ privileged place in the hesychast tradition was secured all the more.

Maximus in the Tradition of the Philokalia
An effective measure of Maximus' long-term legacy in the Eastern monastic tradition, a crucially important channel of his posthumous influence, is his status in the Philokalia, Orthodoxy's spiritual treasury and handbook compiled at Mount Athos in the eighteenth century by Nicodemos of the Holy Mountain and Macarius of Corinth. The Philokalia was more an attempt to pan-contextualize than to recontextualize Maximus and other monastic sages, since its ethos was the recovery and perpetuation of an ascetical and contemplative wisdom that its editors believed speaks timeless to monastics and non-monastics alike. Maximus was, with Peter of Damianus (twelfth century), the writer allotted the most space among the Philokalia's more than thirty contributing authors, which can hardly be coincidental. Indeed, Kallistos Ware, one of the editor-translators of the Philokalia in English, maintains that its very nucleus was "the Evagrian-Maximian 'bogochelovechestvo' orientation" in which the bearr(ing) of ontological contemplation of nature (theopausa gnoia), and mystical theology (Theoloyia) were reproduced Maximus' Chapters on Love, Chapters on Theologia and Oikonomia, an anthology of varia from other works (Q. Thel., Ep., Amb., and some anonymous scholia attributed to Maximus), and lastly the Commentary on the Lord's Prayer. Here in effect were works definitive of a "philokalic" theology and worldview. While I cannot analyze at length Maximus' strategic importance in the Philokalia, a few general observations are in order about why the Confessor's work enjoyed special esteem. The first is obvious enough from the priority given his Chapters on Love. At one level, the Philokalia ("Love of Divine Beauty") is itself a vast exploration of the polymorphous gift of divine love, goodness, and wisdom, and of the ways that these form and condition human disciplines of prayer and hesychasm, self-mortification, the practice of charity and the virtues in the imitation of Christ, the contemplation of natural and scriptural revelation, and the relentless mystical quest for (and experience of) deification. Maximus, as we observed in the preceding chapter, couched his own teaching on love, and so too his entire asceticism, within a highly articulated theological anthropology that envisioned the transformation of the whole of human nature, including the passible and emotional self, the desiring self in all its complexity. The notion of the virtuous "use" of desire, anger, and other passions is fairly pervasive in the Philokalia, as is the revision of apatheia as "engaged dispassion," a revision to which he was a pivotal contributor.

 Doubtless another reason for Maximus' prominence in the Philokalia is that he was considered a key reviver of the Clementine–Origenian–Evagrian heritage of "gnostic" contemplation and spiritual patideia, all the more so since the Cappadocian Fathers, who had also worked that tradition, were not included in the anthology. Even if Origenist cosmology and eschatology were scarcely at issue by the time the Philokalia was produced, Evagrius' austere terminology and ascetic teaching on contemplation (theopausa) and spiritual knowledge (gnosia) were easily offputting for non-monastic audiences. That certain of his works were included at all, however, indicates the Confessor's recognized incisiveness as an ascetical theologian. Several Philokalia authors, like John Cassian, Diadochus of Phthioti, Thalassius the Libyan (Maximus' famous correspondent), Peter of Damascus, and others incorporated significant elements of Evagrian asceticism. Maximus too drew heavily from Evagrian teaching on the struggle with "thoughts" (logoi) and passions, on natural contemplation and gnosia, on the doctrine of logos, and on the principle of "pure prayer." It is an oversimplification to pit Maximus' "incarnational" spirituality against Evagrius's "intellectualism," but Maximus definitely engages Evagrius critically and modifies his aspects of moral psychology and spiritual instruction. And yet Maximus, unlike other authors dependent on Evagrius, had left behind a substantial criticism and correction of monastic Origenism, elaborated in the Ambiguaio to John, and, in a condensed form, in the Chapters on Theologia and Oikonomia that were incorporated into the Philokalia. Finally, while the Chapters on Theologia and Oikonomia (called Maximus' "most starkly challenging work" by von Balthasar) still mirror Evagrius' severity respecting the struggles of acquiring spiritual knowledge (gnosia), and while Maximus prefaced his Chapters on Love with a warning that some of them would require great diligence to understand, the theological anthropology of Maximus (390) engrained in his ascetical writings reached beyond monastics to a broader audience. Maximus' "cosmo-politeian" vision enjoined on all creatures an appropriate and proportionate asceticism, with human beings uniquely positioned as the key link in creation and as participants in Christ's cosmic ministry of mediation and reconciliation. In the Commentary on the Lord's Prayer, the last of his works appearing in the Philokalia, Maximus specifically depicted the Prayer as instruction from Christ, the mediator between God and the world who both revealed the Father and gave access to him through the Holy Spirit. In the Commentary Maximus sought to unfold the Prayer's deep integration of theology and oikonomia, and of divine incarnation and human deification, in a way that framed the ascetical and contemplative disciplines of all Christians who collectively voice the Prayer in worship and in life. Maximus in Modern Eastern Orthodox Theology Even if Maximus was of little interest to post-Trinitarian Catholic theologians and to the Protestant Reformers and their heirs in the early modern period, new seasons of reengagement awaited his legacy in modern Orthodox thought. An especially intriguing admiration for Maximus developed, for example, among some of the Slavophile philosophers and theologians in nineteenth-century Russia who were already avid readers of the Philokalia in its Slavonic translation from 1793 (though Maximus' works, amazingly, were not in this version). The pioneering Slavophile literate and philosopher Ivan Kireevsky (1806–56) gravitated to Maximus while reading him under the spiritual direction of two elders (startsi), Philaret of the Novospassky Monastery in Moscow, and particularly Makary of the revered Optina Pustyn Monastery southwest of Moscow. He even strengthened his competence in Greek specifically to refine Russian translation of the (310) Confessor. At one time beguiled by German Romanticism and Idealism (he had met Hegel in person and diligently read Schelling), the mystically-inclined Kireevsky re-enveloped through the lens of the Greek Fathers. Maximus and other patristic thinkers, with their deep sense of the "wholeness" of the human self as the subject and contemplator of revelation, provided Kireevsky a salutary alternative to the grievous Western encroachment of critical reason above all other elements of the self in its encounter with divine truth. They provided the model of a philosophical hesychasm, as it were, that integrated the mind's highest philosophical quest with the aspiration of faith arising from out of the psychosomatic unity of human nature.

 In the next generation of Slavophile sages, Vladimir Soloviev (1853–1900) also absorbed Maximus and, thus, discouraging a mere reduplication of the Confessor's work enjoyed special esteem. The first is obvious enough from the priority given his Chapters on Love. At one level, the Philokalia ("Love of Divine Beauty") is itself a vast exploration of the polymorphous gift of divine love, goodness, and wisdom, and of the ways that these form and condition human disciplines of prayer and hesychasm, self-mortification, the practice of charity and the virtues in the imitation of Christ, the contemplation of natural and scriptural revelation, and the relentless mystical quest for (and experience of) deification. Maximus, as we observed in the preceding chapter, couched his own teaching on love, and so too his entire asceticism, within a highly articulated theological anthropology that envisioned the transformation of the whole of human nature, including the passible and emotional self, the desiring self in all its complexity. The notion of the virtuous "use" of desire, anger, and other passions is fairly pervasive in the Philokalia, as is the revision of apatheia as "engaged dispassion," a revision to which he was a pivotal contributor.

 Doubtless another reason for Maximus' prominence in the Philokalia is that he was considered a key reviver of the Clementine–Origenian–Evagrian heritage of "gnostic" contemplation and spiritual patideia, all the more so since the Cappadocian Fathers, who had also worked that tradition, were not included in the anthology. Even if Origenist cosmology and eschatology were scarcely at issue by the time the Philokalia was produced, Evagrius' austere terminology and ascetic teaching on contemplation (theopausa) and spiritual knowledge (gnosia) were easily offputting for non-monastic audiences. That certain of his works were included at all, however, indicates the Confessor's recognized incisiveness as an ascetical theologian. Several Philokalia authors, like John Cassian, Diadochus of Phthioti, Thalassius the Libyan (Maximus' famous correspondent), Peter of Damascus, and others incorporated significant elements of Evagrian asceticism. Maximus too drew heavily from Evagrian teaching on the struggle with "thoughts" (logoi) and passions, on natural contemplation and gnosia, on the doctrine of logos, and on the principle of "pure prayer." It is an oversimplification to pit Maximus' "incarnational" spirituality against Evagrius's "intellectualism," but Maximus definitely engages Evagrius critically and modifies his aspects of moral psychology and spiritual instruction. And yet Maximus, unlike other authors dependent on Evagrius, had left behind a substantial criticism and correction of monastic Origenism, elaborated in the Ambiguaio to John, and, in a condensed form, in the Chapters on Theologia and Oikonomia that were incorporated into the Philokalia. Finally, while the Chapters on Theologia and Oikonomia (called Maximus' "most starkly challenging work" by von Balthasar) still mirror Evagrius' severity respecting the struggles of acquiring spiritual knowledge (gnosia), and while Maximus prefaced his Chapters on Love with a warning that some of them would require great diligence to understand, the theological anthropology of Maximus (390) engrained in his ascetical writings reached beyond monastics to a broader audience. Maximus' "cosmo-politeian" vision enjoined on all creatures an appropriate and proportionate asceticism, with human beings uniquely positioned as the key link in creation and as participants in Christ's cosmic ministry of mediation and reconciliation. In the Commentary on the Lord's Prayer, the last of his works appearing in the Philokalia, Maximus specifically depicted the Prayer as instruction from Christ, the mediator between God and the world who both revealed the Father and gave access to him through the Holy Spirit. In the Commentary Maximus sought to unfold the Prayer's deep integration of theology and oikonomia, and of divine incarnation and human deification, in a way that framed the ascetical and contemplative disciplines of all Christians who collectively voice the Prayer in worship and in life. Maximus in Modern Eastern Orthodox Theology Even if Maximus was of little interest to post-Trinitarian Catholic theologians and to the Protestant Reformers and their heirs in the early modern period, new seasons of reengagement awaited his legacy in modern Orthodox thought. An especially intriguing admiration for Maximus developed, for example, among some of the Slavophile philosophers and theologians in nineteenth-century Russia who were already avid readers of the Philokalia in its Slavonic translation from 1793 (though Maximus' works, amazingly, were not in this version). The pioneering Slavophile literate and philosopher Ivan Kireevsky (1806–56) gravitated to Maximus while reading him under the spiritual direction of two elders (startsi), Philaret of the Novospassky Monastery in Moscow, and particularly Makary of the revered Optina Pustyn Monastery southwest of Moscow. He even strengthened his competence in Greek specifically to refine Russian translation of the (310) Confessor. At one time beguiled by German Romanticism and Idealism (he had met Hegel in person and diligently read Schelling), the mystically-inclined Kireevsky re-enveloped through the lens of the Greek Fathers. Maximus and other patristic thinkers, with their deep sense of the "wholeness" of the human self as the subject and contemplator of revelation, provided Kireevsky a salutary alternative to the grievous Western encroachment of critical reason above all other elements of the self in its encounter with divine truth. They provided the model of a philosophical hesychasm, as it were, that integrated the mind's highest philosophical quest with the aspiration of faith arising from out of the psychosomatic unity of human nature.
the condition for the cosmos, through humanity, to reciprocate with its own creaturely wisdom and freedom, the fulfillment of its vocation. Bulgakov explicitly says of Maximus that his "logology" is essentially a sophiology. Bulgakov was also drawn to the apophaticism of Dionysius and Maximus, in particular their shared principle of the divine "no-thing" that defies all essence or being, subverts the pretensions of reason and metaphysics, and abolishes the delusion of pantheism. Bulgakov revered the fact that a "demonic" and "kataphatic" theologian like Maximus conveyed an "alogical" and "adogmatic" mysticism (i.e. a mysticism akin to Neoplatonism and not necessarily conditioned by Christian faith) while also demonstrating that such mysticism did not exhaust religious experience. Accompanying that NOT towards which [Maximus'] negative theology and mysticism lead is the YES of religion, the Word uttered by Divinity and filling the universe with its thunder. Like Soloviev, Bulgakov understood that Christian apophaticism carried inseparably with it a gospel of divine condescension and incarnation, and of wisdom empowering the creature toward authentic freedom and fullness. Bulgakov was not all positive, however, about Maximus' Christology, arguing that his dispute with monothelites was largely "academic," that his grounding of will in nature rather than in "the life of the spirit" was faulty, and that his denial of gnostic will in Christ bordered on destroying Christ's real human freedom.

Thematic echoes from Maximus resound throughout Bulgakov's work, even when he is not declaring an immediate dependence on the Confessor. For example, Bulgakov argues that the very basis of divine creation of the world is the Creator's sacrificial love for an "other" displayed most perfectly in the cross—a perspective strongly reminiscent of Irenaeus and Tertullian alike.

The creation of the world by God, the self-bifurcation of the Absolute, is the sacrifice of the Absolute for the sake of the relative, which becomes for it "other" (thateron), a creative sacrifice of love. Golgotha was not only eternally pre-established at the creation of the world as an event in time, but it also constitutes the metaphysical essence of creation. The divine "it is accomplished" proclaimed from the cross, embraces all being, refers to all creation... The world is founded by the cross, taken upon himself by God in the name of love. Bulgakov resumed another striking Maximian theme as well—the divine "play" in creation—and with something of the same force. God's creativity is a form of play, not as a mere show of omnipotence but as a function of "ecstatic" love and a bid for fellowship with the creation. It is not this jeu divin (of displayed omnipotence) that God's love wants in creating the world, and in Scripture "play" is ascribed not to God but to his Wisdom which by perceiving the revelation of divine creativity, feels joy and rapture through it. In creating, the trihyposis of God summons polyhypostatly to life; he wants to multiply in the "children of God," to find friends for himself among them. But a son and friend is not a toy or object: once having called him to life, God himself respects his freedom and takes it into account. Having recognized this freedom and introduced it as one of the defining forces in the life of the world, God seemingly limits his omnipotence in its ways for the sake of humankind.

Whereas Bulgakov interprets the divine "play" and "rapture" sophiologically, Maximus had ascribed them to the Creator himself in terms of the holy wisdom (1 Cor. 1:24) of divine incarnation, the mutual ecstasy of Creator and creation, and the ongoing providential work of the Logos to "tease" the freedom of creatures to their own benefit.

The next significant Eastern interpreter of Maximus was Bulgakov's younger fellow-emigre and one-time colleague at the St. Sergius Institute in Paris, Georges Florovsky (1893–1979), an inspirer of the "neo-patristic synthesis" in twentieth-century Orthodox theology. Like Bulgakov, Florovsky benefited greatly from the groundbreaking work on Maximus' doctrine by the Ukrainian historical theologian Sergius Epitaniovich (1886–1948). Florovsky, under Epitaniovich's influence, deemed Maximus the capstone of the Greek patristic synthesis of scriptural revelation and Hellenic philosophical tradition, and judged Maximus' work a parallel to his own "new Christian synthesis" responding to new challenges. Florovsky's most concentrated analysis of Maximus, in a volume on the Byzantine Fathers, argued that the doctrine of revelation was a crucial theme in the Confessor's thought—perhaps not surprising in a period when, in the West, Karl Barth's theology was coming to the forefront. Like Bulgakov, Florovsky acknowledged Maximus' uncompromising apophaticism coupled with deep conviction about God's condescension to enrage and enrapture the creature; so too he determined that Maximus had recovered the Logos of pre-Nicene theology, the Logos who through the logos brings creatures into existence from nothing (to ti ma do) and reveals his will for the world, even though the full revelation awaits the incarnation of the Word. Absent from Florovsky, however, was Bulgakov's sophiological reinterpretation of creation and revelation in Maximus. Sophiology undoubtedly detracted, in Florovsky's perspective on Maximus, from the absolute primacy of Jesus Christ as the mediator of creation and redemption and as the supreme content of divine self-revelation. Florovsky also insisted that the interpretation of Maximus required due attention to his asceticism as a crucial register of his dogmatic theology, calling his overall achievement a "symphony of spiritual experience" rather than a doctrinal system as such.

Another instrumental figure in the neo-patristic synthesis, Vladimir Lousky (1903–58), referenced Maximus abundantly in his highly influential reconstruction of the principal features of Eastern Christian mystical theology. In the latter twentieth century, however, the Romanian theologian Dumitru Stanzio (1903–93), another contributor to the neo-patristic synthesis, emerged as arguably the most incisive interpreter of Maximus for contemporary Eastern Orthodoxy. Early on Stanzio composed a monograph on Maximus' Christology (1943), translated and annotated works of Maximus in Romanian, and incorporated his translation into the Romanian version of the Philokalia. His scholia on the Ambigua remain among the finest commentaries on the text. Stanzio also had Maximus as a formative source for his multi-volume Orthodox Dogmatic Theology, with hopes of recontextualizing the Confessor's christocentric cosmic theology for Orthodox churches faced with all new cultural, social, and ethical challenges. Familiar themes from Maximus resurface, such as the crucification of creation, the logos as divine "intentions" (which Stanzio saw as embodying the "malleable rationality of the world" and the Creator's freedom to effect new possibilities in the world through humanity) and the exalted role of humanity as the microcosm of creation.

The technical features of the Christology of Maximus (on natures, wills, hypostasis, etc.) were largely definitive for Staniloae, but he sought to retrieve as well Maximus' emphasis on Christ's remaking of the human being as a participating agent in the renewal and transformation of creation. Under Maximus' inspiration, furthermore, Staniloae unapologetically affirmed the anthropocentricity of created nature itself, and nature's intrinsic "elasticity" vis-à-vis the unfolding rationality of the world as a whole, in keeping with the Creator's dynamic relationship with his creation. Indeed Staniloae, more than any other modern interpreter except Louvovikos, emphasized the Maximian view of nature as fecund gift and as reflecting the infinite resourcefulness and creative prowess of the triune God. Ascertically, human beings, as the image of God, are to "use" their own shared nature (in its present possible and mortal condition) in building each other up and mirroring the perfection of their nature realized by Christ. But Staniloae extended that asceticism to the responsible Christian use of created nature as a whole, undertaken in science, technology, and the arts, and in this connection he began to articulate a Christian theology of work.

In Orthodoxy more recently, the Greek theologians John Zizioulas (1932–) and Christos Yannaras (1935–) have drawn considerable attention to their rereading of Maximus in terms of a Personalist philosophy critical of Greek metaphysics. Earlier I noted Zizioulas' claim that Maximus helped achieve a breakthrough, elevating the uniquely Christian notion of "person" above the Greek notion of "nature," seeking to exalt the principles of freedom and communion above all "ontological necessity." In his book Being and Communion (1985), Zizioulas writes:

The idea of ekstasis signifies that God is love, and as such He creates an immanent relationship of love outside Himself. The emphasis placed on the words "outside Himself" is particularly important, since it signifies that love as ekstasis gives rise not to an emanation in the neoplatonic sense, but to an otherwise
of being which is seen as responding and returning to its own cause. In Maximus this idea receives a more complete and definite treatment, because his approach is not ultimately related to cosmology, as in Dionysius, but to the trinitarian being of God. Likewise, the distinction between essence and energy in God serves to indicate the relationship between God and the world as ontological otherness bridged by love, but not "by nature" or by "essence". The principal object of [apophatic] theology is to remove the question of truth and knowledge from the domain of Greek theories of ontology in order to situate it within that of love and communion.

Later, in his *Communion and Otherness* (2007) Zizioulas enhanced his attribution to Maximus of the idea of an otherness and personhood piercing the constraints of nature. Here he deduces that for the Confessor, it was the Logos as Person, not as divine Mind or some other "natural" property of God, who contained thelogetai of creatures and enabled "the intervention of personhood between God and creation." The composite hypothesis of Jesus Christ was itself the ultimate liberation from the force of nature.

Zizioulas' critics, among the most incisive being Nikolaos Loudovikos and Jean-Claude Larchet, have disputed his approach to Maximus and the Greek Fathers on several points, suggesting that he anachronistically superimposes modern existentialist-personalist categories on these ancient writers, and identifies "nature" more as an ontological yoke than as a gift supporting personhood. In place of the ontological necessity of nature that he targets, Loudovikos charges, Zizioulas appears to assert a new ontology of "dictated otherness" that actually undermines real communion between uncreated and created natures. I have already offered my own criticism that Zizioulas' interpretation obscures Maximus' dialectical approach to "nature," inviting a confusion between nature as essence and nature as the condition or force of biological necessity. In my view Zizioulas also obfuscates Maximus' doctrine of divine and human ekstasis, which is an ecstasy of nature rather than purely from nature in the reciprocal communion that leads to deification. Zizioulas has answered his critics by arguing that unless the unique person of Christ (and the graced human person) is the locus of salvation and deification, and unless "the person leads [and] the natures follow," and unless will has priority to nature in Maximus' definition of "natural will," then a (Greek) essentialist rather than a (biblical) relational ontology wins the day. Nature, meanwhile, remains merely a functional "abstract universal," registering the fact that persons exercise their freedom in relation to all other persons who share that nature.

Loudovikos has challenged Zizioulas' less so Yannaras) by arguing from Maximus that the communion of persons is not purely and simply hypostatic, an interplay of wills or freedoms, but grounded in the "dialogue" between the Logos and created natures through the logos, which are not static but "dynamic proposals from God's personal will... toward entities, waiting for human will/logos/response in order for creation to advance to the eschatological fullness of the 'eighth day'". Loudovikos, who has garnered some criticism of his own, does not undermine the theological importance of "person" for Maximus, but more faithfully represents the ontological simultaneity of nature and person, and nature's enrichment of person (not just vice versa) at the levels of his Christology, cosmology, and anthropology. Ultimately Loudovikos is no less passionate about discerning a "relational" ontology in Maximus, grounded in nature as already imbued with the grace of potential formation and transformation in the theatre of creatures' interaction with one another and with the Creator. For now, he argues, "The Eucharist remains the locus per excellence of this dialogical/synergistic encounter of human logos/will with divine logical providence/judgment, which asks for this dialogue." Theological Retrievals of Maximus Beyond the Orthodox Fold

Theological retrieval of Maximus outside the Orthodox tradition has both intensified and diversified in the last few decades. Again, I can only provide a cursory sampling. The modern critical scholarship on the Confessor, meanwhile, is far too vast to review here.

Hans Urs von Balthasar as Interpreter of Maximus

Hans Urs von Balthasar's investment in patristic theology was enormous, and his devotion to Maximus was railed only by his keen attention to Irenaeus, Origen, Gregory of Nyssa, Augustine, and Dionysius the Areopagite. As one of the most prolific Roman Catholic thinkers of the twentieth century, with a growing non-Catholic readership as well, his work on Maximus has gone far to correct the neglect of the Confessor in modern Western Christian thought. His *Cosmic Liturgy* (first German edition, 1941; second edition, 1961) culminated his early concentrated work on patristic theology and, as Brian Daley observes, revealed already his signature habit, more obvious in his later writing, of employing perspectives from classical and modern European literature, art, drama, and music in elucidating traditional theological themes.

That said, von Balthasar's reading of Maximus in *Cosmic Liturgy* has its idiosyncrasies. In the book's very opening line, he references the Catholic theologian Franz Staudenmaier's aspiration, in nineteenth-century Germany, to counteract Hegel's pantheism by retrieving the Christian Neoplatonism of Origen, Gregory of Nyssa, Augustine, and Dionysius the Areopagite. As one of the most prolific Roman Catholic thinkers of the twentieth century, with a growing non-Catholic readership as well, his work on Maximus has gone far to correct the neglect of the Confessor in modern Western Christian thought. His *Cosmic Liturgy* (first German edition, 1941; second edition, 1961) culminated his early concentrated work on patristic theology and, as Brian Daley observes, revealed already his signature habit, more obvious in his later writing, of employing perspectives from classical and modern European literature, art, drama, and music in elucidating traditional theological themes.

Maximus can clearly be seen as a thinker standing between East and West. By elevating both the contemplative quest for freedom from desire, characteristic of Buddhism and Gnosticism, and the drive to construct a titanic synthesis, characteristic of Hegel, into Christian love, Maximus finds the "higher midpoint" for both approaches. Like the Buddha, he calls for an attitude toward creatures that has freed itself from self-seeking, from passion, from worldliness, but he interprets it in a Christian way as the love demanded by the Sermon on the Mount, a love like God the Father's for all creatures, both good and evil. Like Buddha and Hegel, he calls for a power of the critical and synthetic intelligence that comes within a hair's breadth of pure idealism, but he situates it, too, within the sustaining power of love: more precisely, in the redeeming love of Christ, whose self-emptying indifference and conceptual openness are revealed to be—far more deeply than with Hegel or in the abstract quest for Nirvana—the Almighty power that preserves the individual and personal by elevating it into the divine. This majestic fusion of Asia and Europe, which subjects all speculative power to the law of self-emptying revealed in the Incarnation, was achieved by Maximus in full consciousness of what he was doing: it allowed him, in a feat of ultimate daring, to surpass and to overcome two opposed brands of pantheism—that of India and China, which dissolve all things in God, and that of Hegel, which constructs God out of all things.

Amid postmodern suspicion of totalizing discourses and comprehensive metanarratives, von Balthasar's assertions about the breadth of Maximus' synthesis can appear overdrawn, but in his own time he was responding to a theological culture already increasingly allured to "theologies of" this and that, a culture gradually shying away from capacious syntheses and summaries. Accordingly, one may fault von Balthasar for anachronistic claims about Maximus' achievement, like the claim that he paved a via media between Buddhism and Hegel. Brian Daley remarks that in the light of von Balthasar's abiding
iniquity with Hegel alongside Maximus, “the ever-present danger is a gnosia, an idealism that refuses to take seriously and to value reverently the finite, ontologically dependent concrete reality of individual things.” Von Balthasar shows awareness of this danger, as when he states that “universal being” is “always newly brought into being from particularity.” And describing how the synthesis of all things in Jesus Christ is the *skopos* of the universe, he writes:

All this may seem very abstract and unpromising, but the constant repetition of this, the most universal law of being, remains nonetheless the great achievement of Maximus the Confessor. Not only did he construct here an apologia for finite, created being in the face of the overwhelming power of the transcendent world of ideas; the application of this principle to the relation between God and the world, in the hypostatic union, finally assures the world itself—even in, and precisely because of, its difference from God—a permanently valid claim to being and to a “good conscience.”

Certainly von Balthasar cannot be faulted for missing a point of historical fact, that Maximus was a “cosmic theologian” genuinely motivated to describe how all things ultimately fit together and find their meaning in Jesus Christ. His intellectual habitude may not have anticipated German idealism, but it was a contemplative-theological counterpart of Hawking’s aspiration to a “theory of everything” in physics.

Von Balthasar certainly reaffirmed, with Lars Thunberg and others, that there was a guiding “Chalcedonian logic” operative in Maximus. But he was also insistent that Maximus’ christocentric cosmology grew first and foremost out of deep identification with the Gospels’ narratives of the “destiny” of Jesus. Already in Cosmic Liturgy we see adumbrations of a “theo-dramatic” reading of Maximus’ *logos* that was more overt in von Balthasar’s later work. As I noted in Chapter 2, Maximus does not figure nearly as prominently in the Aesthetics series (*The Glory of the Lord*) of his trilogy as in the Theo-Drama series. In the latter series, setting in relief Jesus Christ as the preeminent hero and *persona dramatica* in the unfolding drama of creation and redemption, von Balthasar stressed Maximus’ importance in moving post-Chalcedon beyond “political formulas for unity” and an orthodoxy-amid-schism to what was really needed, namely, a refocus on the biblically-elicited mystery of Christ the God-man. Maximus sees through to the Jesus dramatized in the Gospels, destined for the cross, as the key to creation itself. Even his more technical Christology, von Balthasar suggested, was aimed to unveil the intensity of the drama of the incarnation.

If Maximus’ portrayal of the reciprocal immanence of finite and infinite freedom seems somehow undramatic, we must remember two things: first, that the *analogia entis* (the irreducible “otherness” of created nature) excludes any kind of fusion or confusion in this ever-intensifying reciprocal interpenetration; each advance in “divinization” on the part of the creature also implies an increase of its own freedom. This guarantees the abiding and ever-increasing vitality of the dramatic relationship between God and the creature. Second, finite freedom, once it has been redeemed and liberated, is now in danger of being able to utter a heightened No, even to the extent of making a total and irrevocable refusal of grace…

While the maxim that the “play of freedoms,” von Balthasar sought to augment Maximus’ portrayal of how, in Jesus Christ, the infinite divine freedom liberates finite human freedom. Christians not only imitate the incalculable love of Christ, they also participate in the whole new eschatological *tropos* of human existence that Christ has inaugurated. Maximus helped inspire von Balthasar’s vision of discipleship in its theo-dramatic framework, wherein the audiences of God’s revelatory drama are called on stage, as it were, as the *dramatis personae* who must grow into their roles (their freedom and virtue) in the forward movement of historical existence leading to the full consummation of the work of Christ and the Spirit. Herein all the virtues of Christ, nurtured in the Spirit, bring definition to the “characters” in the drama.

Von Balthasar’s reading of Maximus has registered itself in certain of his own devotees, such as the phenomenologist and philosopher-theologian Jean-Luc Marion. Marion, who wrote an early essay on the two wills of Christ in Maximus, has maintained in his mature career a keen interest in patristic thought, especially Dionysius and Augustine. John Lollard suggests, I think rightly, that Marion’s thinking on “distance” and “difference,” such as enable the possibility of authentic love, echoes motifs from von Balthasar’s interpretation of the Confessor. Apart from von Balthasar, however, Marion shows his own independent interest in Maximus’ apophaticism, though largely as a function of his more intensive work on Dionysius.

Retrievals of Maximus in Ecological Theology

Despite the frequent disparagement of the Fathers by many ecological philosophers and theologians, who see them as affirming an omnipotent Deity who tames the world and gives humanity privileged place therein—a new generation of Christian scholars writing on environmental concerns have been drawn to Maximus as a cosmic theologian. This is not a totally Western development. With the strong advocacy of Mar Paulos Gregorios, the “Green” Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew I, John Chrysostom, Bruce Foltz, Elizabeth Theokritoff, and others, environmental theology has grown exponentially in modern Eastern Orthodoxy, much of it focusing on Maximus and his vision of humanity as a responsible “mediator” of creation. Here I would mention as well the work of Alexei Nesteruk, who has analyzed Maximus’ cosmic theology (and doctrine of the logos) in conversation with contemporary physics and cosmology.

Outside the Orthodox fold, a leading voice in retrieving Maximus for ecological theology is Celia Deane-Drummond, who seeks to recover the primacy of divine wisdom in creation approached from a stance of contemplation, wonder, and wisdom. She reads Maximus through von Balthasar, finding in the Confessor a perspective in which the Creator thoroughly identifies with creation in its tragic, compromised state, all the while maintaining the “sacramentality” of creation as a medium of grace, and the interrelatedness and interdependence of all creatures. Deane-Drummond brings expertise in the biological sciences to environmental theology, similarly discerns great ecological promise in Maximus’ doctrine of the logos, insofar as they signal the Creator’s dynamic relation with the unfinished creation. Maximus conceives the logos, says Southgate, “not as static aesthetic ideals but dynamically in terms of peaks in fitness landscapes, peaks that shift over time as God draws the biosphere onward.” They embody the logos’ own freedom to work in and through the natures of created species in ways that answer the need for an evolutionary theology and that encourage human participation in the evolution of creation. In a separate study, I myself have engaged with Southgate’s work and explored how Maximus’ doctrine of creation can prospectively support an evolutionary theology.

Still another environmental theologian, Willis Jenkins, aspires to “explore the ecological promise of Maximian deification by turning to modern Russian theology...[and by] tracing the ecological promise of Maximus through Sergei Bulgakov, testing and developing the strategy of ecological spirituality within the tradition of deification.” Jenkins finds in Maximus the paradigmatic form of Eastern Orthodoxy’s intrinsic fusion of grace and nature, wherein human deification (inaugurated through the incarnation) carries with it humanity’s participation in the transformation of all creation. He identifies in Maximus three crucial "mysteries" that articulate the way of the world into union with God. First is the mystery of *createdness* itself, the ontological otherness that establishes the possibility of communion between creation and Creator—a communion perfected in the incarnation of the Logos. Not surprisingly, Jenkins broaches Maximus’ teaching on the logos in this same connection. Second is the mystery of *personhood*, as the tension between hypostasis and physion involves personal charge with a creative responsibility to realize the real nature of things, manifested perfectly in Christ. Christ’s own hypostasis confirms the embrace and synthesis of multiplicity in creation, thus sanctioning human engagement with non-human creatures. Personhood reveals the “plasticity” of nature conducive to communion. Third, Jenkins proposes, is the mystery of the theoretical Church, the communion...
body of those who gather with all creatures as liturgical subjects in the cosmic liturgy. In this communion, authored by Christ, there is no competition amid the “divinizing union of freedoms.” “Christ’s freedom does not act against passively inert natures, but brings to expression nature’s inner glory, thus liberating its own ‘voice,’ realizing its own mode of existence.”

Jenkins concludes: “So Maximus anticipates the peaceable kingdom of the ecclesial economy, where Christians reconcile the world as they dwell within it, transfiguring creation through worship, offering the world to God as they enter into the communion of the cosmos.” That said, Jenkins suggests that among Maximus’ later readers, Staniloae, but even more so Bulgakov, audaciously conveyed his ecological promise. Jenkins ignores the dissonances between the Christologies of Maximus and Bulgakov and chooses instead to harmonize Maximus with Bulgakov’s Sophiology insofar as both writers gave primacy to the incarnate Christ’s role in liberating the human microcosm (and person) into communion with the whole creation.

The retrieval of Maximus for contemporary ecological theology is likely to continue for the foreseeable future, as indicated in the recent study of Brock Bingaman, comparing Maximus and Jürgen Moltmann on the “trinitarian-christocentric” basis of the human vocation in creation, and demonstrating how both writers provide richly “contemplative” perspectives on humanity’s role in the world that enhance human servanthood and asceticism in and for the world.

Maximus in the Revival of Virtue Ethics

In recent decades, moral philosophy and theology have seen a noticeable revival of virtue-based ethics, due largely to fatigue with neo-Kantian approaches and renewed interest in Aristotle’s Ethics and in the theological ethics of Thomas Aquinas. Integration of the Greek Fathers into conversations on virtue ethics has been slow in coming, owing in part to the perception of virtue ethicists that patristic moralists treated the virtues primarily ascetically and pastorally, not theoretically. Orthodox scholars like Perry Hamalis and Aristotle Papanikolaou have tried to remedy the situation and to bring Eastern Christian perspectives into conversation with Alasdair McIntyre and other leading virtue ethicists in the West.

Instruction in the virtues was of course a stock element in the moral psychology and spiritual anthropology of many Greek monastic writers (including Evagrius and most other authors in the Philokalia). But Maximus has emerged as exemplary for various reasons. First, as I myself have argued elsewhere, his teaching on the Christian’s formation readily meets the virtue ethicist’s demand for a coherent “moral narrative” in which virtues are framed and cultivated. In his case it is a “theo-dramatic” construct wherein the Logos, having through the logos already scripted creatures’ communion with one another and with God, incarncates himself in Jesus Christ to bring the drama to a head, and in the denouement embodies himself in the virtues of believers who participate in the drama. Second, Maximus’ aretology articulates both the properly intellectual and properly performative or embodied dimensions of virtue, and mediates between them. Frederick Aquino has highlighted the relevance of Maximus’ teaching on prudence and the other intellectual virtues to contemporary discussion of “virtue epistemology” as a subsidiary of virtue ethics. Luis Salés has illuminated how for Maximus the whole of the embodied moral self is integrated into the performance of virtue, paralleling insights from behavioral neurobiology with Maximus’ teaching on gnōmē, the passions, and virtuous habits in the interest of “a virtue ethics which is concerned with the totality of a human person.” Third, Maximus’ teaching on virtue makes for a compelling Eastern comparison with that of the towering figure of Aquinas, particularly in the consideration of whether virtues are “natural” or “habitual,” and whether, if habitual, the habitus (δύναμις) is itself natural or supernatural. Finally, and more generally, Maximus’ aretology both informs, and is informed by, an extensive consideration of the nature of human desire and freedom, abiding themes in contemporary theological ethics.
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Epilogue: A Confessor for East, West, and Global South

It is a point of historical fact, not of retrospective eulogy or nostalgia, that Maximus the Confessor was one of the few genuinely ecumenical theologians of the late-ancient and early-medieval age. His profile staggeringly contrasts, of course, with that of reputed ecumenical theologians of our own time, who carry on their work in the shadow of sizable networks of organized endeavor toward global Christian unity, such as both benefit and problematize their prophetic witness. Though empirically the Church of Maximus' time was far less fragmented than it appears today, he knew the harsh sting of alienation within the Christian ekklesia, whose unity in the seventh century was complicated not only by polarizing doctrinal conflict and ecclesiastical rivalries but also by imperial interventions therein. He earned his epithet “Confessor” honestly. Monastic community, far from being a haven from the world, launched him for a career that resulted in high-profile public confrontations with ecclesiastical and imperial powers alike, confrontations that cost him his life, a martyr for convictions only posthumously vindicated.

Von Balthasar, for all the virtues of his interpretation of Maximus, exaggerates the image of the Confessor as a man of “destiny” aware of his place in Christian intellectual history and his mediating role between East and West. He finds in Maximus the kind of person who “has seen his own star rising beyond all the cultural and political configurations and weaknesses of his time and follows it with a freedom that overcomes the world.” Yet there is, however, little evidence from Maximus’ own writings of a heightened self-consciousness of heroically rising above the fray. Von Balthasar himself qualifies his bold image by suggesting that Maximus shrank from any pretense of authority and “did nothing to give power to his own achievement,” instead acting out of “passionate vulnerability” and “evangelical love,” “a humble monk.” But this too may exaggerate, since at times Maximus revealed strong charismatic authority and an extraordinary capacity to wield influence.

Without desiring to underplay Maximus’ robust persona in his own context, I would hasten to revise von Balthasar’s portrait in more sobering terms. Maximus scarcely lacked a sense of his own acquired “clout” in the definitive situations of his career, be it communicating intimately with friends as a spiritual advisor, corresponding with civil authorities and confessors, interpreting the authoritative doctors of the faith for a new day, debating a former Patriarch of Constantinople, aligning himself christologically with the papacy, or rallying Greek monks against the doctrinal pretensions of the Byzantine imperial establishment. In the story of his trials and exiles by imperial prosecutors, moreover, Maximus appears fully cognizant of the weight of the moment, the high stakes of his convictions and the price to be paid for them. He knows himself to be a player in what God has preordained before the ages—and if that is what von Balthasar means by a sense of “destiny,” so be it. All the while, there is no signal from Maximus whatsoever that, once embroiled in the monothethe controversy, he has moved beyond his original monastic vocation or that there is some existential fault-line to be crossed from the life of a non-ordained monk to that of a thoroughly public exponent of christological orthodoxy interacting with imperial officials and with bishops and patriarchs. Indeed, in Lazica the circle of his life is perfectly closed, as the exile of the defamed political prisoner and the xeriteinai of the monk finally appear as one and the same.

In earlier chapters, I have described Maximus’ Weltbild as a “theo-drama,” or better still a “christo-drama,” focused on the resourcefulness of the Creator and the initiative of the Logos-Christ in the freedom and fullness of his incarnational manifestation—his aspiration to “embody himself” in all things. I have also described Maximus’ worldview as the articulation of a “cosmo-politeian” vision, one in which all rational creatures are called to particular “ascetical” roles in the universe, as participant actors in the cosmic drama whose central plot is the full fruition of the politeia of Jesus Christ. This is how he reads the created world and Scripture alike. All creatures—even non-rational creatures whose “modes of existence” still fall thoroughly within the compass of divine providence—contribute, from out of the particularity of their position and vocation, to the cosmic liturgy of praise, and to Christ’s cosmic ministry of reconciliation and transformation. Such is the teleological actualization of the vocation encoded for every creature in the logos of its nature.

How radical, or even political, is this vision in Maximus’ context? The social or cultural historian might argue that it simply gives theological and cosmological sanction to the hierarchies already built into the socio-political fabric of Byzantium, projecting an orderly cosmos for an orderly empire—analogous to how Dionysius’s Celestial Hierarchy and Ecclesiastical Hierarchy were appropriated by medieval European thinkers as theological grounding for the ranked social and ecclesiastical order of Western Christendom. More than once I have noted Averil Cameron’s compelling portrait of Maximus as a cultural conservative, a proto-scholastic serving the defense of Byzantium’s cultural identity in the face of the threats of Islam from without and heresy from within.

But for various reasons such a reading of Maximus’ cosmo-politeian vision is unsatisfying. Let us recall the sharp contrast with his contemporary, George of Pisidia, whose poetry richly deploys cosmological imagery as a framework for glorifying Heraclius’ imperial regime. George’s Heraclius is Christ’s worldwide vice-regent seeking to usher in a “new creation.” Maximus discourses little on the Byzantine social and political order as such, and he is a reluctant patriot, to be sure. In (p.332) one of his letters to John the Chamberlain, referencing the inevitable postlапsarian necessity of worldly rulers disciplining human beings who are equal by nature but fallen, Maximus nonetheless relativizes the imperial authority. An emperor is only as good as his being “a most faithful servant of the divine will”; otherwise he invests in wicked earthly advisors, makes them his viceroys, and wreaks destruction. This reductive assessment of imperial power is matched by Maximus’ exegesis of certain kings in the Bible who were capable of going either way, like the Pharaoh, who symbolized the “law of nature” when he served Israel under the dispensation of Joseph but was a Devil-figure when he set out to destroy God’s people in Moses’ time. A king or emperor, like every other creature, must fulfill his “natural” vocation or politeia in relation to the universal politeia of Jesus Christ. But how could an emperor now, in the seventh century, hope to fulfill that vocation if he did not proceed with a clear and true understanding of the person, natures, and wills of Christ? For Maximus, imperial intervention in the monothethe controversy was less the problem than the emperors’ inability to see that precision in Christology was bound up with the very way of salvation and deification, and was not just a function of imperial unity. Maximus was accused of being implacable and unaccommodating in his dispute at Bizya at the end of his career, but for him the christocentric asceticism (politeia) imposed on all citizens—indeed all creatures—was a heavy yoke to be borne by all alike.

There is an instructive comparison here, I believe, with Maximus’ teacher three centuries removed, Gregory Nazianzen. Gregory, of course, was a bishop—albeit it in a very provincial locale before rising to fame in Constantinople in the final climax of the trinitarian controversy. But as Susanna Elm has recently profiled him, Nazianzen was caught up in a fierce battle over very precise language of God that is best described as a “philosophical agon” in which bishops contended with each other but also with the emperor (himself a “philosopher”). For Gregory and for the neo-pagan Emperor Julian, alike, writes Elm, “the question was how to guarantee the salvation implicit in the return to the divine, becoming God, to all and not merely to those of higher purity.” Bishop and emperor had become the new ascetics and contemplatives, assuming the traditional function of philosophers in (p.333) society, modeling their paideia for all within the oikoumene, guiding all within the civil politeia toward salvation and deification. Maximus, a non-ordained monk, did not have Nazianzen’s relatively elite status. Despite the Greek Life’s dubious claims of Maximus having once been an insider at the imperial court, the predominant pattern of his career was that of the peregrinating monk whose first allegiance was to his original spiritual fathers, principally Sophronius. Indeed, this overall pattern lends credibibility to the Syriac Life’s claims of his Palestinian monastic provenance. Maximus’ early circulation with the intimate Moschus—Sophronius circle (the “Eukratades”) prepared him more readily to lead the escalating Greek monastic dissent against the monothethe establishment in Constantinople. In my judgment, it is precisely in this monastic network, and under the mentoring of
Sophronius, that we must look for the internal link between the broad cosmo-politeian vision, articulated across Maximus' earlier writings and correspondence, and the narrower, more technical christological discourses of his career from the 640s on. This is the context where rigor about the ascetical politeia of every creature—a fortiori every Christian human being—was fused with rigor in fathoming the politeia of Christ himself. The very mysteriousness of Christ's composite person, and of the eschatological tropos of creaturely nature that he opened up with his "new theandric energy," induced more, not less, assiduous aspiration to participate in the mystery in every aspect of one's being and intelligence.

Critically-minded Western moderns, heirs of the hermeneutics of suspicion in the study of history, frequently have great difficulty fathoming the possibility that anyone could act out of sheer theological principle, without ulterior motives supervening. It is not idealizing him to offer Maximus' career as testimony that such suspicion is not always warranted. For him, rigor in christological formulations went hand in hand with plumbing the depths of the mysterium Christi, the mystery which, simply put, is the beginning, middle, and end of all things. We already live and move and have our being within it, whether we choose to recognize it or not. The imperative is actively to embrace that "being" as sheer gift, as christoform and cruciform vocation, as summons to receive "eternal well-being" in Christ's new, transfigured creation.

Such is the christocentric cosmic gospel which the wandering monk Maximus the Confessor carried with him across East, West, and "South" (Africa), in Byzantium’s profoundly tempestuous seventh century. Especially in its christological content, it is his legacy today for churches East and West still struggling to recover the unity of the Church grounded in the mystery that is Jesus Christ. Especially in its setting of the lordship of Jesus Christ above all earthly powers—that-be, it is Maximus’ legacy for today’s postcolonial churches of the “Global South” (or of post-Soviet Georgia, the land of his burial) striving to fathom and interpret the mystery of Christ in their own new contexts. And whatever the differences of circumstance, Maximus’ sheer endurance as a Christian witness is encouragement to battered and berated Christians in the land quite possibly of his own nativity, Christians now striving to keep their faith amid their own kinds of exile in "occupied territories” or in the larger war zones of the Middle East.

Notes:
(1) For a good review, see Andrew Louth, “St. Maximus the Confessor between East and West,” in Elizabeth Livingstone, ed., Studia Patristica 32 (Leuven: Peeters, 1997), 332–45.
(2) The term applied to Maximus ostensibly for the first time by Theodore Spudaeos, Hypostaticon §5 of Allen and Neil, 154.
(4) ibid., 30.
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(11) Q. Thal. 26 (CCSG 7:179–81).
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(14) See Garrigues, Maxime le Confesseur, 47–55.
(15) In Opusc. 15 (PG 91:184B = Il. 824–7 in Roosen’s forthcoming critical edition), a letter to Stephen of Dor, Maximus praises the Palestinian bishop for guiding him and other believers back to "the most divine confession and politeia of the Logos," as the two go absolutely hand in hand.